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ABSTRACT 
 

Over the last two decades, states around the world have struggled with the challenge of 

understanding the impact of the Internet and networked information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) within their societies and determining how best to regulate and 

govern these new technologies. This challenge has been particularly stark for hybrid and 

authoritarian regimes where the availability of these technologies has offered 

fundamental shifts in the forms of expression and association potentially attainable by 

citizens. But regime responses have differed dramatically, with some embracing the 

Internet and ICTs, investing in infrastructure, and turning a relatively blind eye to the 

new forms of discourse and activism they engender, while others have attempted in 

various ways to severely restrict the political uses of the Internet and related 

technologies.    

 

This dissertation uses a mixed-method approach to analyze global patterns of Internet 

policy adoption across hybrid and authoritarian regimes, and to offer a preliminary model 

of key causal factors and processes influencing policy choice – particularly the choice 

whether to adopt restrictive policies that limit Internet use and content or to permit the 

development of and access to a vibrant uncensored Internet. The roles of political 

instability, ICT sector development, regime legitimization strategy, normative pressure, 
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authoritarian learning and other factors are examined.  Large-N analysis identifies global 

patterns of Internet restrictions, particularly noting policy clustering within regions and 

among states sharing similar cultural values and regime type.  The analysis examines how 

these patterns appear to be changing as Internet penetration increases.  More detailed 

process tracing follows longitudinal policy developments in states of the former Soviet 

region and their repercussions, examining similarities and differences in the approaches 

adopted by regimes of the region, tracking instances of policy coordination and diffusion, 

and analyzing the impact of different approaches to Internet control on the development 

of online discourse and activism.  Case studies of Russia and Kazakhstan are based on 

over a year of field research, examining critical periods of policy change and adaptation 

in response to domestic and international pressures. 
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Chapter 1.  Rewiring Authoritarianism: 
Globalization, Adaptation, and Networked Technologies 

 
 

“Governments of the Industrial World, you weary giants of flesh and steel, I come from 
Cyberspace, the new home of Mind. On behalf of the future, I ask you of the past to leave 
us alone. You are not welcome among us. You have no sovereignty where we gather.”   
 
- From the “Declaration of Independence of Cyberspace,” John Parry Barlow, 
Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) co-founder1 

 
 

Emerging in the late 1960s out of government-funded cold war defense research 

to develop a communications network that could survive nuclear attacks, it might seem 

ironic that by the late 1990s, the Internet was widely perceived as a global commons, 

beyond the reach of states and permitting the free flow of information and 

communication within and across national borders.  Web-idealists have long asserted that 

the Internet’s unique technological affordances – the groundbreaking changes it permits 

in the speed and ease of public discourse and civic organizing – render it an 

unprecedented “liberation technology” in the hands of repressed societies.  Developments 

in the 2000s have at times seemed to support this view.  From the use of Internet-based 

tools in mass protest movements or revolutionary regime change events to the 

development of vibrant new forms of public discourse and civic engagement and the 

social entrepreneurial uses of crowdsourcing technologies to confront shared problems, 

the transformative capacities of these technologies have been widely noted.   

 

But the technology itself is not static.  Nor is the way it is governed.  The growing 

variety of approaches by which states seek to assert their authority over “cyberspace” has 

                                                
1  John Perry Barlow, “A Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace,” February 8, 1996, 
https://www.eff.org/cyberspace-independence. 
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led more pessimistic observers since the late 2000s to suggest that ultimately the Internet 

will prove more a tool of control than of liberation.  As global contestations brew over 

norms of “Internet freedom” and “cybersecurity,” the future of the Internet and its role in 

state-society relations hangs in the balance.  Different state approaches to the regulation 

of the Internet within their territories are likely to help shape the possible uses of Internet-

based technologies for public discourse, civic activism, and information exchange going 

forward.  They also will play an important role in determining whether the “network of 

networks” continues as a global commons, connecting people and allowing the exchange 

of information across national borders, or whether this network fragments and further 

reinforces boundaries. 

 

Today a growing number of observers stress the extent to which the “liberation” 

argument must be leavened with a fair consideration of the varieties of levels, forms, and 

agents of control now present to regulate the use of cyberspace.  As states have come to 

play an ever-more prominent role in the regulation of the Internet within their territories, 

many different approaches to Internet control have been noted.  Official and unofficial, 

legal and technical – these different attempts to manage access to, content of, and use of 

the Internet have varied enormously, with states of similar regime types or sharing other 

important characteristics sometimes selecting opposite strategies and divergent technical 

approaches.  Likewise, states have taken different approaches towards the global Internet 

governance arena and ongoing institutional and normative contestations concerning the 

Internet’s future as a global information commons.   
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This dissertation examines the variety and forms of Internet regulation and 

governance strategies being adopted by authoritarian regimes, and demonstrates the 

impact of these various policy approaches on the role of the Internet in state-society 

relations.  Why have Internet and information technology policy choices differed so 

dramatically across non-democratic regimes in the 2000s?  What factors have influenced 

state decisions to adopt more- or less- restrictive approaches, and how durable are these 

choices once taken?  How are these patterns of policy choice changing and adapting in 

reaction to the highly noted use of Internet-based technologies in mass protest events and 

attempted electoral revolutions of the late 2000s, and what do these patterns portend for 

the future?  What impact do the policies being selected have on the role of the Internet in 

state-society relations?  Theoretical arguments and empirical research address these 

questions and examine how Internet policy decisions have been incorporated into the 

broader management of state-society relations by non-democratic regimes.  Ultimately, 

through examining the evolving role of state Internet policy in non-democratic settings, I 

seek to understand how these policy choices, combined with expanding global access to 

the Internet, might be influencing the development of non-democratic regime types.  

 

This introductory chapter sets the context – historical and theoretical – for the 

examination of these questions.  It also provides an overview of the dissertation’s 

methodology and structure.  

 

The following section, “Authoritarian Regimes and Globalization,” examines the 

post-Cold War global context, and the new variety of non-democratic political regimes 
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that emerged during this period – particularly focusing on the changing nature of state-

society relations.  We see how, despite the significant teleological hopes that had been 

attached by many Western observers to the global collapse of communism and the “Third 

Wave of Democratization,” this period ultimately ushered in the development of new 

forms of stable authoritarian regimes more capable of dealing with the less controllable 

information flows and pressures of globalization.  While allowing more space for some 

forms of free association, expression, and media than had been permitted by dominant 

earlier forms of closed authoritarianism, these regimes worked astutely to limit and 

manage the roles of civil society, protest activism and independent media in their 

societies – effectively controlling the framing of more abundant information and activity 

while accepting the loss of the total control sought by older closed regime types.  

Nonetheless, the new seemingly more adaptable “hybrid” or “electoral authoritarian” 

regimes also had vulnerabilities – some of which the growing global use of networked 

information technologies seemed particularly equipped to exploit.  

 

The introduction concludes with a section, “Dissertation Methods and Structure,” 

which provides a brief overview of the methods and data used in the empirical chapters.  

This section discusses the dissertation’s focus on the former Soviet region and provides a 

roadmap for the layout of the remaining chapters and their connections with the 

overarching theoretical questions.   
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Authoritarian Regimes and Globalization 

 

The nature and variety of authoritarian regime types globally changed 

dramatically during the two decades of increased globalization following the end of the 

Cold War.  This period also brought fundamental shifts in the nature and theoretical 

status of the relationship between state and society in non-democratic regimes.  The 

relevant literature concerning hybrid and electoral authoritarian regimes and their 

strategies for “managing” society constitutes an important theoretical starting point in an 

examination of the role and regulation of the Internet within contemporary authoritarian 

regimes.  While many of the insights in this literature pertain to state-society relations in 

the offline world – such as the approaches utilized by these regimes to control offline 

forms of civil society organizing, protest, and independent media – there is little reason to 

think that some of the same logic might not drive regime policy choices in the online 

world as well.  Likewise, these regimes illustrate methods of adaptation through which 

authoritarian regimes have dealt with the pressures of globalization – adaptations that 

themselves might be either increasingly relied upon or challenged with the growth of 

Internet penetration in these societies. 

 

The much-discussed “Third Wave of democracy” brought with it a renewed 

scholarly interest in the role of society vis-à-vis the state in authoritarian and 

democratizing settings.2 The prominent role of societal groups in bringing reform and 

liberalization to many Latin American countries and particularly the dramatic “people 

                                                
2 See: Samuel P Huntington, “Democracy’s Third Wave,” Journal of Democracy 2, no. 2 (1991): 12–34, 
doi:10.1353/jod.1991.0016; Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the Late 
Twentieth Century (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991). 
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power” demonstrated by the popular opposition fronts of Eastern Europe in the 1980s 

prompted the beginning of a vibrant discussion of the importance (and health) of civil 

society in established democracies and its role in the transitions and consolidation of new 

democracies.3  The rapid collapse of numerous authoritarian regimes and apparent 

transition to democracy led many observers to premature conclusions about the 

incapacity of authoritarianism to withstand the pressures of revitalized civic engagement, 

ideological collapse and globalization.  But as the late 1990s and especially the 2000s 

witnessed dynamics of democratic stagnation or backsliding in many of the previous 

Third Wave countries, teleological dreams of an “End of History” and the dawning of an 

age of universal democratization were sidelined and comparative politics theorists 

scrambled to define new regime categories to adequately describe the apparently stable 

                                                
3 Civil society, it was argued, had long played vital functions in strengthening and stabilizing democracies, 
training and shaping democratic citizens and serving as intermediary and buffer between individual citizens 
and the state.  Civil society was thought particularly important to fragile new democracies, playing crucial 
roles in “the development, deepening, and consolidation of democracy” (Diamond 1999).  With so much 
theoretical optimism about the vital role of civil society in democratic consolidation, scholars rushed to 
explain where strong civil society comes from where it does exist, and what can be done – if anything – to 
encourage its development where it as yet does not.  See for example: Larry Diamond, Developing 
Democracy: Toward Consolidation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999).Robert D. Putnam, 
Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy, 1st Edition, 3rd Printing edition (Princeton, 
N.J: Princeton University Press, 1992); Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of 
American Community (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000); Theda Skocpol and Morris P. Fiorina, eds., 
Civic Engagement in American Democracy (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1999); Theda 
Skocpol, Diminished Democracy: From Membership to Management in American Civic Life (Norman, 
OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003); Mark E. Warren, ed., Democracy and Trust (Cambridge, UK  ; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Mark E. Warren, Democracy and Association (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000); Eric M. Uslaner, “Democracy and Social Capital,” Democracy and 
Trust, 1999, 121–150.Marc Morje Howard, “The Weakness of Postcommunist Civil Society,” Journal of 
Democracy 13, no. 1 (2002): 157–69, doi:10.1353/jod.2002.0008.Marc Morjé Howard, The Weakness of 
Civil Society in Post-Communist Europe, 1St Edition edition (Cambridge, U.K.  ; New York, NY: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003); Marc Morje Howard and Leah Gilbert, “A Cross-National Comparison 
of the Internal Effects of Participation in Voluntary Organizations,” Political Studies 56, no. 1 (2008): 12–
32; Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, ed. J. P. Mayer, trans. George Lawrence, Harper 
Perennial Modern Classics edition (New York: Harper Perennial Modern Classics, 2006).   
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forms of “hybrid regimes” which had emerged, combining characteristics from electoral 

democracy and authoritarianism.4   

 

While many of the theoretical insights of the 1990s had focused on the agency of 

societal actors, stressing the importance of civil society and new forms of independent 

media in both the transition and consolidation of new democracies and in the 

international diffusion of liberal democratic norms, the political realities of the 2000s 

struck a somewhat soberer chord, forcing theorists to reconsider the teleological 

overtones of some of the earlier scholarship.  By the mid-2000s many questions began to 

arise as to the effectiveness of the earlier civil society aid and transnational NGO 

collaboration efforts, as the civil society and independent media sectors that had emerged 

in hybrid or electoral authoritarian regime countries often now faced increased regime 

hostility, and had failed to connect effectively with sustainable domestic funding sources 

or constituency bases in society.5  Extensive levels of dependency on foreign aid and 

assistance, and lack of widespread social support likewise made these sectors vulnerable 

to new harsh legal rules imposed by repressive regimes.6 

 

                                                
4 Larry Jay Diamond, “Is the Third Wave Over?,” Journal of Democracy 7, no. 3 (1996): 20–37, 
doi:10.1353/jod.1996.0047.Larry Jay Diamond, “Elections Without Democracy: Thinking About Hybrid 
Regimes,” Journal of Democracy 13, no. 2 (April 2002): 21–35; Thomas Carothers, “The End of the 
Transition Paradigm,” Journal of Democracy 13, no. 1 (January 2002): 5–21; Thomas Carothers, “The 
Backlash Against Democracy Promotion,” Foreign Affairs 85, no. 2 (April 2006): 55; Francis Fukuyama, 
The End of History and the Last Man (New York  : Toronto  : New York: Free Press, 1992); Terry Lynn 
Karl, “The Hybrid Regimes of Central America,” Journal of Democracy 6, no. 3 (1995): 72–86, 
doi:10.1353/jod.1995.0049. 
 
5  Thomas Carothers, Aiding Democracy Abroad: The Learning Curve (Washington, DC: Carnegie 
Endowment for Int’l Peace, 1999); Marina Ottaway and Thomas Carothers, Funding Virtue: Civil Society 
Aid and Democracy Promotion (Washington, D.C: Carnegie Endowment for Int’l Peace, 2000). 
6 Carothers, “The Backlash Against Democracy Promotion.” 
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Indeed, trends emerging by the mid-to-late 2000s suggested that the future 

survival of the sort of autonomous civil society necessary to play vital roles in democratic 

transition, consolidation or norm diffusion was already in grave doubt in many regions 

and countries.  Data and reports by organizations such as Freedom House International, 

the International Center for Not-For-Profit Law, the National Endowment for 

Democracy, and other independent think tanks and watchdog groups indicated startling 

patterns of renewed repression against civil society and growing restrictions on the 

freedom of association in numerous regimes in different world regions, beginning in the 

early-to-mid 2000s.7  Similar dynamics were confirmed by numerous studies focusing on 

specific regions or countries.  Quite a few of the states adopting newly repressive NGO 

laws or other restrictions on the domestic associational freedoms, furthermore, were also 

countries that were hailed previously as Third Wave democracies and embraced by 

extensive civil society development funding programs and transnational NGO 

collaboration networks.  These were largely also states that by the late 2000s were 

                                                
7 Of course not all social scientists of the 1990s had ever drunk the teleological “end of history” Kool-Aid, 
concerning the inevitable and irreversible global spread of democracy.  Adam Przeworski, for example, 
famously warned that, while it is easy to assume the problems of post-communist states will dissipate with 
the end of the communist system, "there are many countries that never experienced communist rule, yet 
remain part of the South" - capitalist countries that are "poor, and ruled by intermittent outburst of 
organized violence."  "Poverty, inequality, inefficiency, repression, and foreign domination are the daily 
experience of billions of people for whom the West remains the North[,]” he explained.  With Fernando 
Limongi, he further argued against the tendency among Third Wave optimists to cast out all assumptions of 
the older “modernization theory” that had seen a connection between economic development and 
democracy.  While scholars such as Seymour Martin Lipset had gotten the mechanism wrong, suggesting 
that developed countries were more likely to democratize (now seemingly falsified by the democratization 
of many more impoverished countries), they had been right about the correlation: more developed countries 
are more likely to be democratic.  The reason, they argued, was that poorer countries form less stable 
democracies, and so new poor democracies are quite likely to fall back into authoritarianism.  See: Francis 
Fukuyama, “The End of History?,” The National Interest (Summer 1989): 5, 
http://www.ou.edu/uschina/gries/articles/IntPol/Fukuyama%20End%20of%20History.pdf; Fukuyama, The 
End of History and the Last Man; Adam Przeworski, Democracy and the Market: Political and Economic 
Reforms in Eastern Europe and Latin America (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1991); Adam Przeworski and Fernando Limongi, “Modernization: Theories and Facts,” World Politics 49, 
no. 2 (1997): 155–83; Seymour Martin Lipset, “Some Social Requisites of Democracy: Economic 
Development and Political Legitimacy,” The American Political Science Review 53, no. 1 (1959): 69–105, 
doi:10.2307/1951731. 
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variously classified as “illiberal democracies,” “pseudo-democracies,” “managed 

pluralist” regimes, “electoral authoritarian regimes,”  “hybrid regimes,” or some other 

category to indicate a mix of some formal democratic institutions (particularly elections) 

combined with some characteristics of authoritarian rule.         

 

Scholars indicated a number of possible factors contributing to these trends.  One 

was a general shift in the attitudes of many states towards the legitimacy of Western – and 

particularly American – democracy assistance efforts.  The linkage of “democracy 

promotion” with the US-led war in Iraq and a policy of “regime change” became a 

justification for a newly jealous guarding of domestic “sovereignty” by many less than 

fully democratic regimes.8  Likewise, some have suggested that the discrediting of 

American leadership on issues such as human rights during the early 2000s by unilateral 

decision-making, extraordinary rendition, the Guantanamo Bay detention facility, events 

such as the Abu Ghraib torture cases, and wide concern over civil liberties violations at 

home likely played some role in this change.  To be sure, in a number of states the post-

9/11 “war on terror” provided a convenient rationale and justificatory smokescreen for 

new domestic measures designed to control and restrict troublesome societal actors – not 

always limited to those engaged in actual terrorist activities, however.   

 

The shift in attitude towards democracy assistance was further exacerbated by the 

alarm experienced by some regimes on witnessing the so-called “color revolutions” of 

the early 2000s – in Serbia (2000), Georgia (2003), Ukraine (2004) and Kyrgyzstan 

                                                
8 Carl Gershman and Michael Allen, “The Assault on Democracy Assistance,” Journal of Democracy 17, 
no. 2 (April 2006): p.49. 
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(2005)9 – in which effective civil society organizing and election monitoring led to a 

transformative turnover of power in the political system. 10   Foreign financial and 

technical civil society assistance as well as transnational and intraregional NGO networks 

certainly played roles in assisting domestic opposition and activist groups in these cases.  

The 2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine particularly got the attention of authoritarian 

regimes;11 it was in the wake of this event that the most dramatic shifts in policy towards 

civil society began to accrue.  Civil society – especially when aided by and collaborating 

with international foreign governments or NGOs – was suddenly seen as a “Trojan horse” 

that might seek to disrupt and undermine the existing regime.12   

 

Of course, for some authoritarian regimes, repression of domestic civil society 

was nothing new: Burma, Cuba, Libya, North Korea, Saudi Arabia, and Syria all fit this 

                                                
9 These events became known as the “Bulldozer Revolution,” the “Rose Revolution,” the “Orange 
Revolution,” and the “Tulip Revolution,” respectively.  In the 2000s, there have also been similar events of 
successful or attempted regime change through mass protest in Lebanon (2005 “Cedar Revolution”), 
Belarus (2006 “Jeans Revolution”), Kuwait (2007 “Blue Revolution”), Moldova (2009 “Grape / Twitter 
Revolution”), and Iran (2009 “Green Revolution”), among others.  The practice of naming or color-coding 
revolutions goes back to include Third Wave transitions such as the “Carnation Revolution” in Portugal 
(1974), the “Yellow Revolution” in the Philippines (1986), and the “Velvet Revolution” in Czechoslovakia 
(1989).  It also has continued, with the naming of some Arab Spring events (Tunisia 2011 as the “Jasmine 
Revolution,” Egypt 2011 as the “Lotus Revolution”) and with the dubbing of Russia’s ill-fated 2011-2012 
protest movement as the “Snow Revolution.” 
10 That is to say, these were at least turnovers of power that were thought to be “transformative” (and 
supportive of democratic reform) by many observers at the time.  The long-term significance and depth of 
these course-corrections is a subject of significant and ongoing debate, as the democracy levels today in 
several of these countries have arguably returned to pre-revolutionary levels.  Freedom House scores by 
2010 showed, for example, that all of these countries with the exception of Ukraine had equal or lower 
democracy scores than they did in the years prior to electoral revolution.  Later government turnovers 
removed the supposed democratic reformers from office in dramatic elections in Georgia and Ukraine, and 
through a coup and protest mobilization in Kyrgyzstan.  See: Vladimir D. Shkolnikov, “Overview Essay, 
Nations in Transit 2009: Democracy’s Dark Year” (Freedom House, 2009): p.5, 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/nations-transit-2009/overview-essay. 
11  Douglas Rutzen, “Introduction, Freedom of Association Under Threat: The New Authoritarians’ 
Offensive Against Civil Society” (Freedom House, November 2008): p.3, 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-association-under-threat-new-authoritarians-offensive-against-
civil-society-0; Gershman and Allen, “The Assault on Democracy Assistance,” p.37. 
12 Rebecca B. Vernon, “Restrictions on Foreign Funding of Civil Society: Closing the Door on Aid,” The 
International Journal of Not-for-Profit Law 11, no. 4 (August 2009): p.19. 
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description, for example; they had long prior histories of complete intolerance for civil 

society activity.  But the regimes in which the change in attitude was most striking were 

the new “hybrid” or “electoral authoritarian” regimes – regimes in which the formal show 

of elections and democratic institutions was a potential source of legitimacy or, as was 

becoming also clear, a potential liability.  These regimes were determined to avoid 

allowing the next colored revolution to happen at home.  Many agreed with the sentiment 

expressed bluntly by President Alexander Lukashenka of Belarus that “[t]here will not be 

any rose, orange, or banana revolutions in our country.”13  Vladimir Putin frequently 

refers critically to opposition groups as “Orangist forces.” 

 

While the crackdown on civil society and independent media beginning in the 

2000s reflects in some ways a retrenchment of authoritarianism after a period of 

optimistic hope for the global spread of democracy, it also represents a significant shift in 

the form and approach of authoritarian states during this period.  The hybrid regimes 

that emerged in the 2000s were different in kind from the authoritarian regimes of 

previous periods.  As Andreas Schedler explained in his January 2010 article 

“Authoritarianism’s Last Line of Defense,” “Today the unambiguously nondemocratic 

regime types of the Cold War era—single-party systems, military regimes, and personal 

dictatorships—have almost disappeared[.]”  Rather, “The new stars in the constellation of 

nondemocratic governance are ‘electoral authoritarian’ regimes, which conduct regular 

multiparty elections at all levels of government yet violate basic democratic standards in 

                                                
13 As quoted by: Rutzen, “Introduction, Freedom of Association Under Threat: The New Authoritarians’ 
Offensive Against Civil Society,” p.5. 
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serious and systematic ways.” 14  These regimes appropriated democratic institutions, 

legal rules, and often even normative rhetoric, while at the same time manipulating these 

institutions, rules, and norms so as to retain significant degrees of control over their 

respective societies.   

 

A number of scholars linked the emergence of these new forms of authoritarian 

regimes to the forces of globalization, the need to deal with market pressures and social 

inequality, and the delegitimization of communism as a major competing ideology to 

democracy and capitalism.  Faced with the predicament of an increasingly interdependent 

and networked world in which international and transnational influences (e.g. flows of 

ideas, migrants, products, culture, etc.) are ever more prevalent within the domestic 

spheres of even the most aggressively barricaded states, would-be autocrats of the 2000s 

attempted to develop new styles of authoritarian rule that would allow them to “exploit 

rather than resist broad social, political, and economic trends both to blunt the challenges 

they might contain and to generate political resources that bolster [their] regimes’ hold on 

power.” 15  Calculating the economic benefits of being integrated in the world economy 

(versus the increased degree of repression needed to keep all transnational forces at bay 

as well as the deadening economic stagnation in which this would result), states 

concluded that the risks of greater openness were far outweighed by the benefits of 

greater economic growth, apparent legitimacy at home and abroad, and consequent 

                                                
14 Andreas Schedler, “Authoritarianism’s Last Line of Defense,” Journal of Democracy 21, no. 1 (January 
2010): p.69. 
15 Steven Heydemann, “Upgrading Authoritarianism in the Arab World” (The Brookings Institution, 
October 2007), http://www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2007/10/arabworld. 
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stability that came with integration into the global economy and at least cosmetic 

adoption of liberal democratic norms and institutions.16  

 

Thus, while the earlier style of authoritarian states was more obviously and 

completely intolerant of domestic opposition, free media, and civic activism, the 

difference observed in the 2000s was that the newly emerging types of (in some cases 

stable) authoritarian regimes made a show of permitting some free engagement in 

activities of these sorts within their borders.  Unlike the “old totalitarian model,” 

Freedom House’s 2008 report explained, “under which any initiative outside the realm of 

the state or dominant party was deemed impermissible…, today’s authoritarians employ 

techniques of repression that are much more sophisticated than those used in the past.”  

Most of the new style authoritarian regimes were seen to not only “tolerate the existence 

of NGOs that carry out noncontroversial humanitarian missions[;]” they were observed to 

even “welcome the emergence of an active, albeit depoliticized, NGO sector on the 

grounds that these entities may provide essential social services that the state cannot or is 

not interested in delivering.”  While some civil society activity was tolerated and 

encouraged, these regimes selectively repressed those sectors of civil society that 

“serve[d] a political or quasi-political role, or that raise[d] difficult policy issues for the 

state.”  These included, most frequently, “[o]rganizations that defend[ed] human rights 

advocates, press[ed] for women's equality, monitor[ed] the judiciary or the police, 

                                                
16 Harley Balzer, “Managed Pluralism: Vladimir Putin’s Emerging Regime,” Post-Soviet Affairs 19, no. 3 
(January 1, 2003): 189–227, doi:10.2747/1060-586X.19.3.189; Heydemann, “Upgrading Authoritarianism 
in the Arab World.” 
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represent[ed] religious minorities, [spoke] for university students, or defend[ed] 

journalists.” 17   

 

The new specificity with which civil society sectors and organizations were often 

targeted for restriction was not the only manifestation of the striking novelty of the 

approach many states in the 2000s began taking to the repression of unwanted societal 

activity.  The actual methods used to silence the troublesome actors also received a 

facelift.  While previous generations of authoritarian regimes often used brute force and 

prison sentences to break the back of domestic opposition groups and stop dissidents in 

their tracks, the new electoral authoritarian regimes frequently abstained from such ugly 

violations of the rhetorically endorsed democratic norms when possible, favoring less 

obviously discernable forms of harassment and obstruction meant to simultaneously 

“repress and co-opt” or “appropriate and contain” domestic societal groups.18  While 

extrajudicial violence and detainment of civic activists did occur, these were relatively 

infrequent phenomena in this new wave of authoritarianism.  Rather, the leaders of these 

regimes came to “rely on legalistic or bureaucratic methods to hobble civil society.” 19  

                                                
17 Arch Puddington, “Freedom of Association Under Threat: The New Authoritarians’ Offensive Against 
Civil Society” (Washington, D.C: Freedom House, 2008): p.7. 
18 Schedler, “Authoritarianism’s Last Line of Defense;” Heydemann, “Upgrading Authoritarianism in the 
Arab World.” 
19 Puddington, “Freedom of Association Under Threat: The New Authoritarians’ Offensive Against Civil 
Society,” p. 7. 
In particular, new types of NGO laws have emerged in the 2000s as a favorite technique for selectively 
oppressing particular civil society sectors and activities while maintaining the veil of democratic rule-of-
law legitimacy.  This growing body of restrictions has been monitored and publicized by a number of 
watchdog groups, including the International Center for Not-for-Profit Law (ICNL), the National 
Endowment for Democracy (NED), and the International Center for Civil Society Law (ICCSL).  The 
March 2009 inaugural issue of the ICNL journal Global Trends in NGO Law discussed five widespread 
developments in state policies towards domestic NGOs.  These include: “[r]estrictions on the formation, 
operation, and activities of NGOs in comprehensive NGO framework laws; [i]ncreasing restrictions on 
foreign funding to NGOs; [i]nternational cooperation laws that place prohibitions on NGO exchanges of 
knowledge, capacity, and expertise across borders; [development] of government funds to support civil 
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The novelty of these new approaches to authoritarian management of society 

emerging in the 2000s did not end at the use of new methods to selectively quiet or 

delegitimize the most troublesome voices in society.  These regimes often also created 

their own parallel “government organized NGOs” (GONGOs) “to compete with 

opposition groups” and to bolster the image of a flourishing civic life.  Ostensibly 

autonomous media organizations were groomed to compete with surviving genuinely 

independent outlets.  Governments would also sometimes give explicit or implicit support 

to the development of social movement organizations (SMOs) aimed at mobilizing 

regime supporters.  Graeme Robertson argues that political elites in various hybrid 

regime settings often explicitly have utilized protest mobilization as a political tool.20  

Thus state-organized civil society organizations, media outlets, and protest mobilizations, 

in some cases have been used to challenge and drown out the voices of more autonomous 

and critical groups in society – a technique that has sometimes successfully diluted any 

momentum behind potential societal challenges to the regime while diminishing the need 

for harsher forms of coercion. 

 

While these new hybrid regime types proved more durable than had been 

expected, seemingly having developed more effective approaches to manage the 

pressures of globalization while benefiting in many ways from the increased economic 
                                                                                                                                            
society; and [u]se of tax incentives to support government policy toward civil society.”  Explicit restrictions 
on political involvement by NGOs are also widespread.  In addition to these, anti-extremist and anti-
terrorism laws have also been used as a pretext for harassing or closing NGOs. 
International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, “Global Trends in NGO Law,” Global Trends in NGO Law: A 
Quarterly Review of NGO Legal Trends around the World 1, no. 1 (March 2009): p.1, 
http://www.icnl.org/research/trends/trends1-1.html. 
20 Graeme B. Robertson, The Politics of Protest in Hybrid Regimes: Managing Dissent in Post-Communist 
Russia (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010). 
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and societal engagement, these achievements also have, in some cases, come to appear 

time-bounded and contingent on a particular historic moment.  A country’s integration 

into the system of increasing global interdependencies and flows of goods, people, and 

information can mean economic boon and increased perception of regime legitimacy by a 

population benefiting from economic growth and new apparent social and political 

freedoms.  But the actual lack of transparency, accountability, or a level-playing field and 

the de facto denial of some civil and political liberties also provides a ready source of 

grievance – particularly at moments of crisis such as obviously rigged elections or other 

moments of political or social alarm.21  The Color Revolutions, the “Arab Spring,” and 

other mass protest movements and electoral revolutions through the 2000s and early 

2010s have continued to demonstrate some of these regimes’ particular vulnerabilities.  

The increasing levels of interdependency and cross-national flows throughout this period 

have mounted growing pressures on these regimes, perhaps changing the terms of the 

strategic calculus that led them to embrace globalization and the trappings of democratic 

institutions to begin with.   

 

Increasing Internet penetration has proven perhaps the greatest challenge, testing 

traditional methods for the control of information sharing, public discourse, and 

coordination that these regimes previously used in dealing with offline forms of civic 

engagement.  Designed to resiliently withstand damage to individual network nodes and 

                                                
21 What is more, the legitimacy payoffs of economic globalization are rarely permanent in such settings.  
While average citizens at first might enjoy some increase in standard of living, the economic benefits of 
integration with the global system are rarely distributed evenly, quite often utilizing corrupt and 
untransparent mechanisms to line the pockets of globe-trotting kleptocratic elites, while only slightly (if at 
all) buoying the well-being of middle and lower classes.  As these disparities become more apparent, they 
foster another source of grievance against the ruling elites. 
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permit the free flow of information, the non-hierarchical mesh network structure of the 

Internet has proved its utility for unprecedentedly rapid and low-cost information-sharing 

and organizing even in moments of crisis or attempted clampdown.22  The Internet and 

Internet-based information and communication (ICT) technologies have played 

significant roles in important political events from the failed 1991 Soviet coup to the 

Color Revolutions of the 2000s and the Arab Spring.   

 

Noting the usefulness of the Internet and Internet-based tools for civic organizing, 

information sharing, and public discourse, many observers in the 2000s began to argue 

that these new technologies were a potential game changer for democratization, 

fundamentally strengthening the capacity of citizens to stand up to repressive 

governments.  Clay Shirky, for example, discussed the growing importance of the “digital 

public sphere” in permitting processes of bottom-up political change.23  Larry Diamond, 

                                                
22 The Internet’s contribution here can be compared to that of earlier transformative communication (or 
even transportation) technologies that have increased flows of information and contributed to heightened 
global interconnectivity during previous periods of globalization.  In their 2000 article, “Globalization: 
What’s New? What’s Not? (And So What?),” Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye compared the impact of 
contemporary information technology to that of the steamship, the telegraph, and the telephone in prior 
periods.  While many stress the change in speed of the spread of information, they point out, it is important 
to differentiate between the speed at which individual communication can be sent (“message velocity”), 
and of the “intensity of contact” and “institutional velocity” (speed of change of the whole system based on 
“thickness” of global interconnections).  The steamship, they explain, actually provided the greatest 
increase in the speed at which individual messages could be transmitted, followed by the telegraph.  The 
1866 transatlantic cable reduced the time to transmit individual messages by greater than a week.  
Telegraph messages required only a few minutes to decode.  The telephone, by contrast, reduced the speed 
of transmission by only these few minutes, and the Internet had almost zero impact on the speed at which 
individual messages could be sent.  Nonetheless, the Internet has had a much more dramatic habit on the 
communication habits and information exchange and consumption across vast global populations.  And this 
is because the speed has been paired also with a dramatic reduction of cost – allowing non-elites to 
exchange information globally and instantly almost for free, and thus enormously increasing the overall 
relative volume of such communications and leading to socially and politically transformative new forms 
of transnational economic, political, and social organization and interdependencies. 
Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, “Globalization: What’s New? What’s Not? (And So What?),” 
Foreign Policy 118, no. 118 (March 2000): 104, doi:10.2307/1149673. 
23 Clay Shirky, “The Political Power of Social Media: Technology, the Public Sphere, and Political 
Change,” Foreign Affairs 90, no. 1 (February 2011): 28–41. 
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more dramatically, described the Internet and other information and communication 

(ICT) technologies as “liberation technologies,” which he defined as technologies “that 

can expand political, social, and economic freedom.”  In addition to their potential role in 

“mobilizing against authoritarian rule,” Diamond, like Shirky, suggested that the Internet 

and ICTs also play important roles in “widening the public sphere,” creating conditions 

of greater “transparency and accountability” and in so doing “documenting and deterring 

abuses of human rights and democratic procedures.” 24   

 

Others have been more hesitant to accept such technologically-teleological 

optimism.  Malcolm Gladwell argued against Shirky, suggesting that the new 

technologies only enabled “clicktivism” and did not encourage the more organized and 

personally-invested forms of activism necessary for the achievement of real social and 

political change.  Evgeny Morozov suggested that the new technologies were in fact fated 

to become a “digital panopticon” – a more powerful tool of control in the hands of 

authoritarian states. 25   In a response to Diamond’s discussion of “liberation 

technologies,” Ronald Diebert and Rafal Rohozinski discussed the conflicting and often 

confusing trajectories of cyberspace as a place both of “liberation” and of “control.”  

They highlighted that such social complexity is a characteristic of all “technological 

systems” – especially in the area of communications and the era of globalization.  A mix 

of many “actors, cultures, interests, and ideas” interact to generate rapid innovation 

through “dynamic density” and shape cyberspace as a continuously changing “ecosystem 

                                                
24 Larry Diamond, “Liberation Technology,” Journal of Democracy 21, no. 3 (July 2010): 69–83. 
25 Evgeny Morozov, The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet Freedom (New York: PublicAffairs, 
2011); Evgeny Morozov, To Save Everything, Click Here: The Folly of Technological Solutionism (New 
York: PublicAffairs, 2013).  
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of physical infrastructure, software, regulations, and ideas[,]” they explained.26  This 

ecosystem is by no means guaranteed to play the same “liberating” role or sustain the 

same user rights in all times and settings.   

 

These ongoing debates over the role of the Internet as a technology of “liberation” 

or “control” and over the global Internet’s future highlight a gradual change in perception 

of the nature and potential governability of the Internet.  While Lawrence Lessig’s 

seminal 1999 book, Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace, helped first draw the attention 

of legal and technical communities in the United States to the Internet’s potential 

vulnerability to new forms of regulation and technical restrictions, in 2006 Jack 

Goldsmith and Tim Wu began arguing that it was not safe to assume the Internet’s 

continued global uniformity.  As states seek to assert control over this new and influential 

technology within their territories, they argued, the future nature of the Internet and rights 

of Internet users might differ dramatically by country.27  An increasing number of 

observers in recent years have also pointed to the growing role of private IT companies, 

criminal groups, hackers, and other actors in influencing the regulation and control of the 

Internet.28   

 

                                                
26 Ronald Deibert and Rafal Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace,” Journal of 
Democracy 21, no. 4 (October 2010): 43–57. 
27 Lawrence Lessig, Code: And Other Laws of Cyberspace (New York: Basic Books, 2000);  
Jack Goldsmith and Tim Wu, Who Controls the Internet?: Illusions of a Borderless World, 1 edition (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006). 
28 Ethan Zuckerman, “The Cute Cat Theory Talk at ETech,” My Heart’s in Accra, March 8, 2008, 
http://www.ethanzuckerman.com/blog/2008/03/08/the-cute-cat-theory-talk-at-etech/; Rebecca MacKinnon, 
Consent of the Networked: The Worldwide Struggle For Internet Freedom, Reprint edition (Basic Books, 
2012). 
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Even within the context of Western democracies, legal scholars and activists now 

point to a changing and potentially less free Internet – dynamics exemplified by the 

public debates over NSA surveillance revelations by Edward Snowden and consequent 

declining United States leadership credibility promoting Internet freedom abroad.  

Jonathan Zittrain has argued forcefully that, though there are many legitimate concerns 

such as security leading to changes in Internet regulation at all levels, there is a 

fundamental risk of the loss of the Internet’s “generativity” – its capacity to permit the 

creation and sharing of innovative contributions by individual users – a quality that has 

permitted it to play such a novel and empowering role in society.29  

 

Clearly, the potential role of the Internet in state-society relations has not been 

constant throughout the post-Cold War period, as Internet penetration rates worldwide 

have grown and the technology and surrounding governance structures on national and 

international levels have continued to change.  These changes and their importance for 

understanding the role of the Internet in state-society relations and the evolution of 

authoritarian regimes will be picked up in detail in the following chapters. 

 

                                                
29 Jonathan Zittrain, The Future of the Internet--And How to Stop It, First Edition edition (New Haven 
Conn.: Yale University Press, 2008). 
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Dissertation Methods and Structure 

 

The remaining chapters of this dissertation build on this introduction to further 

explore the evolving role of the Internet and Internet regulation and control in mediating 

state-society relations in contemporary non-democratic regime settings.  The dissertation 

uses a mixed method approach of both quantitative and qualitative methodologies to 

address the puzzle of the wide variation in Internet policy choices that have been adopted 

by different non-democratic states, and to examine the potential consequences of these 

policy decisions for changes in state-society relations and regime type.   

 

The second chapter, “The Network of Networks: Emergence and Governance of 

the Global Internet,” discusses the history of the Internet’s development since the late 

1960s and its extensive growth and internationalization during the post-Cold War period.  

In addressing the role of states and other actors in the governance of the Internet and how 

this is changing, the chapter particularly focuses on the Internet’s evolution as a 

technology, and how technical changes accompanying the Internet’s commercialization 

and global expansion have also altered the network’s “embedded values” and potential 

regulability.  As the technology and its governance continue to change, so does its 

capacity for use as a technology of “liberation” or of “control.”  Briefly tracing the 

historical origins and technological basis of the Internet, the chapter examines how the 

ungovernability assumption has been increasingly challenged through growing global and 

local mechanisms of Internet governance and regulation.  The chapter particularly notes 
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the growing and contested role of states in the control of the Internet within their 

territories and the surrounding normative debates over appropriate state Internet policies.   

 

This chapter stresses the importance of understanding the contingent and evolving 

nature of the Internet as a technology: While particular design decisions can embed 

particular values and power relations, these are constantly being renegotiated by the 

variety of actors involved in Internet governance decisions.  As the Internet has grown, 

new problems and value-conflicts have required new technological innovations and 

governance institutions, iteratively changing the ways in which the technology can 

potentially be controlled and used.    Thus, as we will see, the values most supported by 

the Internet’s technical design and the ways in which national governments and other 

actors are able to regulate the Internet have changed significantly since the network’s first 

development.  Likewise, the policies being adopted by states – and authoritarian states in 

particular – have significant potential to change the nature of the Internet both locally and 

globally, and to even fundamentally alter the technology’s possible uses by society – 

possible trajectories that are explored in the subsequent chapters. 

 

The third chapter, “Digital Dictator’s Dilemma: Internet Policy and Political 

Control,” further develops the puzzle of authoritarian Internet policy choice.  Building on 

the discussions of the evolving nature of authoritarian regimes and Internet governance 

from the first two chapters, it reviews relevant literature on authoritarian Internet 

controls.  Analyzing global patterns of Internet policy adoption across hybrid and 

authoritarian regimes, the chapter shows that there has long been wide variation in the 
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policy types and restrictiveness levels of Internet regulations and online content 

censorship technologies adopted across otherwise similar non-democratic regime types.  

While some of the most closed authoritarian regimes censor and restrict Internet content 

and use in ways commensurate with offline civil liberties restrictions (i.e. “online-offline 

policy linkage”), others have hardly touched the Internet and even poured resources into 

the rapid development of infrastructure and access (i.e. “online-offline policy 

asymmetry”).   

 

As Internet penetration increases, non-democratic states face a “dictator’s 

dilemma” situation, in which they must choose policies that balance their concerns over 

economic growth and the costs of regulation, political stability and security, and regime 

legitimacy at home and abroad.  Outcomes will vary depending on the political and 

economic conditions in the given countries and the capabilities and values of the ruling 

regimes.  The chapter models key domestic and international causal factors and processes 

influencing such variation in policy choice across non-democratic states – focusing 

particularly on the overarching choice whether to adopt restrictive policies that limit 

Internet use and content or to permit the development of and access to a vibrant 

uncensored Internet. The roles of “offline regime type,” Internet penetration, political 

instability, ICT sector development, authoritarian learning and other factors are 

examined.  Large-N analysis identifies global patterns of Internet restrictions and their 

relation to key state-level causal factors, as well as noting policy clustering within regions 

and among states sharing similar cultural values or regime type.  It also examines ways 

these patterns appear to be changing as Internet penetration increases.   
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While this large-N analysis shows that there is still significant variation in policy 

choice among non-democratic states, the evidence also indicates two diverging policy 

trends among the most democratic and most authoritarian regimes as penetration rates 

increase, with many states still falling in a middle category in which future policy is less 

predictable but might have major consequences for long-term regime type development.  

The analysis suggests that factors including the use of the Internet for domestic protest, 

global “exogenous shock” events, growing global Internet penetration levels, and 

diffusion and learning among non-democratic regimes are pushing a greater number of 

authoritarian regimes to adopt increasingly restrictive Internet policies over time, but that 

this trend away from “asymmetric” online and offline civil liberties restriction levels does 

not necessarily apply in the same way to the “gray zone” states (discussed in this 

introduction) that have been variously defined as “illiberal democracies,” “competitive 

authoritarian regimes,” or “hybrid regimes,” with characteristics both of democratic and 

closed authoritarian regime types.   

 

Because some portion of the legitimacy of these hybrid regimes at home and 

abroad rests on their presumed compliance with democratic norms and institutions, they 

face greater legitimacy costs for adopting restrictive policies seen as violating norms of 

“Internet freedom” accepted by the community of democratic states.  On the other hand, 

because these regimes in fact are highly imperfect democracies or democracies in name 

alone, whatever level of Internet freedom they do permit is most likely to be leveraged 

against them by activist networks and civically engaged citizens looking to utilize the 
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new technologies to create mechanisms of accountability, public discourse, and protest.  

As these regimes face such conflicting pressures, the chapter suggests that the long-term 

policy choices and consequences as Internet penetration increases are least predictable 

and might depend on particular critical junctures or outside pressures, or on the specific 

mechanisms by which the state and society seek to control and utilize the technology.  

Such cases will prove particularly important, as they demonstrate potential future 

trajectories for the Internet in mediating state-society relations in more globalized and 

adaptive authoritarian settings, and show how such regimes might continue to evolve in 

the face of growing Internet penetration. 

 

The fourth chapter, “Digital Dictators versus Cyber-Hamsters: Reining in the 

Network in Post-White Ribbon Russia,” examines just such a case.  This chapter provides 

a detailed longitudinal case study of Internet policy in the Russian Federation, tracing 

changes in domestic Internet policy choices and their relation to political instability and 

control, examining a critical period of policy change in a regime that had previously 

stood out for its relatively unrestricted Internet.  Russia presents a critical case for 

examining the impact of growing Internet penetration on state-society relations in an 

“asymmetric” setting in which the Internet has developed into a vibrant public space, 

until recently providing greater freedoms of expression and association than those 

available in offline daily life, but where the regime has begun to dramatically restrict 

these freedoms in response to mass protest mobilizations and political crises.  The case 

selection is likewise motivated by the need to understand potential policy trajectories 

among states that have until recently fallen in the “hybrid regime” category and have 
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faced the conflicting pressures discussed in Chapter 3.  The Russian case provides insight 

into the types of critical junctures that might motivate regimes to break away from path 

dependencies and radically alter already-established approaches to Internet policy.  

Within-case process tracing and sub-case studies permit a detailed examination of the 

impacts, mechanisms, and interactions of the different causal factors indicated in the 

global analysis.   

 

The research is based on fieldwork conducted in Russia in 2013-2014 and uses 

findings from interviews, participant observation, and analysis of speeches, laws and data 

from this period as well as historic and secondary sources.  The chapter provides a brief 

history of computer networks and early connections to the global Internet in the Soviet 

Union and of the Internet’s development and expanding use in Russia through the 1990s 

and 2000s.  It traces the processes by which domestic and international factors – 

including the 2011-2012 “White Ribbon” protest movement and the ongoing conflict in 

Ukraine – have influenced recent Internet-related policy decisions in Russia.  The chapter 

scrutinizes the impact of this shifting approach to Internet regulation on state-society 

relations and the further development of regime type.   

 

Soviet institutional legacies and the Putin administration’s long-standing approach 

to control of media and public discourse clearly have played some role in the 

transformation of Russian Internet policy.  Russia’s change in approach to Internet 

regulation is, in some ways, consistent with the broader “information security” 

framework from which the regime has long approached the control of all information 
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flows in relation to political stability – including those related to traditional media forms 

– showing heightened attention to information technologies only as these technologies 

become more prevalent with growing penetration.  But while some organs within the 

Russian state appear always to have favored a more cautious and controlling approach to 

the new information technologies, the rapid adoption of new restrictive laws and 

censorship technologies is nonetheless in direct opposition to an explicit policy stance of 

permitting an unrestricted Internet that had been supported by the administrations of 

Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev throughout the 2000s, and an active program to 

encourage technological innovation and economic diversification under the 

administration of Medvedev.   

 

The chapter analyzes the impact of instability concerns, legitimacy costs, the 

economic and lobbying strength of the ICT sector, and the regime’s technical capacity in 

shaping the actual policy outcomes.  The analysis suggests that the new perceived threat 

of instability associated with the Internet as a result of external events such as the Arab 

Spring and regime-threatening domestic protest events have played a significant role in 

the abrupt redirection of Internet policy.  But such a rapid change in online freedom in a 

hybrid regime country with already high penetration rates and an erstwhile vibrant protest 

movement – a change with potential to undermine both economic performance and 

regime legitimacy – was not an obviously straightforward maneuver.  

 

While many of the new Internet laws recently adopted in Russia appear to be 

written to target particular individuals and groups, a systemic keyword filtering system or 
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other more-systematic mode of censorship has yet to be implemented.  The analysis 

indicates some generalizable causal factors and dynamics driving the choice to adopt 

restrictive policies, but it also suggests that the details of Internet policy approaches 

might often be shaped by additional, more idiosyncratic, factors related to the specifics of 

the regime’s relationship with society and the technical capacity and restraints the 

government faces in implementing restrictions.  Russia’s approach contrasts notably with 

more universally applied filtering and blocking systems in countries like China, for 

example. The chapter concludes by discussing how different uses of Internet law and 

technological restrictions can potentially have radically different effects, even if the 

“level” of restriction might end up being similar, and examining the viability of the 

“Russian model” as a distinctive technical, legal, and extra-legal approach to Internet 

regulation that might be emulated by other authoritarian or hybrid regime states.  

 

The fifth chapter, “Authoritarian Group-Think: Diversity and Convergence in the 

FSU Region,” looks more broadly at the former Soviet Union region, analyzing the 

differences and similarities of Internet policy choices across non-democratic regimes in 

the region, as well as examining dynamics of learning, emulation, and diffusion across 

the region.  As indicated by the large-N analysis, the region presents a pattern of policy 

clustering, with many states adopting similar approaches to Internet regulation.  This 

pattern is further substantiated by examination of trends over time across the region.  

While the FSU region long stood out as an exemplar of an “asymmetric” approach to 

Internet regulation, with limited online restrictions relative to “offline” regime type, this 

dynamic has gradually started to change in the late 2000s and through the early 2010s.  
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Individual state policy shifts often appear to have been triggered by episodes of domestic 

political instability, though they also are shaped and limited by available restriction 

technologies and regulatory models, and by the degree of technological expertise that the 

regimes in question have at their disposal.   

 

The chapter pays particularly close attention to dynamics of authoritarian 

learning, policy emulation, technology transfer, and other mechanisms of diffusion 

resulting in policy clustering in the region – and to the factors that limit these effects.  It 

examines, for example, how the transfer of surveillance technologies has led to some 

uniformity of approach across the former Soviet region.  It demonstrates how some 

former Soviet states have tended to look to Russia or China as models in the development 

of their own domestic Internet policies.  Some states are also subject to international 

pressures, however, and the degree and forms of Internet restrictions adopted are 

influenced by a state’s vulnerability to international normative pressures. 

 

Similar levels of Internet penetration do not always lead to the same Internet uses 

by society.  Differences both in Internet policy and in the society itself can lead the 

technology to play quite different roles in the development of state-society relations in 

different social and political contexts.  These issues are addressed in the sixth chapter, 

“Policy and Protest: Internet Affordances and Civic Engagement,” which takes a closer 

look at the relationship between Internet policy choice and regime type – particularly 

focusing on the impact of Internet restrictions on state-society relations in non-

democratic settings as Internet penetration increases.  The chapter examines questions 
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that have emerged from the all-or-nothing debate between “cyber-utopians” and “cyber-

realists” about the role that the Internet and new ICT technologies have the potential to 

play as “liberation technologies” in non-democratic settings.  Why, for example, has 

growing Internet penetration coincided with the development of increasingly powerful 

political protest movements in some non-democratic settings, but not in others?  What 

explains differing degrees of online public discourse or other forms of technology-

leveraging civic engagement?  The policies that regimes adopt to control the Internet 

have significant influence on the dynamics of protest and new forms of Internet-enabled 

civic engagement, even where offline regime type and Internet penetration rates are 

similar.   

 

Considering the mechanisms by which growing Internet penetration can influence 

public discourse, media and information sharing, and protest activism, the chapter 

presents a model of the causal impacts that are most likely in particular settings.  In 

otherwise similar regimes with similar levels of Internet penetration the relationship 

between online and offline freedoms is likely to play an important role in determining the 

effective influence of growing Internet penetration, all other things being equal. The level 

of restrictions placed on Internet access or content and the particular Internet policies 

adopted, as well as the relative degree of civic freedoms and the existence or absence of 

strong independent media and civil society institutions can play extremely important 

intervening roles in determining how effectively and to what ends Internet access can be 

utilized for the purposes of civic engagement and political protest.   
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This model allows us to analyze variation in Internet-leveraging protest and civic 

engagement dynamics within the successor states of the former Soviet Union in relation 

to Internet policy approaches these states have adopted.  Looking again at the cases 

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, Chapter 6 examines the impact of particular Internet 

policy approaches on the work of activists, journalists, civil society groups, and protest 

movements seeking to leverage new Internet-based technologies.  It uses the typological 

model to explain why growing Internet penetration has had more influence on protest 

dynamics in some cases than others.  Examining longitudinal changes in the region, the 

analysis again highlights the possible alternative policy choice and regime-type 

trajectories for hybrid regime states facing the dual pressures of Internet-leveraging 

protest movements threatening political instability and of democratic-norm-based 

legitimacy costs associated with adopting new Internet restrictions. 

 

The chapter features a focused case study of Kazakhstan, tracing the Internet 

control approaches adopted by this Central Asian authoritarian regime and their impact 

on Internet-leveraging civic engagement and protest.  The case study is based on two 

months of field research conducted during the summer of 2012, including semi-structured 

interviews with target groups of activists, bloggers, journalists, IT entrepreneurs, 

government officials, and Internet and IT policy experts.  It examines the reasons why, 

despite having similar levels of Internet penetration and offline regime type to Russia at 

the time, efforts by Kazakh activists to use the Internet to organize protests did not result 

in the same level of mass mobilization as they did in Russia during the same period.  The 

analysis examines how the Kazakh government used a mix of targeted blocking and 
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“next generation” Internet controls to successfully stifle dissent and manage the narrative 

at key moments of political crisis ranging from fraudulent elections and ruptures in the 

ruling family to controversy surrounding the bloody crackdown on striking oil workers in 

the Western city of Zhanaozen in 2011.   

 

The final chapter, “Conclusion: State Internet Controls and the Contest for the 

Global Internet,” summarizes and recapitulates the dissertation’s key theoretical and 

empirical conclusions explaining variation in authoritarian Internet policy choice and its 

potential consequences for the future development of authoritarian regimes.  This chapter 

also takes the analysis a step further, connecting the country-level Internet policy 

decisions on which the dissertation has focused with global Internet governance debates, 

in so doing examining the developing relationship between domestic Internet regulation 

and global norm contestation and governance processes. 

 

This analysis demonstrates that some of the states playing prominent roles in the 

development of emulatable models for domestic Internet restriction are also leading 

factions in the international normative and legal debates over how the Internet ought to be 

governed, and what the role of states should be in that process.  Drawing on the 

dissertation’s empirical and theoretical findings and discussion of the Internet’s ongoing 

technological change, the chapter revisits the underlying conflicting conceptual models of 

the role of the Internet vis-à-vis state sovereignty and control over society, and outlines 

potential alternative futures for the global Internet.  The chapter also discusses the role 

that internal normative and political debates even within democratic societies are likely to 
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play in determining this outcome, suggesting that these states also wrestle with finding 

the appropriate balance between security and civil liberties, and must lead the way in 

finding acceptable models for reconciling these sometimes-conflicting values.   
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Chapter 2.  The Network of Networks: 
Emergence and Governance of the Global Internet 

 
 

“We reject: kings, presidents and voting. We believe in: rough consensus and running 
code.” – David D. Clark to a meeting of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 
1992 30  
 
“The single most significant change in the politics of cyberspace is the coming of age of 
this simple idea: The code is law. The architectures of cyberspace are as important as the 
law in defining and defeating the liberties of the Net.” – Legal Scholar Lawrence Lessig, 
1999 31  

 
 

To understand the role of the Internet in authoritarian settings, it is critical to first 

recognize the complex relationship between the Internet – as technical infrastructure and 

global concept – and territorial nation-states.  While the Internet was once thought of as 

an ungovernable global “space” – a new borderless commons that would transform global 

patterns of communication, information sharing, and community, and challenge nation-

states and other traditional forms of political organization – the technical, infrastructural, 

and organizational reality was always far more complex.  As the Internet has become an 

important dimension of most aspects of daily life, communication, and commerce, both 

in the US where it originated and internationally, the economic, legal, and political stakes 

involved in governance decisions at all jurisdictional levels have multiplied. 

 

While from its origins there have been a variety of decision-makers involved in 

the Internet’s design, implementation, and management, embedding certain values, 

priorities and power relationships in the technology, these governance influences were 
                                                
30 David D. Clark, “A Cloudy Crystal Ball -- Visions of the Future (Alternate Title: Apocolypse Now)” 
(IETF, July 1992).  Also see: Pete Resnick, “On Consensus and Humming in the IETF,” Internet Request 
for Comments 7282 (June 2014), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7282; Paulina Borsook, “How Anarchy 
Works: On Location with the Masters of the Metaverse, the Internet Engineering Task Force.,” Wired, 
October 1995, http://www.wired.com/1995/10/ietf/. 
31  Lawrence Lessig, “The Code Is the Law,” The Industry Standard, April 9, 1999, http://tech-
insider.org/berkman-center/research/1999/0409.html.  See also: Lessig, Code. 
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not always as obvious as they have since become.  Today, Internet governance has 

emerged as a complex multilayered area of global governance, involving numerous 

issues, institutions, and actors.  More clearly than ever, the question is not if the Internet 

will be governed, but by whom, how, and with what consequences.   

 

States are certainly not the only relevant decision-makers, but they play an 

increasingly important role in both global and local Internet governance decisions.  What 

role states should play in controlling the Internet has also become an increasingly 

politicized topic for global debate – even concerning issues that were previously 

considered narrowly technical and apolitical.  The primary focus of this dissertation is on 

the approaches adopted by authoritarian states to govern and control the use of the 

Internet within their territories.  But this is not like states adopting policies for the 

regulation of factories, print media, public demonstrations, or any other territorially-

bounded offline technologies or phenomena.  The Internet's global and non-physical 

aspects and aspirations make it a unique technology to control.   

 

The limits and possibilities of individual state control over the Internet are not 

static.  They continuously evolve alongside changes in the global normative environment, 

the Internet's technology, and the technical capacity of particular states.  To grasp the 

potential for state control over the Internet and how this is changing, it is therefore vital 

to understand the technology's history, technical architecture, and the global governance 

processes surrounding it.   
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This chapter introduces these topics.  The first section, “Development of the 

Network of Networks,” briefly tells the story of the Internet’s historic development, 

tracing its origins to government-funded network research programs since the 1960s and 

showing how new technological innovations and network connections gradually led to 

the emergence of the global Internet and World Wide Web that we know today.   

 

During this period, the Internet was a project developed and controlled largely by 

engineers and technical experts who viewed their work as apolitical and saw the global 

network itself as beyond the reach of traditional governments.  Nonetheless, as the 

network developed out of the decentralized work and innovative contributions of separate 

research teams, mechanisms of coordination emerged to allow the network’s ongoing 

interoperability and global expansion.  The second section, “Early Internet 

‘Governance,’” tells this parallel history of the early Internet, explaining the procedures, 

coordination mechanisms, and institutions that emerged during the period, playing vital 

roles in technical design decisions and the administration of critical Internet resources.  

While the early Internet community favored inclusive, collaborative, consensus-oriented 

decision-making, mostly seeing their work as technical and apolitical, these early de facto 

governance decisions and processes had significant normative and political repercussions 

for the nature of the emerging technology and future global contests over its control.   

 

The third section, “States and the Evolution of Internet Governance,” examines 

how, despite the technical community’s apolitical approach, the early involvement of the 

United States government in the Internet’s origins led to later politicization of emerging 
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governance arrangements.  The section traces the U.S. government’s involvement in the 

administration of critical Internet resources and governance institutions, showing how, as 

the Internet expanded and became an increasingly vital resource for communication, 

commerce, and security globally, the special relationship with the U.S. government, 

disparities in access, and questions of domestic national control became increasingly 

divisive.  The politicization of these and other issues led to the emergence of new, more-

explicitly political governance institutions.  But the section also shows how path 

dependency from the early Internet’s collaborative and inclusive “multi-stakeholder” 

governance traditions has led to the emergence of a complex global governance 

ecosystem, rather than a traditional intergovernmental and narrowly state-centric 

solution.   

 

The early Internet community’s decisions left their mark not only on the 

surrounding governance institutions, but also on the technology itself, with particular 

design decisions favoring certain uses and capabilities at the expense of others.  As with 

governance, these decisions are not indelible, but they do cast a long shadow, shaping the 

contours and possibilities of future debates and technical transformations.  The fourth 

section, “Internet Values and the Politics of Technical Design,” examines how the early 

Internet community’s trusting and collaborative research culture and their favoring of 

openness, inclusivity, transparency, and the equality of all shared information shaped 

their technical design decisions in fundamental ways that have proved vital to the rapid 

and innovative expansion of the network and related technologies like the World Wide 

Web and Web content.   
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But these design decisions involved inherent value-tradeoffs, which the network’s 

global expansion and growing commercial importance have made ever more apparent, 

making it harder to immediately accommodate concerns over accountability, criminality, 

security, or the desire to differentiate different forms of transmitted content.  Interested 

actors have gradually influenced the ongoing development of the technology, however, as 

is discussed in the chapter’s concluding section, “Mechanisms of Technical Control and 

the Changing Internet.”  This section discusses the various points and mechanisms of 

control over the Internet and its content that have developed as states and other actors 

have become increasingly aware of the network’s political, economic, and cultural 

importance and have sought ways to exert influence over its content, access, and use.  

The application of these control methods by authoritarian states and their limitations will 

be examined further in the coming chapters. 

 

Development of the Network of Networks 

 

Though its widespread use and popular impact began largely in the mid-1990s, 

today’s global Internet emerged out of network research in the United States and Europe 

going back to the 1960s and 1970s.  Much of this work sought to use packet-switching 

technologies to establish resilient data-sharing connections between computers in 

physically distant research centers, allowing greater collaboration across research 

communities.  ARPANET, a project by the US’s Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA), established its first such link on October 29th, 1969, sending a 
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message between computers at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and 

the Stanford Research Institute (SRI).  It rapidly developed into a multi-node network of 

research facilities and universities that continued growing until its decommission in 1990 

and is often credited as the most direct predecessor of the global Internet.  Other 

important early networks established in the 1960s and 1970s included the Mark I network 

at the United Kingdom’s National Physics Laboratory (1970-1986), and the CYCLADES 

French research network (1973-1981).32   

 

These and other various early networks used a number of different 

“communication protocols” (logical rules and syntax for the transmission of information 

between machines), and follow-up research sought ways to create connections and permit 

interoperability across networks using “internetworking protocols.”  The term “internet” 

first emerged as a shorthand for such cross-networking protocols and for the “networks of 

networks” they permitted.  In 1983, ARPANET adapted the Internet Protocol Suite for 

network and internetwork communications, including the Transmission-Control Protocol 

and Internet Protocol (TCP/IP).33  These protocols (invented in 1974) were distinctive 

both for putting responsibility for packet transmission on the host (sending) machine 

rather than the network, and for the fact that the researchers who developed these 

protocols had released them as free and open for public use without charging any 

licensing fees.  These protocols gradually displaced other popular networking protocols 
                                                
32 See: Laura DeNardis, The Global War for Internet Governance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2014); Barry M. Leiner et al., “A Brief History of the Internet,” ACM SIGCOMM Computer 
Communication Review 39, no. 5 (October 2009): 22–31; “How Did the Internet Start?,” HowStuffWorks, 
January 21, 2008, 
 http://computer.howstuffworks.com/internet/basics/internet-start.htm; Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet, 
1st edition (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1999). 
33 Yogen Dalal, Carl Sunshine, and Vinton Cerf, “Specification of Internet Transmission Control Program,” 
Request for Comments 675 (December 1974), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc675. 
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in the US and internationally and greatly facilitated the broader development of the 

Internet.34   

 

During the 1980s and early 1990s, TCP/IP-based internetwork connections 

greatly expanded and incorporated large numbers of universities and even some corporate 

networks.  Prominent networks that had previously utilized other protocols (such as the 

Network Control Program protocol, NCP, of the early ARPANET, or X.25 protocol that 

was popular in Europe) converted during this period, and the patchwork of different 

networks began to become increasingly interconnected into one dominant global 

“Internet” with exchange points and peering arrangements allowing extensive 

interconnections across networks and regions.35  Funding by the US’s National Science 

Foundation in the 1980s and 1990s – for the Computer Science Network (CSNET) from 

1981-1991 and the NSF Network (NSFNET) program from 1985-1995 – sought to 

support and connect computer science and supercomputing research communities in the 

US and ultimately played a critical role in the rapid development of a large section of the 

early “Internet backbone.” 36  Internet service provider (ISP) companies emerged during 

                                                
34 DeNardis, Global War; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked; J. Postel and ISI, “NCP/TCP Transition 
Plan,” RFC 801 (November 1981), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc801; Miles Townes, “The Spred of TCP/IP: 
How the Internet Became the Internet,” Millennium: Journal of International Studies 41, no. 1 (2012): 43–
64. 
35  Ronda Hauben, “The Internet: On Its International Origins and Collaborative Vision,” Amateur 
Computerist 12, no. 2 (2004), http://www.ais.org/~jrh/acn/ACn12-2.a03.txt; Townes, “The Spread of 
TCP/IP: How the Internet Became the Internet”; Ben Segal and CERN IT-PDP-TE, “A Short History of 
Internet Protocols at CERN,” Home Page, Ben Segal’s Home Page, (April 1995), 
http://ben.web.cern.ch/ben/TCPHIST.html; Leiner et al., “A Brief History of the Internet”; Abbate, 
Inventing the Internet. 
36  National Science Foundation, “A Brief History of NSF and the Internet,” Government, 
Cyberinfrastructure: A Special Report, accessed July 18, 2016, 
https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/cyber/internet.jsp; “About NSFNET,” Event, NSFNET: The 
Partnership That Changed the World, (2007), http://www.nsfnet-legacy.org/about.php; National Science 
Foundation, “The Internet: Changing the Way We Communicate - The Launch of NSFNET,” Government, 
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the 1980s and 1990s, first providing global Internet connections for regional research 

networks, and, from 1989, providing paid dial-up connections for private customers.37  

Networks in Europe, Asia, Australia, and more slowly in Latin America and Africa 

gradually began to become integrated into the emerging global Internet.38 

 

The early Internet was used for e-mail, file transfer, usenet and newsgroup 

mailing lists, and other services for information exchange.  As the global Internet and the 

number of those accessing it grew, researchers sought ways to organize distributed 

information allowing users to efficiently access information from different nodes in the 

network.  Early projects along these lines in the 1980s and 1990s included the first search 

engine, Archie, developed at McGill University, and the hierarchical menu-based Gopher 

platform. 39   In 1991, CERN (The European Organization for Nuclear Research) 40 

employee Tim Berners-Lee made a significant contribution to the development and 

popularization of the Internet through the invention of the World Wide Web (WWW).  

The web used Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) along with Hypertext Markup 

Language (HTML) documents and a client-server architecture to allow users to access 

                                                                                                                                            
National Science Foundation, accessed July 18, 2016, 
https://www.nsf.gov/about/history/nsf0050/internet/launch.htm. 
37 By the mid 1990s, the NSF also had lifted previous restrictions on commercial uses of the network that 
they had helped fund, greatly facilitating the Internet’s growing incorporation into commerce. 
38 Hauben, “The Internet: On Its International Origins and Collaborative Vision”; Segal and CERN IT-
PDP-TE, “A Short History of Internet Protocols at CERN.” 
39 “Gopherspace” built on the TCP/IP-compatible “Gopher” application layer protocol became the widely 
used platform for networked document browsing, serving as a precursor to the later web in the early 1990s 
(Anklesaria 1993).   
40 CERN played an important role in the expansion of the early Internet to Europe when, in the late 1980s, 
they converted their research network to the TCP/IP protocol and began to interconnect with other TCP/IP 
networks.   
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information (including multimedia content) as “web pages” and “web sites” through 

hypertext-reading “browser” programs.41   

 

Berners-Lee originally developed the project that became the World Wide Web as 

a system to allow better information organization and sharing across CERN’s European 

network of physics researchers, but it then spread to other physics laboratories 

internationally (such as SLAC at Stanford which set up the first US-based web server) 

and then quickly caught on with a broader public beyond the research community.  By 

the end of 1993 there were over 500 WWW servers globally – a number which rapidly 

expanded.  The emergence of graphical Web browsers – first Mosaic in 1993 then 

Netscape Navigator in 1994 – greatly increased the Web’s usability and popularity 

among a broader public, allowing it to rapidly out-compete text-based rivals such as 

Gopher.42  Early “web directories” (sites with curated lists of links) and then “search 

engines” (Lycos created in 1993, WebCrawler and Yahoo in 1994, Altavista in 1995, and 

Google in 1998) also were developed during this period, permitting users to seek out 

desired topics and further increasing the Web’s usability and broad appeal.43    

 

                                                
41  Tim Berners-Lee, “Information Management: A Proposal” (CERN, March 1989), 
https://www.w3.org/History/1989/proposal.html; Tim Berners-Lee, “A Brief History of the Web,” 
Organization, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), (1994 1993), 
https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/TimBook-old/History.html; 
Segal and CERN IT-PDP-TE, “A Short History of Internet Protocols at CERN.” 
42 M. McCahill et al., “The Internet Gopher Protocol (a Distributed Document Search and Retrieval 
Protocol),” Internet Request for Comments 1436 (March 1993), https://tools.ietf.org/search/rfc1436; 
Gregory Gromov, “Roads and Crossroads of Internet History,” History of the Internet and World Wide 
Web, 1995, http://history-of-internet.com/history_of_internet.pdf; “Mosaic - The First Global Web 
Browser,” Internet History Reference, Living Internet, (2015/2000), 
http://www.livinginternet.com/w/wi_mosaic.htm. 
43 Aaron Wall, “History of Search Engines: From 1945 to Google Today,” Search Engine History, accessed 
July 18, 2016, http://www.searchenginehistory.com/; “History of Search Engines - An Infographic,” 
WordStream.com, accessed July 18, 2016, http://www.wordstream.com/articles/internet-search-engines-
history. 
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Early Internet “Governance” 

 

As the early Internet emerged gradually out of the decentralized work of many 

separate research teams, projects, and innovators, there was never a centralized global 

Internet governance structure.  Some coordination was necessary to make the network 

work, however, as with the diffusion and broad adoption of certain interoperable 

technical standards and protocols to allow connections across separately-developed 

networks, and with the convergence on a unified indexing system to allow different 

servers to identify and locate each other across the global network.  The iterative and 

collaborative decisions made by the engineering and research communities involved in 

these early stages played a critical role both in determining the ultimate design of the 

global network, and in laying the groundwork for norms and institutions that would allow 

for ongoing coordination and collaboration as the Internet developed and changed. 

 

The engineers involved from the beginning in the ARPANET project, in 

particular, played foundational roles in establishing informal coordination processes and 

making first critical decisions about network design and management.  Beginning in 

1969, they developed the “Request for Comment” (RFC) system of numbered memos to 

record and distribute unofficial notes and commentary about technical questions of 

mutual concern.  This publication series was later formalized as the primary 

documentation of loosely agreed upon Internet standards published by the Internet 

Engineering Task Force (IETF) and other technical standards-setting groups that have 
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developed to permit coordination among Internet engineers and developers.44  The first 

RFC circulated in 1969 dealt with the issue of identifying network nodes, designating a 

system of 5-bit binary address codes, which permitted the unique numerical identification 

of up to 25 or 32 network nodes (far exceeding the 4 that existed at the time).45  This 

address length – and consequently the number of available addresses – was repeatedly 

increased as the Internet expanded until the adoption of the 32-bit Internet Protocol 

version 4 (IPv4) address system in 1981, which established an “IP address” space of up to 

232 (approximately 4.3 billion) unique identifiers46 – still the dominant address system 

used today.47 

 

Another coordination problem that arose as the Internet expanded was the 

maintenance of a definitive list of these IP addresses and the actual “hosts” (particular 

server computers) that they represented.  What was the identity of the network node at a 

given numerical address?  What was the IP address by which to contact a particular 

research laboratory’s server?  To ease the problem of dealing with a large list of 

                                                
44 H. Alvestrand, “A Mission Statement for the IETF,” Internet Request for Comments 3935 (October 
2004), https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3935.txt. 
45 S. Crocker, D. McMaster, and K. McCloghrie, “Host Software,” Internet Request for Comments 1 (April 
7, 1969), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1. 
46 See: Jon Postel, “DoD Standard Internet Protocol,” Internet Request for Comments 760 (January 1980), 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc760; Jon Postel, “Internet Protocol: DARPA Internet Program Protocol 
Specification,” Internet Request for Comments 791 (September 1981), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc791; 
DeNardis, Global War; Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the Internet?; MacKinnon, Consent of the 
Networked. 
47 In 1998 the IETF adopted the successor Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), which was designed to deal 
with the problem of a depleting address space as the Internet spread globally through the 1990s.  IPv6 uses 
128-bit hexadecimal addresses in place of IPv4’s 32-bit binary address system, meaning there are 2128 
available addresses.  Because of problems with interoperability between the two addressing systems, 
however, IPv6 has been slow to be adopted and IPv4 is still the dominant system.  See, for example: 
Fahmida Y. Rashid, “IPv4 Address Depletion Adds Momentum to IPv6 Transition,” February 3, 2011, 
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/IT-Infrastructure/IPv4-Address-Depletion-Adds-Momentum-to-IPv6-
Transition-875751; S. Deering and R. Hinden, “Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification,” Internet 
Request for Comments 2460 (December 1998), https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2460.txt. 
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numerical addresses, the ARPANET engineers adopted a system of using textual names 

to identify each server, and mapping between these more memorable hostnames and the 

numerical IP addresses which they represented.  Computers on the network had to then 

be able to reference the list of IP address and hostname pairs in order to look up the 

correct numerical address for the hostname a user entered.  While the number of nodes 

was still relatively small, ARPANET maintained a text file, “hosts.txt,” listing all IP 

addresses and the names of the hosts they represented.  This phonebook-style listing file 

was repeatedly updated and distributed to all of the servers on the network.  The larger 

the file (and network) grew, the more problematic this unscalable procedure became.48   

 

In 1983, as an automated technical solution, ARPANET adopted the “Domain 

Name System” (DNS) – a distributed hierarchical system for mapping each unique IP 

address to a name and maintaining the database services necessary for identifying 

pairings.   Authoritative name servers for each domain name are tasked with maintaining 

and storing DNS records for their domains and sub-domains, and responding to IP 

address lookup queries for this set of hostnames.  These same responsibilities for sub-

domains are in turn iteratively delegated to the sub-domains’ own name servers.  This 

distributed look-up system made it no longer necessary to maintain one central directory 

of all hostnames on the Internet: Instead the DNS “root zone file” performs the same 

delegative lookup function by maintaining a database of only the “Top-Level Domains” 

                                                
48 Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the Internet?; DeNardis, Global War. 
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(TLDs) such as “.org,” “.com,” “.net,” and “.edu” and the IP addresses for their name 

servers.49   

 

These early design decisions ultimately led to the emergence of a number of 

institutions that have become important actors in the complex space of global Internet 

governance.  Crucially, the adoption of the DNS and IP address systems necessitated 

centralized coordination for the assignment and maintenance of these global 

“namespaces” of unique identifiers – critical resources for the Internet’s global structure.  

From the 1970s through 1990s the “host.txt” file and then the root zone file server were 

maintained primarily by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) – from 1977 particularly 

under the direct management and creative guidance of Internet pioneer Jon Postel.  Postel 

also played a key role in the development of early top-level domains.  The centralized 

coordination functions that Postel and his colleagues performed to maintain “Critical 

Internet Resources” (CIRs) were referred to as the “Internet Assigned Numbers 

Authority” (IANA) functions.  This relatively ad hoc arrangement was replaced after 

Postel’s death in 1998 with the founding of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 

and Numbers (ICANN), a private non-profit incorporated in the state of California, under 

                                                
49 See: DeNardis, Global War; Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the Internet?; MacKinnon, Consent of 
the Networked; P. V. Mockapetris, “Domain Names: Concepts and Facilities,” Internet Request for 
Comments 882 (November 1983), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc882; P. V. Mockapetris, “Domain Names: 
Implementation and Specification,” Internet Request for Comments 883 (November 1983), 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc883; P. V. Mockapetris, “Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities,” Internet 
Request for Comments 1034 (November 1987), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1034; John C. Klensin, “Role 
of the Domain Name System (DNS),” Internet Request for Comments 3467 (February 2003), 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3467. 
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contract with the U.S. Department of Commerce to perform the IANA functions for the 

global network. 50   

 

As the global Internet expanded, though most actors involved saw their functions 

as technical and apolitical, the global processes of coordination and collaboration 

surrounding the Internet developed into a complex “Internet governance” institutional 

ecosystem.  This particularly has included the development of organizations dedicated to 

maintaining and overseeing the Internet’s critical resources, and those involved in 

determining common standards and protocols with which to maintain the Internet’s 

global interoperability.   

 

The global network of organizations involved with ICANN in delegating and 

administering the names and numbers authority in different global regions includes the 

organization IANA under ICANN, as well as networks of both Internet registrars and 

Internet registries.  Domain name registrars are responsible for handling the registration 

services for domain names in the DNS system.  These organizations might be dedicated 

to the administration of country code top-level domains (ccTLDs), for example, like 

“.uk” or “.ru,” or they might oversee generic top-level domains (gTLDs) such as “.com” 

or “.org.”  Internet registries, by contrast, are responsible for delegating and 

administering IP address numbers as well as “autonomous system numbers” (ASNs) – a 

complimentary numeric namespace to that of IP addresses in which unique binary 
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identifiers represent each independent network connected to the Internet.51  Blocks of IP 

and ASN addresses have been delegated by IANA to five regional Internet registries 

(RIRs) responsible for overseeing the delegation of unique addresses in each world 

region.52 

 

A number of standards-setting organizations – involved in decisions concerning 

the fundamental technical standards and protocols to be adopted by network engineers 

and developers in order to maintain the Internet’s global interoperability – also came to 

play influential roles in the Internet’s design and maintenance.  Perhaps the best known 

such organization is the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).  Founded in 1986 as an 

“open standards organization” without formal membership, the group evolved out of the 

early ARPANET collaborations, and its early work was funded by the US government 

but is now funded by the Internet Society (ISOC), an international non-profit 

organization formed in 1992.  The IETF is famous for the mantra “We reject kings, 

presidents and voting. We believe in rough consensus and running code.” – a quote of 

founding participant David Clark – and has been known to use humming as a metric of 

approximate agreement at meetings.53   

                                                
51 DeNardis, Global War; Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the Internet?; MacKinnon, Consent of the 
Networked. 
52 The five regional registries are: the African Network Information Centre (AfriNIC, serving Africa), the 
Asia Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC, serving the Asia-Pacific region), the American Registry 
for Internet Numbers (ARIN, serving Canada, the United States, and the North Atlantic islands), the Latin 
America and Caribbean Network Information Centre (LACNIC, serving Latin America and the Caribbean), 
and the Reseaux IP Europeens Network Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC, serving Europe, Russia, the 
Middle East, and portions of Central Asia).  See: DeNardis, Global War.  
53 The IETF engages participants in collaborative decision-making concerning core standards and protocols 
for the Internet.  Work is broken out into topical working groups, and conducted across multiple annual 
meetings and vibrant mailing lists.  See: DeNardis, Global War; Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the 
Internet?; Borsook, “How Anarchy Works: On Location with the Masters of the Metaverse, the Internet 
Engineering Task Force;” Paul Hoffman, ed., “The Tao of IETF: A Novice’s Guide to the Internet 
Engineering Task Force” (Internet Engineering Task Force, 2012), https://www.ietf.org/tao.html. 
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Other important organizations involved in aspects of Internet standards setting 

have included the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG), the Internet Architecture 

Board (IAB), the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), the Internet Research Steering 

Group (IRSG), the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 

under the United Nations.54   

 

Despite the technical and apolitical nature of the work done by most of these 

organizations, their power arrangements and design decisions played important roles in 

determining how the Internet developed.  The institutional arrangements that came out of 

the early Internet community favored consensus-oriented collaborative technical and 

relatively apolitical decision-making processes and were oriented towards an active 

decision-making role for transnational civil society and expert communities, challenging 

more traditional state-centric models for the management of global common goods.   

 

At the same time, the early involvement of the United States government set the 

stage for the later politicization of some of these arrangements and the problematization 

of the Internet’s global governance model – especially as the network grew to play 

important economic, social and political roles within the domestic society of other states.  

The special relationship of the early Internet with the United States’ government deeply 

influenced the institutional arrangements, power relations and political fissures that 

                                                
54 DeNardis, Global War; Vinton G. Cerf, Patrick S. Ryan, and Max Senges, “Internet Governance Is Our 
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emerged around global Internet governance.  As the Internet has grown increasingly 

global, states have played ever more prominent – though contested – roles in the 

surrounding political debates and governance structures.  

 

States and the Evolution of Internet Governance 

 

By the late 1990s, the Internet was changing and developing quickly.  No longer a 

largely US-based phenomenon, its penetration was rapidly growing globally.  As the 

network became an increasingly central mechanism of commerce, communication, and 

culture in societies around the world, many observers started to question and challenge 

the US government’s authoritative relationship with the institutions involved in managing 

the network.   

 

The most visible first confrontation over the US role came, actually, from the US-

based Internet engineering community that had been involved since the early days of 

ARPANET.  The early ARPANET/Internet community was alarmed by the network’s 

rapid commercialization, and saw it as their responsibility to protect “their invention” 

from US government manipulation and control.  In the mid-to-late 1990s, with the help of 

the Internet Society, a group led by Jon Postel sought to wrest official control over the 

root zone file and IANA functions from the US government.55  While this attempt 

                                                
55 The period of 1994-1998 is sometimes referred to as the period of the “DNS Wars” because of the 
conflict between the engineering community and U.S. government over control of the DNS and IANA 
functions.  See, for example: Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the Internet?; Jovan Kurbalija, “Virtual 
Sovereignty: Governments, Stakeholders and Internet Governance,” World Politics Review, March 11, 
2014, http://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/13619/virtual-sovereignty-governments-stakeholders-
and-internet-governance; Ross Wm. Rader, “Alphabet Soup: The History of DNS,” 2001, 
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ultimately failed and led to the creation of ICANN as a more formalized mechanism for 

maintaining the US government’s non-interventionist oversight, the issue came up again 

in the early 2000s, as the future of global Internet governance, concerns over US 

“hegemony” over the network, and the need to diminish the growing digital-divides 

across and within countries emerged as issues of global debate.56   

 

To begin to address these issues, the United Nations sponsored the two-phase 

World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) in Geneva in 2003 and Tunis in 2005.  

The summit set goals on increased global Internet access and constituted a significant 

starting point for global dialogue on issues surrounding global governance of the Internet.  

While failing to agree on the future of ICANN’s relationship with the US government or 

of “global Internet governance” more broadly, the work of the summit began to at least 

clarify the terms of debate.  The Geneva meeting set up the Working Group on Internet 

Governance (WGIG) under the UN, tasked with developing a working definition for 

Internet governance, identifying key related public policy issues, and suggesting a 
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56 See: DeNardis, Global War; Michel JG van Eeten and Milton Mueller, “Where Is the Governance in 
Internet Governance?,” New Media & Society 15, no. 5 (August 2, 2013): 720–36, 
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Networks and States: The Global Politics of Internet Governance, 1st edition (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT 
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framework for the responsibilities of different organizations and actors in the global 

Internet governance arena.   

 

While the WGIG report did not lead to consensus, the Tunis meeting agreed to the 

founding of the “Internet Governance Forum” (IGF), a “multi-stakeholder” annual global 

conference meant to facilitate dialogue about Internet governance concerns across all 

interested actors, ranging from representatives of national governments and the private 

sector to civil society activists.57  Held annually since 2006, IGFs have become an 

enormous annual event.  Though some participants have criticized the meetings as just a 

“talk shop” without real decision-making capacity, they also have clearly come to play an 

important role in facilitating dialogue across disparate interested communities.58    

 

As the stakes have grown through the 2000s with increasing global Internet 

penetration, contestation over the future of Internet governance – and particularly the role 

of the US and other national governments – has not abated.  Through this period, the 

U.S., generally supporting the continuation of the status quo, has endorsed a model of 

“multi-stakeholderism” in which non-state actors including the technical, civil society, 

and business communities engage alongside states in open multi-forum governance 

processes.  The U.S. government has also framed its continued oversight of ICANN with 

regard to the importance of maintaining the stability and security of the Internet as a 

                                                
57 Initially having given it a five-year mandate, the UN General Assembly voted in 2010 to continue the 
IGF’s annual meetings through 2015.  Now a vibrant annual institution, the IGF is expected to be renewed 
again on a longer mandate in 2015. 
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platform for commerce and communication – something, they argue, that a dramatic and 

politicized transition in stewardship of critical resources could jeopardize.59    

 

While key allies have tended to support the US position, many other states have 

favored a more multilateral approach to Internet governance – investing more Internet 

governance authority in intergovernmental institutions in which all states have an equal 

vote, thus diminishing US domination and adjusting to the growing importance of the 

Internet as a vital resource for all states globally.  Such an approach, however, is 

associated with growing state domination of the Internet at the expense of the concerns of 

the transnational technical, academic, business, and civil society communities that have 

played vital roles in its development.  Since some of the strongest supporters of the 

multilateral approach have been non-democratic states that also emphasize the 

importance of state “sovereignty” over the Internet within their territories, furthermore, 

critics have often suggested that the multilateral emphasis is a thinly veiled attempt to 

legitimize a crackdown on domestic Internet freedom within such states.  Yet the issue is 

clearly more complicated, as it also speaks to the interests of developing countries and 

concerns over global inequalities in Internet access. 60    

 

This debate over approaches to Internet governance picked up speed in the late 

2000s with China, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan in 2011 proposing a joint UN 
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resolution to establish “a multilateral, transparent and democratic international Internet 

management system” in which the UN would play a critical role in promoting norm-

development and cooperation.61  This resolution was not passed but the underlying 

conflict reached near crisis pitch in 2012 during the “World Conference on International 

Telecommunications 2012” (WCIT-12) in Dubai.  This ITU conference was the first 

since 1988 aimed to address and update the International Telecommunications 

Regulations (ITRs), the international treaty-level rules for telecommunications under the 

UN system.   

 

The ITU had played an important role in initiating the WSIS process, and many 

states looked to it as the appropriate equal-state-representation intergovernmental organ 

to take greater control in a more multilateral Internet governance system.  A proposal 

submitted by a group of seven countries, including Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia, 

sought to do just this, asserting a state-centric view of Internet governance including the 

“equal role and responsibility” of each state in international Internet governance and 

implying a stronger future role for the ITU.  With votes from 89 state delegations, the 

proposal was narrowly defeated.  While opposed stridently by the US and close allies, it 

received significant support from across the developing world, with many delegations 

attracted to the ITU for its equal state representation and its ongoing engagement with the 

problem of infrastructure development to bridge the digital divide.62    
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International tensions over the future of Internet governance exploded again in 

2013 with the surveillance revelations of former U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) 

contractor Edward Snowden.  The expanding debate over global Internet governance had 

played out in the late 2000s against a backdrop of increasing observation of and debate 

over the role of the Internet in politics and society – with the U.S. always positioning 

itself as champion of a free and open Internet.63  During the late 2000s, the U.S. had taken 

a prominent position supporting the importance of “Internet freedom” and “online 

freedom of expression.” 64  With widespread observation of the apparent role of online 

activism in major protest events such as the “Green Movement” in Iran in 2009 and the 

“Arab Spring” revolutions of 2010-11, the protection and development of the online 

sphere began to receive similar (democracy promotion-tinged) normative attention to that 

of civil society and independent media development in previous periods.  The apparent 

hypocrisy of the U.S. security apparatus’ secretive and pervasive surveillance programs 

was lost on no one – least of all the leadership of countries that themselves had faced 

criticism for supporting a stronger role of “national sovereignty” in Internet governance.  
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The revelations lent a new urgency to calls to reconsider existing global Internet 

governance arrangements.        

 

The Snowden disclosures prompted a rapid reassessment of the Internet 

governance status quo.  On September 24th 2013, Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff 

delivered a fiery speech before the 68th session of the UN General Assembly, blasting 

US Internet surveillance programs, and calling for the UN to take a leading role in the 

development of a new global “civilian multilateral framework” for Internet governance 

that would prevent the militarization of cyberspace, and protect individual rights to 

freedom of expression and privacy.  Meeting in Uruguay on October 7th, soon after 

Rousseff’s speech, representatives of ICANN and the other major Internet technical 

organizations (IETF, IAM, W3C, ISOC and the five regional Internet registries – a group 

collectively known as the “I* organizations”) issued a declaration, The Montevideo 

Statement on the Future of Internet Cooperation, expressing concern over distrust caused 

by the surveillance scandal and declaring the need to substantially strengthen global 

Internet governance mechanisms through “community-wide efforts towards the evolution 

of global multistakeholder Internet cooperation” creating “an environment in which all 

stakeholders, including all governments, participate on an equal footing.” The statement 

explicitly rejected continued US Commerce Department oversight of ICANN, and called 

for a new globalized model of ICANN oversight.65  
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A day after the Montevideo Statement was issued, the Brazilian government 

announced that, at the request of ICANN President and CEO, Fadi Chehadi, Brazil would 

host a major global Internet governance meeting the following year meant to address 

some of these mutual concerns.66  This “Global Multistakeholder Conference on the 

Future of Internet Governance” (GMMFIG), known as NETmundial, was held in Rio de 

Janeiro in April 23-24 2014.  During the build-up to the conference, in March 2014, the 

Obama administration announced plans to transition away from US oversight of the 

IANA functions, and that it would allow the current contract with ICANN to expire in 

2015 with oversight being taken over by the global multistakeholder community.   

 

The summit itself, which was attended by over 800 participants from national 

governments and other stakeholder communities as well as accepting input through an 

online forum, led to the development of the NetMundial Initiative – a non-binding 

statement outlining a plan for consensus-oriented decision-making in global Internet 

governance, and particularly calling for ICANN to be put under international oversight 

by September of 2015.  These outcomes, while significant, were ultimately more 

conciliatory than many observers had expected, continuing to basically endorse a 

continued “multistakeholder” and multi-forum model over any dramatic move towards 
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more centralized state-centric decision-making.  Russia, China, Iran, India and others 

refused to endorse the final document, having preferred a more multilateral state-

sovereignty-focused approach.67   

 

Thus, while the role of states in Internet governance processes has clearly 

increased considerably over the last two decades, many other actors continue to play 

critical roles in the various relevant decision-making forums and processes.  The U.N.’s 

WGIG working group defined “Internet governance” as “the development and 

application by governments, the private sector and civil society, in their respective roles, 

of shared principles, norms, rules, decision-making procedures, and programmes that 

shape the evolution and use of the Internet” (Working Group on Internet Governance 

2005).  While the debate over “multistakeholder” versus “state sovereignty” or 

“multilateral” approaches has received a good deal of attention in recent years – often 

discussed alongside concerns over the future of a unified global Internet – it is important 

to recognize that Internet governance has developed as a complex ecosystem of 

interrelated actors, forums, issues, and technologies.  As Laura Denardis explains, 

“Internet governance is not a monolithic system with keys that can be handed over to one 

group or another.  It is a multi-layered system of administration and operational oversight 
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that spans areas as diverse as standards setting, cybersecurity, and interconnection 

agreements.  Thus a question such as ‘who should control the Internet, the United Nations 

or some other organization’ makes no sense whatsoever.  The appropriate question 

involves determining what is the most effective form of governance in each specific 

context.” 68 

 

In a similar vein, Joseph Nye describes today’s global system of Internet 

governance as constituting a “regime complex,” involving a variety of actors and 

concerning a panoply of interrelated but distinct issues including control of the IANA 

functions and standard-setting, but also emerging norms or debates surrounding 

cybercrime, cyberwar, cyber-espionage, privacy, content control, and online human 

rights.  The degree of normative consensus across these issues varies considerably, as 

does the level of state involvement.69  Some issues such as maintenance of the DNS and 

IP address systems and of open interoperable standards are in the common interest of 

most, as they are necessary to the technical functioning of a global Internet that is now 

critical to national economies and communication systems.  Determining common 

approaches to other issues such as cyberwar or online intellectual property espionage are 

more difficult due to potentially-rivalrous state security and economic concerns.  

Developing shared norms on issues such as privacy, online content control and human 

rights is particularly daunting, as these speak to significant underlying differences in 

cultural and national values, domestic legal systems, and concerns over regime stability.   
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But the lack of normative consensus on some issues does not prohibit 

collaboration on others, Nye points out.  Examining how the three paradigmatic schools 

of thought from International Relations Theory model normative regimes, he suggests 

that only Realists would interpret the “decline in US hegemony” over the Internet as 

leading to the inevitable fragmentation of the global Internet governance regime and 

balkanization of the network.  Arguing against such a prediction, Nye suggests that 

liberal institutionalist and constructivist models fit better, with most states opting for 

institutions that preserve a shared Internet (e.g. the IANA functions and shared basic 

technical standards) out of self-interest, and with values about other specific Internet 

governance issues still being worked out in reaction to the rapidly changing technology 

and its impacts on society.70   

 

The changing nature of Internet technology itself, thus, also has the potential to in 

turn influence emerging normative debates and to shape the future possibilities and limits 

of Internet control.  The early technical design and ongoing technological evolution of the 

Internet has played and continues to play an important role in driving and limiting 

governance debates and possibilities – and in prompting the need for consideration of 

particular value tradeoffs.   

 

Next we examine the values and politics of the Internet’s early technical design 

and see how these have been changing since the network’s commercialization in the late 

1990s.  While the Internet’s initial architecture and the protocols and codes from which it 
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was built heavily favored the values of openness, inclusivity, collaboration, and 

transparency that were central principles to the engineering and scientific research 

communities from which it emerged, the network has been changing to accommodate an 

expanding set of users, commercial interests, security risks, global value debates, and 

many other emerging concerns.  The network’s ongoing technical development will play 

a vital role in determining its future capacity as a technology more of “liberation” or of 

“control.”   

 

Internet Values and the Politics of Technical Design 

 

In his seminal 1999 book, Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace, legal scholar 

Lawrence Lessig introduced a challenge to the then-popular libertarian ethos surrounding 

the seemingly still ungoverned and perhaps ungovernable Internet.  Even before the rise 

of national legal regulations or international agreements governing cyberspace, he 

argued, cyberspace was already being governed.  “Cyberspace[,]” Lessig explained, 

“demands a new understanding of how regulation works. It compels us to look beyond 

the traditional lawyer’s scope—beyond laws, or even norms. It requires a broader account 

of “regulation,” and most importantly, the recognition of a newly salient regulator.”  

While, “[i]n real space,” laws and legal codes facilitate and limit human actions, in 

cyberspace, it is “a different kind of code” that shapes action – the technical standards 

and hardware and software of which the Internet is constituted.71   
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“Code is law,” Lessig proclaimed, in what became a battle-cry of sorts for 

partisans of the old Internet ethos, and while many had misunderstood the values 

embedded in the early Internet’s technical architecture as fundamental and unchangeable, 

these aspects of the technology were already changing, and they would continue to do so 

in the absence of deliberate effort to maintain them.  “We can build, or architect, or code 

cyberspace to protect values that we believe are fundamental [,]” he explained, “[o]r we 

can build, or architect, or code cyberspace to allow those values to disappear.  There is no 

middle ground. There is no choice that does not include some kind of building.” 72 

 

The early Internet engineering community had favored creating open innovations 

that could be shared freely across networks, facilitating new collaboration and 

innovation.  To this end, they had built their network in a way to make it as easy as 

possible for others to build on their efforts and add new contributions.   

 

An important aspect of this design was to construct everything based on a basic 

set of rules with which other network participants could easily comply.  Thus, as Harvard 

law professor Jonathan Zittrain explains in his 2008 book, The Future of the Internet—

And How to Stop It, “the Internet’s framers made simplicity a core value—a risky bet 

with a high payoff.”  This favoring of design simplicity was based on the “procrastination 

principle” – assuming that most problems “can be solved later or by others” – and the 

“trust-your-neighbor approach” – assuming that other network users were basically 

trustworthy.  The favoring of trust and simplicity allowed modularity and flexibility of a 

sort encouraging future potential innovation.  Like the PC before it, Zittrain explains, the 
                                                
72 Ibid. 
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Internet was a “generative” technology – one that encouraged others to tinker, innovate, 

and further contribute, and that made no long term assumptions about the creative future 

purposes others might find for the technology.73   

 

The principles of trust and procrastination made sense in the early Internet 

community.  This was a network that grew out of existing epistemic communities of 

scientists and engineers in which trust was already assumed.  And the “fix problems as 

they develop” approach to engineering is also arguably a well-established part of those 

communities’ technical cultures.  This design avoided over-specifying and limiting the 

use to which technologies could later be put – something Zittrain contrasts with 

“appliancized” technologies, which are built to only serve particular pre-determined 

functions – like a toaster.  (Zittrain views the iPhone, for example, with its move towards 

a limited set of applications, as a recent step back in the appliancized direction – limiting 

what users can do with this miniature computer, while thus protecting them from certain 

security threats and ensuring maximal performance at a limited set of tasks.) 

 

Important features of the Internet’s design clearly emerge from these principles.  

The end-to-end theory of network design underlying the TCP/IP protocols, for example, 

is based on the procrastination principle and aims to ensure modularity and the capacity 

for unanticipated innovations.  This theory argues that “the network should not be 

designed to do anything that can be taken care of by its users” and that “most features in 

[the] network ought to be implemented at its computer endpoints … rather than ‘in the 

                                                
73 Jonathan Zittrain, The Future of the Internet--And How to Stop It, First Edition (New Haven Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 2008). 
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middle,’ … by the network itself [.]”  As Zittrain explains, “not implementing these 

features helpfully prevents the generic network from becoming tilted toward certain uses” 

(Zittrain 2008, p.31).74  It also of course means that the network does nothing to protect 

against the transmission of spam or viruses, for example, and that these problems, as they 

developed, had to be dealt with at the endpoints – individual subnetworks or computers. 

 

Similarly, the assumption of trust can be seen in the network’s “lack of a structure 

to manage personal identity,” as well as its “inability to guarantee transmission speed 

between two points” (Zittrain 2008, p.32).75  While individual websites and servers might 

require user identification, there is no such identification system on the network level.  

This means individuals are anonymous by design with IP address identification the only 

next-best way of tracing the origins of transmitted data.  It also of course makes it harder 

to hold individuals accountable for untrustworthy activity or for companies to track and 

target the interests of particular customers – issues to which new technical solutions have 

been sought as the network has expanded and commercialized.    

 

The network’s lack of “quality of service” guarantees to ensure the speedy 

transmission of data, likewise, go hand-in-hand with its trust-based and end-to-end design 

as well as with the emphasis on equality and openness in early design decisions.  The 

Internet was designed to be content-agnostic.  The TCP/IP protocols rely on a “‘best 

efforts’ network” in which data packets are sent on router-to-router over many hops, with 

each individual packet being “delivered with equal urgency” via different paths.  This 

                                                
74 Ibid., 31. 
75 Ibid., 32. 
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contributes significantly, of course, to the openness and generativity of the network, 

allowing equal opportunities for all users and applications to send and receive data.  It 

does little, on the other hand, to protect against harmful transmissions, block illegal 

content, or prioritize more time-sensitive data transmissions such as streaming music or 

video.76 

 

In a similar vein, early Internet innovators also favored sharing most of their 

innovations openly with the community – allowing others to build on their inventions for 

free rather than seeking rents off of future uses of their projects.  Inventors of open 

technologies such as the TCP/IP network communication protocol or the World Wide 

Web and HTML markup language – fundamental technologies to the creation of the 

generative network – could just as easily have opted for personal profit and a proprietary 

model, requiring anyone wishing to use these technologies to communicate with the 

network or publish or lookup web pages to pay a licensing fee.  In fact some early 

“proprietary networks” such as AOL and CompuServe that competed for popularity with 

the early Internet did adopt such closed models based on user identification and paid 

services – but they lost out to the open models of “commons-based” nonproprietary 

technical innovation and information production.77   

 

The Internet community’s early devotion to (and sustained interest in) shared 

programing languages, open technical standards, open-source software, and other freely 

                                                
76 Ibid., 32–33. 
77  MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked; Yochai Benkler, The Wealth of Networks: How Social 
Production Transforms Markets and Freedom, First Edition edition (New Haven Conn.: Yale University 
Press, 2006); Zittrain, Future of the Internet. 
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shared technologies and content clearly contributed enormously to the network’s rapid 

growth and success as a mecca for new innovation (e.g. free blogging platforms, 

Wikipedia, etc.).  As Rebecca MacKinnon explains in her 2012 book, Consent of the 

Networked: The Worldwide Struggle for Internet Freedom, “The technical standards 

upon which the Internet and the World Wide Web depend are at the core of the digital 

commons: they are not copyrighted or trademarked.  They are free and open to all.  The 

Internet’s inherent value and power come from the fact that it is globally interoperable 

and decentralized, so that everybody can add to the network and create products, services, 

and platforms on top of it without having to obtain permission or license, or some kind of 

access code, from anybody in particular.” 78   The obvious importance of shared 

innovation and common standards is part of why, as MacKinnon notes, as the network 

has evolved, even companies that have built lucrative business models around building 

Internet-related technologies have also tended to support and participate in the open-

standards development processes initiated by the network’s early engineers long before 

the Internet’s commercialization.79   

 

Lawrence Lessig’s 2008 book, Remix: Making Art and Commerce Thrive in the 

Hybrid Economy, further notes how the social, cultural and business communities that 

have grown up around the Internet’s commercialization have successfully incorporated 

aspects of the technical community’s earlier sharing values into some of their most 

                                                
78 Rebecca MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked, 18. 
79 The noncommercial open innovation communities surrounding the Internet and the Web have continued 
to make significant contributions to its development.  These have included the development of the General 
Public License (GPL) for software in 1989, as well as the development and broad use of open-source 
software such as the Linux operating system, Apache web server software, and software such as WordPress 
for the easy creation of webpages and blogs. 
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successful innovations – including business models, inviting user participation and input.  

While “[c]ommercial economies build value with money at their core [and s]haring 

economies build value, ignoring money[,]” he explains, the Internet’s development has 

fostered the growth of a powerful third type of “hybrid” economy “that builds upon both 

the sharing and commercial economies, [… and] adds value to each.”  There are 

examples both of “commercial entit[ies] that aim to leverage value from a sharing 

economy,” and of “sharing econom[ies] that [build…] commercial entit[ies] to […] 

support [their] sharing aims.”  The influence of the early sharing ethos on the commercial 

Internet and surrounding technical industry’s development can be seen from examples as 

various as Microsoft support newsgroups, in which people help each other with Microsoft 

software without compensation, the Linux partly commercial partly freeware business 

model, and the development of shared-content platforms such as YouTube, Flikr, 

Craigslist, or Slashdot.80 

 

Indeed, the values of the early Internet community and their technical design 

decisions have had remarkable staying power, continuing to influence the Internet’s 

development even as the network has expanded massively in scale, commercialized, and 

incorporated people from many different cultural and political contexts.81  As Zittrain 

comments, “[t]he assumptions made by the Internet’s framers and embedded in the 

                                                
80 Lawrence Lessig, Remix: Making Art and Commerce Thrive in the Hybrid Economy (New York: Penguin 
Press HC, The, 2008), 177–224. 
81 The online pursuits of each new population and demographic have varied enormously, spanning a much 
broader array of engagements and goals than those of the early Internet research community.  In addition to 
the rise of legal online commerce, networked academic and scientific collaboration, and interpersonal 
digital communication, crime and illicit trade, terrorism networks, pornography, gambling, gaming, social 
networking and media have all been transformed by the use of the Internet.  Some uses are beneficial or 
innocuous for the individuals and societies they influence, while others can be more nefarious or 
detrimental for individual well-being or collective security or can challenge accepted moral values of some 
societies.  
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network—that most problems could be solved later and by others, and that those others 

themselves would be interested in solving rather than creating problems—arose naturally 

within the research environment that gave birth to the Internet.”   

 

Even as the network expanded, though, the design decisions based on these early 

assumptions continued to foster growth with limited negative consequences.   “The 

Internet’s tradeoff of more flexibility for less security worked: most imaginable risks 

failed to materialize—for example, people did not routinely spy on one another’s 

communications, even though it was eminently possible, and for years there were no 

spam and no viruses.” 82  While, “[i]t [was] one thing for the Internet to work the way it 

was designed when deployed among academics whose raison d’etre was to build 

functioning networks[, …] the network managed an astonishing leap as it continued to 

work when expanded into the general populace, one which did not share the worldview 

that informed the engineers’ designs […] It is as if the bizarre social and economic 

configuration of the quasi-anarchist Burning Man festival turned out to function in the 

middle of a city.” 83   

 

Such an incongruence between the assumptions around which the technology was 

designed and its eventual uses has, with time, led to significant new pressures and value 

tradeoffs, however, and these in turn have informed new technological and governance 

decisions.  While the values and related design-decisions of the early Internet engineering 

community have continued to have enduring influence on many aspects of the Internet’s 

                                                
82 Zittrain, Future of the Internet, 9. 
83 Ibid., 34. 
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technical design as well as the processes by which new design decisions are made, 

Lessig’s premonition of the Internet’s changing nature has also proved profoundly 

prescient.  And, while national governments and international governance processes have 

begun to deeply influence the Internet, the change is as much a product of changing 

“code” as it is of changing “law.”  Declining trust, the commercialization of the Internet, 

and the network’s global growth have each created significant new pressures on the 

technology’s further development.  Some of the resulting technical changes, in turn, 

facilitate new mechanisms of Internet control. 

 

Mechanisms of Technical Control and the Changing Network 

 

As the Internet’s exploding global use and economic importance have created 

challenges to and tensions with the network’s early design and underlying values, these 

developments have generated strong impetus for certain forms of technical change.   

 

Some of these pressures relate to economic interests and a rise in criminality.  

Monetary interactions required architectures for secure transactions and user 

authentication.  The inclusion of less trustworthy actors – spreading destructive code or 

attempting to infiltrate and steal valuable information from computers and networks – 

necessitated the development of firewalls, trustworthy site certification services, and 

computer and network security softwares.  The development of online file sharing 

systems led to backlash by rights holders seeking to institutionalize mechanisms for 
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protecting against the illegal sharing of copyrighted material online, also politicizing 

seemingly apolitical technologies such as the “BitTorrent” file sharing protocol.   

 

Other concerns relate to dueling interests of national security versus privacy and 

anonymity, or of political or cultural stability versus freedoms of expression and 

information.  Increasingly sophisticated “cyberattacks” – whether by national 

governments, corporate rivals, criminals, or hacktivist groups – have become matters of 

national security concern, with the “cyber domain” being discussed by the United States 

and other governments as a domain for offensive or defensive acts of war.  While many 

countries suggest support for an “uncensored Internet” and “Internet freedom” there is 

broad debate as to what these terms actually mean at the content level, with some states 

supporting only the blocking of child pornography or intellectual property right violating 

sites, while others see the need to block “hate speech,” “national secrets,” or material 

linked with terrorism or protest.   

 

Thus, changing conditions have necessitated and continue to necessitate the 

consideration of new value tradeoffs in Internet governance and design decisions.  As the 

technology continues to change, this alters the ways both in which it can be used and in 

which it can be controlled.   

 

While new generative inventions such as wikis, github, and other tools to enable 

open invention and free speech continue to emerge, other new technologies seek to solve 

dilemmas such as the security concerns of consumers through the use of what Zittrain 
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calls “tethered appliances” or through social media platforms that require login and are 

not interoperable across platforms.  Corporate business models meanwhile reduce 

anonymity and privacy by convincing clients to trade these – as data for advertising – for 

the benefit of free services such as email.  Businesses also fight against old standards of 

content agnosticism and equal data transmission speeds for all purposes when they push 

against “network neutrality” for the sake of providing higher service quality for certain 

transmissions (e.g. for real time transmissions such as streaming video) or when they 

suggest using the DNS as a mechanism for the blocking of sites hosting pirated 

material.84 

 

Today’s globally ubiquitous, commercialized Internet, interwoven with and 

necessary to the functioning of societal and economic institutions, necessitates value 

tradeoffs to reconcile competing goals and interests of different Internet stakeholders 

such as users, consumers, corporations, and national governments, and also to balance 

between competing values that are simultaneously held by many.  Some such changes are 

necessary solutions to emergent problems to account for the changing array of users and 

uses of the Internet.  They also open the doors for dramatic technical changes that could 

fundamentally alter the balance of embedded values and the power of different actors.  

As Zittrain laments, as the tradeoffs of the early Internet, today, are “no longer optimal,” 

there is a risk of moving too far in the other direction.  “[T]he same qualities that led to 

their successes are causing the Internet and the PC to falter.”  These shifts could “push 

mainstream users away from a generative Internet that fosters innovation and disruption, 

to an appliancized network that incorporates some of the most powerful features of 
                                                
84 Zittrain, Future of the Internet; DeNardis, Global War; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked. 
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today’s Internet while greatly limiting its innovative capacity—and, for better or worse, 

heightening its regulability.” 85   

 

As Laura DeNardis explains in her 2014 book, The Global War for Internet 

Governance, “[v]alues in Internet architecture and governance are not fixed but are 

continually negotiated.  Some of the most intractable Internet governance questions 

involve conflicts among competing global values… How these conflicts resolve in the 

design of technical architecture and the policies of governments and private institutions 

will have a significant bearing on global innovation policy, national security, and 

freedom of expression.”  A number of salient contemporary normative debates have 

emerged out of dilemmas surrounding the design and governance of the Internet’s various 

technical layers and control points.  These include: tradeoffs between freedom of 

expression and various forms of controversial speech (e.g. WikiLeaks, hate speech); 

between anonymity and law enforcement; between intellectual property rights and open 

access to knowledge; between individual privacy and business models that provide 

targeted or free services; between encouraging new innovation versus maximizing 

profits; and between freedom of the media and information versus variously defined 

national “security” concerns.86   

 

Thus, values related to democratic civil liberties and to the generative qualities 

discussed by Zittrain often seem to stand in opposition to values related to security, law 

                                                
85 Zittrain, Future of the Internet, 8–9. 
86 DeNardis, Global War, 16; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked; Zittrain, Future of the Internet. 
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enforcement, and political stability, but also sometimes conflict with effective online 

business models and even some consumer interests. 

 

Decisions concerning many of these tradeoffs get enacted through design and 

control of the Internet’s technical architecture.  The Internet is often modeled as 

consisting of multiple layers that “segregate and explain” the network’s “different 

operations” and also help clarify the distinct areas of governance decision-making.87  

Yochai Benkler, Lawrence Lessig and others use a three-layer model, including a 

“physical infrastructure” layer (e.g. hardware, cables, satellites, etc through which 

information/signals travel), a “code” or “logic” layer (e.g., software, protocols, naming 

and numbering systems, and other logical rules and systems that control the flow of 

information across the infrastructural layer), and a “content” layer (e.g. containing and 

displaying the information that is produced, sent and received by users).88  Cerf, Ryan and 

Senges add a fourth “social layer” to this model to account for the organizations and 

institutions involved in policy and governance processes, the social practices of Internet 

use, and the related issues of rights and principles concerning Internet use.89  Each of 

these layers is subject to a variety of interests and can give rise to conflicts over values 

and technical design.   

                                                
87 These can be seen as levels of abstraction, from the physical interface (user or content-producer 
interacting with a computer) to the information that is stored and transmitted.  See: Cerf, Ryan, and Senges, 
“Shared Responsibility.”   
88 Each of these can be broken down further, to look, for example, at roles of the physical computers and 
host servers on which data is stored and viewed, the individual network-level systems (like the Internet 
service providers and physical systems that provide network access and tools used by network managers), 
connections between networks (including Internet exchange points, network connection agreements, and 
security certification intermediaries), or at the roles of the various Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 technologies and 
information intermediaries (such as browsers, search engines, financial transaction networks, and the 
numerous social media and content sharing platforms).  See: Benkler, The Wealth of Networks; Lessig, 
Code; DeNardis, Global War.   
89 Cerf, Ryan, and Senges, “Shared Responsibility.” 
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As noted by Nye and others, most stakeholders in Internet governance have strong 

continued interests in the Internet’s ongoing functioning as a global and interoperable 

network for trade, communication, and various forms of information exchange vital to the 

daily functioning of globally-integrated markets and societies.  As such, the maintenance 

of the Internet’s infrastructural and logical layers might be viewed as largely apolitical 

and a topic of relative consensus.  The content layer, on the other hand, and social issues 

such as rights of Internet use are sources of much more significant global (and intra-

societal) value conflict.  To a certain extent, these issues can be separated, with the 

common standards and critical infrastructure being maintained in spite of cross-

jurisdictional differences in the management of the content layer and surrounding social 

institutions and rights issues.  

 

But issues between layers can also become interrelated due to the connections 

between technical design and use and control repercussions.  DeNardis makes the point 

that there are a number of ways in which the more technical and infrastructural layers of 

Internet governance are increasingly relied upon by a variety of actors to exert control 

over the Internet’s content and social uses.  Several major areas of recent technical 

change highlight the new ways in which the Internet today can be controlled.  These 

include the increasingly widespread use of “deep packet inspection” (DPI), “distributed 

denial of service” (DDoS) attacks, and various techniques of blocking, filtering, and 

network shutdowns.  These new “controversial technological approaches” emerged since 
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the early 2000s and have become increasingly widespread.90  They have the potential to 

transform the capacity of states or other actors to exert control over particular portions of 

the Internet or “national” networks.  Not all are readily available to all actors, however, 

and the ability to apply these techniques might depend on technical sophistication, access, 

and financial capacity to invest in new equipment. 

 

Internet Control Technologies— 

 

Deep Packet Inspection: 

Deep packet inspection (DPI) is a technique that contradicts the Internet’s earlier 

content agnosticism in which all transmissions were treated the same and content privacy 

was maintained, shifting from inspecting only the headers of the “packets” used to 

transmit data over the network to inspecting the actual content of the packets.  Once too 

computationally intensive, this technology began to enter widespread use by the mid-

2000s.  It allows network operators to examine packet payloads, using pattern recognition 

algorithms to scrutinize the types of protocols and data being transmitted or even the 

contents of communications.  Packets fitting certain criteria can be selectively throttled 

back or blocked and packet contents can even be altered.  DPI-implementing devices 

such as routers can be quite expensive though they are becoming increasingly ubiquitous.   

 

                                                
90 DeNardis, Global War. 
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DPI can be used both as a network management and security tool and as a tool for 

content governance or surveillance.91 The technique can be applied at the level of a 

particular enterprise or local network or of major Internet service providers for a whole 

region or country.  It has capacity to revolutionize some forms of security, advertising, 

and law enforcement, but it also has potentially grave consequences for online freedom of 

speech.92   

 

Distributed Denial of Service Attacks: 

Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are a technique used to render 

websites unreachable by incapacitating their servers, flooding them with network traffic 

from large numbers of hijacked computers.  The attacks utilize large distributed networks 

(“botnets”) of infected “zombie” computers whose owners usually know nothing of their 

computer’s involvement, and are managed by a “handler” computer that does not itself 

participate.  Readily available and easy to use software makes these attacks easy to 

produce even for the not-particularly-tech-savvy, but they are also hard to attribute 

because the handler computer does not itself participate in the traceable attack.93   

 

                                                
91 For network management, it can be used to perform bandwith allocation, allowing for faster transmission 
of “latency-sensitive traffic” such as streaming video or voice conversations.  It can also be used for 
network security, looking for the bit pattern signatures of viruses or other destructive payloads.  For content 
governance, this technique can be applied to enforce restrictions on the use of copyrighted materials, and to 
censor certain forms of content (e.g. pornography, political information, etc).  It can be used to seek out 
certain topics in monitoring of communications.  It likewise can be used to insert target-specific advertising 
based on the content being transmitted by a particular message or webpage.   
92 See: R. Bendrath and M. Mueller, “The End of the Net as We Know It? Deep Packet Inspection and 
Internet Governance,” New Media & Society 13, no. 7 (November 14, 2011): 1142–60,  
doi:10.1177/1461444811398031; DeNardis, Global War; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked. 
93  Common approaches include TCP/SYN attacks (that rely on large numbers of half open TCP 
handshakes) and ICMP flood attacks (also known as “smurf attacks” that rely on “IP spoofing” using 
broadcast pings).   
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DDoS attacks – though hard to definitively attribute – have seemingly been 

carried out both by governments (e.g. Syrian Electronic Army, Nashi, etc.) and 

hacktivists (e.g. Anonymous).  They have been used to strike a wide variety of targets, 

including politically-motivated strikes at government, religious, cultural, and financial 

institutions94, and attempts to silence independent media, bloggers, opposition activists, 

and rights groups by temporarily taking their websites offline95 – often at critical 

moments or in response to particular content.  Though DDoS attacks have been used as 

tools both for political dissent and for government control, these techniques utilize 

technologies explicitly designed for the disruption or suppression of online content and 

interactions: they explicitly use “code” to disrupt “content.” 96     

 

DPI filtering and DDoS attacks are just two among a wide variety of technical 

approaches to block or filter specific materials, sites, or services on a network or 

terminate network access altogether, which have become increasingly widespread in 

recent years.   

 

Technical Content Blocking and Filtering: 

In some ways, the ability of governments or other actors to exert control over the 

content or accessibility of a particular portion of the global Internet has been a staggering 

surprise to its early advocates.  One of the great innovations of the Internet’s original 

                                                
94 They were used, for example, against Estonian and Georgian government sites in 2008 and 2009, and 
against financial intermediaries that cut off funding to WikiLeaks orchestrated by the hacktivist collective 
Anonymous in 2011. 
95 Such attacks were used, for example, against opposition media and NGO sites in Russia during the 2011 
parliamentary elections. 
96 DeNardis, Global War, 219; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked. 
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design was the use of “packet switching” techniques over a distributed mesh network as 

opposed to the older “circuit switching” approach with end-to-end connections long used 

by telephone networks.  This new network architecture was partially a response to Cold 

War-era concerns about “survivable” communication networks, and was designed 

explicitly to continue to function over remaining network nodes in the case of a nuclear 

attack or other massive physical destruction to part of the system.97  The Internet’s 

decentralized design was supposed to protect the network from broad outages caused by 

damage to any particular network segment.98   

 

But as the near-complete network shutdown in Egypt in January 2011, the so-

called “Great Firewall of China,” and numerous other network shutdown events and 

censorship regimes show, despite the Internet’s robust distributed design, there are 

numerous points of control and vulnerability that can be used to limit content or block 

access over particular sub-networks.  These can be described in relation to the layered 

Internet model, ranging from the most physical infrastructural layer through the critical 

resources and code of name spaces and protocols, to web-platforms and intermediary 

institutions providing Internet access and hosting content.   

 

Some of the most targeted forms of censorship focus specifically on the Internet’s 

content layer or block particular online applications and services. Content-specific 
                                                
97 Whereas the circuit switching approach connected a direct end-to-end network circuit for the duration of 
a call allowing continuous transmission from sender to receiver, packet switching broke the flow of 
transmitted information into packets, which contain (as discussed above) both the “payload” of information 
being transmitted and a smaller “header” with administrative information concerning the packet’s source 
and destination.  Routers send these packets on via multiple hops and redirections, using algorithms to 
efficiently forward them to their destination.  Packets all take different paths and arrive at slightly different 
times, but upon arrival they are reassembled in order into a coherent data stream.   
98 DeNardis, Global War. 
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blocking uses keyword filtering or manual censorship to remove material concerning 

particular topics posted to news outlets, social media platforms, blogs or other sites.  

DDoS attacks can also be used to temporarily disable sites and platforms.  Application-

level blocking blocks entire social media sites, email or SMS services, Skype, or even 

World Wide Web access.  Various critical online intermediaries such as online financial 

and transactional services (e.g. credit card or online payment transaction sites) can also 

be targeted for outages.  Some forms of content censorship target the Internet’s logical 

layer including blocking the use of particular protocols (e.g. blocking BitTorrent, VoIP, 

SMTP, FTP, or other protocols used for particular types of online information exchange).  

Some forms of content disruption can be implemented at the network management or ISP 

level, including performance throttling and DPI-filtering.  The basic institutions of 

critical Internet infrastructure can also be utilized, such as using the domain name system, 

hosting providers, registries, and registrars to block entire websites or IP addresses.99 

 

Network Shutdowns and “Kill Switches”: 

In addition to blocking or filtering specific content, entire networks or portions of 

networks can sometimes be significantly impaired or effectively shut off through physical 

or institutional means.  Physical damage to network interconnections or critical 

infrastructure can include, for example, disruption to the power grid serving critical 

servers, routers, and network equipment, or damage to the transoceanic or transnational 

cables which constitute the Internet’s physical backbone.  Such disruptions can prove 

catastrophic, causing significant loss of data or long-term outages and consequent 

significant economic and social costs, and these physical vulnerabilities are also a source 
                                                
99 Ibid., 208–10. 
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of concern with regard to cybersecurity threats and natural disaster risks.100  Countries 

face differing levels of vulnerability to such infrastructural blackouts, of course, 

depending on the number of backbone and major cables entering their territory and from 

where. 

 

Complete intentional network shutdowns such as in Egypt in 2011 are sometimes 

referred to as using a network “kill switch.”  As DeNardis points out, the term is 

something of a misnomer given the more complicated network architecture and protocols 

involved.  But the same effect can sometimes be achieved through institutional means.  

Governments can order all Internet service providers in a particular region or country to 

simultaneously shut down the networks they service.  This is what happened in Egypt and 

a number of other politically motivated network shutdowns, and it requires that each ISP 

or AS (autonomous system) eliminate their network’s presence on the global Internet by 

withdrawing both the Interior Gateway Protocol (that directs their internal network 

traffic) and the Border Gateway Protocol (that alerts other networks on the Internet of 

their network’s presence).  Clearly a government’s ability to achieve a total Internet 

blackout in this way on a regional or national level will depend on other factors such as 

the number of ISPs, their relationships with the government, and the country’s legal 

system and rule of law.  In Egypt, ISPs were required by law to comply with the 

government order, in spite of the financial burden this placed on them and their 

customers.101    

                                                
100 Ibid., 210–11. 
101 There was also evidence in Egypt that the country had likewise ordered the shutdown of its DNS 
servers. 
Ibid., 211–12. 
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The Egyptian government’s need to coerce ISPs into taking their networks offline 

draws attention to another important change in technical control over the Internet in 

recent years, as various Internet companies play an ever-larger role in governance 

decisions.  Shifts in who controls the Internet’s technical architecture have implications 

for the effective role of states and other actors in global and local Internet governance 

decisions.  As indicated in the forgoing discussion of Internet governance institutions and 

processes, there are many actors involved in the design and management of the global 

network’s different layers and control points.  But many of the Internet’s technical 

functions require expert knowledge and are built and maintained by engineers, coders, 

and Internet companies – only accessible at arms length by other governance stakeholders 

such as national governments or civil society.102  This balance of technical skill and power 

can change, however, and is not uniform across countries.  

 

“Delegative Governance”: 

Many observers in recent years have stressed the increasingly important role of 

corporations in governance tasks – not only engaging as lobbyists and stakeholders in the 

national and international lawmaking and governance arenas, but also playing the roles 

essentially of public policy makers or of delegative governors over the Internet 

infrastructure or platforms that they control.   Such companies include hosting providers, 
                                                
102 As Rebecca MacKinnon notes, “In the Internet age, a whole new sphere of de facto lawmaking has 
emerged in the guise of software code and technical standards that channel and constrain what people do 
with their technology.  In this way, the power to shape how citizens can organize, access and disseminate 
information, and express their own ideas and opinions has expanded dramatically to anybody who knows 
how to write software code, create Internet and telecommunications hardware, and build interoperable 
networks.  Right now this power is wielded primarily by a combination of people who are either working in 
service of companies or contributing to the commons in some fashion.”  See: MacKinnon, Consent of the 
Networked, 25. 
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Internet service providers, hardware and software companies, social media platforms, 

search engines, platforms for finance and commerce, content aggregation sites, and 

various other “information intermediaries” that “create value” surrounding online 

content.  In their various capacities, these companies make important technical and 

regulatory decisions concerning network interconnections, technical standards, data and 

content.  They enact judgments on value tradeoffs concerning issues of free expression 

versus bullying or hate speech, information sharing versus copyright enforcement or state 

secrets, or on individual privacy versus the provision of free or targeted services.103   

 

Corporations provide much of the physical and logical infrastructure of the 

Internet and online platforms, and, as such, find themselves in a position of serving as 

intermediaries of the “digital public sphere” and facing new pressures and legal and 

ethical dilemmas as they are called on by national governments to play various 

“delegative governance” roles that the governments themselves may lack the actual 

technical access or skill to perform.  This platform-dependence of individual and 

collective online speech and action is why Ethan Zuckerman has referred to online 

protests as “staging a protest in a shopping mall” where it is up to the mall’s private 

management whether to condone the event.  States likewise can often pressure these 

intermediaries – legally or extralegally – to engage in acts of “delegated” censorship and 

surveillance, though not all intermediaries will always comply.104  

 

                                                
103 DeNardis, Global War; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked.  
104 DeNardis, Global War; MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked; Ethan Zuckerman, “Ethan Zuckerman 
on Experience and Recreation” (Conference Video, Berkman Center, Harvard University, June 21, 2011), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQsfi489lOg. 
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The relative ability of national governments to exert such forms of control over 

the online activities of their citizens thus is, to a certain degree, a function of those 

governments’ technical capacities and of their ability to exert their authority over the 

domestic or foreign companies that more directly control the relevant online content, 

data, and information flows.  Companies themselves in turn sometimes push back against 

such government intrusions, weighing reputational and economic costs.  Some leave off 

business in certain national markets (such as Google in China), publish transparency 

reports documenting government information requests (published now by Google and 

several other major corporations), join with civil society in protest movements (such as 

with the SOPA/PIPA legislation in the US), or join corporate social responsibility 

initiatives to agree on best approaches to ethical dilemmas (such as GNI, the Global 

Network Initiative).  The relative autonomy of local companies to stand up to government 

authority as well as the technical capacity of states to exert direct control over domestic 

Internet control points varies across countries and will likely continue to change as 

governments acquire greater understanding of the Internet’s technology and its social and 

political importance. 

 

 

In coming chapters, we will examine how national governments – particularly in 

authoritarian regimes – are harnessing these and other mechanisms to exert their control 

over the Internet and to counter the loss of control over flows of information within their 

territory which have resulted from this rapidly changing form of technological 

globalization.  As we will see, however, not all states – and even not all authoritarian 
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states – are equally willing or equipped to exert control at the same level or via the same 

mechanisms.  The next chapter provides an overview of this global variation in Internet 

controls, showing the wide variety of levels and forms of Internet restriction that have 

been implemented by different non-democratic states. 
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Chapter 3.  The Digital Dictator’s Dilemma:  
Internet Policy and Political Control 

 
 

“The Net interprets censorship as damage and routes around it.” – Electronic Frontier 
Foundation (EFF) co-founder John Gilmore, 1993 105 

 
“Whereas it was once considered impossible for governments to control cyberspace, 
there are now a wide variety of technical and nontechnical means at their disposal to 
shape and limit the online flow of information.” – Ronald Deibert and Rafal Rohozinski, 
2010 106 

 

As the previous chapter has demonstrated, though the global Internet has 

sometimes been envisioned as an ungovernable global commons beyond the reach of 

territorial states, the limits and possibilities of state control over the network have 

changed dramatically over time with the development of new technical, legal and 

institutional control mechanisms and the increasing involvement of national governments 

in global Internet governance decision processes. Territorial states have nonetheless 

struggled with the challenge of understanding the impact of this new transnationally 

distributed information and communication technology within their societies and 

determining how best to regulate and govern it.  This challenge has been particularly 

stark for hybrid and authoritarian regimes where the availability of this technology has 

facilitated fundamental shifts in the forms of expression and association potentially 

attainable by citizens.   

Regime responses have differed dramatically, however, with some embracing the 

new Internet and related networked information and communication technologies (ICTs), 

investing in infrastructure, and turning a relatively blind eye to the new forms of 

                                                
105 As quoted by: Philip Elmer-DeWitt, “First Nation in Cyberspace,” Time Magazine, December 6, 1993.  
Also see: John Gilmore, “John Gilmore’s Home Page,” accessed July 20, 2016, http://www.toad.com/gnu/. 
106 Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace,” 48. 
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discourse and activism they enable, while others have attempted in various ways to 

severely restrict the political uses of the Internet, mobile phone messaging, and related 

technologies.  While a number of non-democratic states like China, Saudi Arabia, and 

Iran have long censored or blocked access to certain topics and sites for domestic Internet 

users, others – including Russia and some other states of the former Soviet Union – have 

until recently shown less immediate concern about directly restricting online content and 

speech. 

Why have Internet and information technology policy choices varied so 

enormously across non-democratic regimes?  What factors have influenced state 

decisions to adopt more- or less- restrictive approaches, and how durable are these 

choices once taken?  What trends in Internet regulation can be observed in the wake of 

the Arab Spring, Russia’s “Snow Revolution” movement, the “Innocence of Muslims” 

conflagration, and other prominent instances of protest and civic unrest that have been 

publically discussed as being associated with growing Internet use107, and what do these 

patterns portend for the future?   

                                                
107 The widespread news coverage and public discourse concerning an assumed causal link is of at least as 
much significance here as the actual causal connection.  It is easier to justify a causal connection between 
Internet use and the protest and unrest events in some cases than in others.  But broad discussion of such a 
link can influence the perception of regime decision makers prompting them to reassess the technology’s 
risks and benefits, whether or not the causal calculus is correct. 

Public discussion and media coverage linked all three of the cases mentioned here to Internet use, 
for example, but the actual linkage is more certain in some cases than others.  It is hard to imagine how the 
vulgar, low-quality, anti-Islamic film, “The Innocence of Muslims,” would have spread virally and reached 
so large an audience half a world away from where it was produced without the medium of the Internet.  
Social media platforms permit the sort of editor-less self-publishing that resulted in the film’s presence on 
YouTube.  They also allow such videos to be discovered and rapidly spread through information cascades 
without significant marketing effort.  The transnational nature of most Internet content further allowed a 
piece of content that would cause limited dissent in the setting it was uploaded to be accessed by an 
audience to which it would appear hateful and incendiary.  Incidents of unrest sparked by “Koran burning” 
films uploaded in the United States have followed a similar dynamic. 

Russia’s “White Ribbon Movement” or “Snow Revolution” also had obvious links to the use of 
Internet tools, though it is at least possible to imagine a similar movement utilizing other tools for sharing 
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This chapter analyzes global patterns of Internet policy adoption across hybrid 

and authoritarian regimes, showing how there has long been wide variation in the Internet 

policies and approaches to Internet control adopted by non-democratic states.  Examining 

the variety of levels and forms of restrictions of Internet content and use that have been 

adopted by otherwise similar regimes, the chapter offers a preliminary model of key 

causal factors and processes influencing policy choice.   

Large-N analysis examines global patterns of state Internet control measures, 

demonstrating that regime-type alone is an important but by itself inadequate indicator of 

policy choice.  While policies regulating or restricting online freedoms of speech, media, 

access to information, or association often parallel their “offline” equivalents, such 

“online-offline policy-linkage” is only part of the picture.  Even among non-democratic 

regimes with similar levels of Internet penetration, we see fairly dramatic variation in 

how these technologies are regulated – including the adoption of both legal and technical 

forms of control as well as extra-legal measures.   

Examining factors which could make states with similar non-democratic regime 

types more or less likely to protect or restrict freedom of the Internet and networked 

technologies, I argue that regimes approach these policy decisions as a sort of “dictator’s 

dilemma,” in which they must balance between the domestic and international reputation-

                                                                                                                                            
and discussing information and organizing protest.  The prominent role in fact played by activists using 
Internet-based tools in these events is hard to deny, however, as is the importance of online public 
discourse in the period preceding and during the protest mobilization.   

The actual causal role of the Internet in the Arab Spring is harder to be certain of and has been 
much debated.  Internet penetration was still relatively low or quite low in some of the Arab Spring 
countries at the time.  While Internet-based tools were used in some of these protest events, others made 
less use of new information and communication technologies.  Whatever the actual degree of causal 
importance, the roles of the Internet and social media in these regime-changing mass protests were widely 
discussed at the time, politicizing these technologies and making the events serve as lessons for other non-
democratic regimes concerning the apparent risks of Internet-leveraging mass protests. 
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costs and lost economic opportunities related to restricting the Internet and their 

perception of the potential stability and security risks they face by allowing it to continue 

to grow unfettered.  Policy choice outcomes will thus vary by country, depending on the 

domestic political and economic conditions, and the capabilities, vulnerabilities and 

values of the ruling regime.  As regimes seek to balance the costs and benefits of Internet 

restriction, their choices will be constrained by the available forms of control that they 

have the technical and governmental capacity to implement.  Choices will also vary over 

time, as a result of interdependencies between states, significant global events, changes in 

available control technologies, and the evolving global normative regime. 

The remainder of the chapter is divided into three sections.  The first section, 

“Authoritarian Internet Policy” further develops the puzzle building on the previous 

chapter’s discussion of the Internet’s history, technology, and governance to examine the 

wide variety of legal, extra-legal, and technical approaches by which states – and 

authoritarian regimes in particular – have sought to regulate the network within their 

territories.  Blunt “first-generation” censorship approaches by filtering and site blocking 

are considered, as are subtler “next-generation” approaches that often are applied at 

particular moments, are plausibly deniable, use propaganda and surveillance in addition 

to censorship, or rely on quasi-democratic legal mechanisms.  We see how these various 

approaches have been applied by different non-democratic states in order to control 

public discourse, limit efforts at opposition organizing, or regain political control at 

moments of crisis or mass protest.  The section concludes with a discussion of the 

concept of a “digital dictator’s dilemma” that arises in the literature concerning Internet 

policy that has emerged out of the cyber-idealist versus cyber-realist debate.  While a 
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handful of authors have discussed the challenging tradeoffs non-democratic regimes must 

face  (e.g. balancing security or stability with economic growth or legitimacy) in deciding 

how to regulate the Internet within their territory, most such discussions end with the 

scale tilting in one direction or the other, assuming that all or most authoritarian regimes 

will ultimately resolve these conflicts in a similar manner.  Such a one-size-fits-all 

prediction is not helpful in explaining the existing policy variation.  

The second section, “The Digital Dictator’s Dilemma: Risks, Tradeoffs, and 

Policy Choice,” provides an overview of my theoretical argument.  Drawing on political 

science literature on regime type, norm adoption, and policy diffusion as well as the more 

specific literature on Internet policy discussed in the previous chapter, the section 

examines possible domestic and international factors likely to influence regime Internet 

policy decisions.  While the tradeoffs discussed above are relevant, their outcome will 

vary depending on context.  The section develops a preliminary typology and set of 

related causal hypotheses by which to predict patterns of policy choice.  Domestically, 

the roles of “offline regime type,” Internet penetration rate, political instability or security 

concerns, economic importance of the ICT sector, regime technical capacity, and the 

likely impact of restriction on regime legitimacy are each considered.  While each of 

these factors appears to play a role in shaping overall approaches to Internet control, the 

country’s regime type, penetration rate, and whether it has experienced mass Internet-

enabled protest movements stand out as particularly significant determinants of policy 

choice.  The section also discusses the importance of regional and international events 

and pressures, including exogenous shock events, authoritarian learning and policy 

diffusion, and international normative pressure.  
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The third section, “Empirical Findings and Analysis,” uses both statistical and 

qualitative data to examine patterns of global variation in Internet policy and how these 

appear to be changing.  The section uses OpenNet Initiative (ONI) Internet filtering data 

to examine the relationship between first-generation static Internet censorship, in 

particular, and the potential causal factors discussed in the previous section.  Focusing on 

the period of 2009-2011, just prior to the Arab Spring, Russia’s White Ribbon 

Movement, and the Snowden revelations, the analysis demonstrates that there was still 

significant variation in Internet censorship levels across non-democratic states at this 

time, even when comparing states with the most closed authoritarian regime types.  The 

analysis also traces longitudinal change within cases and examines patterns of policy 

clustering across regions for possible indications of underlying decision and diffusion 

processes.   

The data suggest two diverging policy trends, with the most democratic regimes 

censoring less and the most authoritarian regimes censoring more as Internet penetration 

levels increase – a pattern which could indicate the gradual closing of “asymmetry gaps” 

between online and offline regime types as Internet use levels rise.  Even when levels of 

restriction converge, however, the particular technical, legal, and extra-legal mechanisms 

of Internet control continue to vary widely across states.  Other factors, including stability 

and security concerns, economic considerations and technical capabilities, legitimacy 

costs and normative pressures, as well as global events and interdependencies each play 

important roles in explaining the particular policy outcomes. 

Penetration rates and regime type alone, likewise, fail to adequately predict the 

trajectory of the numerous “hybrid” and “competitive authoritarian” regimes, many of 
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which had low-to-moderate penetration rates and little systemic censorship during the 

period of ONI data collection.  The analysis suggests that other factors, including the 

development of domestic Internet-enabled protest movements, global “exogenous shock” 

events, international normative pressures, and regime technical capacity, have played 

particularly important roles in determining shifts in Internet policy among these states 

over time as well as shaping the particular methods of Internet control adopted.   

Patterns of policy clustering within regions and among states sharing similar 

cultural values, also suggest that several diffusion and learning mechanisms are playing 

significant roles in the spread of particular technical measures and policy approaches.   

The chapter concludes with a discussion of potential long-term trends in the future 

of Internet policy, particularly focusing on the implications for the further future 

evolution of hybrid regimes. 

Authoritarian Internet Policy 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the nature and possibility of regulation in 

cyberspace have changed enormously during the course of the Internet’s evolution.  

Contrary to the early web idealists who believed the Internet could not be regulated, 

contemporary Internet scholars now point to a growing list of “[ever-more] sophisticated 

cyberspace controls.”  Plotting the course from the Web’s early laissez-faire days of the 

1990s “‘dot-com’ boom,” Deibert and Rohozinski have explained how “growing 

recognition of serious risks in cyberspace” – ranging from malicious software and cyber 

warfare to copyright and intellectual property infringement concerns – has “led to a wave 

of securitization efforts” that have in turn given greater legitimacy to “government 
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intervention in cyberspace more generally—including in countries where regimes may be 

more interested in self-preservation than in property protections.” 108  Clearly the capacity 

and willingness of many states to control the Internet has greatly expanded, whatever one 

might think of the legitimacy of this shift. 

Today, government efforts to control the use of the Internet and related 

information and communication technologies draw on an ever-widening variety of 

technical, legal, and extra-legal tools.  These “information controls” seek to “deny” or 

“disrupt” access to particular online content and information, as well as “monitoring” the 

uses to which the new technologies are put. 109   Complex mixtures of censorship, 

surveillance, and propaganda are applied in different manners across states, as are legal 

and extra-legal pressures on content producers and information intermediaries.  While 

many countries – both non-democracies and democracies – now utilize some form of 

Internet content filtering, many states also employ various “next-generation” controls that 

go beyond filtering, aiming more at “inculcating norms, inducing compliant behavior, 

and imposing rules of the road.” 110  As Daniel Drezner, Evgeny Morozov and other 

“cyber-realists” have suggested, today, in some settings, it is unclear which is more 

empowered by the Internet: the power of civil society and protest movements to stand up 

to the state or the coercive control abilities of governments.111  Clearly much depends on 

                                                
108 Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace.” 
109 Masashi Crete-Nishihata, Ronald J. Deibert, and Adam Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone: The 
Multidisciplinary Challenge of Studying Information Controls,” SSRN Scholarly Paper (Rochester, NY: 
Social Science Research Network, May 1, 2013), http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=2265644. 
110 Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace,” 49. 
111 See:  Daniel W. Drezner, “Weighing the Scales: The Internet’s Effect On State-Society Relations,” 
Brown Journal of World Affairs XVI, no. II (Spring/Summer 2010): 31–44;  Morozov, The Net Delusion, 
2011. 
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the particular regulatory and restriction environment.  And these environments vary 

enormously. 

The approaches employed by governments to restrict or control Internet use and 

content have greatly expanded over the past two decades.  While both democracies and 

non-democracies have moved towards greater regulation, different types of non-

democratic regimes have particularly cultivated a wide variety of technical and regulatory 

approaches in their efforts to control the influence of the Internet within their societies.  

These restrictions are not limited to the most closed authoritarian regimes, and they are 

not limited to keyword filtering or site blocking.  The complexity and diversity of these 

control mechanisms has developed alongside the evolution of regime types and the 

changes in underlying technologies discussed in the previous chapters. 

While some of the most closed authoritarian regimes have attempted to 

completely cut their citizens off from the global Internet (e.g. North Korea), and others 

have implemented strict filtering and blocking regimes aimed to prevent their citizens 

from accessing content concerning sensitive political or social issues and in some cases 

blocking their use of internationally popular social media sites (e.g. China, Saudi Arabia, 

Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Ethiopia, Thailand, Singapore), other countries have 

employed a variety of different approaches – some of them less obvious – to control 

content or access to particular materials or at particular moments and to exert greater 

control over the Internet and its users within their territory.  Various alternative Internet 

controls include, for example, shutting down access to important sites or platforms (e.g. 

Russia in 2011) or cutting off the Internet or other ICT networks entirely at critical 

moments (e.g. Egypt in January 2011), slowing Internet traffic (e.g. Iran in 2009), 
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ensuring high costs for Internet access to limit the number of users, and using draconian 

new laws, prosecutions, physical attacks, pressure on private companies, surveillance, 

and other more legalistic, subtle, or plausibly deniable methods to intimidate Internet 

users and intermediaries and limit online discourse and collective action potential.112   

Early Internet Restrictions 

The tools and techniques of state Internet control have developed gradually since 

the Internet’s creation.  For approximately three decades, from the network’s birth in the 

1960s through the late 1990s or 2000, “most states tended either to ignore online 

activities or to regulate them very lightly.” 113  To whatever extent states did notice and 

attempt to manage online activities by their citizens, they usually treated them quite 

differently from similar activities in “real space.”  The notion of “cyberspace” as a 

separate space – an unregulatable global commons with great democratizing potential – 

flourished during this period.  Vast stores of information and rapid cross-cultural 

interconnections, vibrant online discourse and cheap organizing tools – all promised to 

buoy the work of civil society, support knowledge sharing, and foster cross-national 

                                                
112 See:  Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace;”  Janice Gross Stein, 
Access Denied: The Practice and Policy of Global Internet Filtering, ed. Ronald Deibert et al. (Cambridge, 
Mass: The MIT Press, 2008);  Miklos Haraszti, Access Controlled: The Shaping of Power, Rights, and Rule 
in Cyberspace, ed. Ronald Deibert et al., 1 edition (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2010);  Ronald 
Deibert et al., eds., Access Contested: Security, Identity, and Resistance in Asian Cyberspace (Cambridge, 
MA: The MIT Press, 2011);  Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone;”  
Steven J. Murdoch and Hal Roberts, “Introduction to: Internet Censorship and Control,” SSRN Scholarly 
Paper (Rochester, NY: Social Science Research Network, May 22, 2013), 
http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=2268587;  Katy E. Pearce and Sarah Kendzior, “Networked 
Authoritarianism and Social Media in Azerbaijan,” Journal of Communication 62, no. 2 (April 2012): 283–
98, doi:10.1111/j.1460-2466.2012.01633.x;  Philip N. Howard, Sheetal D. Agarwal, and Muzammil M. 
Hussain, “When Do States Disconnect Their Digital Networks? Regime Responses to the Political Uses of 
Social Media,” SSRN Electronic Journal, August 9, 2011, doi:10.2139/ssrn.1907191;  Helen V. Milner, 
“The Digital Divide: The Role of Political Institutions in Technology Diffusion,” Comparative Political 
Studies 39, no. 2 (March 2006): 176–99, doi:10.1177/0010414005282983;  Drezner, “Weighing the 
Scales.” 
113 Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace.” 
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understanding.  But, as we have seen in the last chapter, idealization of the Internet’s core 

technology as fundamentally open, uncensorable, and democratic mischaracterized its 

early design qualities as immutable characteristics.  There was a failure to perceive that 

the network’s very generativity and openness rendered it malleable and open to rapid 

technical (and regulatory) change.114  Likewise, the conceptual boundary between “real” 

and “virtual” was idealized and artificial.  As Internet use has grown and become more 

immersively intertwined with daily life, so too has the interest and ability of many states 

to regulate both its use and its users.115   

The development of the World Wide Web and content search tools in the 1990s 

and of various online media, social media, and crowdsourcing platforms throughout the 

2000s has rendered the Internet an ever more usable, interactive, and collaborative media 

for rapid information sharing, communication, and collaboration.  As Internet access has 

grown worldwide during this period, the technology has ceased to be a tool for narrow 

                                                
114 The likelihood and speed of such change increased dramatically over time, furthermore, as more actors 
from different socioeconomic, institutional and cultural settings became involved in using and developing 
the network.  New network users and uses brought with them new concerns, leading to an expanded array 
of stakeholders with interests in shaping – and possibly redefining – the network’s future development.  
While the early Internet users had been confined to elite groups at university laboratories, in businesses and 
governments, and accessed the network through expensive, large computers that only such major 
institutional actors could afford, this all changed rapidly with the growing market for personal computers 
(PCs), beginning in the late 1970s through early 1980s.  The year 1977 saw the introduction of the Apple 
II, Commodore’s PET 2001, and Tandy Corporation (Radio Shack)’s TRS-80, and Atari, Sinclair and other 
companies entered the fray by 1980.  In 1981 IBM introduced its first PC, which rapidly came to define the 
market competition.  As component prices fell and usability increased the price of PCs dropped and their 
use in daily life increased in the US and other developed countries.  By 1990 the US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics recorded that 15.2% of US households possessed at least one PC, with 23.6% among college 
graduates and 37.2% among those with graduate school-level education.  By 1997 these numbers had risen 
to 34.6%, 56.2%, and 65.6% respectively, with continued expansion of the PC market coinciding with the 
growing use of the World Wide Web.  
See:  Alfred D. Chandler Jr., Inventing the Electronic Century: The Epic Story of the Consumer Electronics 
and Computer Industries, with a New Preface (New York: Harvard University Press, 2005);  U.S. 
Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Computer Ownership Up Sharply in the 1990s,” Issues in 
Labor Statistics 99, no. 4 (March 1999), http://www.bls.gov/opub/ils/pdf/opbils31.pdf. 
115 Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace;” 
Jonathan Zittrain, The Future of the Internet--And How to Stop It, First Edition (New Haven Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 2008). 
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elite Western technical communities and has become of increasing political and social 

significance almost everywhere.116  By the late 1990s and early 2000s, some states began 

to view “activities and expression online as things that needed to be managed in various 

ways.”  As Internet use became more common, states gradually “shook off their laissez-

faire approach to Internet regulation” with some states seeking to limit the technology’s 

use within their territories and some developing systems for technically blocking access 

to various online content.117   

One issue that emerged as global Internet penetration (and digital divides) grew 

during the 2000s was the apparent variation in the relative willingness (or unwillingness) 

of authoritarian governments to make the Internet widely available to their citizens.  

Controlling for economic development levels, a number of studies showed that more 

repressive regimes had lower Internet usage rates.  Beilock and Dimitrova, for example, 

“found that countries with lower Freedom House scores for civil liberties had 

significantly lower internet usage[,]” and Helen Milner’s 2006 study of Internet diffusion 

showed that “ceteris paribus, democracies permit much greater online access, both in 

                                                
116 The nature of the social and political roles and uses of the Internet clearly vary across and within states, 
with Internet-based technologies playing increasingly important roles in commerce, communication, media, 
industrial processes, the functioning of critical infrastructure, and military operations.  The relative degree 
of these different functions varies, as do the particulars of use dynamics.  While North Korean access to the 
global Internet is limited to a small government elite, the country is increasingly active in the conduct of 
military operations in cyberspace.  Because of the technology’s virtually nonexistent domestic use for 
commerce or communication, the country is itself less vulnerable to such operations.  While in some 
countries with growing Internet penetration the majority of users first began accessing the Internet and 
World Wide Web through personal or work computers, in many developing countries where Internet use 
has grown more recently, the majority of users access the Web primarily through mobile phones – a 
dynamic that can influence the ways in which the technology is used.  In China, for example, more than 
50% of Internet users access the network through mobile phones rather than stationary computers.   
117 See:  Deibert and Rohozinski, “Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace;”  Milner, “The Digital 
Divide.” 
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terms of internet users per capita and internet hosts per capita.” 118  This seemed to 

support the notion that some authoritarian regimes were limiting Internet infrastructure 

growth in order to retain control over their segment of the web.  As Jack Goldsmith and 

Timothy Wu argued, keeping Internet transaction costs high for users was another 

effective, if imperfect, way of limiting the spread of inconvenient information.119 

Content censorship practices that developed during this period varied enormously 

in “extent, locus, and character” across states and over time, and were intricately 

intertwined with the “political, legal, religious, and social context.”  States like China and 

Saudi Arabia were early to develop extensive multi-level filtering systems and block 

access to politically or religiously sensitive content, while others like Singapore blocked 

“only a handful of sites, each pornographic in nature” and some Western democratic 

states sought to censor child pornography or sites sharing copyrighted materials while 

endorsing norms of an “uncensorsed Internet.”120  Lack of transparency and “mission 

creep” were common, with some states using censorship of “pornography” or 

“blasphemy” as a pretext to censor other politically or socially sensitive content.121   

Overblocking and underblocking were also common, with states adopting a 

variety of flawed technical approaches such as IP address-based blocking which would 

lead to “colateral blocking” of other sites hosted by the same server or as hosting 

                                                
118 See:  Drezner, “Weighing the Scales,” 35;  Richard Beilock and Daniela Dimitrova, “An Exploratory 
Model of Inter-Country Internet Diffusion,” Telecommunications Policy 27 (2003): 237–52; 
Milner, “The Digital Divide.” 
119 Goldsmith and Wu, Who Controls the Internet?. 
120 While the more extreme political and social filtering were more prevalent in non-democracies, 
widespread use of filtering technologies in public spaces such as libraries and schools even in Western 
democracies showed that the emerging trend was not merely an authoritarian phenomenon.  (Clearly, the 
very definition of “censorship” also emerged here as a politicized issue, with some states defining it so as to 
include only the categories of content that they did not themselves seek to limit.)   
121 Deibert et al., Access Contested. 
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arrangements and server IP addresses changed over time.  Another common variant of 

overblocking occurred when states lacked the capacity to selectively target particular 

pages and instead blocked entire large websites or social media platforms, blocking 

access to an entire blogging platform, for example, in order to render a single contentious 

blog inaccessible.  Many states, lacking home-grown censorship technologies, utilized 

“out-of-the-box” tools such as software and hardware designed to block certain pre-set 

content categories – including lists of sites of limited or no relevance to the given 

country’s domestic context.122   

Cutting-Edge Censorship and “Next Generation” Controls 

While these clunky blunt-instrument types of content censorship have continued 

to spread over time, the late 2000s and early 2010s have also seen significant refinement 

of censorship techniques by some of their early adopters as well as the emergence of a 

plethora of other new and, in some cases, more sophisticated Internet controls.   

The “Chinese model” is particularly exemplary of the most robust and nuanced 

approaches to censorship that developed through the 2000s.  The Chinese government’s 

systemic regime of Internet content blocking, filtering and removal is one of the most 

sophisticated and large-scale authoritarian approaches to Internet content control.123  The 

complexity of this one regime’s system demonstrates the difficulty of characterizing the 

broad array of global variation.  China’s censorship regime relies on three layers of 

                                                
122 See:  Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone;”  Deibert and Rohozinski, 
“Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace.” 
123 The sheer scale of these operations and the required coordination is mind-boggling.  By 2013, China had 
a population of over 500 million Internet users, including 300 million microbloggers and 100 million 
bloggers. 
Jonathan Sullivan, “China’s Weibo: Is Faster Different?,” New Media & Society 16, no. 1 (February 7, 
2013): 24–37, doi:10.1177/1461444812472966.   
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content restriction, beginning with the “Great Firewall” blocking of entire international 

websites – including, for example, significant global social media platforms such as 

Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter.124  In addition, China implements across-the-board 

keyword filtering of domestic sites, blocking content that contains particular banned 

words and expressions.  The final layer of censorship is manual125, with vast numbers of 

censors tasked with reading social media posts on every domestic platform and removing 

those found objectionable.126  

 

Debates among observers of the Chinese case demonstrate how the particular 

targets of censorship, as well as the technologies utilized, can vary in substantively 

important ways, marking important differences between Internet control strategies.  

While many earlier observers have assumed that China’s robust Internet censorship aims 

to stymy all critical free expression online, some recent evidence indicates a more 

nuanced approach in which a significant degree of criticism is permitted, and in fact is 

utilized as a feedback mechanism to improve local governance and national regime 

legitimacy.  In one widely noted study, King, Pan, and Roberts (2013) use content 

analysis of censored materials to support their argument that, despite the widespread 

assumption that censorship would attempt to eliminate all criticism of the regime, the 

                                                
124 All three have been blocked since 2009.  Ibid. 
125 This manual layer of content censorship is arguably the hardest to characterize, given its vast scale, 
diverse subject matters, and the absence of a publically known codified list of rules such as the keyword 
lists used for automated filtering.   
126 See:  Gary King, Jennifer Pan, and Margaret Roberts, “How Censorship in China Allows Government 
Criticism but Silences Collective Expression,” American Political Science Review 107, no. 2 (May) (2013): 
1–18;  Sullivan, “China’s Weibo.” 
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censors in fact are primarily concerned with eliminating content on topics that could lead 

to collective action or mass mobilization.127   

Studies by researchers with the OpenNet Initiative project and Freedom House 

have likewise shown significant variation, both in the topic categories that different 

regimes tend to censor (some focusing more on content violating traditional cultural and 

religious values, for example, and others focusing more on political content) and in the 

transparency of mechanisms used for site blocking (some censored content being 

replaced by explanatory block pages, explaining why the given content is blocked, while 

other censorship mechanisms imitate technical errors such as loading time-outs, leaving 

users unaware that the material was intentionally blocked).128 

                                                
127 The study used automated content analysis to examine the manual layer of Chinese Internet censorship, 
scrutinizing patterns of content removal occurring at intervals after postings on particular topics. The 
authors code topics as having “collective action potential” if they relate to protest or the organization of 
offline crowds, if they have to do with individuals who have instigated past collective action events, or if 
they are linked to types of nationalism that have led to past protest or collective action events.  They find 
that social media posts relating to these topics as well as criticism of the censors and pornography are 
highly censored, but that even highly critical postings related to government institutions or policies or to 
other news stories but not fitting their “collective action potential” category are not nearly as censored.  
Such critical content is generally permitted, while content that praises the government but connects to the 
collective action type topics is heavily censored.  They also find that most censorship occurs in periods of 
“volume bursts” during which there is a high volume of posts on a particular topic – possibly another 
indication of the government’s emphasis on limiting topics with mass collective action potential while 
allowing more small-scale discussions, no matter how critical.   

The authors take these findings as clear indication of government intent, suggesting that they show a 
clear strategy with emphasis on only rooting out sources of potential mass action, while allowing almost all 
other forms of critical discourse.  Such critical discourse, they suggest, is rather used as a source of 
information concerning grievances and institutional problems that can in turn be used for improving 
government performance and legitimacy.  While there might be some grounds to challenge the precise 
categorization scheme or assessment of intent in this study, more qualitative studies also support the notion 
of such a use of critical commentary as feedback in some contexts.   
See:  King, Pan, and Roberts, “Censorship in China.” 
128 The use of more and less transparent forms of blocking also sometimes varies across content within the 
same countries.  A regime might transparently acknowledge blocking pornography or other legally banned 
categories, allowing users to see block pages informing them of the reason for blockage of such content, 
but, at the same time, use untransparent techniques for blocking pages associated with political opposition 
or criticism – techniques that appear like technical errors and disguise the fact that the sites are actually 
intentionally (and perhaps illegally) blocked. 
See:  Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone;”  Freedom House, “Freedom on 
the Net 2015: Privatizing Censorship, Eroding Privacy,” FON Annual Report (Freedom House, October 
2015), https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/FOTN%202015%20Full%20Report.pdf. 
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Type of 
Restriction Description

Legal 
Measures

These new state techniques for regulating cyberspace include the use of “legal measures” and the threat of
legal action to justify censorship, create a “climate of fear,” and induce self-censorship. Sometimes these
laws are justified explicitly in terms of national security, anti-extremism, anti-terrorism, or national
values.

Informal 
Requests

Another major form of state Internet control is exercised through “informal requests” by which
government officials put pressure on private companies – both “Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and
online hosting services” – “to remove offensive posts or information that supposedly threatens ‘national
security’ or ‘cultural sensitivities.’” This extends even to governments asking “the companies that run the
infrastructure, such as ISPs and mobile phone operators, to render services inoperative”. (This includes
examples such as the slowing down of internet traffic in Iran during the Green Movement in 2009, and the
shutting down of most internet traffic in Egypt in January 2011.)  

Regulation of 
Private 
Companies

The authors further stress the role of private companies and “outsourcing” in shaping the Internet’s
architecture of control. “[C]yberspace is owned and operated primarily by private companies [,]” they
explain. “The decisions taken by those companies about content controls can be as important as those
taken by governments.” But such company decisions are often weighted against the bottom line of profit,
with “[p]rivate companies often [being] compelled in some manner to censor and surveil Internet activity
in order to operate in a particular jurisdiction[.]” Various privately-run access points to the Internet at
different levels can be regulated. This includes Internet cafes, ISPs, telecommunication companies, heads
of households with Internet access, and even computer manufacturers that sell personal computers within
a given country. Various sorts of data-hosting services are also vulnerable, especially with the growing
use of cloud-computing, webmail, and social media.  

Just-In-Time 
Blocking / 
DDoS 
Attacks

Another increasingly prevalent new form of control involves the “disabling or attacking [of] critical
information assets at key moments in time—[including] during elections or public demonstrations[.]”
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks using paid Botnets can be used for this purpose. “Cruder
methods” have also been used, “such as shutting off power in the building where servers are located or
tampering with domain-name registration so that information is not routed to its proper location.” As the
authors aptly point out, such temporary outages are often plausibly deniable – especially where
infrastructure is already weak and outage prone, and when the actual attacks are perpetrated by contracted
underground organizations.  

Patriotic 
Hacking and 
50 Cent-ers

Of course, not all pressures against dissenting Internet users within a country must be carried out by the
government; some can be the work of other citizens. Some governments also pay or recruit citizens to
take part in such “patriotic hacking” efforts. This includes the Wu Mao Dan (“50 Cent Party”) in China
(paid to post pro-regime statements in chatrooms and blog forums), the Iranian Cyber Army (that “took
over Twitter and some key opposition websites” in 2009), and the supposed Russian “‘seed[ing]’ [of
attack] instructions [to hacker groups] on prominent nationalist websites.” 

Targeted 
Surveillance

Another new emerging tool of Internet control is “targeted surveillance” – often through the use of “social-
malware attacks.”  This includes highly targeted forms of espionage that seek out particular information or 
infiltrate social networks or networks of civil society activists. Viruses compromise unprotected
computers or browsers, often unbeknownst to their users, and then become “vectors of attack” for the
viruses’ propagation.

Table 1. Next Generation Internet Restrictions and Control Measures.

Observers of internet policy in non-democratic states have indicated a number of measures used to restrict
internet access, content, and use that go beyond the more obvious "first-generation" approaches of site blocking
and filtering. This table describes several of the major "next generation" approaches to internet restriction. In
addition to these, ICT use can also be restricted by measures explicitly targeting the use of smart phones (e.g.
cellular network outages), or offline physical or legal attacks on individuals or organizations playing prominent
roles in online media, commentary, or activism. Complete internet network shutdowns also have been utilized
regionaly or nationally in some countries during moments of political crisis.
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In addition to these more sophisticated and robust static censorship controls, by 

the second half of the 2000s, some states began adopting more nuanced, subtle, 

legalistic129, or plausibly deniable sorts of methods that could be used as “variable 

controls” – applied at particular politically sensitive moments, but often difficult to 

attribute and flying under the radar of technical censorship measurements.130  Some of 

these techniques build on technical and institutional developments that came to the fore 

in the 2000s discussed in the previous chapter, seizing on the increasingly widespread 

availability of tools of enhanced network control, including deep packet inspection (DPI) 

technologies for censorship or surveillance, far flung botnets for hire allowing destructive 

attacks, and increasing legal or extra-legal controls over local intermediary institutions.    

Table 1 provides a summary of some of these alternative Internet controls that 

emerged during the 2000s and have been used in addition to or in place of constant 

technical censorship approaches such as site blocking and keyword filtering.131  These 

approaches have reached beyond earlier methods of content blocking to include 

temporary “just-in-time” network shutdowns or slowdowns (as in Egypt in 2011 or Iran 

in 2009) and more “offensive” approaches (such as denial of service or hacking attacks) 

to disable or disfigure networks or sites.132  In addition to content blocking, an increasing 

                                                
129 Legalistic controls provide a façade of rule-of-law, but sometimes involve selective or ex post facto 
application of obscure or overly broad laws.  Laws on national security, blasphemy, or extremism, for 
example, might be used to justify the blocking of entire social media platforms or to prosecute political 
activists while turning a blind eye to more menacing online sites promoting xenophobic pro-regime 
nationalism. 
130 Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone.” 
131 These include: the use of new laws to make certain forms of content illegal, increase the liability of 
intermediaries, or enable censorship; the use of cyber attacks or traffic throttling or network shutdowns to 
block key sites or take down entire networks at key moments; hacking and trolling to harass or embarrass 
activists; and the use of surveillance malware and other targeted forms of oversight to track the work of 
activists or opposition figures.   
132 Just-in-time blocking of key sources of information at critical moments using DDoS attacks, shutting off 
power to server banks, or altering DNS registries to alter routing has been documented by the OpenNet 
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emphasis on surveillance has utilized technologies such as DPI at the network level, but 

has also used registration requirements and cameras in Internet cafes or targeted social 

malware and drive-by exploits to limit anonymity and observe the online behavior of 

activists and journalists.  While selectively applied legal controls and prosecutions for 

online activity have helped foster a chilling effect, various forms of online trolling and 

propaganda have aimed to muddy the waters of public debate.133 

This wide variety of both technical and non-technical “next generation” 

approaches to Internet regulation has been implemented by a diverse array of actors and 

at various loci of control.  Governments have made extensive use of laws, informal 

requests, and extra-legal pressures to exert control over Internet service providers, 

hosting providers, social media platforms, and various Internet intermediaries operating 

within their territories – leading to the rise in the sort of “delegated” censorship and 

surveillance discussed in the previous chapter, and also increasing the importance of 

these private actors as decision-makers.  They have also drawn on the work of patriotic or 

paid pro-government groups, using various forms of “hacktivism” and pro-regime 

blogging and commentary to harass opponents and shape online discourse.134  These 

                                                                                                                                            
Initiative (ONI) in Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Nepal, Burma, and Egypt.  Since at least 2009, Russian 
activist and independent media sites have been frequently targeted by botnet DDoS attacks.  Complete 
network shutdowns at key moments have also become more widespread during this period, with shutdowns 
and the discussion of the need for “kill switches” even in the U.S. and Western democracies. 
133 Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone;”  Deibert and Rohozinski, 
“Liberation vs. Control: The Future of Cyberspace.” 
134 The line between independent patriotic or pro-regime bloggers or hacktivists, and others that are 
informally encouraged or paid by the government to undertake certain attacks, trolling, surveillance or 
other combative or propagandistic online activities is often blurry.  Examples include trolling, hacking, and 
network attack activities purportedly carried out by the “Fifty Cent Party” (Wu Mao Dang) in China, 
members of the Nashi (“Ours”) pro-Putin youth group in Russia, and the “Iranian Cyber Army” in Iran.  
The Kazakh government has also sponsored popular young bloggers to travel and report “objectively” on 
politically contentious events, providing a counter-narrative to the reports of activist bloggers and 
independent media.  Several prominent reports since 2014 have detailed the existence and activities of 
government-sponsored trolls and “troll factories” in Russia, for example, including insider reports by 
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mechanisms are sometimes layered on top of the more static censorship techniques (as, 

for example, in China).  They are also sometimes implemented alone as tools to “limit 

and shape access to knowledge and information” and foster environments of self-

censorship while avoiding international attention for norm-violating “Internet 

censorship.”  (This was long the case in Russia, for example, and many states of the 

former Soviet region.) 

Explaining Internet Policy Choice 

The existence of such a variety of “first” and “next” generation controls utilized 

in different degrees and combinations by non-democratic states to censor, regulate, and 

monitor Internet content and use clearly raises questions as to why different regimes have 

adopted different approaches and what is likely to influence these decisions further in the 

future.  One theme that comes up frequently in the limited existing literature135 discussing 

                                                                                                                                            
former trolls and digital analysis demonstrating trolling activity.  The use of trolling is so widespread that it 
has prompted computational researchers to use algorithms and network analysis to identify troll activity 
signatures, and has prompted concern in US intelligence communities over the accuracy of intelligence-
gathering methods that have used online discussions to track public opinion. 
See:  Adrian Chen, “The Agency: From a Nondescript Office Building in St. Petersburg, Russia, an Army 
of Well-Paid ‘trolls’ Has Tried to Wreak Havoc All around the Internet — and in Real-Life American 
Communities.,” The New York Times, June 2, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/07/magazine/the-
agency.html;  Catherine A. Fitzpatrick, “Cybersleuthing: Russian Blogger Finds Pro-Kremlin ‘Troll 
Factories,’” The Daily Beast, August 20, 2015, http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/08/20/russian-
blogger-finds-pro-kremlin-troll-factories.html;  Lawrence Alexander, “Social Network Analysis Reveals 
Full Scale of Kremlin’s Twitter Bot Campaign,” Global Voices, April 2, 2015, 
https://globalvoices.org/2015/04/02/analyzing-kremlin-twitter-bots/;  Lawrence Alexander, “Massive 
LiveJournal Troll Network Pushes Pro-Kremlin Narratives,” StopFake, December 24, 2015, 
http://www.stopfake.org/en/massive-livejournal-troll-network-pushes-pro-kremlin-narratives/;  Andrea 
Peterson, “Scientists Have Figured out How to Tell When Someone Is an Online Troll,” Washington Post, 
April 22, 2015, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2015/04/22/scientists-have-figured-
out-how-to-tell-when-someone-is-an-online-troll/;  Aliya Sternstein, “Russia’s Troll Army Is Making Life 
Harder for US Spies: How Moscow’s Robotic Feeds and Paid Social-Media Commentators Complicate 
Open-Source Intelligence Gathering.,” Defense One, August 17, 2015, 
http://www.defenseone.com/technology/2015/08/russias-troll-army-making-life-harder-us-spies/119179/. 
135 Until relatively recently, most literature relating to the use or control of the Internet in authoritarian 
regimes paid only peripheral attention to such variation in the levels and strategies of control, focusing 
instead more on the rather black-and-white “cyber-utopian” versus “cyber-realist” discourse of the 2000s.  
One side would contend that any controls would ultimately be outpaced by the unprecedented new 
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authoritarian Internet policy is the constraint imposed on some – if not all – states by a 

“dictator’s dilemma”136 situation that rulers face in determining whether or not to restrict 

Internet access or control its content.  While these regimes might worry about the impact 

of new networked technologies on their control over society, they might also face 

significant costs in opting to restrict the use of these technologies.   

The “dilemma” description captures important tradeoffs states are compelled to 

make, balancing different costs and benefits in their Internet policy choices.  In non-

democratic settings, growing Internet use is often thought to have significant impacts on 

patterns of communication, information-sharing, and civil organizing that can in turn 

impact state-society relations.  It can potentially, for example, facilitate more rapid spread 

                                                                                                                                            
capacities of information sharing, organizing, and public discourse fostered by growing Internet use.  The 
other side would suggest that the new technologies in fact strengthened the hand of the state more than that 
of society, iterating the many new controls and predicting their continuing advancement.  More recent 
empirical research has moved beyond this standoff, showing more nuanced and contextualized 
understanding of the role of information technologies under non-democratic regimes; but this work has 
largely either focused on individual case studies of particular countries or on examining and cataloguing the 
different techniques regimes are using to control the Internet.  These studies are extremely important, but 
most do not seek to explain, on a global scale, the domestic and international causal processes influencing 
regime adoption of particular varying control mechanisms or the political significance of the approaches 
chosen.   
136 Samuel Huntington famously coined the term “king’s dilemma,” to refer to the challenge confronting a 
ruler in deciding whether and to what extent to repress his populace to maintain order:  “A forward-
thinking king, who gives rights and freedom to serfs and makes them citizens, may end up abdicating his 
throne as these citizens agitate for more and more freedom over time […] But a worse fate awaited those 
who clamped down on reform and repressed the populace; the pent-up demand for power, coupled with 
new ways for people to self-organize and communicate, led to an explosive reaction, usually with the result 
of the leader losing not only his throne but his head as well.”  Dan Drezner, Clay Shirky, Ethan Zuckerman, 
and Philip Howard all point to similar dilemmas which might pose challenges to regimes which otherwise 
would choose to restrict Internet use. 
See:  Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale Univeristy Press, 
1968);  Charlene Li, Open Leadership: How Social Technology Can Transform the Way You Lead, 1 
edition (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 12;  Drezner, “Weighing the Scales;”  Clay Shirky, “The 
Political Power of Social Media: Technology, the Public Sphere, and Political Change,” Foreign Affairs 90, 
no. 1 (February 2011): 28–41;  Ethan Zuckerman, “The Cute Cat Theory Talk at ETech,” My Heart’s in 
Accra, March 8, 2008,  
http://www.ethanzuckerman.com/blog/2008/03/08/the-cute-cat-theory-talk-at-etech/;  Ethan Zuckerman, 
“Ethan Zuckerman on Experience and Recreation” (Conference Video, Berkman Center, Harvard 
University, June 21, 2011), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQsfi489lOg;  Howard, Agarwal, and 
Hussain, “When Do States Disconnect Their Digital Networks?” 
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of information, increase preference revelation and shared awareness of grievance among 

citizens, heighten the ease and flexibility of protest mobilization, allow activists to bypass 

state media reaching new audiences, permit the development of new online protest 

tactics, and strengthen anti-regime organizational capacity.  All of these changes might 

indeed appear to strengthen the hand of society and threaten the regime’s stability. 

   

But regimes must weigh such concerns against the economic and legitimacy costs 

of restricting the new technologies.  Economically, the costs of policies that restrict 

Internet use or content can be potentially significant, reducing a country’s ICT sector 

development and cutting it off from many of the benefits of participation in the global 

economy.  Depending on how visible and widely noted such policies are and on the 

extent to which they violate established norms, they can also reflect quite negatively on a 

regime’s international reputation.  If citizens see their rights being violated, such 

measures can likewise negatively impact regime legitimacy at home, actually further 

reducing a regime’s domestic support.   

 

While existing literature addresses such dilemmas137 and their potential influence 

on Internet policy decisions, it tends to gloss over how these trade-offs and their results 

                                                
137 Dan Drezner, for example, describes this problem emerging from the desire of non-democratic regimes 
to limit the risks of “information cascades,” explaining that the “ability of online activism to trigger an 
abrupt shift in public attitudes towards authoritarian states … forces authoritarian governments into making 
a more stark choice than they would otherwise prefer.”  Since “a quiescent public dramatically lowers the 
cost of repression [,]” he argues, it is in the interests of these governments to avoid such a stark realignment 
of public sentiment and the increased costs of repression with which this loss of legitimacy would be 
associated.  To avoid “‘people power’ revolts,” these governments, thus, in turn must “crack down on the 
global flow of information.”  This can have harsh economic consequences, however, cutting such states off 
from the benefits of engagement in the “information society.”  Thus repressive regimes encounter a 
dilemma in choosing Internet policies that balance between controlling against information cascades and 
rapid shifts in public opinion, while also avoiding destroying their country’s economic growth potential.  
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might differ in particular contexts.  Rather, the observation of such trade-offs has led 

different authors to reach opposite general conclusions concerning the likely resulting 

policy trends.  While some suggest that the potential for economically viable high-control 

environments such as Singapore or China has shepherded the way for future global 

developments, others suggest that the associated economic and legitimacy prices will 

ultimately avert or undermine the most draconian policy choices in most settings.   

 

Dan Drezner, for example, points to cases of countries that have “succeeded in 

restricting political content on the internet without sacrificing commercial possibilities,” 

suggesting that authoritarian Internet control will ultimately not conflict with reaping the 

gains of ICT sector development and economic growth.138  Clay Shirky considers 

different possible regime responses to the stability risks posed by the online public 

discourse, but ultimately suggests the less draconian approach will win out because of the 

domestic legitimacy and economic costs associated with more extreme restrictions.139  

Ethan Zuckerman’s “Cute Cat Theory” relies on a similar logic to suggest that 

international social media platforms pose a serious challenge to authoritarian states by 

creating a dilemma in which the regimes must choose between blocking the apolitical 

online social activities of a vast portion of their citizens or allowing critical discourse and 

                                                                                                                                            
Clay Shirky, similarly, explains how the ability of ICTs to create a “condition of shared awareness” 

poses a problem for any “state accustomed to having a monopoly on public speech[,]” as the regime “finds 
itself called to account for anomalies between its view of events and the public’s.”  While examining 
possible regime reactions to this problem, he also points to the importance of the new information 
technologies to the economy and the economic risks of restriction. 
Drezner, “Weighing the Scales,” 32;  Shirky, “The Political Power of Social Media,” 36. 
138 Drezner, “Weighing the Scales,” 36. 
139 The first two are the adoption of censorship or propaganda to limit the impact of critical online 
discourse.  But “both of these actions have higher costs[,]” he explains, “than simply not having any critics 
to silence or reply to in the first place.”  The third alternative, however, “to shut down Internet access or 
ban cell phones, … would risk radicalizing otherwise pro-regime citizens or harming the economy.” 
Shirky, “The Political Power of Social Media,” 36. 
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organizing of a much smaller number using the same platforms.  He implies that most 

regimes will not opt to block whole platforms because of the risk of radicalizing 

apolitical populations and the high visibility and negative international reputation costs 

associated with blocking major platforms.140 

 

While I agree with these authors that a “dictator’s dilemma” model can play an 

important role in the conceptualization of state Internet control policy choices, such one-

size-fits-all final predictions are not overly useful as they do not account for variation in 

outcomes across states and over time.  The costs and benefits of adoption will vary across 

states due to their specific domestic characteristics, values, and international 

relationships.  They will also vary across time, depending on changes in domestic and 

global context, technological change, policy trends, and emerging norms.  Thus, while all 

or most non-democratic states will encounter some type of dilemma similar to those 

                                                
140 Zuckerman argues for the particular usefulness of Web 2.0 “social media” technologies, by show that 
certain types of censorship or filtering can run into more extreme “dictator’s dilemma” type challenges.  
Using what he calls the “Cute Cat Theory,” Zuckerman argues that regimes face these tradeoff difficulties 
when they decide whether or not to selectively block entire popular social media sites such as Facebook, 
YouTube, or Twitter, and that it is much harder for regimes to restrict online political speech or 
coordinating that happens through these sites as opposed to that which relies on easily targeted standalone 
sites that are not rooted in these larger platforms.  Most users of these sites, he explains, are not remotely 
political.  The political users are like a needle in the haystack, and cannot often be easily screened out 
unless the companies themselves agree to filtering material or taking down particular pages as requested by 
the regime.  The majority of users make use of these sites to share pictures and videos of family, friends, 
and (as Zuckerman emphasizes) their pets (cute cats) doing silly things.   

Since it is these apolitical personal and social uses that dominate mainstream social media sites, 
governments face a dilemma in shutting down these sites.  Doing so would block the unwanted protest 
organizing or critical speech, but it would also risk politicizing more users (upset by the blocking of their 
favorite sites and as a result more attentive to restrictions on their speech and association rights) and would 
attract more attention and curiosity to the blocked political materials (with the block often being 
circumventable by those who are motivated).  Such blocks of entire social media sites thus might do more 
to galvanize support for the opposition and protest movements than it does to keep them from winning new 
converts or by reducing their online organizational capacity.  At the same time, blocking major sites like 
Facebook and Twitter gets more international negative attention than just filtering a few one-off opposition 
sites.  Based on these points, Zuckerman argues that social media pose a problem for dictators, stacking the 
deck a bit more in the favor of the opposition.  
Zuckerman, “The Cute Cat Theory Talk at ETech;”  Zuckerman, “Ethan Zuckerman on Experience and 
Recreation.” 
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described, the balance of the tradeoffs they face in making policy choices will differ.141  

Not only will the relative costs and benefits of different approaches to Internet control 

vary, furthermore, but the universe of specific available options will also differ across 

states and over time.  Likewise, while the “unitary actor” conceit of such a decision 

model is useful in understanding the relative pressures faced by decision-making entities 

within states, it is also important to consider the interaction of such pressures with the 

often-more-complex domestic politics of the states under consideration – interactions that 

may in turn influence the specific control approaches adopted.142 

 

In the following section, building on the notion of a dictator’s dilemma model of 

state Internet policy decisions, I present a heuristic typological model showing how the 

domestic and international characteristics and context of states might be integrated into 

understanding their Internet policy choices.  Such a model shows why any generalized 

prediction based only on regime type and a single interpretation of the relevant dilemmas 

is not adequate to explain variation in outcome across states and over time, not 

accounting for the differences in the specific economic, stability, and reputational trade-

offs encountered by different regimes and at particular moments.  While states’ Internet 

policy choices clearly are heavily influenced by regime type and consistency with other 

aspects of state-society relations, the combined economic and social importance of ICT 

technologies, the international politicization of the issue of “Internet rights,” and the high 

                                                
141 Such variation will, for example, depend on the pattern of state-society relations and level of civil 
liberties restrictions within a given regime, the relative stability of these relationships or concern about 
potential instability, the importance of Internet-based tools and platforms to domestic society and politics, 
the importance of the ICT sector to the country’s economy, a regime’s technical capabilities, and also the 
government’s relationship with and potential to be subject to pressures concerning international norms. 
142 This potential complicating role of domestic intra-regime politics in non-democratic settings will be 
further considered in later case-study chapters. 
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technical expertise required to implement certain Internet controls have made Internet 

policy choice often distinctive from other areas of state control over society.  

 

I further suggest that the current global contest of “Internet Freedom” versus 

various Internet restrictions can be seen as a complex process of global norm contestation 

in which the norm of “Internet Freedom” (itself still in the process of being defined) has 

been generally endorsed and promoted (though not universally followed) by democracies, 

while less democratic regimes have made a variety of different decisions.  Domestic 

factors, regional and international interdependencies, and changes in the technology itself 

and the overall global context in which it is situated can all be seen as impacting the 

vulnerability of non-democratic states to norm-adoption pressures as well as impacting 

the set of available Internet policies from which they choose.   

 

The Digital Dictator’s Dilemma: Risks, Tradeoffs, and Policy Choice 

Why has the approach to regulation of the Internet varied so widely across 

otherwise similar non-democratic regimes?  What explains why some authoritarian or 

hybrid regime states choose to significantly restrict Internet content, access, or the rights 

of Internet users while others do not, and why do the strategies for doing so vary so 

considerably?  While today it is clear that the Internet should not be seen in the manner of 

early cyber-utopians as constituting a separate realm from the real world of politics, and 

while Internet regulation in particular states must be understood in relation to the overall 

regime type and governance structures of those states, it is also clear that this technology 

constitutes a new and unique challenge to many states and that their reactions cannot be 
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consistently predicted based solely on “regime type” or the manner in which a given state 

has tended to regulate some analogous set of offline phenomena such as civil society and 

association, media, or free expression.   

 

I argue against any one-size-fits all understanding of Internet policy choice by 

non-democratic states, and rather seek to explain the variety of levels and forms of 

restrictions adopted by seemingly similar regimes.  While all non-democratic regimes 

might face some dictator’s dilemma-type trade-offs influencing their Internet policy 

choices today, the pressures encountered by different regimes in making these decisions 

often differ in degree or kind, with some states facing more significant economic or 

legitimacy trade-offs, and others confronting more extreme challenges to domestic 

political stability.  The technical capacity to enact certain types of control also varies 

across states and over time.  The perceived balance of pressures and resulting policy 

options considered by particular states will therefore vary depending on the state’s 

domestic characteristics and its relations with other states globally.   

 

To explain regime Internet policy choice, therefore, it is necessary to take account 

of both individual state-level characteristics and aspects of the international context such 

as interdependencies, exogenous shocks, and global trends that might weigh on these 

decisions, and the mechanisms through which this influence occurs.  Some factors are 

specific to particular states and their characteristics, while others pertain to 

interdependencies between states and to systemic global changes.  In this section I 

discuss in turn the domestic and international factors and events that are likely to 
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influence state policy choices at any given moment in time.  Focusing on those factors 

likely to explain variation across states and over time, I then present a preliminary 

typological model and related causal hypotheses by which to make sense of these varying 

influences and their effects on the diverse Internet policies adopted by different non-

democratic regimes globally. 

 

The key factors include both domestic traits and aspects of a state’s position and 

relationships in the international system.  Domestically, these factors will include: 

 

• The regime’s prior policies in related areas such as the regulation of offline civic 
freedoms 143 
 

• The regime’s perception of the threat it is facing from protest movements, and the 
degree to which it believes this to be heightened by growing Internet use 

 
• The perceived benefits of ICT sector development and growing Internet usage and 

how these would be influenced by different forms of Internet restrictions 
 

• The costs of implementing restrictive policies and the state’s institutional and 
technical capacity to do so 
 

• The additional domestic costs and risks – including negative impact on economic 
performance and legitimacy – that the regime expects to accrue as a result of 
restricting Internet usage in various ways  

 

In other words, this is the domestic portion of the “dictator’s dilemma” described 

                                                
143 While the wide variation in Internet policies and their restrictiveness among non-democratic regimes 
and the existence of significant online-offline policy asymmetries suggest that a regime’s offline approach 
to civil liberties cannot fully explain Internet policy choice, prior offline approaches to the control of the 
media, free expression, and association are obvious points of reference and comparison.  Balancing of costs 
and benefits specific to Internet restriction, lack of technical or governance capacity, or the differences of 
the mediums and their importance can prompt quite different levels or forms of control to be used online 
and offline, however. 
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above.    International factors influencing a regime’s Internet policy decision will include:  

 

• The regime’s degree of expected international pressure and reputation loss 
associated with restricting the Internet  
 

• The regime’s vulnerability to that pressure  
 

• Policy collaboration with other states 
 

• Diffusion following policy choices and their observed consequences in other 
states   
 

• Some global events and trends that will influence the available policy options and 
the values associated with these choices by states  
 

Each of these domestic and international factors weighed in the regime 

calculation are based in turn upon the combined impact of several constituent elements.  I 

explain these factors and their influences in detail below.  I will then draw on these to 

develop a typology and set of causal hypotheses, showing how the most important factors 

might be taken into account to make general predictions about likely Internet policy (and 

restriction) choices of particular types of states.  While this model will help us understand 

general trends, these factors and mechanisms will prove important on a more granular 

level in later discussion of the details of Internet control approaches adopted by specific 

states. 

 

Domestic Characteristics and Tradeoffs 

Perhaps the most obviously relevant domestic state-level characteristic is a state’s 

overall “regime type.”  All other things being equal, we might expect a given regime to 
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adopt Internet policies most commensurate with its approach to the management of 

societal pressures in offline settings.  Thus, we would expect to see online and offline 

policy-linkage, with greater freedom of expression and association offline correlating 

with less restrictive Internet policies, and with greater offline repression and restriction 

on free association and free expression also correlating with more restrictive Internet 

policies.  While this factor alone can explain many cases, this fails to account for 

instances of “policy asymmetry” where authoritarian regimes do not restrict their 

Internet.  It also does not always explain the particular choice of approach to Internet 

regulation that a state might adopt – what materials are and are not filtered, and which of 

the “next generation controls” are employed.  As previously discussed, many modern 

non-democratic regimes – especially “hybrid” or “competitive authoritarian” regimes – 

do not apply all-or-nothing approaches to control over society, but rather adopt more 

nuanced strategic approaches.  This can be seen clearly in the diversity of approaches 

adopted to Internet regulation.   

 

With regard, in particular, to Internet content or access restrictions, all other 

things being equal, we might expect the most extreme closed authoritarian regimes (e.g. 

North Korea, Turkmenistan, Saudi Arabia, Iran, China) to most strictly and blatantly 

restrict access to the Internet or tightly censor domestic online content.  Some would 

argue that these regimes rely on keeping a tight lid on public discourse and civic 

engagement, and have little legitimacy at stake in maintaining the appearance of a “free 

Internet.”  (As we have seen with discussion of Chinese censorship above, though, this is 

likely only partly correct, even for some of these regimes.)  The most open democratic 
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regimes (e.g. US, EU members), on the other hand, are least likely to place norm-

violating restrictions on Internet access or content, with the aim of limiting forms of 

online civic engagement, free speech, or media (though they will sometimes block or 

restrict pornographic or copyright-infringing online content or criminal online activities, 

where the restriction is viewed as democratically legitimate).  Between these extremes, 

however, among “hybrid regimes” (e.g. Turkey, Lebanon, Georgia, Kuwait) that share 

some characteristics of both authoritarian and democratic regime types, we see a much 

broader range of policy choices – even among some of the most restrictive regimes 

within this category (e.g. Belarus, Venezuela, Russia, Kazakhstan) – with some regimes 

adopting the more blatantly restrictive approaches, others permitting completely 

unrestricted access and content, and others adopting a wide range of less-obvious partial 

restrictions or pressures on content and use.  Compared with more closed authoritarian 

countries, these regimes are more likely to consider reputation costs in adopting the most 

obvious blunt restrictions that would be broadly considered violations of “Internet 

freedom.”  

 

All other things being equal, a regime’s Internet policy is likely to be responsive 

to concerns over its ability to maintain domestic political control and stability.  Regimes 

that see their domestic stability as threatened – either generally by domestic tensions and 

protest or specifically as a result of Internet use – are more likely to adopt restrictive 

measures to limit the role of the Internet in spreading critical discourse or mobilizing 

protest.  A regime’s perception of the threat of protest movements will be in part based 

on observations of the experiences such as the Colored Revolutions and the Arab Spring 
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in neighboring or similar states.  They also will be based on the regime’s evaluation of its 

own domestic hold on power, which will be based, for example, on: its level of domestic 

support and perceived legitimacy; recent violence, uprisings, or separatist movements; 

level of coercion needed to maintain control; where relevant, the stability and reach of a 

patronage system; the economic situation and grievances based in poverty, inequality, or 

recent downturns; and, probably most importantly, the prominence, mobilization levels, 

and goals of recent or ongoing protest and opposition movements at home.  When faced 

with a present real threat of mass protest mobilization, regimes are more likely to take 

significant steps to limit the Internet’s use in anti-regime discourse and mobilization. 

 

Even when concerned over stability, regimes don’t always focus on the Internet as 

a primary target for control.  Control over or repression of traditional forms of “offline” 

media (e.g. television and print media) and civic organizing (e.g. civil society, public 

protests events, etc.) might be increased while little attention is paid to the Internet.  A 

regime’s evaluation of the particular threat posed by the Internet per se will likely 

depend on some combination of: the relative novelty in that society of the forces of 

information sharing, free speech and association that the unrestricted Internet releases 

(i.e. the degree of online-offline policy “asymmetry”); how much the regime stands to 

lose from a more complete mutual preference revelation among the population (i.e. lack 

of shared awareness of high grievance levels); the degree of Internet penetration and 

usage frequency in the society and how rapidly it has been growing; the extent to which 

protest movements are observed to be growing in strength as a result of increasing 

Internet usage and, relatedly, the online presence of anti-regime political groups and 
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rhetoric; possible legitimate concern about religious or nationalist extremist presence 

online; and the perception of the Internet explicitly posing a revolutionary risk based on 

recent global or regional experiences such as the Arab Spring or Iranian Green 

Movement in which Internet usage was prominently publicized as a key causal ingredient 

(whether or not correctly). 

 

These factors, contributing to the threats regimes expect from growing Internet 

use, must be weighed against the perceived benefits of Internet development and the costs 

of restricting Internet use.  Relevant here will be the expected economic benefits of ICT 

sector development, the expected economic costs of Internet restriction (or potential 

benefits of some types of restrictions144), and the expected impact of Internet restrictions 

on domestic regime legitimacy and support.  The first two (economic) factors will be 

influenced by: the state’s level of economic development, the presence of natural 

resource wealth or other insulating income sources, Internet- and ICT-reliant economic 

linkages and interdependencies, and the importance or prominence of the ICT sector 

itself.145  The country’s population and level of Internet penetration will also be important 

factors here, influencing the potential size of the market for Internet-based technologies, 

its attractiveness to foreign investment, and the potential for the development of large-

scale domestic Internet services to replace foreign competitors.   

 
                                                
144 In some states, certain Internet restrictions such as the blocking of foreign social media platforms might 
actually be seen as economically beneficial, permitting local companies to control the domestic market and 
encouraging domestic ICT sector development. 
145 The nature and vibrancy of the domestic ICT sector and ownership dynamics in this sector can also 
factor into decisions as to whether cutting off access to international social media platforms would have 
desired impacts on development of competitive domestic platforms or on the regime’s ability to 
successfully implement delegated governance techniques such as censorship and surveillance through 
domestic platforms.  
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Overall, all other things being equal, we might expect large and more 

economically developed countries to face less of an economic burden in restricting their 

Internet, both because they are less likely to lose their place in the world economy as a 

result, and because they can afford and are more equipped to restrict the Internet in 

nuanced ways that are not as likely to cripple ICT businesses or businesses that rely on 

Internet use.  While larger and more developed countries (with higher Internet 

penetration and more potential or ongoing economic growth in their ICT sectors) might 

face greater potential losses if they were to lose their access to foreign direct investment, 

restrict ICT sector growth, or become less integrated in the global economy, some 

evidence suggests that it is precisely these states that are at the least risk of such adverse 

effects.  Drawn to compete in these large and powerful markets, multinational ICT 

companies are less likely to forsake these countries unless explicitly forced to do so (i.e. 

through government sanctions or reputational costs).  Also, with the capacity and human 

capital to develop domestically-based economies of scale, these countries might stand to 

gain economically from developing their own platforms for widespread domestic use in 

place of foreign competitors (e.g. Weibo’s use in place of Twitter in China, VKontakte 

and Yandex in Russia in place of Facebook and Google)146, so their ICT sectors might 

                                                
146 The more inward-looking the domestic business, scientific, cultural, media, and other professional 
communities of a country, furthermore, the less reliant these communities are likely to be on platforms that 
increase their contact and interaction with transnational networks and epistemic communities.  If 
professionals wish to search for leading online sources or contact top individuals in a transnational 
community, they might turn to the platform, social media network, or publication database that is most 
widely used and broadly recognized by those in the same professional community globally – finding such 
resources professionally important even if they required use of foreign languages or interaction with tools 
developed in accord with non-local standards.  If these communities within a country are more inward-
looking, however, then a maximization of the ability to readily search and contact the within-country 
resources and professional networks would likely appear of greater value to individuals, making locally-
maximalized platforms developed specifically for the domestic language relatively more attractive.  Balzer 
and Askonas (2016) discuss the rapid increase in insularity of this sort in Russian research and 
development communities in the 2010s, closely associated with a tendency away from publishing scientific 
work in Western journals in favor of a focus on domestic Russian-language publications.  See: Harley 
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even benefit from closing parts of the market to foreign competitors (e.g. through 

blocking foreign social media platforms or other Internet resources).147  

 

Also of importance here is the actual cost of implementing various possible 

Internet restrictions and the capacity of the state to do so.  Not all states have the 

economic or technical wherewithal to build or buy their own “Great Firewalls,”148 so lack 

of state capacity, wealth, or technical sophistication could certainly contribute to the 

ultimate choice of particular less-costly or labor-intensive restrictive measures.  More 

developed, larger countries are more likely to have the human capital and economic 

capacity to invest in nuanced technologies to restrict particular Internet resources without 

crippling all industries that rely on the Internet.  This depends, for example, on a 

                                                                                                                                            
Balzer and Jon Askonas, “The Triple Helix after Communism: Russia and China Compared,” Triple Helix 
3, no. 1 (January 21, 2016), doi:10.1186/s40604-015-0031-4.  
147 Other more subtle efforts to promote domestic resources have been made by charging Internet users 
higher rates to access sites outside the country’s national gTLD.  Kazakhstan’s Internet service providers 
do this, for example, charging a higher rate to access sites that are not within the .KZ domain, while the 
government promotes and provides some funds for the development of domestic social media platforms 
which are thus less costly to access than the global platforms with which they compete.  Similar domestic 
economic and political considerations can even prove important in Internet policy decisions of developing 
democracies eager to avoid complete international capture of the domestic Internet market and promote 
home-grown innovation.  The February 2016 decision by India’s telecommunication regulator to block 
Facebook’s free mobile app “Free Basics” (which provided free access to a limited number of Internet 
sites) on grounds of network neutrality provides an intriguing example of the complexities that can be 
involved in such policy decisions.  See: BBC News, “India Blocks Zuckerberg’s Free Net App,” BBC 
News, February 8, 2016, http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35522899. 
148 While only the states with significant technical human capital might be able to develop technical 
solutions for censorship or surveillance from scratch, it is important to remember that some of these 
technologies can be acquired or implemented by governments lacking as much technical skill if they have 
enough financial resources to purchase the necessary equipment, software, and expertise.  Recent 
prominent examples involve the purchase from Western companies of DPI surveillance and censorship 
technologies with pre-configured block lists by authoritarian regimes in the Middle East. But even China’s 
“Great Firewall” – often held up as the leading example of a technically advanced and manpower-intensive 
censorship system – utilizes many technologies purchased from international markets and was, in the early 
2000s, first constructed with heavy assistance from Western IT companies such as CISCO eager to 
maximize business in the large emerging market.   As Ethan Gutmann recounts, the scene in the Western 
expat business community at the time was one of eager compliance, with companies jumping at the 
opportunities to build censorship and surveillance products for the Chinese government, justifying such 
compliance by arguing that it was “temporary,” “a critical market,” and “the wild, wild East” where 
Western ethical considerations simply could not be applied.  See: Ethan Gutmann, Losing the New China: 
A Story of American Commerce, Desire, and Betrayal (San Francisco: Encounter Books, 2004). 
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country’s ability to afford and consistently utilize customized filtering systems using 

more advanced technologies such as deep packet inspection to block specific pages rather 

than whole platforms or IP addresses.  While many smaller, poorer or less 

technologically sophisticated countries purchase mass-produced filtering devices with 

ready-made block-lists, or use clunky techniques that result in widespread “collateral 

blocking” (of sites or pages other than those targeted for blocking), the most advanced 

systems (such as China’s “Great Firewall”) involve much more sophisticated, costly, and 

surgically precise approaches. 

 

The expected legitimacy costs of Internet restrictions will in turn depend upon 

societal norms, availability of “legitimate” grounds for the chosen Internet restrictions (as 

perceived by the domestic society), and the portion of the population that would be 

directly impacted by new restrictions (i.e. whether this amounts to the withdrawal of an 

already widely entrenched privilege or if it only impacts an elite or idealistic sliver of the 

population).  Some societies might be more accepting of certain types of restrictions 

(such as restrictions on pornographic content in conservative cultural settings such as the 

GCC states), especially if these restrictions are transparently applied.  Other populations, 

for historical reasons, might have particularly negative reactions to any hint of 

“censorship” even of forms widely accepted in many older Western democracies.  

(Witness the large protests in Poland in 2012 against new online copyright protections 

sought in the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA).)  The presence of what are 

perceived as real risks – such as online extremist groups and previous national 

experiences with terrorism – can clearly also lend legitimacy to certain forms of 
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restriction, as people are willing to make certain concessions, permitting greater 

surveillance or content restriction for the sake of security.  Overall, we can expect to see 

the levels and forms of Internet restrictions adopted by otherwise similar states 

influenced and constrained by perceived domestic legitimacy or illegitimacy of Internet 

restrictions, a sense that in turn is based particularly on the strength of societal values 

regarding civil liberties (sometimes opposed to more conservative or religious values) 

and the presence or absence of serious domestic security concerns. 

 

International Normative Pressures and Reputation Costs 

The international factors can be similarly broken down.  The degree of expected 

international pressure and reputation loss associated with restricting the Internet will 

depend in turn on: the clarity of international norms (particularly democratic norms) 

concerning Internet policy and the notion of “Internet Freedom;” the presence or absence 

of any legal convention to which the state is party and which its policy would transgress; 

the level of “linkage” between this state’s domestic society, economy, and political 

institutions and those of its Western democratic counterparts, influencing in turn the 

levels of international attention to norm violations in the given state; and the extent to 

which the state’s international reputation rests on its fulfillment of democratic norms.   

 

Following Levitsky and Way149, linkage factors can be further broken down to 

include: geographic proximity to major Western democracies; the society’s level of 

                                                
149 Lucan A. Way and Steven Levitsky, “Linkage, Leverage, and the Post-Communist Divide,” East 
European Politics & Societies 21, no. 1 (February 2007): 48–66, doi:10.1177/0888325406297134;  Steven 
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cultural proximity and social connection to the West; information flows; the density of 

network connections between domestic civil society groups and transnational activism 

networks; the degree of economic interdependence with the West; and the level of 

intergovernmental linkage and cooperation with the West.150  While Levitsky and Way, 

studying “competitive authoritarian” hybrid regimes in the 1990s-2000s, emphasize the 

importance of geographic proximity as a causal factor and magnifier for most other forms 

of deep interconnectivity – and thus often a useful proxy for overall linkage levels – it is 

fair to postulate that Internet penetration rate can also serve as such a magnifier, 

reinforcing transnational links where they exist, even in the absence of physical 

proximity.  Some types of Internet restrictions can likewise be seen as efforts by 

governments to limit Internet penetration’s linkage-magnifying effect.  As will be 

discussed later in this chapter, the potential impact of these changes in linkage dynamics 

will be particularly important in considering possible sources of normative pressure on 

hybrid regimes. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
Levitsky and Lucan A. Way, Competitive Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes after the Cold War (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2010). 
150 Linkages across other types of transnational professional or cultural communities left out of Levitsky 
and Way’s list are also likely to have similar importance.  Epistemic communities linking transnational 
professional networks involved in particular areas of scientific or academic research would be one 
particularly noteworthy example.  While not directly connected to questions of governance or democratic 
reform in the same ways as some civil society networks, engagement in transnational academic and 
research collaborative networks can be important to domestic scientific and economic development and 
sometimes also intersects with areas of intergovernmental collaboration.  Collaborative relationships 
between parallel agencies and government organs can also sometimes constitute an important area of 
expertise sharing, though not mediated through top-level state officials.  See: Anne-Marie Slaughter, A New 
World Order (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004);  Peter M. Haas, “Introduction: Epistemic 
Communities and International Policy Coordination,” International Organization 46, no. 1 (Winter 1992): 
1–35, doi:10.1017/S0020818300001442;  Peter M. Haas, Epistemic Communities, Constructivism, and 
International Environmental Politics (London  ; New York: Routledge, 2015);  Margaret E. Keck and 
Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics, 1 edition (Ithaca, 
N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1998);  Thomas Risse, Stephen C. Ropp, and Kathryn Sikkink, eds., The 
Power of Human Rights: International Norms and Domestic Change (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1999). 
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In addition to the clarity and binding nature of existing norms, and linkage levels 

to the West, international reputational costs states face for Internet restriction will likely 

depend also upon the extent to which a state has based its international legitimacy and 

standing on membership in the community of democratic states.  Obvious norm 

violations can make these regimes subject to rhetorical entrapment and accusations of 

hypocrisy.  For some hybrid regime states where the visible extremes of repression are 

carefully avoided, this could influence choice of Internet policy, prompting them to avoid 

the most obvious and draconian measures unless they are ready to also give up the 

benefits of their reputations as (at least partial) democracies.   

 

Also significant here will be the availability of “legitimate excuses.”  Just as these 

factors influence domestic legitimacy, they also play a role in international community 

perceptions.  States that can argue that they censor their Internet to meet “cultural norms” 

or protect their country and the international community from “extremism” (religious, 

nationalist, etc.) might face less reputational cost and greater international community 

leniency, especially if the norms or threats they point to seem credible.  Blocking or 

filtering child pornography or copyrighted materials, for example, would be widely 

accepted as legitimate norms by many democratic states, and the censoring of 

pornography or certain extremist materials might be seen as acceptable by some as well – 

certainly more so than the blocking of materials on LGBT or minority rights or on 

sensitive political topics or oppositional political groups.  Further relevant factors to this 

end might be: a country’s dominant religion(s), “War on Terror” collaboration, existence 

of known extremist groups (religious extremist or xenophobic/neo-Nazi) within the 
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country or past history of terrorist attacks within or originating from the country’s 

territory, and a clear web-presence of extremist groups within the country.   

 

Overall, states that are heavily linked to the Western democratic states through 

economic and social transnational or intergovernmental linkages and that have based 

their international reputation in part on their status as democracies (even if debated) are 

most likely to be subject to significant international community pressure or risk losing 

reputational benefits as a result of obvious norm-violating Internet restrictions (though 

less so if these restrictions can be justified in accordance with other accepted values such 

as security against terrorism).   

 

The existence of such pressure does not necessarily influence regime Internet 

policy choice, however.  The regime’s vulnerability to international pressure will in turn 

depend on factors contributing to Western “leverage” by influencing a state’s bargaining 

power, ability to avoid punishment, and the actual potential impact of such punishment.151  

These factors include: the state’s market size and economic strength; other economic or 

strategic Western interests at stake in the given state; and the existence or absence of 

close ties with other powerful “black knight” ally states that can stand up for and protect 

a state from international pressure and that will not punish the state for restricting Internet 

use.   

 

As with normative pressures on many issues, states that play key strategic roles 

vis-à-vis the interests of powerful Western democracies might have their own leveraging 
                                                
151 Way and Levitsky, “Post-Communist Divide;” Levitsky and Way, Competitive Authoritarianism. 
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power to avoid international community pressures.  Partners in the “war on terror” (e.g. 

Pakistan, Afghanistan) or in withdrawal of Western troops (e.g. Kazakhstan), for 

example, might be less likely to face sanctions or softer pressures regarding a (secondary) 

issue such as “Internet freedom” which is clearly not as vital to the specific national 

interests of the Western states involved, even if it is seen as a valuable norm.  Likewise, 

states that are closely connected with more powerful states might be protected from 

international community pressure by their leverage (e.g. Russia’s role vis-à-vis Belarus or 

Kazakhstan). 

 

As addressed above regarding economic costs and benefits, the state’s capacity to 

develop its ICT sector in the absence of foreign investment as well as the relative 

attractiveness of its market to foreign ICT sector investment will play important roles in 

determining both the potential impact and actual likelihood of a withdrawal of Western 

companies and investors from the state’s ICT market.  While large states like China or 

Russia might be able to develop home-grown web-platforms and services in lieu of their 

Western equivalents (and might even profit by doing so), it is much harder for small 

states with small tech sectors and limited numbers of Internet users to develop vibrant 

national alternatives to the globally available platforms and services (though they may try 

– as can be seen, for example, in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan).  Likewise, as has often 

been pointed out, many Western IT companies find China is too large a market to stay 

out of on the basis of reputational or normative concerns, even if they would stay out of 

less lucrative markets for similar reasons. 
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Overall, while states will face some international pressure to conform with 

existing norms of “Internet Freedom,” the ability of the democratic community to exert 

any significant coercive pressure regarding this issue alone is likely to be somewhat 

limited, especially when concerning states where other strategic interests of the norm-

enforcing states might take a higher priority.  The more contested the definition of this 

norm becomes, even among Western democratic allies (e.g. the debate around the 

appropriate balance between security and surveillance brought to the fore by the 

Snowden disclosures), the more difficult its enforcement is likely to prove.152  While the 

choices of more closed authoritarian regimes are most likely to be influenced by the 

economic burdens of foreign ICT companies being unwilling to participate in their 

markets (when and if this happens), the more frequently observed “soft” international 

normative pressure (e.g. rhetorical shaming, etc.) is most likely to influence the Internet 

policy choices of hybrid regimes and partial democracies, as these states might face 

other negative repercussions from legitimacy loss if they become known as states that 

censor the Internet.   

 

Cooperation, Diffusion, and Global Dynamics 

Insofar as the state-level factors so far described result in Internet policy 

similarities and clustering across states, these could be grouped as “similar responses to 

similar conditions” – whether domestic or international (Simmons and Elkins 2005).  In 

addition to these factors influencing the domestic costs and benefits of Internet 

restrictions and the international costs and coercion an individual state is likely to face as 

                                                
152 Kerr, “IGF 2013.” 
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a result of restricting Internet use, states also might collaborate to develop policy 

frameworks, or they might be independently influenced by the decisions and outcomes 

they witness in other states.  These forms of “complex interdependencies” appear to be 

playing ever more significant causal roles in Internet policy decisions today, as 

international norms in this area become more vehemently contested, advanced restrictive 

technologies become more widely available, events such as the “Arab Spring” and 

“London Riots” raise attention to potential “risks” of ICT-enabled protest or crime, and 

increasing Internet penetration rates globally raise the stakes.  

 

Policy cooperation can take the form of treaties or implicit agreements that might 

either endorse unfettered Internet access and content or support some level of 

restrictions.  Like-minded regimes can collaborate in international organization settings, 

seeking to alter global rules for Internet regulation.  This dynamic was underscored in 

December 2012, by Russia’s submission of a proposal backed by China, Saudi Arabia, 

Algeria, Sudan, and the UAE, at the World Conference on International 

Telecommunications (WCIT-12) in Dubai, that sought to change fundamentally the rules 

for global Internet governance.153  Likewise, in the aftermath of the 2013 Snowden 

                                                
153  The bloc’s leaked proposal would have revised the legally-binding 178-country International 
Telecommunication Regulations (ITR) treaty, to increase the authority of individual states to regulate and 
block materials from their domestic Internet, while transferring the US-dominated ICANN’s long-contested 
authority to the UN’s International Telecommunications Union (ITU) – an agency in which all states would 
have equal votes.  Cooperation efforts in the same vein have been carried forward through the 2011 joint 
submission by Russia, China, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan of an “International Code of Conduct for 
Information Security” for consideration by the United Nations General Assembly, and by the submission of 
an updated version of the same proposal by the countries of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) 
in 2015.  See: Nate Anderson, “Russia, China, Tajikistan Propose UN ‘code of Conduct’ for the ’Net: 
China, Tajikistan, Russia, and Uzbekistan Want to Make Sure That States Are in …,” Ars Technica, 
September 20, 2011, http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/news/2011/09/russia-china-tajikistan-propose-un-
code-of-conduct-for-the-net.ars; Alex Grisby, “Net Politics”  Will China and Russia’s Updated Code of 
Conduct Get More Traction in a Post-Snowden Era?,” Council on Foreign Relations - Net Politics, January 
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revelations, concerned responses from different international Internet governance 

stakeholders – including both states (e.g. Dilma Rousseff’s UN speech) and non-state 

institutions (e.g. the Montevideo Declaration by ICANN and other Internet governance 

organizations) – led to the 2014 Netmundial conference and significant ongoing 

collaborative efforts to develop a more robust and mutually-satisfactory multistakeholder 

governance process.154 

 

Cooperation can further be mediated by consensual technology transfer whereby 

technologies developed or licensed in one state for building certain controls over Internet 

and ICT infrastructure or for filtering Internet content are knowingly transferred to 

another state.  Factors influencing the likelihood of such technology transfer might be the 

existence of close relationships with other governments facing similar risks and benefits 

associated with Internet restriction, particularly if those states also are more developed, 

have served as “black knight” protectors, or have themselves already begun the 

                                                                                                                                            
28, 2015, http://blogs.cfr.org/cyber/2015/01/28/will-china-and-russias-updated-code-of-conduct-get-more-
traction-in-a-post-snowden-era/. 
154  See: AFP, “Brazil to Host Internet Governance Summit next Year,” October 9, 2013, 
http://phys.org/news/2013-10-brazil-host-internet-summit-year.html;  Julian Borger, “Brazilian President: 
US Surveillance a ‘Breach of International Law,’” The Guardian, September 24, 2013, sec. World news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/24/brazil-president-un-speech-nsa-surveillance; Kerr, “IGF 
2013”;  
Adiel A. Akplogan et al., “Montevideo Statement on the Future of Internet Cooperation” (Montevideo, 
Uruguay: ICANN, October 7, 2013), https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2013-10-07-en;  Philip S. 
Corwin, “NETmundial Multistakeholder Statement Concludes Act One of 2014 Internet Governance 
Trifecta,” CircleID: Internet Infrastructure, May 3, 2014, 
http://www.circleid.com/posts/20140504_netmundial_multistakeholder_statement_concludes_act_one_of_
2014/; PC Tech Magazine, “ICANN Releases Roadmap, Timeline for Future Management of Internet,” PC 
Tech Magazine, May 21, 2014, http://pctechmag.com/2014/05/icann-releases-roadmap-timeline-for-future-
management-of-internet/;  
Leo Kelion, “Future of the Internet Debated at NetMundial in Brazil,” BBC News, April 23, 2014, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-27108869;  Milton Mueller, “The Core Internet Institutions 
Abandon the US Government,” Blog, IGP Internet Governance Project, (October 11, 2013), 
http://www.internetgovernance.org/2013/10/11/the-core-internet-institutions-abandon-the-us-government/;  
Scott J. Shackelford et al., “Spotlight on Cyber V: Back to the Future of Internet Governance?,” 
Georgetown Journal of International Affairs, June 25, 2015, http://journal.georgetown.edu/back-to-the-
future-of-internet-governance/. 
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introduction of new restrictions.  Rebecca MacKinnon has noted, for example, how the 

Sunnyvale-based network security company Narus, which has also sold its products to 

Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, signed a deal in 2005 with the Egyptian company Giza 

Systems “to license its [deep packet inspection (DPI)] technology across the Middle East 

and North Africa.” 155   

 

In addition to deliberate policy cooperation among states, we can expect 

uncoordinated diffusion processes also to be playing a significant role in Internet policy 

selection (Simmons and Elkins 2004, 2005; Gilardi 2011; Ambrosio 2010).  First, the 

policy choices of other states might “alter the conditions of adoption” (i.e. the associated 

costs and pressures) for a given regime.  If a large enough group adopts restrictive 

Internet policies, for example, this can provide group cover and hence limit the negative 

attention, pressure, and reputational costs associated with a state’s decision to adopt new 

Internet restrictions.  Policy makers might also come to consider the approach adopted by 

similar states to be normatively correct and appropriate – for example if they genuinely 

worry about the consequences for their society’s values and culture of allowing unfiltered 

online pornography or other materials contrary to perceived national values.  Thus the 

adoption of such policies by states with similar values might in fact lead to emulation 

based on a “logic of appropriateness.”   

 

The adoption of a specific type of Internet restriction by a growing number might 

also alter the perceived value of that approach because of a shared reliance on the same 

technical designs – whether of software or infrastructure.  Here (as in the Narus example) 
                                                
155 MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked. 
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the presence of companies assisting multiple countries in the building of Internet 

infrastructure controls or the development of filtering software might contribute further to 

the perception of a “support group” increasing the benefits associated with a particular 

technological solution.  Rebecca MacKinnon, Jillian York, and others have further shown 

that many Western security companies have specifically targeted marketing efforts at 

nondemocratic states in the Middle East and elsewhere, providing them with “off-the-

shelf” technological solutions for Internet blocking or surveillance – even including “pre-

established censorship lists” with “tens of millions of websites in dozens of designated 

categories” offered “in anticipation of client’s needs.” 156 

 

Competition dynamics between states can also influence Internet policy diffusion 

in several ways.  For countries seeking to attract to their market foreign technology 

companies or other companies reliant on Internet use, the decision not to restrict the 

Internet by other states that are direct competitors for foreign investment could 

discourage such restrictions by the state in question, increasing the associated economic 

costs.  (All other things being equal, companies will likely choose to invest more heavily 

in the country in which they can do business most freely, with access to the unrestricted 

Internet or, in the case of technology companies, without having to worry about 

censoring content or surveillance.)  The adoption of restrictions by competitors, on the 

other hand, could reduce the costs of Internet-restricting policies for the given country.  

(And companies will not always pass up opportunities to do business in restrictive 

countries – particularly in countries with large and lucrative markets.)   

 
                                                
156 MacKinnon, Consent of the Networked, 61. 
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Even where the costs and benefits of policies are not altered by the policy 

adoption choices of others, policy diffusion might also follow from regimes’ observations 

of and learning from the policy choices of other states and the apparent consequences of 

these choices.  Information cascades are particularly likely to develop among countries 

that see themselves as facing similar risks and challenges from growing Internet 

penetration and societal protest movements.  This is particularly likely across unfree or 

only partly free states in which the Internet is likely to greatly expand the capacity for 

discussion of and protest organizing around shared grievances.  Thus authoritarian or 

hybrid regime states are likely to particularly observe and learn from the Internet policies 

of other non-democratic states.  If a large portion of other such states are seen to be 

adopting a particular approach to Internet regulation, then this might be assumed to be a 

relatively safe approach or even necessary to insuring regime control.  Some of the rapid 

movement towards increasing Internet filtering in recent years might be explained by 

such an information cascade.   

 

Available information about cases of success or failure of given policies will also 

be influential.  While highly visible instances of “failure” (e.g. possibly some of the 

Internet policies in Arab authoritarian states prior to the Arab Spring) can reverse existing 

cascades, leading many states to question the worth of previously common approaches, 

prominent examples of apparently “successful models” – especially among countries with 

which a state interacts a great bit – are likely to serve as exemplars.  Examples here might 

include China’s “Great Firewall,” Saudi Arabia’s conservative value-based filtering, the 

sub-radar “next generation” approaches to Internet control that first emerged particularly 
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in the former Soviet region, and Russia’s more recent (post-2012) mixed approach to 

Internet and information control.  Learning-based diffusion is particularly likely to occur 

across reference groups.  As stressed by Simmons and Elkins, this might be among 

geographically or culturally close countries (same geographic region, same language, 

religion, colonial origins).  I would add that it is also likely to occur across countries of 

similar regime types.   

 

While the overall influence of cooperation and diffusion effects on Internet policy 

choice outcomes will be complex, it appears likely that these processes will contribute to 

certain clustering dynamics in policy choice – both in terms of general patterns of 

greater Internet restriction or freedom, and regarding the specific mechanisms and 

policies of restriction being utilized.  All other things being equal, similar approaches and 

restrictive technologies are likely to appear across states of similar regime type, states 

that are economic competitors, states that share certain cultural values (e.g. concerning 

civil liberties protections or conservative religious beliefs), allied states or states sharing a 

“black knight” protector, or states that are geographic neighbors.  Considering the nature 

of regional neighborhoods, this likely results most frequently in policy diffusion across 

similar regime type states within geographic regions – resulting in particular regional 

approaches to Internet control.  But it may at times also lead to global cross-regional 

emulation of aspects of particularly visible models such as China’s “Great Firewall.” 

 

Authoritarian and hybrid regime approaches to Internet control are shaped by a 

mix of domestic and international concerns including stability, security, economic 
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growth, and regime legitimacy, technical capability or access to third-party control 

technologies, international reputation and normative pressures.  They are also influenced 

by complex interdependencies including coercive pressures but also cooperation, policy 

diffusion and learning, and changes in the normative regime and technical control 

mechanisms available.  In the following discussion I develop a simplified model that is 

useful for explaining the gross contours of policy choice – where and when states are 

more or less likely to adopt the most restrictive Internet control regimes, and under what 

conditions we might expect the most uncertain results or new policy adaptations.  

 

Preliminary Typology and Predictive Hypotheses 

Overall, I suggest that domestic and international factors operate together to 

influence the Internet policies adopted by authoritarian and hybrid regime states.  This 

adds up quickly to become a fairly complex causal picture, but one which I will seek to 

simplify.  Below I develop a typological model for predicting the range of policy 

approaches likely for different types of regimes, indicating several overarching 

hypotheses.  Just considering the domestic state characteristics described above, we can 

draw out at least six factors that are likely to play important roles in the determination of 

how restrictive a policies to adopt and what specific forms these policies should take.  

These include: “offline” regime type, Internet penetration / use levels in society, recent 

or current domestic protest levels, perceived restriction legitimacy or justifiability in the 

society, expected economic costs of restriction, and the state’s technical “restriction 

capacity.”  Looking just at regimes that are not fully democratic and considering just 

dichotomous values for each of these factors (“Authoritarian” / “Hybrid,” “High” / 
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“Low”), we end up with 64 potential combinations – some more or less plausible than 

others.   

 

But for predicting large differences in overall restriction likelihood and level, the 

first three factors can likely do a good bit of the heavy-lifting.  While economic costs, 

societal value resonance or perceived legitimacy of restrictions, and the state’s technical 

capacity for mounting sophisticated restrictions will certainly also play important roles, I 

suspect these factors are heavily autocorrelated with the first three, and that specific 

distinct effects of these factors are most likely to influence the particular details of 

Internet policies and restrictions chosen more so than the overall level of restriction. 157   

 

Table 2, below, shows this simplified typology for predicting expected state 

Internet restriction levels and forms based on “Offline” Regime Type (“Authoritarian” or 

“Hybrid”), Internet Penetration (“High” or “Low”), and Recent Protest Level (“High” or 

“Low”).  The fourth column shows the relative likelihood of a state having or adopting 

restrictive approaches to Internet regulation, and the final column suggests differences in 

the types of restrictions to be found in the different regime contexts.  While offline 

regime type will certainly play one of the most significant roles in determining “online” 

                                                
157 There will likely be, for example, some correlation between the level of protest in the society and 
Internet penetration rate, on the one hand, and the perceived lack of legitimacy of Internet restrictions, on 
the other.  Internet penetration level can be expected to correlate significantly with the level of economic 
development of a country, and particularly of its ICT sector, thus also most likely correlating with 
economic costs of Internet restriction, and the state’s technical capacity to restrict the Internet.  Where there 
are already significant grievances and the regime’s legitimacy is already in question, and where unrestricted 
Internet use has already become common, the initiation of new restrictions is most likely to attract negative 
attention.  Similarly, since countries with already high rates of Internet penetration are likely to be 
relatively technically advanced, such countries are both most likely to gain from continuing unrestricted 
ICT sector development and, at the same time, most likely to have the technical capacity to apply 
sophisticated Internet restrictions when or if the regime decides to do so.   
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restrictiveness, here we see that the degree of Internet penetration or use and the presence 

or absence of significant domestic protest movements against the regime are also likely to 

play important roles in determining the nature of this relationship.   
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This typology suggests several core hypotheses:  The most closed authoritarian 

regimes are, not surprisingly, expected to be the most likely to adopt the strictest forms of 

Internet restrictions.  But not all such regimes will do so.  As penetration rates increase, 

they are more likely to seek greater control.  As Internet access becomes increasingly 

widespread, the asymmetry between extreme offline restrictions on media, free 

expression, association, and political discourse and a wide-open online space for such 

forms of engagement will begin to appear more dangerous to the regime’s stability, 

threatening the status quo as a larger public begins to engage in online discourse and 

association.  This threat will be even more acutely felt in situations where active anti-

regime protest movements have emerged, making regimes facing such instability also 

more likely to adopt new restrictions.   

 

Thus high-penetration closed authoritarian regimes are likely to have the 

strictest Internet restrictions, including both “1st generation” restrictions such as site 

blocking and keyword filtering, and possibly also a wider panoply of “next generation 

controls” as well.  Content related to sensitive political and social issues and protest 

efforts will likely be censored, possibly using sophisticated targeted censorship 

technologies.  While such regimes are, in general, more likely to adopt restrictive Internet 

policies, they are most likely to do so if also faced with (and particularly at moments 

when faced with) significant domestic protest movements or other regime-threatening 

social and political instabilities.  The precise nature of restrictions adopted will likely 

depend in-turn on the regime’s technical sophistication, as well as factors including 

population and market size and the level of technical human capital.  While legitimacy 
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concerns and societal value resonance might be of relatively less importance to regimes 

used to relying heavily on coercion to maintain control, domestic societal values and 

legitimacy concerns will nonetheless likely play some role in shaping the particular 

policies adopted (e.g. which content to restrict versus which to permit). 

 

Low-penetration closed authoritarian regimes will in many cases also have 

extreme Internet restrictions, but this will likely be much more inconsistent, varying 

across regimes.  Those which have experienced large anti-regime protest movements will 

again be more likely to have cracked down even in spite of the low numbers of Internet 

users – possibly observing that protest leaders are disproportionately active Internet users.  

Since low penetration states are likely to be less technologically and economically 

developed, these states might not have access to or the ability to develop the most 

sophisticated technical controls; their ability to access off-the-shelf censorship or 

surveillance systems might depend on their relations with neighbor or peer states that also 

have adopted such systems.  This is likely particularly true of smaller population states 

with lower GDPs, while states with large domestic markets and large budgets (e.g. China) 

might have more resources to support the development of home-grown Internet control 

systems – even while penetration rates remain low. 

 

For hybrid regime states – which have attempted to retain the show of being 

electoral democracies and which have allowed their citizens some degree of civil liberties 

– the regime’s decision process is likely to be even more complicated as Internet 

penetration increases.  These regimes, like the closed authoritarian regimes, will feel the 
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pressure of increasing Internet use creating a more open environment for political 

discourse, uncensored news, and free association, leading to an online-offline asymmetry 

as Internet penetration grows.  Even in states where some modicum of offline civic 

activity and political discourse have existed, the Internet and social media’s engagement 

of a wider public brings this to a new order of magnitude – a risky change in a 

nondemocratic state, especially if there are widespread grievances or if a major protest 

movement emerges.  The flawed democratic institutions themselves provide fodder for 

dissent, furthermore, generating critical moments and processes that can be scrutinized 

and rallied around.  This risk or at least the perception of it tends to increase as Internet 

penetration increases.  Rigged elections, flagrant violations of purported constitutional 

rights, corrupt judicial processes, and other hypocrisies linked to the regime’s supposedly 

democratic institutions can make these regimes particularly vulnerable to the emergence 

of mass protest at key moments as grievances become more openly shared.  

 

But these high-penetration hybrid regime states have based part of their domestic 

and international legitimacy on their status as “democracies.”  An outright crackdown on 

the rights of Internet users or the obvious application of blunt “1st generation” filtering 

and blocking mechanisms might lead to significant reputation costs both at home and 

abroad.   These states are therefore more likely to adopt more surreptitious and plausibly 

deniable “next generation” approaches to Internet control.  (Some such approaches 

might be seen as the Internet control equivalent of what Levitsky and Way have referred 

to as “low-intensity coercion” that they ascribe to many competitive authoritarian 

regimes.)  But the balance is tricky, and large scale protest movements or other factors 
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might push such regimes to crack down more bluntly, if they feel the softer targeted 

approach to have been ineffectual.  Such a visible and dramatic movement towards more 

repressive Internet policies (less in-keeping with democratic norms of “Internet 

Freedom”), however, will likely frequently mark a regime’s loss of commitment to 

retaining “democratic” legitimacy, and will probably be accompanied by a more general 

shift of regime type towards a more closed authoritarian model.  (We see this, for 

example, with the current Russian hardening of Internet policy, preceding and coinciding 

with the conflict with Ukraine, and also accompanied by a crackdown on offline civil 

liberties including the existing freedoms of traditional media and civil society.) 

 

There are reasons to expect low-penetration hybrid regime states to be both more 

and less likely to put restrictions on Internet use.  At lower penetration rates, these states 

are less likely to feel as much risk of new political or social instabilities emerging from 

online activism or discourse.  They also are likely to be less economically and 

technologically developed, and therefore have less access to sophisticated filtering, 

blocking, or other censorship or surveillance technologies.  On the other hand, with 

Internet use less widespread and fewer foreign businesses involved in the domestic 

market, Internet restrictions are probably less likely to be widely noted.  Such regimes, 

therefore, might face less domestic and international scrutiny when or if they do restrict 

Internet use, dulling some of the legitimacy cost pressures otherwise faced by hybrid 

regimes in applying various 1st or next generation restrictions.158  Thus, though we can 

expect that all hybrid regimes will be less likely to adopt the most extreme forms of 

                                                
158 Thus Internet penetration rates among hybrid regimes might either have the reverse relation to likely 
Internet restriction levels or a weaker positive relation, compared to the relationship among closed 
authoritarian regimes. 
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Internet restrictions, and this is even less likely at lower penetration rates, it is also likely 

that the low-penetration hybrid regimes will show a fairly broad range of restriction 

levels and forms.  As with low-penetration closed authoritarian states, much will depend 

on the level of perceived instability and protest in the society and what particular 

technologies these regimes have access to. 

 

As is clear in these descriptions, regional and international relationships, events, 

and processes are also likely to play important roles in determining restrictive outcomes.  

These complex interdependencies and contextual changes will interact with the domestic 

state-level factors portrayed in the typology, further influencing policy choices.  States’ 

relationships with other states in their regions and the nature of surrounding regimes and 

Internet policies being adopted by neighbor and peer states are likely to impact policy 

adoption through a variety of diffusion, learning, and emulation processes.  We can 

expect, for example, to see some diffusion of particular legal or technical restriction 

mechanisms across regions or groups of states of particular regime types or sharing 

certain societal values.  Restriction levels can also potentially spread in this manner, with 

states learning from or copying the approaches of other states.  Likewise the levels and 

forms of linkage and leverage connecting states with Western democratic countries 

advocating the norm of “Internet freedom” and discouraging Internet censorship will 

influence the likelihood of states being subject to and influenced by such outside 

normative pressures.  The salience of such pressures will also be influenced by global 

events (e.g. Hilary Clinton’s 2010 Newseum speech concerning Internet Freedom, the 

Arab Spring and perceived role of social media in enabling protest, the Snowden 
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Revelations and resulting challenges to US Internet leadership) and trends affecting the 

relative unity and coherence of the espoused norm and the breadth of its support.  These 

global and regional influences are likely to be particularly relevant to hybrid regimes, 

where legitimacy costs might be an important regime policy consideration.   

 

Overall, we can expect to see regional and regime type clusters in terms of both 

restriction level and particular restriction types (technologies and legal mechanisms) 

being adopted.  We also can expect to see global patterns of policy adoption influenced 

by the relative strength and coherence of the emerging “Internet freedom” normative 

regime, with some states more likely to be influenced by such pressures than others.  

While this chapter focuses primarily on domestic factors influencing policy adoption, 

these international interdependencies and their particular relevance to hybrid regime 

states will be returned to in greater detail in the chapter’s conclusion and subsequent 

chapters. 

 

Summarizing the predictions of the above typology and preceding discussion, 

several major hypotheses can be made about the adoption of restrictive Internet policies 

in different types of states.  Here I focus on policies that restrict Internet access, content 

and use in ways not broadly accepted by democratic states.  The prevalence of security-

related surveillance practices or of filtering or blocking of child pornography or 

copyrighted materials become complex issues in their own right as their acceptability is 

broadly contested within the conceptual debate over the meaning of “Internet Freedom.”  

Restricting discussion to more widely agreed upon violations of the “Internet Freedom” 
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norm (though some of these will undoubtedly also apply to the broader range of issues), 

we can make the following overall predictions:  

 

(1a) Democratic states are likely to have the least restricted Internet content and use.  
Though the actual levels of restriction will vary a little, the most open regimes will almost 
all conform to the main (most widely agreed upon) principles of “Internet Freedom” 
such as absence of major online content censorship around political and social issues 
and absence of legal prosecutions or extra-legal attacks on individuals or organizations 
for online speech addressing such issues.  

(1b) Closed Authoritarian states are most likely to have the most restricted Internet 
content and use, though the actual restriction levels and forms will vary considerably 
across regimes depending on other state characteristics.  Such regimes are most likely to 
engage in obvious online content censorship, extra-legal and or physical forms of 
coercion against content producers and information intermediaries, and other clear 
norm-violating behaviors to control Internet content and use. 

(1c) Hybrid Regimes will show significant variation in restriction levels and forms, 
though generally they are most likely to avoid the most extreme, visible, and obviously 
“norm-violating” Internet content and use restriction measures.  Such regimes are more 
likely to use “next generation” controls that are plausibly deniable, temporary, or legal 
in character, while avoiding more obvious and clearly norm-violating behaviors such as 
systemic censorship.  

(2a) As Internet penetration increases, while overall Internet regulation might increase, 
Democratic states will tend towards having less norm-violating restrictions (converging 
on a more-open model).  

(2b) As Internet penetration increases, Closed Authoritarian states will tend to adopt 
more severe restrictions (converging on a more closed or filtered model).  

(3) When faced with major domestic political instability (particularly regime-threatening 
Internet-enabled protest movements), all regimes (and especially non-democratic 
Authoritarian and Hybrid regimes) will tend to adopt more restrictive Internet measures.  
Some forms of domestic critique and protest will lead some Democratic and Hybrid 
regimes to adopt greater transparency or political reforms, however.   

(4) Some clear patterns of policy clustering can be expected, indicating elements of 
diffusion, learning, emulation, and knowledge transfer, especially within culturally and 
geographically interconnected regions. 

(5a) Global policy choice trends will also be influenced by some major global events, 
changes in available technologies, and by overall shifts in the degree and content of the 
existing normative consensus defining standards of appropriate “Internet freedom.”   
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(5b) Some states will be more likely to be subjected to and vulnerable to normative 
pressures than others.  States with high levels of “linkage” to Western democracies are 
most likely to be subject to international scrutiny for norm-violating behaviors, while 
those over which Western states have “leverage” will be most vulnerable to such 
pressure.  Many hybrid regime states, in particular, will often be more vulnerable to such 
pressure than closed authoritarian states, because of their regime legitimacy being based 
in part on their democratic institutions and conformity with democratic norms. 

 

These hypotheses leave the future of “hybrid regime” states a bit of an open 

question: as Internet penetration increases, especially if faced with mass protest 

mobilization, will such regimes adopt the more extreme restrictions common among full 

authoritarian states, will they further liberalize and come to resemble the more 

democratic open model, or will they continue to maintain a distinctive approach to 

Internet regulation?  The final section of this chapter will return to these questions in light 

of global empirical observations. 

 

The following section draws upon empirical data to further examine the sources 

of Internet policy approaches across different non-democratic regimes.  Demonstrating 

that regime type alone is not sufficient to explain observed variation in policy choice, the 

analysis provides evidence in support of the typology and hypotheses developed above.  

Cross-sectional and longitudinal data and examples are used to analyze the effects of the 

different domestic and international causal factors that have been discussed, and identify 

developing trends in global Internet policy adoption.  More detailed case discussions 

illuminate some of the particular causal processes currently at play – particularly noting 

developments in hybrid regime or formerly hybrid regime states where Internet 

penetration rates have risen rapidly.   
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Empirical Findings and Analysis 

This section utilizes both “large-N” data and descriptions of particular country 

cases to further examine causal factors and processes hypothesized in the previous 

section.  For large-N statistical analysis of Internet restrictions, I focus here on the use of 

“first generation” Internet content filtering and blocking schemes for which multi-country 

cross-sectional data is available.  Longitudinal observations of several states in the 

Middle East and North Africa and the former Soviet Union permit a closer examination 

of processes of change over time for individual states and regions, as they react to 

domestic instability, regional policy norm shifts, or changes in global trends.   

 

The analysis examines the implications of the apparent causal patterns, 

particularly scrutinizing the pressures faced by hybrid regime countries as Internet 

penetration increases and Internet policy choices become more globally politicized.  

Prominent hybrid regime examples show how “next generation” approaches to Internet 

restriction have been applied sometimes in the absence of or in addition to minimal 

filtering and blocking mechanisms, but they also show how such regimes might face 

increasing pressure to adopt more absolute Internet restrictions, faced with perceived 

existential threat as penetration and protest levels increase. 

 

Below I briefly describe the data used in this analysis and then discuss the 

relationship between censorship levels and the key causal variables described previously. 
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Internet Censorship Data 

The primary measure of Internet censorship used in this global research is based 

on data collected by the OpenNet Initiative project.  The OpenNet Initiative (ONI) is an 

inter-university consortium based at the University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab that has 

conducted empirical research on national-level Internet censorship since 2003.159  This 

group’s work has measured Internet filtering in 74 countries and categorized levels and 

types of censorship across several key topical categories.  Their most recent publically 

available data focuses primarily on the period from about 2009-2011, with last 

measurements in most countries occurring during the period prior to the Arab Spring, 

Russia’s White Ribbon protest movement, and the revelations of Edward Snowden – thus 

capturing a moment prior to the recent period of significant global policy reevaluation 

and norm contestation.  While imperfect, this data provides important insights into how 

Internet censorship has developed and been implemented globally.160 

 

There is no universal measure of censorship occurring across all Internet content 

within a given country.  From a sheerly technical perspective, any material anywhere on 

the global World Wide Web could be a potential target for content blocking or removal in 

a particular country at a given moment.  What is more, the content targeted for censorship 
                                                
159 Crete-Nishihata, Deibert, and Senft, “Not by Technical Means Alone.” 
160 The ONI approach to accessing networks for testing differs from other approaches that have been 
implemented.  Some research methodologies utilize remote access or distributed infrastructures to allow 
continuous automated collection of measurements over time, but often with the risk of collecting 
unrepresentative data showing censorship levels encountered during unusual forms of network access or on 
distinctive networks used by academic research communities within a country.  The client-based in-country 
approach used by the ONI allows for more representative measurements of typical user experience within a 
country, but also requires that the testing be run by volunteers or research collaborators based locally within 
the country in question.  This “boots on the ground” necessity also creates safety risks and logistical, ethical 
and legal challenges that can constrain the set of countries and ISPs that can be tested and the times at 
which testing is feasible.  These are some of the reasons that more such data has not been collected recently 
in most countries. 
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can vary across time and even differ between different networks within the country being 

scrutinized.  In measuring Internet censorship, researchers must decide what content to 

examine, on which networks, and at what moments.  This requires some understanding of 

the local context, in order to check for censorship of content that is politically and 

socially relevant in the country in question and which that country’s government might 

reasonably seek to control, and in order to target the most important or representative 

networks for testing and to do so at times that allow maximal political or social insight. 

 

The ONI research methodology has addressed these problems by opting to 

measure censorship over a representative set of sites that are specially prepared for each 

country, doing so using a client-based in-country testing approach161, and, when possible, 

collecting new measurements during or following critical political events that could 

trigger changes in censorship levels.  Experts on each country assist in the development 

of country-specific lists of domestic websites that are potential targets for content 

censorship in several categories.  These include, for example, the sites of independent 

media outlets, political opposition, protest movements, and religious or social groups 

within the country.  A global list of prominent international sites in each category is also 

maintained, to be tested alongside the country-specific sites in each country where tests 

are run.  While the lists of tested URLs must differ to account for politically and socially 

important content for each country and be updated to adapt to changes in the local 

                                                
161 To measure censorship of the specified list of sites in a given country on a particular network, a research 
collaborator in that country installs and runs the client of a client-server software on their computer while 
connected to the network being examined.  This software attempts to access the prepared list of URLs 
through the local network, while simultaneously running a control test of access to the same sites from a 
computer on the Citizen Lab’s uncensored home network at the University of Toronto.  The accessibility of 
sites is compared between the “lab” and “field,” and differences are scrutinized to identify cases of content 
filtering.  This data is collected to form a filtering level index.  
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context over time, some uniformity in these lists and their make-up both across time and 

across countries allows moderate cross-national and longitudinal comparisons.    

 

While I use the ONI data as a primary measure of censorship levels, I also draw 

on other data sources and secondary sources to account for changes during periods not 

measured by ONI, or to consider the use of alternative forms of Internet control that the 

ONI data do not capture.  This is particularly important for considering later periods after 

the early 2010s, in countries in which new ONI data have not been collected.   

 

Global Internet Censorship Patterns 

Global Internet censorship data provide clear evidence of a more complex causal 

relationship than a simple correlation between offline regime type and online restrictions.  

Some degree of policy linkage should clearly be expected, with the most repressive 

closed authoritarian regimes permitting little freedom of speech or association in either 

offline or online settings, and the most free liberal democratic regimes permitting high 

levels of freedom both off- and online.  Nonetheless, there is considerable variation in the 

relationship of the freedoms regimes permit in these two settings, with some quite 

repressive regimes permitting relatively unrestricted Internet content and access, and 

wide variety in the forms and degrees of Internet restrictions among slightly more open 

hybrid regime states.  Other factors developed above help to explain much of this 

variation. 
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Regime Type and Policy Linkage: 

 

Figure 1 demonstrates this point, showing a plot of approximate Internet filtering 

levels (using OpenNet Initiative data on Internet censorship)162 versus civil liberties 

restrictions (using Freedom House’s Freedom in the World data for 2011)163 globally in 

the period of 2010-2011, for all states for which the two scores were available at the time.  

The filtering data is based on a five-point scale (with 4 as the highest filtering value), and 

the civil liberties scores are measured on a seven-point scale (where 7 is the most 

repressive).  We can observe here that most of the data points fall on or below the 

diagonal line from the lower left to upper right corners of the graph – the line that would 

represent the approximate expected pattern of correlation, if online-offline policy-linkage 

were to explain all variation in Internet filtering levels.  But this “lower right-hand 

corner” distribution pattern of the plot suggests that a high FIW Civil Liberties score 

(restricted civil liberties) is necessary, but not sufficient to predict a high level of Internet 

filtering.164  The states that fall far below the line indicate cases of “policy asymmetry,” in 

which the Internet is left relatively unfiltered compared to the level of offline restrictions 

citizens face on their civil liberties.165   

 

                                                
162 The 2011 OpenNet Initiative (ONI) data consists of the most recent available data for each country in 
2011.  Global country data was collected between 2007-2011.   
OpenNet Initiative, “ONI Global Internet Filtering Data” (Citizen Lab, University of Toronto, 2011).  The 
most recent version of the data is currently available at: opennet.net/sites/opennet.net/files/ONI_data-
20130920.zip. 
163 Freedom House, “Freedom in the World 2011 Data,” 2011, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-
world/freedom-world-2011. 
164 Charles C. Ragin, Fuzzy-Set Social Science, 1 edition (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 2000);  
Charles C. Ragin, Redesigning Social Inquiry: Fuzzy Sets and Beyond (Chicago: University Of Chicago 
Press, 2008). 
165 Bruce Etling, Robert Faris, and John Palfrey, “Political Change in the Digital Age: The Fragility and 
Promise of Online Organizing,” SAIS Review of International Affairs 30, no. 2 (December 2010): 37–49. 
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Figure 1: 
 

 
 

Figure 2: 
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Figure 2 replicates Figure 1, but uses Freedom House’s combined “civil and 

political liberties” scores for each country, demonstrating that this pattern of wide 

variation in Internet policy even among the most repressive regimes is fairly robust, 

whether considering only the offline repression of civil liberties or the overall context of 

political and civil freedoms.   

 

Table 3. Online versus Offline Freedoms Worldwide:  

OLS Regression of Online versus Offline Regime Restrictions 

Variable Internet 
Filtering Level 

Internet 
Filtering Level 

Internet 
Filtering Level 

Civil Liberties 
Restrictions 

0.369*** 

(5.66) 
  

Political Rights 
Restrictions  

0.299*** 

(5.49) 
 

FH Combined Index   
0.341*** 

(5.69) 

Constant 
-0.458 

(-1.61) 

-0.260 

(-1.00) 

-0.393 

(-1.44) 

Adjusted R2 0.3011 0.2877 0.3037 

Observations 73 73 73 

t statistics in parentheses 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
 

Table 3 further reinforces this point, showing the OLS regression results of the 

regression of the country ONI Internet Filtering index versus the Freedom House Civil 
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Liberties, Political Rights, and Combined Freedom in the World (FIW) indexes 

respectively.  For each model, the relationship between online filtering and regime 

restrictiveness is positive and statistically significant, but the adjusted R2 scores ranging 

from 0.2877 to 0.3037 show that none of these measures of offline regime type are 

sufficient to explain all the variation in Internet filtering levels. 

 

As Figures 1 and 2 and Table 3 make clear, regime type – and particularly a 

regime’s level of repressiveness of offline behavior – is causally relevant to Internet 

policy, but not sufficient to predict regime policy choice.  These findings support 

Hypotheses 1a-1c regarding the likely range of Internet restriction levels for different 

regime types.  What can we say of the relationships with Internet penetration rates and 

regime stability or protest levels? 

 

Internet Penetration: 

 

Internet penetration rate proves to have a divided effect, having distinct and 

opposite influences on the filtering levels among the most authoritarian and democratic 

regimes, but with a more ambiguous relationship to the hybrid regimes in the middle.   

 

Figure 3 shows a scatterplot of Internet filtering levels versus Internet penetration 

rate (IPR) indexes by country, with countries color coded as “free” (blue), “partly free” 

(black) or “not free” (red) by their combined Freedom House index of regime type 

(FIW).  The best fit regression lines for the “not free” (most authoritarian) and “free” 
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(most democratic) regimes show evidence that authoritarian and democratic regimes are 

actually following two distinct trends as Internet penetration rates increase.  While, 

among the most authoritarian states, filtering levels are likely to increase with increased 

penetration, the opposite is true for democracies, with filtering levels decreasing as 

penetration rates grow.  These findings support Hypotheses 2a-2b above, while again 

raising the question of the likely trajectory for hybrid regimes.  

 

Figure 3: 

 

 

It is interesting here to observe the dynamic among the “partly free” states during 

the period covered by this data (early 2010s).  Though certainly not a perfect measure of 

regime type, this categorization provides some sense of those regimes that might have a 

mix of democratic and non-democratic traits and institutions, and for which their status as 
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“democracies” (however imperfect) might play an important role in their legitimizing 

strategy.  This group – including states like Turkey, Venezuela, Kyrgyzstan, and Thailand 

– appears not to have been quite clearly following either trend.  Rather, at the time of this 

data collection, these states still appear mostly on the lower-penetration side of the plot, 

not yet having reached the penetration level at which the differentiation between the 

high-penetration authoritarian and democratic groups becomes clear.  The OLS models in 

Table 4 confirm this distinction in cross-sectional statistics: While, among “free” regimes 

there is a statistically significant negative relationship between Internet penetration and 

filtering level, and for not “not free” regimes there is a statistically significant positive 

relation between penetration rate and filtering level, for “partly free” regimes, there is no 

statistically significant relationship.   

Table 4. OLS Regression 

Internet Filtering Levels for “Free,” “Partly Free” and “Not Free” Countries 

Variable 

Internet 
Filtering in 

“Free” 
Countries 

Internet 
Filtering in 

“Partly Free” 
Countries 

Internet 
Filtering in 
“Not Free” 
Countries 

Internet Penetration 
(IPR) 

-0.0156** 

(-3.36) 

0.00961 

(0.84) 

0.0276* 

(2.10) 

Constant 
1.283*** 

(4.03) 

0.484 

(1.44) 

1.140** 

(3.17) 

Adjusted R2 0.3507 -0.0136 0.1057 

Observations 20 23 30 

t statistics in parentheses 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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What determines what will happen in these erstwhile less repressive non- (or 

partial-) democracies as penetration levels increase?  What will determine which ones 

follow the path of the most closed authoritarian regimes, cracking down on Internet 

freedoms versus which ones are more likely to follow the path of the democratic states, 

becoming less likely to filter the Internet as penetration increases?  Or will this group’s 

approach to Internet regulation fundamentally differ from that of either of the other 

regime types – perhaps maintaining some midway solution even as penetration grows?  

One explanation here is that many of the “partly free” / “hybrid regime” states are still at 

lower penetration rates – and at lower penetration rates policy choices remain less 

differentiated by regime type.  But other domestic and international factors also appear to 

be playing important roles in determining these policy choices. 

 

Domestic Protest Levels 

As discussed above, domestic protest levels and regime stability concerns are 

likely to play an additional role in determining policy choice.  It is difficult to observe 

this effect directly with cross-sectional data, as the dynamic is most likely to unfold 

longitudinally within particular states.  We might expect to see an increase in Internet 

restriction in states where new forms and levels of protest emerge as Internet penetration 

increases, or where significant existing protest movements make use of the Internet to 

further their mobilization efforts.  The best evidence of such an effect will be the 

observation of increased Internet restriction by regimes experiencing or having just 

experienced significant domestic protest movements – particularly if these increases seem 
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disproportionate to any simultaneous increase in Internet penetration rate and the protests 

have not resulted in an overall liberalization or change of regime-type.   

 

While the work to develop the type of global longitudinal dataset of protest events 

and filtering levels necessary for a Large-N analysis of such dynamics is beyond the 

scope of this chapter, some indication of the possible larger-scale pattern can be gleaned 

from the observation of a few known cases.  During the Arab Spring and its aftermath, 

some examples of this sort in MENA states have been widely publicized.  Egypt, Libya, 

and Syria, for example, have each experienced complete or near-complete national 

Internet shutdowns during periods of domestic protests and conflict.  Bahrain was added 

to the Reporters Without Borders’ 2012-2014 “Enemies of the Internet” lists after its 

further crackdown on Internet freedom in reaction to the country’s February 2011 pro-

democracy protest movement.  Iran has also faced a significant Internet crackdown 

during and following the 2009 post-election Green Movement, with significant decreases 

in national Internet speed, increases in censorship and surveillance over cybercafés, and 

the announcement of a national plan to create an isolated “Halal Internet” national 

intranet, cut off from the broader World Wide Web.    

 

The FSU region also offers a number of interesting examples, as a region that has, 

until recently, made more limited use of 1st generation restrictions.  Uzbekistan, which – 

along with Turkmenistan – has the most pervasive Internet restrictions in the FSU region, 

significantly increased Internet site blocking and cracked down on online freedom of 

expression following the so-called “Andijan Massacre” (the shooting of hundreds of 
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protesters by state troops) in May 2005.  Belarus, which has increased Internet filtering, 

legal restrictions 166 , and other next-generation restrictions in reaction to protest 

movements in 2006 and 2011167, has been included in the Reporters Without Borders 

“Enemies of the Internet” lists in 2005-2008, and 2012-2014.  In Kazakhstan, after 

YouTube, online media outlets and blogs were used to publicize the violent crackdown 

on a large oil worker’s strike in the town of Zhanaozen in Western Kazakhstan in 

December 2011, the regime temporarily shut down local Internet and cellphone networks 

in the region, detained and harassed bloggers, mobilized competing “blog tours” to 

publicize a more pro-regime interpretation of the events, and ultimately prosecuted the 

online media outlets that had reported on the story.  By many accounts, site blocking in 

the country has also increased.   

 

Russia’s recent move towards more repressive approaches to Internet regulation 

particularly stands out, as it has long been an exemplar of a country that, though 

perfecting many of the “next generation” approaches to Internet regulation has 

nonetheless permitted a fairly vibrant online space to develop – including significant 

online political discourse and regime-critical blogging – with limited or no blunt 1st 

generation site blocking or filtering even as Internet penetration rates have rapidly 

increased.  In reaction to massive anti-regime protests in 2011 and 2012168, however, and 

                                                
166 These legal restrictions include laws increasing the liability of Internet service providers and café 
owners, restricting legal access to foreign websites, and increasing online slander liabilities. 
167 After the quelling of large protests around the 2006 elections, the simmering protest movement again 
broke out into larger “clapping” demonstrations during the summer of 2011, organized through groups on 
social media platforms such as VKontakte. 
168 From 2009-2012 the country experienced escalating protest movements concerning issues such as 
environmental conservation, driver’s rights, corruption, and culminating in the “White Ribbon” or “Snow 
Revolution” protest movement against Vladimir Putin and his political party surrounding the legislative and 
presidential elections of winter 2011-2012.   
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to the ongoing simmering protest movement partly galvanized around the charismatic and 

popular opposition blogger Alexei Navalny, the regime has taken unprecedented 

measures since 2012, for the first time creating a national list of blocked sites and 

requiring ISPs to censor the Internet, as well as prosecuting Navalny and others involved 

in the protest movement.  As an electoral democracy that has had at least some protection 

of basic civic freedoms like the freedom to associate, Russia has, until recently, been 

widely considered some form of “hybrid regime.”  The recent online and offline 

crackdown, however, suggests that the vibrant new activism that emerged alongside 

growing Internet penetration has in fact ultimately precipitated a backlash in which the 

country has moved further towards closed authoritarianism, and it certainly has led to an 

increase in Internet restrictions in response to domestic instability.   

 

Since the summer of 2012, a series of new laws, legal prosecutions, and extralegal 

pressures have been used to shut down or alter the course of independent civil society and 

media outlets, as well as enabling the blocking of online materials and prosecuting some 

prominent online activists and bloggers. By the summer of 2014, restrictions on Internet 

content and independent online media had reached an unprecedented level, with a series 

of new restrictive Internet laws adopted over the preceding two years and the sites of 

Navalny’s blog, leading independent online media outlets, and social media group pages 

supporting Ukraine’s new government blocked, while other media outlets have been 

closed, had their editors replaced by Kremlin loyalists, or pushed towards the brink of 

financial ruin.   
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These examples raise important questions about the possible future trajectories of 

other hybrid regimes facing growing Internet penetration and the development of 

significant domestic protest movements.  They also show that, at moments of crisis where 

the relative (asymmetric) freedom of a less restricted Internet appears as a liability, at 

least some hybrid regimes will move towards more of a closed authoritarian model – 

reducing freedom both online and offline – as opposed to permitting continued 

unrestricted Internet use.  The Russian and Kazakh cases as well as other cases from the 

FSU region will be examined in greater depth in subsequent chapters. 

 

These longitudinal case observations appear to support Hypothesis 3 above, 

suggesting that, all other things being equal, many regimes (and particularly non-

democracies) are likely to restrict Internet freedom when confronted with mass protests 

or other threats to regime stability.  Their ability to do so effectively and with what 

mechanisms is likely to be constrained and shaped by other factors and considerations, 

however.  

 

International and Regional Influences: 

 

As discussed in the previous section, domestic characteristics are not the only 

factors potentially influencing state Internet policy decisions.  The level and forms of 

Internet restrictions a regime adopts are also likely to bear similarities to those adopted by 

its neighbors and peers and be influenced by the global normative environment.  Thus, 

while some policy similarities can be explained by similar reactions to similar domestic 
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circumstances, we can also expect to see patterns of policy similarity emerging in clusters 

based on region, societal values, or particularities of regime type, and during certain 

periods in response to global contextual changes.  In addition to the influence of domestic 

considerations, the Internet controls adopted are likely to be affected by the degree to 

which a state’s neighbors and peers adopt restrictions (as well as the types of restrictions 

they adopt), and by the degree to which the state is subject and vulnerable to 

international pressure and reputation costs encouraging it not to adopt restrictions.  

These influences can also change over time as a result of diffusion processes, global 

events, and the development or decline of global norms.  

 

From available data and investigations of Internet controls in specific regions, it 

appears that similar societal values, geographic proximity, and collaborative relationships 

and institutions often reinforce each other, facilitating diffusion and emulation of similar 

Internet control strategies (including particular types of legal restrictions, control 

technologies, and extra-legal practices) across regions and resulting in regional clusters.  

We can observe some evidence of these dynamics in the ONI’s 2011 global filtering data.  

In this data, in addition to the patterns related to regime type discussed above, geographic 

neighborhood clearly stands out as a predictor of Internet filtering level.  Returning to the 

plots of filtering levels versus offline regime type in Figures 1 and 2, above, note the 

regional color coding of states from “East Asia,” “South Asia,” “Latin America and the 

Carribean,” “North America,” “Sub-Saharan Africa,” “Western Europe,” “Eastern 

Europe,” the “Middle East and North Africa,” and the “Former Soviet Union.”   
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The regional color-coding of these plots demonstrates some level of apparent 

regional and sub-regional clustering, with the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member 

states (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, and Oman) of 

the Persian Gulf region169, for example, constituting a clear group in the upper right 

corner of these plots, joined by Iran, Syria, and the non-democratic states of East Asia.  

Even “partly free” Kuwait joins its geographic and cultural neighbors in the same 

approximate level of high Internet filtering.  The “not free” states of the former Soviet 

Union form two apparent clusters, with Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Belarus 

gravitating towards the high-filtering range, while the rest of their regional peers 

constitute a cluster in the lower right corner, joined by most of the non-GCC Arab 

states.170  In Latin America, even the most non-democratic states show little sign of 

Internet filtering in this data, while even some democracies in East and South Asia 

(Indonesia, South Korea, India) have moderate levels of filtering (exceeding the levels in 

Russia and Kazakhstan at the time of measurement, for example).   

 

A similar clustering pattern is evident in Figure 4, which repeats the plot of 

Internet filtering versus Internet penetration rates from Figure 3 with regional color-

coding.  Here the regional and sub-regional clusters are again quite evident, with Western 

and Eastern Europe and North America forming most of a high-penetration low-filtering 

cluster, the GCC states within the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region 

constituting a high-penetration high-filtering cluster, and states of the former Soviet 

Union (FSU) region forming a noticeable cluster in the low-to-middle penetration and 

                                                
169 The GCC appears as a sub-region of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. 
170 Note that, since this data is from 2011, it likely underrepresents the current levels of filtering in Russia 
and Kazakhstan following recent crack-downs. 
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low-to-moderate filtering range.  Latin American states form a cluster in the lower-

penetration and lower-filtering range, while the majority of East Asian states are 

clustered in the lower-penetration higher-filtering corner of the plot. 

 

Figure 4: 

 

These regional clustering patterns appear to indicate different propensities 

towards Internet filtering in different world regions, all other things being equal.  Table 5 

provides further evidence of this regional differentiation, showing separate regression 

models of Internet filtering level against Freedom House civil liberties restriction scores 

for the FSU, MENA, and East Asian regions, considering all regimes in which Internet 

penetration rates had reached the minimal threshold of 15% in 2010.  These regression 

models show that the predicted filtering values for the FSU region are below those for the 

other regions at all civil liberties values in the “partly free” and “not free” range.  What is 
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more, the regression coefficient for the civil liberties index in the FSU model (0.416) is 

less than those for the MENA (0.713) and East Asia (0.580) models, indicating that a 

given increase in offline civil liberties restrictions in the FSU region correlates with less 

of an increase in Internet filtering than it does in these other two prominent regions.  

Table 5. OLS Regression  

Models of Internet Filtering by Region for IPR>15% 

Variable 
Internet Filtering 
in Former Soviet 

Region 

Internet 
Filtering in East 

Asia Region 

Internet Filtering 
in MENA Region 

Offline Civil 
Liberties 
Restriction  

0.416* 

(2.70) 

0.580 

(1.44) 

0.713* 

(2.49) 

Constant 
-0.646 

(-0.88) 

-0.792 

(-0.45) 

-1.452 

(-1.10) 

Adjusted R2 0.4408 0.1763 0.3013 

Observations 9 6 13 

t statistics in parentheses 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
 

Figure 5 illustrates this relationship graphically, repeating the plot from Figure 1 

above for Internet penetration rate (IPR) >15% and showing the three regional regression 

lines. 

 

These models are built on too few cases to prove definitive causally-significant 

regional disparities, especially if controlling for all theoretically-relevant causal variables; 

but they do further suggest some distinctive patterns across regions, providing support for 
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Hypothesis 4 from the previous section.  While more longitudinal and process tracing 

analysis is needed to say for sure which of the diffusion mechanisms or other possible 

explanations for clustering might be in play here, it seems highly likely that regional 

exemplars and cultural norms have at least played some significant role, along with 

regimes learning from the apparent successes and failures of neighbors, and even direct 

transfer or emulation of particular restrictive technologies or laws.   

Figure 5: 

 

Some cases of regional diffusion are also well documented, showing precisely the 

mechanisms through which particular forms of Internet control have spread across 

regions.  Relationships between governments or government agencies, regional markets, 

and the targeting of particular regions for marketing by third-party corporate actors all 

appear to play important roles in the spread of particular tools for Internet control.  Two 
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well-documented examples involve the spread of network censorship and/or surveillance 

technologies across countries in the Middle East and the former Soviet region 

respectively.   

 

In the period following the Arab Spring, a number of reports emerged 

documenting the widespread use of DPI-based technologies sold by Western companies 

as critical components of the domestic Internet censorship and surveillance systems of 

countries across the Middle East and North Africa.  Because of these investigations, we 

now have a clearer sense of how these advanced technologies came to be used by 

governments and government-controlled ISPs throughout the MENA region – even by 

states that lacked the technical sophistication or industry to develop such tools themselves 

and which, in some cases, also lacked direct trade connections with the West. 

 

The widespread sale of censorship and surveillance technologies in the Middle 

East was part of a broader trend by Western companies of marketing and selling network 

management and security products with such potential uses to companies and 

government agencies in non-democratic countries.  As the number of Internet users was 

growing rapidly in the MENA region in the 2000s, it was seen as a ripe market for these 

products.  Many American and European companies eagerly marketed and sold their 

products – either directly to governments, state security agencies or telecom companies, 

or to middleman companies that then distributed the products further in the region.  In 

2005, for example, as mentioned above, the US-based Boeing-subsidiary Narus signed a 

multi-million dollar agreement with the Egyptian company Giza Systems, licensing the 
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deployment of their broad array of network management products across the entire 

Middle East region.  These products, supported by Giza Systems, were already in use in 

Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Palestine, and Libya at the time, used notably by Telecom Egypt 

and Saudi Telecom and described as “carrier-class applications for analysis, security, 

monitoring and mediation of IP traffic.” 171 

 

The Sunnyvale, CA-based IT company, Blue Coat Systems, similarly marketed its 

network security and management products in the region.  They offer DPI-based 

censorship and surveillance products that can block specified websites or record what 

users visit them.  In 2012, thirteen of their proxy server, ProxySG, devices were 

discovered to be in use by Syria’s state-owned ISP, despite the US trade embargo on 

sales to Syria.  Later investigation showed that these devices had been sold to a 

middleman in Dubai, with the understanding that they were destined for the Iraqi 

Ministry of Communications.  It is unclear how many other such products have been 

spread through such illicit regional markets.  Subsequent research by Citizen Lab 

identified Blue Coat’s ProxySG products (mostly used for censorship) in use on networks 

in Egypt, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain – all of the 

                                                
171 See: Trevor Lloyd-Jones, “Narus Signs Regional Licence with Giza Systems,” Business Intelligence 
Middle East, September 14, 2005, http://www.bi-me.com/main.php?id=2047&t=1;  Timothy Karr, “One 
U.S. Corporation’s Role in Egypt’s Brutal Crackdown,” News Media, The Huffington Post, (January 28, 
2011), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/timothy-karr/one-us-corporations-role-_b_815281.html;  Clothilde 
Le Coz and Timothy Karr, “Corporations and the Arab Net Crackdown: Western Countries Have 
Condemned Internet Restrictions in the Arab World. But Western Corporations Have Provided the Tools of 
Repression.,” Foreign Policy In Focus, March 25, 2011, 
http://fpif.org/corporations_and_the_arab_net_crackdown/;  Sean Gallagher, “Big Brother on a Budget: 
How Internet Surveillance Got so Cheap - Deep Packet Inspection, Petabyte-Scale Analytics Create a 
‘CCTV for Networks.,’” Ars Technica, September 27, 2012, http://arstechnica.com/information-
technology/2012/09/big-brother-meets-big-data-the-next-wave-in-net-surveillance-tech/. 
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GCC states except for Oman.172  PacketShaper, another Blue Coat product useful for 

surveillance, was also identified on networks in Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Qatar, 

and Saudi Arabia, as well as in many non-democratic states outside the MENA region.173   

                                                
172 Most of these installations would also be able to avail themselves of the company’s web services such as 
the WebFilter Database, a regularly updated database of sites categorized by topic for topics that might be 
subject to blocking (e.g. pornography, gambling, religious content, etc.).  By selecting particular categories, 
ISPs using the devices would effortlessly block all sites of that topic category in the database on their 
networks.   
173 Other “states of interest” where these products have been detected (and where their use is suspected to 
be for mass censorship or surveillance purposes) include: China, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, 
Nigeria, Russia, South Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, Venezuela, Afghanistan, and Burma.  Other 
Western companies whose products have been used (or marketed) for censorship or surveillance purposes 
in the MENA region include: Intel’s McAfee, Netsweeper, Nokia, ETI, NetApp, Ultimaco, Smartfilter, 
FinFisher, and various other firms from the US, Canada, United Kingdom, France, and other Western 
democracies.  See: Blue Coat, “Update on Blue Coat Devices in Syria,” December 15, 2011, 
https://www.bluecoat.com/update-blue-coat-devices-syria;  Morgan Marquis-Boire et al., “Some Devices 
Wander by Mistake: Planet Blue Coat Redux” (The Citizen Lab, July 9, 2013), 
https://citizenlab.org/2013/07/planet-blue-coat-redux/;  Jennifer Valentino-DeVries, Paul Sonne, and Nour 
Malas, “U.S. Firm Acknowledges Syria Uses Its Gear to Block Web,” Wall Street Journal, October 29, 
2011, sec. Tech,  
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052970203687504577001911398596328;  Reflets.info, 
“#OpSyria: Web Censorship Technologies in Syria Revealed [EN],” Reflets, August 12, 2011, 
https://reflets.info/opsyria-web-censorship-technologies-in-syria-revealed-en/;  FIDH, “Surveillance 
Technologies ‘Made in Europe’: Regulation Needed to Prevent Human Rights Abuses,” Position Paper 
(FIDH - Worldwide Movement for Human Rights, December 2014), 
https://www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/surveillance_technologies_made_in_europe-1-2.pdf; Sen Dick Durbin, 
“Tyrants Can Use Facebook, Too,” POLITICO, March 7, 2011, 
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0311/50739.html;  Scott Long, “Meet the Businessmen Who Want 
Egypt’s Internet Users Jailed, Tortured, and Killed,” A  Paper  Bird, September 25, 2014, https://paper-
bird.net/2014/09/25/meet-the-businessmen/;  Policy Department et al., “Surveillance and Censorship: The 
Impact of Technologies on Human Rights,” Paper requested by the European Parliament’s Subcommittee 
on Human Rights (Policy Department, Directorate-General for External Policies, April 16, 2015), 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/549034/EXPO_STU(2015)549034_EN.pdf;  
Jillian C. York, “The Surveillance Marketplace,” openDemocracy, April 16, 2015, 
http://www.opendemocracy.net/opensecurity/jillian-c-york/surveillance-marketplace;  Paul Sonne and 
Steve Stecklow, “U.S. Products Help Block Mideast Web,” Wall Street Journal, March 28, 2011, sec. 
Tech, http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748704438104576219190417124226;  Ben Wagner, 
“Exporting Censorship and Surveillance Technology” (The Hague, Netherlands: Humanist Institute for Co-
operation with Developing Countries (Hivos), January 2012), 
https://hivos.org/sites/default/files/exporting_censorship_and_surveillance_technology_by_ben_wagner.pd
f;  Le Coz and Karr, “Corporations and the Arab Net Crackdown”;  DJ Pangburn, “5 U.S. Corporations 
Who Have Sold Surveillance and Filtering Technology to Authoritarian Regimes,” Death and Taxes 
Magazine, November 8, 2011, http://www.deathandtaxesmag.com/158315/5-u-s-corporations-who-have-
sold-surveillance-technology-to-authoritarian-regimes/;  Eli Lake, “Fed Contractor, Cell Phone Maker Sold 
Spy System to Iran,” The Washingtion Times, April 13, 2009, 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/apr/13/europe39s-telecoms-aid-with-spy-tech/;  
Ramy Raoof, “Egypt: How Companies Help the Government Spy on Activists,” Global Voices Advocacy, 
May 7, 2011, https://advox.globalvoices.org/2011/05/07/egypt-how-companies-help-the-government-spy-
on-activists/;  
Gallagher, “Big Brother on a Budget.” 
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A similar diffusion mechanism has played a role in the development of 

surveillance systems across the states of the former Soviet Union, with many states in the 

region copying a Russian model, adopting similar legal and institutional frameworks and 

buying relevant equipment from Russian companies or multinationals that cater to the 

Russian market.  Here, as in the MENA region, high levels of linkage and 

interdependency across these states facilitate various forms of learning, emulation, 

coordination, and direct technology transfer within the region.  Likewise, the relatively 

low Western linkage to much of the FSU region, Russia’s ability to act as a “black 

knight” protecting its allies from Western pressure, as well as the existence of more 

salient Western interests at stake in relations with Russia and some other states in the 

region all reduce the likelihood of effective international community normative pressure.   

 

This provides an informative example of where emerging international norms are 

more and less likely to be effective.  While the investigations and exposés concerning the 

sales of censorship and surveillance technologies to authoritarian countries in the Middle 

East by Western companies have led to heightened international scrutiny of such trade, 

with human rights groups, technical researchers, and democratic governments 

collaborating to “name and shame” the companies involved as well as introducing new 

export controls for such “dual use” network technologies174, this pressure does not 

                                                
174 For naming and shaming, see: Gallagher, “Big Brother on a Budget;” Lloyd-Jones, “Narus Signs 
Regional Licence with Giza Systems;” Karr, “One U.S. Corporation’s Role in Egypt’s Brutal Crackdown”; 
Raoof, “Egypt”; Blue Coat, “Update on Blue Coat Devices in Syria”; Marquis-Boire et al., “Some Devices 
Wander by Mistake”; Valentino-DeVries, Sonne, and Malas, “U.S. Firm Acknowledges Syria Uses Its 
Gear to Block Web”; Reflets, “Web Censorship Technologies in Syria Revealed”; Lake, “Fed Contractor, 
Cell Phone Maker Sold Spy System to Iran”; Long, “Meet the Businessmen Who Want Egypt’s Internet 
Users Jailed, Tortured, and Killed”; Policy Department et al., “Surveillance and Censorship: The Impact of 
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influence the trade of such technologies in all regions equally.  Nor does it equally affect 

the trade of such goods by all companies.  Though Western companies have received the 

most attention for their roles in supplying censorship and surveillance technologies to 

non-democratic states, some non-democratic states themselves produce and export such 

technologies – sometimes playing significant roles in providing the technologies to other 

countries with less developed IT industries.  We see this clearly in the case of Russia’s 

export of data interception and surveillance technologies to countries of the former Soviet 

Union – many of which have sought to emulate Russia’s model of “legal interception” 

and implement technical systems similar to Russia’s SORM (“System for Operative 

Investigative Activities”).175  This example will be discussed in more detail in subsequent 

chapters.   

                                                                                                                                            
Technologies on Human Rights”; FIDH, “Surveillance Technologies ‘Made in Europe’: Regulation Needed 
to Prevent Human Rights Abuses”; Durbin, “Tyrants Can Use Facebook, Too”; York, “The Surveillance 
Marketplace”; Sonne and Stecklow, “U.S. Products Help Block Mideast Web”; Wagner, “Exporting 
Censorship and Surveillance Technology”; Le Coz and Karr, “Corporations and the Arab Net Crackdown”; 
Pangburn, “5 U.S. Corporations Who Have Sold Surveillance and Filtering Technology to Authoritarian 
Regimes.”  For discussion of export controls, see: James Risen, “Battle Heats Up Over Exports of 
Surveillance Technology,” The New York Times, October 31, 2015, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/01/world/middleeast/battle-heats-up-over-exports-of-surveillance-
technology.html; Ellen Nakashima, “Report: Web Monitoring Devices Made by U.S. Firm Blue Coat 
Detected in Iran, Sudan,” Washington Post, July 8, 2013, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-
security/report-web-monitoring-devices-made-by-us-firm-blue-coat-detected-in-iran-
sudan/2013/07/08/09877ad6-e7cf-11e2-a301-ea5a8116d211_story.html; Catherine Stupp, “Parliament 
Calls for Stricter Controls over Surveillance Tech Exports,” EurActiv.com, September 9, 2015, 
http://www.euractiv.com/section/digital/news/parliament-calls-for-stricter-controls-over-surveillance-tech-
exports/; Durbin, “Tyrants Can Use Facebook, Too.” 
175 See: Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan, The Red Web: The Struggle Between Russia’s Digital 
Dictators and the New Online Revolutionaries (New York, NY: PublicAffairs, 2015); Andrei Soldatov and 
Irina Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, Russian Spy Tech Still Watches You,” WIRED, December 21, 2012, 
https://www.wired.com/2012/12/russias-hand/; OpenNet Initiative, “ONI 2011”; Casey Michel, “How 
Central Asian Governments Monitor Their Citizens: A Privacy International Report Shows Just How 
Comprehensive the Surveillance Is.,” The Diplomat, November 22, 2014, 
http://thediplomat.com/2014/11/how-central-asian-governments-monitor-their-citizens/; Edin Omanovic, 
“Privacy International Releases ‘Private Interests: Monitoring Central Asia’ | Privacy International,” 
November 20, 2014, https://www.privacyinternational.org/node/59; Peter Bourgelais, “Commonwealth of 
Surveillance States: On the Export and Resale of Russian Surveillance Technology to Post-Soviet Central 
Asia” (Access Now, June 2013), 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/access.3cdn.net/279b95d57718f05046_8sm6ivg69.pdf; Jen Tracy, “New KGB 
Takes Internet by SORM,” Mother Jones, February 4, 2000, 
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These examples from the MENA and FSU regions thus show more than just 

diffusion.  They also provide some support for Hypotheses 5a and 5b above, concerning 

the influence of global events and processes, and the inconsistent impact of normative 

pressure across states and over time.  In addition to the possible influences of diffusion 

effects, particularly affecting states with restrictive neighbors and peers, states also face 

different levels of coercion from Western democracies or international organizations to 

comply with less restrictive policies perceived as global “Internet Freedom” norms and 

have different capacities to resist such pressure.  The available mechanisms for punishing 

non-compliance vary depending on the target.  In these cases, for example, sanctions on 

trade to specific countries, rhetorical shaming of both countries and the companies that 

export to them, and legal changes in national and international export controls have each 

played roles in seeking to limit the availability of advanced censorship and surveillance 

technology to oppressive governments.  Such efforts are both more attentive and more 

effective with regard to certain countries and regions, however, with countries with more 

linkages to the West receiving more attention for norm violations, and with democratic 

states and the international community having limited amounts of leverage with which to 

pressure some norm-violators.176   

                                                                                                                                            
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2000/02/new-kgb-takes-internet-sorm; Sharon LaFraniere, “Russian 
Spies, They’ve Got Mail,” The Washington Post, March 7, 2002, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/articles/A51550-2002Mar6.html; “Beltelecom Installs User Control System (SORM),” Organization, 
Charter 97, (March 30, 2012), https://charter97.org/en/news/2012/4/30/51553/; Lyombe S. Eko, New 
Media, Old Regimes: Case Studies in Comparative Communication Law and Policy, 1 edition (Lanham, 
Md: Lexington Books, 2012). 
176 Here the example of Western attention to China’s Internet censorship regime is also illustrative.  As 
mentioned previously, major ICT markets such as China’s have often proven sufficiently attractive to 
Western IT companies that the desire of such companies to participate in the growing market has run at 
cross-purposes with and perhaps undercut pro-“Internet freedom” diplomacy.  With lower levels of linkage 
to smaller states with less attractive ICT markets, however, Western powers might be less inclined to pay 
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Analysis 

While this investigation is far from sufficient to explain all dynamics of Internet 

policy adoption among nondemocratic states, it does provide some evidence in support of 

the hypotheses introduced in the previous section.  At least with regard to 1st generation 

approaches to censoring Internet content, we have seen that neither offline regime type 

nor Internet penetration level alone are sufficient to predict restrictive policy choice.  

While in combination they appear to provide a somewhat fuller explanation for the more 

extreme democratic and authoritarian regime types, furthermore, they neither provide 

sufficient insight into the likely policy choices of hybrid regimes, nor do they account for 

more specific details of legal or technical approaches selected for Internet regulation.   

 

In addition to these key factors, domestic protest levels as well as intra-regional 

diffusion and some global events and trends appear to significantly influence regime 

policy choices.  While longitudinal patterns indicate that regimes choose to adopt tighter 

restrictions when they face challenges from domestic Internet-enabled protest 

movements, regional policy clustering – clearly in part the effect of within-region 

                                                                                                                                            
attention to Internet restrictions where they exist in such settings, thus putting less diplomatic pressure on 
states which might in fact be more vulnerable to pressure on this issue.  If effective pressure is to be 
exerted, therefore, it seems paramount that Western IT companies and governments cooperate to insure 
some degree of consistency regarding their policies on the protection of Internet user rights.  While 
corporate responsibility initiatives such as the Global Network Initiative (GNI) and civil society Internet 
freedom advocacy networks (groups such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation, EFF) have tried to stress 
the importance of thoughtful corporate policy, given the historic absence of effective coordination, it is 
unclear to what extent Western diplomacy on this issue has acted as a significant deterrent against growing 
global Internet restrictions.  Such efforts and attention to the roles of Western IT companies are, 
nonetheless, an important advance over the absence of any significant public pressure on IT companies 
such as CISCO during their involvement in the initial construction of the Chinese “Great Firewall” in the 
early 2000s. 
See: Gutmann, Losing the New China. 
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similarities in regime type and cultural norms – cannot be explained by domestic factors 

alone and is also indicative of various forms of policy diffusion.  As global norms of 

“Internet freedom” have been hotly contested in recent years, normative pressures from 

the major democratic powers and the international community exert an inconsistent – 

though at times significant – influence on the domestic Internet policies that states adopt.  

Global events such as Hilary Clinton’s diplomatic push for global “Internet freedom,” the 

Arab Spring and its aftermath, and the Snowden revelations likewise have had major 

systemic impacts on global policy trends, initiating periods of greater normative pressure 

and consensus, norm contestation, or authoritarian learning.  The resulting ebb and flow 

of normative pressure in turn appears to influence policy outcomes in some states more 

than others.    

 

Hybrid regimes emerge as a particularly intriguing category to observe more 

closely as Internet penetration levels grow globally.  Until recently, many such states 

have still had somewhat low penetration rates, but case examples suggest that as 

penetration rates grow these regimes face particularly tricky trade-offs, balancing their 

remaining democratic legitimacy at home and abroad against the potentially-existential 

risks of increasing online-offline “asymmetry” and emerging Internet-enabled protest 

movements.  As growing Internet penetration in these contexts has the potential to serve 

as a linkage-magnifier177, increasing the global visibility of illiberal practices and rights 

                                                
177 In their analysis of key linkage factors influencing Western attention to particular norm-violating states, 
Levitsky and Way find geographic proximity to often emerge as the most important of these factors – often 
fostering and reinforcing other forms of transnational connectivity between states.  Growing Internet 
penetration clearly has the potential to serve as a similarly powerful intermediary variable, promoting 
increased flows of information, economic exchange, and the development of transnational collaborative 
and social networks.  Thus as penetration increases, we might expect some forms of increased linkage to 
emerge.   
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violations, furthermore, these states also are likely to come under increasing global 

scrutiny for norm-violating behaviors – in some cases facing significant reputation costs 

and punishments by the international community.   

 

Where protest movements emerge and appear to threaten regime stability, in the 

absence of other countervailing pressures, it appears that such regimes sometimes choose 

to adopt much stricter Internet policies.  But cracking down on Internet freedoms does 

little to limit reputational damage, even if it successfully limits the Internet’s role in such 

an international “boomerang effect” and domestic instability.  At the extreme in such 

cases, as regimes face critical decisions regarding whether to open further or crack down 

once Internet penetration reaches a certain critical level, regime type itself might even 

ultimately be influenced by Internet policy choices.   

 

The following chapters explore these dynamics in more depth by tracing the 

development of Internet control policies in Russia and the former Soviet region. 

 

  

                                                                                                                                            
This effect will likely be one more of magnification and reinforcement than of creating new 

connections where none existed.  Thus, while vast numbers of Internet users in countries with little prior 
interaction are unlikely to suddenly seek out mutual connection, those connections that do exist will have 
potential to increase significantly.  As such, growing Internet penetration magnifies the importance of 
existing non-geographic forms of linkage, increasing the overall level of linkage especially in countries in 
which non-geographic linkage was already high – a sort of inconsistent world-flattening effect, weighted by 
the intensity of pre-existing non-geographic linkages relative to geographic proximity. 

Growing Internet penetration will still of course result in increased linkage across geographically 
proximate countries, reinforcing and magnifying connections there just as elsewhere.  But these 
connections between geographic neighbors are usually closer to a level of “saturation,” as the high 
redundancy of connections reinforced by proximity make the Internet less of a novelty in the levels of new 
connectivity it facilitates.  As penetration rates increase, therefore, they are most likely to increase the 
relative importance of existing forms of linkage that are not tied to physical distance. 
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Chapter 4.  Digital-Dictators and Cyber-Hamsters: 
Reining in the Network in Post-White Ribbon Russia 

 
 

“They can laugh and call us microbloggers.  They can call us the hamsters of the 
Internet. Fine. I am an Internet hamster… But I know they are afraid of us… Yes, I am a 
little network hamster!  And I'll gnaw through the throats of these brutes!” 
 
- Alexei Navalny, Chisty Prudi Protest Rally, December 5th, 2011178 

 
 

On November 1, 2012, a new Russian Internet law went into effect that was 

ostensibly aimed at protecting children from websites promoting drug use, suicide, and 

pedophilia. The law, an amendment to the existing “Act for Information” which had been 

passed by both houses of parliament and signed by Vladimir Putin, established a 

“blacklist” of banned websites to be managed and updated daily by Russia’s Federal 

Service for Supervision of Telecommunications, Information Technology and Mass 

Communications, Roskomnadzor. Each blacklisted website was to be either directly shut 

down or blocked by all Russian ISPs. The law’s implementation followed less than a year 

after large-scale anti-regime protests – organized through social media and galvanized by 

the writings of oppositional bloggers – had wracked the capital and other cities. Major 

Russian Internet companies and human rights NGOs protested against the law’s passage, 

and many observers argued that the law was a thinly veiled pretext for the introduction of 

Internet censorship and a further crackdown against pro-democracy and oppositional 

                                                
178 During Russia’s 2011-2012 “White-Ribbon” protest movement, Russian government officials and state 
media referred disparagingly to protesters as “network hamsters” – implying that the Internet-users who 
were now pouring into the streets for protest events were a thoughtless crowd that could not think for 
themselves and just followed the lead of corrupting online influences.  The prominent anti-corruption 
blogger, Alexey Navalny, who emerged as a major leader in the online and offline protest movement, 
seized on this and other such labels, embracing them as rallying calls during speeches at mass protest 
events.  See: Simon Shuster, “Occupy the Kremlin: Russia’s Election Lets Loose Public Rage,” Time, 
December 5, 2011, http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2101569,00.html; “Oni 
sushchestvuyut: V Moskve proshel mnogotysyachnyy miting protiv fal’sifikatsiy na vyborakh” [“They 
exist: Protest against election fraud held in Moscow”], Lenta.ru, December 6, 2011, 
https://lenta.ru/articles/2011/12/06/protest/. 
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materials online.179  But it was not immediately clear what to expect.  The Internet in 

Russia had long been a relatively free space, and it was difficult to predict whether the 

government would fundamentally change its approach to Internet policy and with what 

consequences. 

 

Since the 2012 law permitting Internet censorship went into force, this picture in 

Russia has changed dramatically.  Approximately 20 new laws have been passed further 

restricting Internet content, permitting increased levels of mass surveillance, and 

enforcing legal penalties on Internet users and service providers.  Over 22,000 sites have 

been legally blocked, and prominent independent online news outlets have been 

closed.180 The most influential blogger involved in the protest movement has been 

prosecuted, and the founder of the most widely used domestic social network has fled the 

country after being forced to sell his shares to Kremlin allies.  The Russian government 

has been reported to be considering the development of a “kill switch” technology that 

would permit Russia’s domestic networks to be shut down completely or cut off from 

global Internet access on a moment’s notice in response to concerns over security or 

stability.181   

                                                
179  BBC News, “Russia Internet Blacklist Law Takes Effect,” BBC News, November 1, 2012, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-20096274. 
180 Statistics compiled by group RosKomSvoboda: RosKomSvoboda, “Reyestr Zapreshchennykh saytov” 
[“Register of Banned Sites”], accessed February 5, 2016, http://reestr.rublacklist.net/visual. 
181 Jeff Stone, “Russia Investigating Better Cybersecurity, Not Internet ‘Kill Switch,’ Putin Says,” 
International Business Times, October 1, 2014, http://www.ibtimes.com/russia-investigating-better-
cybersecurity-not-internet-kill-switch-putin-says-1697775;  Anastasiya Golitsyna, “Sovet bezopasnosti 
obsudit otklyucheniye Rossii ot global’nogo interneta: Rossiyskiye vlasti obsuzhdayut vozmozhnost’ 
otklyucheniya strany ot global’nogo interneta. Eta mera rassmatrivayetsya kak vremennaya na sluchay 
chrezvychaynoy situatsii” [“Security Council to discuss disconnection of Russia from the global internet: 
Russian authorities are discussing the possibility of disconnecting the country from the global internet. This 
measure is considered as temporary in the case of an emergency situtation”], Vedomosti, September 19, 
2014, http://www.vedomosti.ru/politics/articles/2014/09/19/suverennyj-internet;  Kevin Rothrock, “How 
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This chapter examines the ongoing developments in Russian Internet policy as a 

case study of the changing approaches to Internet regulation in non-democratic contexts.  

It focuses on the considerations and processes driving policy shifts.  Situating Russia’s 

approach to Internet policy in the global and historical context, it traces Russia’s recent 

changes in domestic Internet policy choices and their relation to political instability and 

control, examining a critical period of policy change in a regime that had previously 

stood out for its relatively unrestricted Internet.   

 

Russia presents a critical case for examining the impact of growing Internet 

penetration on state-society relations and regime type development within “hybrid 

regimes,” which have some characteristics of both democratic and authoritarian political 

systems.  As discussed in Chapter 1, hybrid regimes proliferated globally in the post-Cold 

War period and have often been described as more resilient to the pressures of 

globalization than more closed authoritarian regimes.  Growing Internet penetration 

challenges this resiliency.  Basing their legitimacy in some measure on the veneer of 

democratic institutions and freedoms, such regimes face conflicting pressures – to 

ostensibly abide by democratic norms of “Internet freedom” or to extend their control 

over and management of society and public discourse into the new digital realm.   

 

The unique relationship between state and society that hybrid regimes have 

maintained as an adaptation to globalization pressures in the post-Cold War era thus faces 

                                                                                                                                            
Not to Understand the Kremlin’s Internet ‘Kill Switch,’” Global Voices Advocacy, September 24, 2014, 
https://advox.globalvoices.org/2014/09/24/how-not-to-understand-the-kremlins-internet-kill-switch/. 
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potential destabilization as Internet penetration grows in these settings.  When penetration 

remains low, extensive overt online restrictions that clearly violate the norms of “Internet 

freedom” accepted by most democracies might not be implemented in such regimes, even 

in places where offline civil liberties are much more carefully delimited.  Other, subtler 

techniques to limit regime-threatening Internet uses might be pursued, but often nothing 

sufficient to challenge the Internet’s emerging preeminence as the platform for the 

greatest free discourse and organizing in an otherwise highly controlled society.  When 

and if Internet use rates grow and the Internet becomes a more widespread influence in 

public life182, however, these regimes face new stability threats resulting from the 

potential use of the Internet for protest and regime-critical discourse.  They might be 

forced, as such, to make a decision between clearly transgressing “Internet freedom” 

norms and stepping back from their “democratic” legitimization strategy, or, on the other 

hand, accepting the risk of a more politically turbulent and civically engaged domestic 

politics.   

 

Russia is a particularly interesting case for examining these dynamics, as it is 

clearly a regime that has experimented with different approaches to the Internet, before 

                                                
182 It is important not to assume that such growth will occur in all countries, or that it will occur at a similar 
pace or tke the same forms.  Intertwined with economic development and global economic integration, the 
development of Internet infrastructure and promotion of affordable Internet access for businesses, schools, 
and individuals has been sought after by many governments as an important aspect of national economic 
modernization.  But countries face varying hurdles to increased connectivity, ranging from limited access 
to affordable peering agreements to poverty and lack of individual personal computer ownership.  In many 
developing countries, widespread growth in access to the Internet and World Wide Web has developed 
most rapidly as a large portion of the population has gained access through mobile phones rather than 
computers.  As discussed in the previous chapter, furthermore, studies have shown that, all other things 
being equal, Internet penetration rates are lower in non-democratic states.  This could be due to deliberate 
efforts to restrict Internet access (e.g. North Korea as an extreme), or due to other economic and political 
practices of these regimes which result in slowed growth in Internet use.  The cost of Internet access is 
likely to be higher, for example, in states in which the telecommunications market is completely dominated 
by single monopoly or state-owned companies, thus depressing Internet penetration as fewer can afford the 
high costs.  
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ultimately developing a more restrictive – but unique – approach.  The Russian case 

provides insight into the types of accumulating pressures and critical junctures that might 

motivate hybrid regimes to break away from path dependencies and radically alter 

already-established approaches to Internet policy, and to the impact and reception of 

these shifts in settings where Internet use is already widespread.  It allows us to examine 

in detail the impact of growing Internet penetration on state-society relations in an 

“asymmetric” setting in which the Internet developed into a vibrant public space, 

providing greater freedoms of expression and association than those available in offline 

daily life.  It likewise allows us to see how this dynamic changes when such a regime 

begins to dramatically restrict these freedoms in response to mass protest mobilizations 

and political crises.   

 

This research is based on fieldwork conducted in Russia in 2013-2014.  The 

chapter uses findings from interviews, participant observation, and analysis of speeches, 

laws and data to trace the processes by which domestic and international factors – 

including the 2011-2012 “White Ribbon” protest movement and the ongoing conflict in 

Ukraine – have influenced Internet-related policy decisions in Russia, and, in-turn, to 

scrutinize the impact of the shifting approach to Internet regulation on state-society 

relations and the further development of regime type.  The chapter also analyzes the 

impact of legitimacy costs, the economic and lobbying strength of the ICT sector, the 

regime’s technical capacity, and institutional path dependencies in shaping policy 

outcomes.  The chapter also examines the impacts of globally significant events such as 
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the Arab Spring and the Snowden revelations through authoritarian learning dynamics 

and changes in global normative discourse.  

 

While Russia’s change in approach to Internet regulation is, in some ways, 

consistent with the regime’s longstanding approach to the management of society and 

control of information, reining in the new medium just as use levels reach a point of 

obvious political and societal significance, this shift also shows an explicit reevaluation 

of and alteration in stance towards the Internet, prioritizing overt security and control 

over economic growth. These changes indicate the uncertainties of the future role of the 

Internet in hybrid regime settings.  The general tightening of control over society and 

shift in legitimization strategy that has accompanied Russia’s bold changes in Internet 

policy, furthermore, raises important questions about the potential long-term impact of 

growing Internet penetration on the overall development of regime type in such settings. 

 

The chapter is divided into six sections.  The first section, “Network Technologies 

in the Soviet Union and Russia and the Rise of RuNet,” provides a brief glimpse at the 

pre-history and history of the Internet in Russia, from the Cold War days of Soviet 

information technology and network science research to the development of the Internet 

and WorldWideWeb in post-Soviet Russia of the 1990s.  The section notes the 

governance institutions and doctrines, and the various stakeholder groups that have 

developed alongside the early Internet in the Russian context, examining the origins of 

Russia’s evolving approach to domestic ICT sector development and to notions of 

“information security.” 
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The second section, “Post-Soviet Russia’s Hybrid Regime,” discusses the nature 

of Russia’s non-democratic political regime and its development through the post-Soviet 

period.  The section particularly focuses on the relationship between state and society that 

has developed during the Putin and Medvedev Presidencies in the 2000s, examining the 

existing spaces for and restrictions on independent civic engagement, media, free 

expression, and information sharing during that period.  Russia’s use of subtle, quasi-

legalistic, and plausibly deniable forms of control over society in this period is typical of 

the sorts of “low-intensity coercion” measures that Levitsky and Way describe as typical 

of competitive authoritarian regimes.183  The nature of Russia’s regime during this period 

also has consequences for its approach to the Internet as RuNet’s popularity and role in 

society grows.   

 

The third section, “Asymmetry, Deniability, and Development: RuNet in the 

2000s,” examines these dynamics, showing both elements of similarity and of difference 

in how the Russian government dealt with the Internet in relation to other areas of control 

over and interaction with society.  Online-versus-offline policy asymmetry grows 

significantly through this period as the regime tightens its reins over society.  Even as 

explicit state control over civil society and media in Russia tightened significantly during 

the 2000s, we see this contrasted strikingly with the state’s seemingly more laissez faire 

approach to control of the Internet and its growing use for new forms of civic 

engagement, public discourse, and independent media coverage.  Comparing online and 

offline restrictions of expression and civil liberties during this period, Russia stands out 
                                                
183 Levitsky and Way, Competitive Authoritarianism. 
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globally as an exemplar of regime “asymmetry” in which the Internet long provided an 

apparently more permissive environment for independent discourse and association than 

was permitted in the offline environment.  At the same time, the Russian state did take 

some subtler measures to control and restrict certain uses of the Internet.  Both domestic 

and international statements and legal postures suggest that the regime never fully 

accepted the notion of a permanently laissez faire and globally interconnected digital 

space, even if they did pay some lip service to these normative positions, and even if 

some actors within both the regime and society truly sought to maintain this approach. 

 

The fourth section, “About-Face: Changes in Internet Controls, 2012-2016,” 

examines the sudden and sweeping change in the Russian government’s approach to the 

development and control of its domestic Internet following the 2011-2012 mass protest 

movement.184  The section discusses new laws, court cases, technical and extra-legal 

                                                
184 As was exemplified by the regime’s disparaging use of the phrase “Internet hamsters” and its online and 
offline adaptation as a rallying call in street protests, online activism, blogs, and Internet-based discourse 
and organizing played extremely important and widely-noted roles in Russia’s 2011-2012 White Ribbon 
protest movement.  Ongoing discussion of the movement and its relationship with the government occurred 
in mainstream media, online, and in street protest rallies, with images and commentary being exchanged 
between these forums.  Regime representatives, at the same time, became increasingly critical of the newly-
visible, oppositional, Internet-leveraging public, sometimes suggesting that they were being led astray by 
negative online influences.  In another famous exchange from the same period, Vladimir Putin referred to 
the protesters as “banderlogs” – a reference to the hypnotized swarms of chattering monkeys in Rudyard 
Kipling’s The Jungle Book: 

 
“One must be respectful of all our citizens, even of those who have no perception of 
power in principle. However, there are people, who have a passport of a Russian 
Federation’s citizen but act in the interests of foreign states and on foreign money. We 
shall seek to establish contact with them as well. This is often useless and impossible to 
do. What [can we] say to them in such a case? ‘Come to me, banderlogs!’ … I’ve loved 
Kipling’s stories since my childhood.” 
 
- Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, Live Phone-In, December 15, 2011 

 
This comment prompted a similar online and offline embrace by the opposition, with poet Dmitry Bykov 
penning soon-viral online poetry on the theme.  At the December 24th protest rally on Sakharov Avenue, 
blogger Alexey Navalny greeted the crowd, “Hi all of you Bandar Logs and Internet hamsters: You were 
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attacks, corporate take-overs, and rhetoric that have been used to exert state control over 

Internet content and use within its territory.  The fifth section, “Explaining Russian 

Internet Policy,” examines factors and processes potentially contributing to Internet 

policy choice in different non-democratic regime settings, seeking to explain Russia’s 

sudden and distinctive change of tack.  The roles of overall regime type, Internet 

penetration, political instability, ICT sector development, domestic legitimacy concerns, 

technological capacity, and intra-regime politics and path dependencies are considered, as 

are international normative pressures and authoritarian learning.   

 

The final section, “Lessons from the Russian Case,” asks what lessons can be 

learned from the history of Russia’s Internet policy approaches for understanding the 

impact of growing Internet penetration on the development of political regime types and 

the role of the Internet in state-society relations.   

 

                                                                                                                                            
called Bandar Log but you came here today. But where is the chap who called us that?”  These themes were 
frequently blended with discussion of empowerment, voice, and votes – as in a letter Navalny wrote from 
prison the same month that was read at a December 10th protest meeting: 
 

“It’s impossible to beat and arrest hundreds of thousands, millions. We are not cattle or 
slaves. We have voices and votes, and we have the power to uphold them.” 

 
See:  Marina Galperina, “Putin Relates to a Magical Python on Live TV,” ANIMAL, December 16, 
2011, http://animalnewyork.com/2011/putin-relates-to-a-magical-python-on-live-tv/; 
GrazhdaninPoet (CitizenPoet), “Svezhiy Zakon Dzhungley” [“Fresh Law of the Jungle”], Animal, 
December 18, 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GcOYh-FvR4; “Putin Uses Kipling to 
Refer to Foreign-Money-Backed Oppositionists,” Itar-Tass, December 15, 2011, 
http://tass.ru/en/archive/666547; Guy Faulconbridge, “Analysis: Russia’s Putin Risks Losing 
Touch amid Protests,” Reuters, December 26, 2011, http://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-
putin-idUSTRE7BP0GH20111226. 
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Network Technologies in the Soviet Union and Russia and the Rise of RuNet 

 

The adoption and role of the Internet within Russian society is particularly 

interesting, considering the historical significance of computers and computer networks 

during the Cold War, and the extensive expertise and consideration concerning these 

technologies that developed in the Soviet Union, paralleling early developments in the 

United States and Europe.  Yet in spite of being a country rich with vast human capital in 

the areas of theoretical mathematics, computer theory, and programming, the Soviet 

Union fell dramatically behind the West in the development and utilization of computers 

for civilian purposes.  They likewise never developed a dual-use or civilian nation-wide 

computer network, despite the fact that such networks had been proposed in the U.S.S.R. 

since well before the development of ARPANET in the U.S.. 

 

By the time of Stalin’s death in 1953, the Soviet economy faced many difficulties 

related to inefficiencies of centralized planning.  The development of early electronic 

computers, taking off at this same time, was seen by some as offering “a panacea for the 

Soviet economic woes.”  Computers were viewed as facilitating more efficient use of 

statistics and planning, eliminating human error and greatly increasing the speed at which 

information could be processed and decisions made within the bureaucratic organs of 

economic control.  With the growing use of computers, by the late 1950s, the field of 

“cybernetics” also began to take off in the Soviet Union, embraced not only as the study 

of “feedback control and information theory” introduced by Norbert Wiener, but as an 

entrée into “the entire realm of mathematical models and computer simulations of 
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‘control and communication’ processes in machines, living organisms, and society.”  

Mathematical economic models had often been maligned by association with capitalism, 

and, when cybernetics emerged in the late 1940s, it was similarly ridiculed in the Soviet 

press.  But after Stalin’s death cybernetic theory emerged as a meeting ground for liberal 

reformers and central planners alike, drawing upon the work of Soviet economists, 

mathematicians, and computer theorists, and offering new efficiencies of control as well 

as greater potential for similar forms of feedback and efficiency as those introduced by 

markets.185  The new models and theories developed by Soviet cyberneticists were taken 

seriously by the central Soviet leadership, sometimes leading to the consideration of 

dramatic new undertakings in the name of economic efficiency.186  

 

By the mid-1950s, the Soviet military was also responding to a serious challenge.  

The SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) air defense system being developed 

at the time in the United States used a “centralized nationwide network of computerized 

command-and-control centers” to track and respond to air attacks.187  The Soviet military 

                                                
185 As Norbert Wiener’s “cybernetics” received widespread attention in Western scientific communities in 
the late 1940s and early 1950s the emerging field was denounced by Stalin and the Soviet press as a 
“bourgeois pseudoscience,” with Weiner himself referred to as a “charlatan and obscurantist.”  After 
Stalin's death, research in this field took off, however, in part due to the country's strong human capital in 
related fields such as mathematics.  See: Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics, or the Control and Communication 
in the Animal and the Machine (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1948); Benjamin Peters, “Normalizing Soviet 
Cybernetics,” Information & Culture: A Journal of History 47, no. 2 (2012): 145–75, 
doi:10.1353/lac.2012.0009; Slava Gerovitch, “‘Russian Scandals’: Soviet Readings of American 
Cybernetics in the Early Years of the Cold War,” The Russian Review 60 (October 2001): 545–68; Slava 
Gerovitch, “The Cybernetics Scare and the Origins of the Internet” (Baltic Worlds, February 2010), 
http://balticworlds.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/32-38-cybernetik.pdf; Slava Gerovitch, “InterNyet: 
Why the Soviet Union Did Not Build a Nationwide Computer Network,” History and Technology 24, no. 4 
(December 2008): 335–50, doi:10.1080/07341510802044736. 
186 Gerovitch, “InterNyet.” 
187 Ibid. 
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responded by building their own parallel computerized defense systems.188  In the late 

1950s and early 1960s, three distributed computer networks were built, for purposes of 

air defense, missile defense, and space surveillance, respectively.189  Despite the ultimate 

development of nationwide networks for military and defense purposes, these networks 

were highly secret and were not built in a way to also facilitate civilian use.  Relying on 

hundreds of distinct types of “specialized computers with hardwired algorithms” 

designed for particular military uses, their constituent nodes lacked the general 

functionality required to permit the emergence of a more universal generative network.190  

 

Civilian networks for economic control were also envisioned during this period, 

drawing on the research of economic cybernetics, and on the new technical possibilities 

facilitated by such distributed networks.  Isaak Bruk, director of the Control Machines 

and Systems Laboratory, made the first such proposal at an October 1956 meeting of the 

Academy of Sciences.  Bruk proposed building a “hierarchical network of ‘control 

machines’ to collect, transmit, and process economic data and to facilitate decision-
                                                
188 Beginning in the 1950s, for example, the Institute of Precision Mechanics and Computer Engineering in 
Moscow was using a rudimentary computer network between a central computer and terminals to research 
automated missile defense.   This institute, directed by Soviet computing pioneer Sergei Lebedev, was also 
at the forefront of the development of the Soviet Union’s electronic mainframe computers during the 1950s 
and 1960s, such as the BESM (БЭСМ) series computers and the M-20.  (BESM = "Большая Электронно-
Счётная Машина" for "Large Electronically Computing Machine")   
189 These were each developed by different research institutes: The first, which ultimately consisted of a 
network of eight transistor-based TETIVA computers in “distributed command-and-control centers,” was 
developed by the Scientific Research Institute No. 101 (founded in 1956 for this purpose and later renamed 
the Scientific Research Institute of Automatic Equipment).  The second, a distributed network known as 
“System A” encompassing two general (M-40 and M-50) computers and a number of specialized 
computers and radar installations, was built by the Moscow Institute of Precision Mechanics and Computer 
Technology, and tested in 1961.  The third, an automated system that shared data between three nodes and 
numerous radar stations thousands of miles apart, was developed beginning in 1962 by the Moscow 
Institute of Electronic Control Machines.  A later network to “support an automated control system for the 
Strategic Missile Forces” developed by the Scientific Research Institute of Automatic Equipment included 
“nationwide coverage” and the transmission of “coded messages over low-quality communication 
channels” using “open systems” and “datagram switching.”  
See: Gerovitch, “InterNyet.” 
190 Ibid. 
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making by computer simulation.”  In a 1959 letter to Khruschchev, Engineer Colonel 

Anatolii Kitov, the “deputy head of Computation Center No. 1 of the Ministry of 

Defense” known also for his scholarship on cybernetics and digital computers, 

recommended installing computers at factories and government agencies and linking 

these together in a network to ultimately build a “‘unified automated management 

system’ for the national economy.”191  In a 1962 article in Communist, communications 

engineer Aleksandr Kharkevich recommended the digitization of all “telephone, 

telegraph, radio, and television communications” and the development of a national 

information network through which these would all be transmitted.  His article proposed 

building a “central depository of information” – a sort of national database – that could 

be queried by any terminal on the national network.192    

 

Building on these ideas, in November 1962, Viktor Glushkov, Director of the 

Institute of Cybernetics in Kiev, presented a proposal to the Deputy Chairman of the 

Soviet Council of Ministers, Alexei Kosygin, recommending a nationwide computer 

network and a related automated system for managing the country’s economy.  

Glushkov’s proposed network would have included some 100-200 large data centers 

connected by dedicated high bandwidth lines (no circuit-, message-, or packet- 

switching), as well as some 20,000 smaller nodes in industrial enterprises and 

government agencies.  It also would have included a “distributed data bank” accessible 

                                                
191 To reduce costs, Kitov later submitted a formal proposal to Party leadership recommending this network 
be build as a “dual-use system” that would be used for military calculations and coordination but then 
utilize spare capacity for the economic feedback and control.  For his pains, Kitov was ultimately expelled 
from both the Party and the military and stripped of his leadership role at the Computation Center.  See: 
Ibid. 
192 Ibid. 
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“from any terminal on the network.”193  A later iteration of Glushkov’s vision, the 

“Statewide Automated Management System for Collection and Processing of Information 

for the Accounting, Planning, and Management of the National Economy” (abbreviated 

“OGAS” from the Russian) laid out an even more ambitious computer network-based 

system for control of all information flows in the national economy.194  In 1971, the 

Twenty Fourth Party Congress first authorized but then retracted authorization for the 

OGAS project.  The Politburo, after becoming concerned over the political implications 

of such a significant overhaul in economic control processes, instead supported a more 

modest plan to introduce more information management systems in industry, but without 

any effort to facilitate an economy-wide management system and no clear plan for 

implementing construction of a nationwide computer network.  New stripped-down 

versions of the OGAS plan were again approved at Party Congresses in 1976 and 

1981.195   

 

While proposals for the use of digital networks to facilitate cybernetic visions of 

economic efficiency were repeatedly introduced from the late 1950s through the early 

1980s, and were often seriously considered at the highest levels of the Soviet leadership, 

such a plan was never fully implemented.  These ideas were viewed with particular 

renewed interest in the late 1960s and early 1970s, as the government learned of the 

                                                
193 A later, 1964, version of this plan, designed by Glushkov in collaboration with economist Nikolai 
Fedorenko, envisioned “tens of thousands of local computer centers to collect ‘primary information,’ 30-50 
mid-level computer centers in major cities, and one top-level center controlling the entire network and 
serving the government.”   
194 Glushkov, who “viewed computerization as a vehicle of reform” and saw his work as “‘not only 
scientific and technical, but also political[,]’ […] was convinced that a reform might come only from the 
very top” and thus saw his task as one of convincing the Soviet leadership to undertake a major all-or-
nothing top-down reform. 
195 Gerovitch, “InterNyet.” 
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ARPANET project in the United States.  Turf wars and competition over resources 

between agencies (especially between the State Planning Committee, Gosplan, and the 

Central Statistical Administration), the concerns of bureaucrats worried that the 

innovation might make their own positions expendable, and the predication of the entire 

plan on top-down approval and a massive overhaul of management practices throughout 

the economy persistently stymied the successful implementation of such proposals, 

however. 196   Throughout this period, individual agencies and enterprises further 

developed their in-house data management systems and computer centers, but these were 

built from incompatible hardware and software, making the construction of a cross-

agency network (or the sort of “network of networks” that developed out of ARPANET) 

even more far-fetched.197  In the 1970s, independent networks were developed for the 

specific purposes of “civil aviation, weather prediction, banking, and academic research,” 

as well as for the booking of train tickets,198 but no connections were built between 

networks, and most of these did not reach the national scale.199  

 

By the late 1970s, with ARPANET taking off in the United States, and other 

national- and regional- networks beginning to grow in Europe, few in the U.S.S.R. had 

                                                
196 The tension between the centralized hierarchical vision of control and the liberal vision of distributed 
autonomy and local feedback also indicated deep ironies in the conceptualization of these plans. See: Ibid. 
197 Despite this emphasis, by 1989, a National Academy of Sciences report found that only 10% of Soviet 
enterprises had “in-house management information systems,” a number much lower than that found in the 
United States and Western European states at the time.  See: John Markoff, “SOVIET COMPUTING: AN 
INSIDE VIEW,” The New York Times, March 25, 1989, sec. Business, 
http://www.nytimes.com/1989/03/25/business/soviet-computing-an-inside-view.html. 
198 The “Express” network was introduced in 1972 for the Russian Railways.  It allowed ticket reservation 
from Moscow ten days in advance of a departure.  Later evolutions of this system in the 1980s reached 11 
states of the USSR and approximately 9000 individual terminals, and permitted both booking of tickets and 
a passenger reference service.  (The availability and quality of these services may not have been uniform or 
consistent, however.)  See: Mikhail Berezka, RZD, “‘EXPRESS-3’, the Russian and C.I.S. Information, 
Reservation and Ticketing System,” Express-3.ru, accessed August 7, 2016, http://eng.www.express-
3.ru/express-3/V10-02/text.htm;  “Author’s Personal Correspondence,” Spring 2016. 
199 Gerovitch, “InterNyet.” 
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access to any computer network, and links had not yet developed between existing Soviet 

computer centers and networks and the developing global Internet.  First efforts at 

connecting Soviet networks with the global Internet began in the late 1970s and early 

1980s.  The first network connection between the Soviet Union and international 

networks was established in 1978, when Dr. Oleg Smirnov, a Soviet aerospace systems 

engineer working at the International Institute for Advanced Systems Analysis in Vienna, 

Austria set up a data link between the institute and a laboratory in Moscow.  In 1982, 

Smirnov went on to found the Institute for Automated Systems (IAS), in Moscow, which, 

in collaboration with the All Union Scientific Research Institute for Applied 

Computerized Systems (VNIIPAS)200, of which Smirnov was director, and its offshoot, 

the U.S.S.R. National Center for Automated Data Exchange, played key roles in the 

development of network connections between research centers in the Soviet Union and 

also in connecting these with the outside world.201  In 1983 VNIIPAS established the San 

Francisco-Moscow Teleport (SFMT) in collaboration with partners in the U.S.  This 

network connection was later used to permit UCLA doctors to participate in treating 
                                                
200 VNIIPAS was itself a subsidiary of the National Academy of Sciences. 
201 The resulting “IASnet” used the X.25 protocol to establish data connections over existing telephone 
lines – not fast connections, but sufficient to allow “access to primitive teleconferences and foreign 
computer databases” and to support “e-mail and file exchanges” with foreign researchers.   

One of the early users of such connections was Anatole Klyosov, a respected Soviet biochemist who 
was invited to lead a Soviet delegation to a UN “computer conference” to take place online in 1983 and 
began using the VNIIPAS connection in 1982 in preparation.  Klyosov subsequently continued using the 
research center’s computers to access the global Internet throughout the 1980s without asking government 
approval, and later expressed wonder that the KGB had not more closely monitored or clamped down on 
his activities.  Klyosov later published articles, interviews, and a book describing his experiences as 
“Russia’s first Internet user,” but Smirnov stated that there had been others using the VNIIPAS global 
connections during the same period. 

IAS also developed database technologies, email and teleconferencing clients, and other software 
useful for facilitating data sharing and communication over network connections for use in Soviet 
industries and government.  By the late 1980s, during the period of economic liberalization under 
Gorbachev, Smirnov’s institute also began selling software applications for personal computers, and 
Smirnov himself was heavily involved in joint ventures between enterprises in the USSR and US to 
increase network connections and data sharing.  During Perestroika, he played a leading role in promoting 
and helping to establish new fast network connections between the United States and the Soviet Union, 
arguing against concerns over security risks or data theft. 
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patients from the Chernobyl disaster, and it was subsequently developed into a for-profit 

service, Soviet-American (SovAm) Teleport.  Other small points of connection were 

developed throughout the 1980s, but only limited numbers of individuals knew of or had 

access to these links.202  The high cost and low availability of personal computers in the 

Soviet Union in the 1980s likewise significantly limited the growth of Soviet Internet use 

during this period.203  

 

While there were a number of simultaneous efforts to create network connections 

in the late Soviet period, the origins of the Russian Internet are frequently drawn to work 

                                                
202 Interestingly, the establishment of early network connections between the Soviet Union and the West 
was met with a mix of enthusiasm and concern on both sides.  A 1989 New York Times article recounting 
the mood during these early efforts explained how “the prospect of widespread computer links between the 
countries has raised national security fears among some computer scientists and American military 
officials” and that the connections also raised “concerns that high-technology data from the United States 
might be illicitly tapped by the Soviet Union.”  The Reagan Administration in fact temporarily suspended 
US funding to the Vienna-based research institute where the first network connection was established. 
203 A practical joke at the time gives some idea how rare Internet connections still were in the Soviet Union.  
On April 1, 1984, a Usenet site called Kremvax was established, claiming to be based in the Kremlin and 
posted by General Secretary Konstantin Chernenko – widely understood as an absolute absurdity at the 
time.  The April Fools joke was in fact perpetrated by an Amsterdam-based user, and became famous 
enough that it was later paid homage in the naming of the Soviet domain’s first gateway site.  The first 
actual Moscow-based site, demos.su, was established in 1990, and the gateway site was named 
“kremvax.demos.su.”  See:  godfatherof.nl Blog, “The Kremvax Hoax,” Godfatherof.nl, accessed August 7, 
2016, http://godfatherof.nl/kremvax.html; Eric S. Raymond, “Kremvax,” Personal Homepage, The 
Cathedral and the Bazaar (Catb.org), accessed August 6, 2016, 
http://catb.org/~esr/jargon/html/K/kremvax.html. 

More generally, on the state of computing and computer networking in the late Soviet Union, see: 
Markoff, “SOVIET COMPUTING,” March 25, 1989; Gordon Cook, “Russian Telecommunications: Crisis 
Creation of Infrastructure in 1992” (Cook Network Consultants, July 1992), 
http://www.cookreport.com/special-reports-archive/63-russian-telecommunicationscrisis-creation-of-
infrastructure-in-1992-; Anatole Alekseevich Klyosov, “Dvadtsat’ Let Spustya, Ili Kak Nachinalsya 
Internet v Sovetskom Soyuze” [“Twenty Years Later, or Internet Began in the Soviet Union”], 
Pseudology.org, 2002, http://www.pseudology.org/webmaster/Klyesov_Internet.htm; Anatole Klyosov, 
“Computer Conferences on the Agenda,” Science in the USSR, no. 6 (1985): 84–89; Matthias Schepp, 
“Internet-Pionier Kljosow: Genosse Online” [“Internet-Pioneer Klyosov: Comrade Online”], SPIEGEL 
ONLINE, October 10, 2010, http://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/netzpolitik/internet-pionier-kljosow-genosse-
online-a-723933.html; Natalya Krainova, “One of Russia’s First Internet Users Recalls the Thrill,” 
Archive.is, June 25, 2010, http://archive.is/sZ5Fx; “O Fonde I Domene SU” [“About the Fund and the 
Domain SU”], Organization, Fond Razvitiya Internet [Fund for Internet Development], accessed August 7, 
2016, http://www.fid.su/museum/zal1/12/; Dan Pototsky, “Anatole Klyosov: The Original Soviet Internet 
Geek,” Russia Beyond The Headlines, April 7, 2014, 
http://rbth.com/science_and_tech/2014/04/07/anatole_klyosov_the_original_soviet_internet_geek_35713.ht
ml.   
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that began in the Moscow-based Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy under the 

Academy of Sciences, one of the Soviet Union’s leading nuclear and military research 

facilities.  The institute housed the first Soviet supercomputer, Elbrus, as well as ES, a 

Soviet copy of an IBM mainframe.  By the mid-1980s, it also was home to a team of 

talented programmers, led by Valery Bardin, who were tasked with modifying a copy of 

the Unix operating system to make it suitable for Soviet computers.  When Alexey 

Soldatov, a nuclear physicist who had worked with Unix while an intern at the Niels Bohr 

Institute in Copenhagen, became director of the Kurchatov Institute’s Computation 

Center in 1985, he suggested using the modified operating system to develop a network 

connecting the Institute’s computers, as he had witnessed in Copenhagen. He used his 

position to advocate for the purchase of necessary equipment to develop a distributed 

network across the institute’s large campus.  He then pushed to extend this network to 

establish connections with other leading research centers across the country. 204   

 

The Kurchatov computing team named their network “Relcom” for “RELiable 

COMmunications,” and it expanded to develop connections across the country.205  In 

                                                
204 Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
205 In true-nerd fashion, the name was first actually proposed by a random word generator program, but was 
then agreed upon by the team because of the english-language meaning it could abbreviate. Ibid.  
For discussion of the early Relcom network, also see: Larry Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy 
and Development,” August 26, 1991, http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/docs/about-the-net/Usenet/soviet.coup; 
Larry Press, “Personal Computing: Wide-Area Collaboration,” Communications of the ACM 34, no. 12 
(December 1991): 21–24; Larry Press, “Relcom, An Appropriate Technology Network,” in INET 1992 
Proceedings (The Internet Society (ISOC), 1992),  
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUK
EwjMj-
HIhbDOAhUJ4oMKHXyfAZcQFggrMAI&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.isoc.org%2Fisoc%2Fconferences
%2Finet%2F92%2Fproceedings%2FApplications_A2_RELCOM.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEuDpOVB1TvVWw
G20WWlkfpsTkfEA&sig2=rfe2CDH5NJzgquCNSgolDg&bvm=bv.129391328,d.amc; A.S. Mendkovich 
and A.I. Rusakov, “FREEnet: Russian Association of Academic and Research Regional Networks,” in 
INET96 Proceedings: Transforming Our Society Now (Montreal, Canada: The Internet Society (ISOC), 
1996), https://www.isoc.org/inet96/proceedings/g6/g6_1.htm; Rafal Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian 
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1990 the network established its first connections beyond the Kurchatov Institute – first 

to the Institute of Informatics and Automation in Leningrad, and then to research 

institutions in Dubna, Serpukhov, and Novosibirsk. On August 28, 1990,206 the network 

established its first link beyond the USSR to Helsinki, Finland.207  On September 19th, the 

team then registered the Soviet Union’s first top-level domain, “.su” and soon after 

established its first Internet site, demos.su.  (The “.ru” domain was registered later, in 

1994.)  Over the following year, the network expanded across the Soviet Union, 

connecting computers in 70 cities from Leningrad to Vladivostok and in more than 400 

organizations including research institutes, news agencies208, schools and universities, 

stock exchanges, and government agencies.209 

 

The group eventually split into two teams – inside and outside the highly secure 

Kurchatov campus – collaborating to develop and market supporting technology and 

network connections.  The new networking-enabled operating system developed at 

                                                                                                                                            
Cyberspace: Perspectives on Democracy and the Net,” Discussion Paper (United Nations Research Institute 
for Social Development (UNRISD), October 1999), 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.168.3802&rep=rep1&type=pdf. 
206 According to Borogan and Soldatov (2015).  Or August 22nd, 1990 according to Larry Press (1991): 
sources give different dates.  Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web; Press, “A Computer Network for 
Democracy and Development.” 
207 Through this connection, they gained access to the European Network, EUnet. 
208 The young independent news agency Interfax (founded in 1989) was among these early connections, as 
would prove important later.  Established by Radio Moscow and the French-Italian-Soviet collaborative 
venture Interquadro, Interfax used fax machines to rapidly transmit information in the Soviet region and 
between Moscow and the outside world.  See:  Jonathan Coopersmith, Faxed: The Rise and Fall of the Fax 
Machine, 1 edition (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015); Soldatov and Borogan, The Red 
Web; Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and Development.” 
209 While such rapid growth in the number and geographic expanse of connections was significant, it also is 
important to note that this network was by no means permitting widespread access.  With minimal personal 
computer ownership in the Soviet Union at the time, computers were a scarce resource which was almost 
exclusively accessible through institutional settings.  A single slow connection might be available in one 
office of an institute, while most in the the institute, let alone the city, had no Internet access.  
See:  Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and Development”; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red 
Web. 
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Kurchatov had been called “Demos210” for “Dialogue United Mobile Operating System”.  

In 1989, taking advantage of the new rules allowing “cooperative” business ventures 

under Mikhail Gorbachev, some members of the programming group at the Institute split 

off and founded a commercial cooperative, Demos (named for the network-enabling 

operating system), which sold the modified operating system as well as network 

connections.  This business became Russia’s first commercial Internet service provider. 

211 

 

A year after the establishment of its first connection to the global Internet, the 

Relcom network was put to an extraordinary test as a conduit of sensitive information and 

communication.  On August 19th, 1991, members of the Demos/Relcom team awoke to 

learn of the attempted coup against Mikhail Gorbachev.  The streets of Moscow were full 

of tanks and troops, and state television pronounced Gennady Yanayev the new Soviet 

leader.  KGB chairman Vladimir Kryuchkov, minister of defense Dmitry Yazov, and 

other members of the country’s conservative leadership had plotted to oust Gorbachev 

and end the liberalizing reforms into which he had led the country.  There was very little 

available information about the state of affairs in the country, and an atmosphere of fear 

and uncertainty prevailed.  The Demos/Relcom team determined, at all costs, to keep 

their connection with the global Internet alive and to utilize the network to share and 

disseminate accurate information.  “I have seen the tanks with my own eyes[,]” wrote the 

team’s 26-year old senior programmer, Vadim Antonov, at 5am on the first day of the 

                                                
210 Dilogova Edinstvaya Monozadachana Operatsonaya Sistema, also translated as «Unified Interactive 
Multitasking Operating System».  See:  Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace.” 
211 Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and Development”; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
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putsch.  “I hope we’ll be able to communicate during the next few days.  Communists 

cannot rape the Mother Russia once again!”212   

 

The Demos Cooperative’s staff worked round-the-clock for the next three days, 

using the Relcom network to gather and distribute news and information.  This required 

innovative use of new tools, and the careful monitoring of their fragile network.213  The 

UseNet user group, talk.politics.soviet was used to share the news and information, and 

the team also maintained connections to independent Soviet media outlets and to contacts 

in other countries.  They published to their subscribers news updates from the 

independent agency Interfax, the radio station Echo Moskvy, and other independent 

media outlets to which they were connected.214  They likewise typed up and circulated 

the transcript of Boris Yeltsin’s proclaimation of resistance, and translated this and other 

information into English and from English into Russian.  Late at night on the first day of 

the coup, Polina Antonova (Vadim’s wife and also a member of the Demos cooperative) 

wrote to their friend, Larry Press, a computer science professor in California, explaining, 

“They try to close all mass media, they stopped CNN an hour ago, and Soviet TV 

transmits opera and old movies. But, thank Heaven, they don’t consider RELCOM mass 

                                                
212 Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and Development”; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
213 On the evening of the first day of the coup, when network traffic slowed to a crawl under increased 
demand, Vadim Antonov distributed a message to their network asking people to limit their transmission of 
non-essential messages.  “Please stop flooding the only narrow channel with bogus messages with silly 
questions. Note that it’s neither a toy nor a means to reach your relatives or friends. We need the bandwidth 
to help organize the resistance. Please, do not (even unintentionally) help these fascists!”  The network at 
the time included one main server (a home computer), one backup server, and a single telephone line 
connection to Finland linking the network to the global Internet.  There was a very real risk of the spike in 
traffic causing the server to crash or the connection to fail. 
Quotations and description from:  Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and Development.”  
214 These included: the Northwest Information Agency (based in Leningrad), Baltfax, and the Russian 
Information Agency. 
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media or they simply forgot about it. Now we transmit information enough to put us in 

prison for the rest of our life.” 215 

 

The team continued their efforts even after, on the second day of the coup, the 

plotters used state TV to announce “Decree No. 3” which sought to eliminate all means 

of sharing news and information, calling for cutting off exchange of information with the 

West, and suspending Russian television and radio broadcasts as “not conducive to the 

process of stabilizing the situation in the country.”  In what the Relcom/Demos team 

referred to as “Regime N1,” they also asked their subscribers in cities across the Soviet 

Union to look out their windows and describe exactly what was going on.  They 

publicized these eyewitness accounts and used this feedback to piece together a fuller 

account of what was occuring across the country – thus realizing that only Moscow and 

Leningrad were under military control and that the coup was likely to fail.  Overall, over 

the three days of the failed coup attempt, the team transmitted some 46,000 messages 

updating their network on news and information.216  Though the number of network 

nodes was still extremely small217, the distribution and fact that it included news agencies 

and organizations with access to broader networks (such as via fax) permitted this tiny 

and fragile nascent digital network to play at least some small role in bypassing the 

                                                
215 Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and Development”; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
216 After the coup attempt, the Relcom network continued to expand.  They were so much the dominant 
player in the early days of the development of nationwide Russian digital networks that through the mid-
1990s the word “Relcom” was used synonymously or in place of the term “Internet.”  See: Rohozinski, 
“Mapping Russian Cyberspace.”  Also see:  Press, “A Computer Network for Democracy and 
Development”; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
217 The overall number of Internet connections of any sort in the Soviet Union in 1991 (not just via Relcom) 
was still extremely low.  By 1992, World Bank measurements for the newly independent Russian 
Federation showed Russia as having a penetration rate of 0.00067 Internet users per 100, a rate over 2500 
times lower than the 1.72 per 100 penetration rate in the United States in the same year.   
Data from: The World Bank, “World DataBank: World Development Indicators,” 2016, 
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=2&series=IT.NET.USER.P2&country=. 
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government’s efforts to erect information blockades at a key political moment.  The fax 

and radio likely played the more pivotal roles in gathering and diseminating information 

during this crisis, with fax-based news services providing a robust stream of information 

even when more traditional media sources were restricted.218  But the roles of both fax 

and computer networks in information sharing during the coup demonstrated the 

important roles unrestricted alternative communications networks had the potential to 

play in bypassing controls over centralized media outlets. 

 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in December 1991, as the independent 

Russia liberalized economically and politically, the development of digital networks and 

connections to the global Internet in the country continued – though facing important 

infrastructural and institutional challenges.  In 1995, Russia got its first Internet exchange 

point (IXP), MSK-IX, when the Relcom, Demos, and Moscow State University networks 

began using a floor of Moscow’s M9 international telephone station, directly connecting 

their respective networks to the West-leading international cables the building housed.219  

Engineers from the Kurchatov team registered the “.ru” country top level domain 

(ccTLD), and founded the organization “Russian Research Institute for Public Networks” 

                                                
218 Coopersmith, Faxed, 172–73. 
219 The M9 Station was built in 1979 in preparation for the 1980 Moscow Olympics, providing many more 
channels for international telephone calls out of the Soviet Union than had previously existed.  Though the 
international channels were partially disassembled in the 1980s, the station continued, henceforth, as one of 
the major hubs for international communication lines out of Moscow.  See:  Soldatov and Borogan, The 
Red Web. 
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(RIPN)220, which became the country’s first registrar, administering domain name 

registration under the .ru and .su ccTLDs.221   

 

The availability of Internet access in Russia and the breadth of services provided 

increased throughout the 1990s.  As the country’s first network providing email access to 

customers across the country, Relcom had some 20,000 subscribers in over 120 cities and 

1,000 organizations by the end of 1991, and continued expanding throughout the 

decade.222  By 1994, the Relcom network had 200,000 users spanning all 15 former 

Soviet republics by 1994.223  In the early 1990s, as the number of personal computers in 

the country rose and new private businesses began operating, numerous new Internet 

service providers (ISPs) also entered the market, offering network connections to private 

                                                
220 Rossiyskiy nauchno-issledovatel'skiy institut razvitiya obshchestvennykh setey (RosNIIROS).  In cyrillic 
script: Российский научно-исследовательский институт развития общественных сетей 
(РосНИИРОС) 
221 In 1992, the Kurchatov Institue and the institute’s Computer Center collaborated with Russia’s State 
Committee for Science and Higher Education to found RIPN as a nonprofit organization, to promote the 
development of computer networks for scientific and research organizations, as well as the development of 
basic infrastructure for the Internet within Russia.  RIPN also operated the “Network Information Center” 
(NIC) for the .su and .ru (after this was registered in 1994) country top-level domains (ccTLDs), which 
oversaw registering IP numbers for subdomains from the block of numbers delegated to RIPN by the 
European regional registrar, RIPE, and other tasks related to administering these ccTLDs.  With the shift to 
distributed domain name registration in 2000, these registrar functions were taken over by the company 
RU-CENTER, which also serves as a major hosting provider and publishes the Domain Names Magazine.  
See:  Cook, “Russian Telecommunications”; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
222 Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace.” 
223 The rate of expansion of Relcom (up to 200-300% per year) and of Internet access in Russia in general 
was rapid in relative terms: It had one of the highest growth rates of Internet access of countries in the 
former Soviet Union.  But it fell short of the West-leaning Baltic republics, and difficulties in the 
adjustment to a market economy and turf wars between providers clearly stood in the way of a more rapid 
increase in Internet penetration rates.  See: Cook Network Consultants, “The Cook Report on Internet July 
1994,” The Cook Report on Internet (NREN) III, no. 4 (July 1994): 1–20, 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUK
Ewik4NaCj9XKAhXDrxoKHUasChMQFggfMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcookreport.com%2Fnewsletter-
sp-542240406%2Fpdf%3Fdownload%3D85%3Apdf-back-
issues%26start%3D80&usg=AFQjCNEcvH5WYtLhEVR_C7Ael2b1aiNrXQ&sig2=GnCpZllCUScYEQ70
xuec-g; Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace”; Natalia Bulashova et al., “An Internet History of 
Russia in 1990s,” Asia Internet History, 2012, https://sites.google.com/site/internethistoryasia/book1/an-
internet-history-of-russia-in-1990s; Natlia Bulashova et al., “Russia: Snapshot of the Internet around 1990,” 
Asia Internet History Projects, 2012, https://sites.google.com/site/internethistoryasia/book1/ru. 
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customers and businesses.224  These various ISPs utilized different business models and 

provided alternative types of service – some concentrated primarily in Moscow or a few 

cities, and others were more widespread.  Most of these ISPs were still dependent on the 

country’s existing long-distance and international telecommunications infrastructure, 

however, which impacted both the quality of available services in different locations and 

the competitive environment.225 

 

While growth of Internet penetration in Russia was exponential in the 1990s, it 

began later (with extremely low penetration as the decade began) and was not as rapid as 

that occuring in many other countries.  The Russian Internet’s development was 

constrained at first by a number of infrastructural and institutional legacies from the 

Soviet Union.  At the moment of transition, the country had extremely weak public 

communications infrastructure, with telephone service penetration rates similar to those 

of developing countries at the time and the existing service quite unreliable and 

inconsistent, particularly for long-distance calls between cities and regions.  As early 

Internet networks were built utilizing existing telephone lines, where no lines existed no 

Internet service could be provided.  Even where telephone lines existed, furthermore, the 

quality was often insufficient to permit reliable persistent connections, making it 

impossible to provide Internet services that required being constantly online and 

exchanging significant amounts of data.  Thus, for an extended period of time, the 

majority of Internet users in Russia could access only “offline services” such as email and 

Usenet news groups, but had no access to “online services” requiring a constant 

                                                
224 In addition to the now-commercial Relcom/Demos, IASnet, and Sovam Teleport, some of these early 
networks included GlasNet, Infocom, Interlink, Sprint, and ROSPAK.   
225 Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace.” 
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connection such as the WorldWideWeb.226  This was particularly true in the regions, 

outside the orbit of Moscow, Saint Petersburg, and a few other major cities.  Exorbitant 

costs for long-distance and international telephone line use further complicated the 

network’s early development.227   

 

The Russian administration under Boris Yeltsin did put a high priority on rapidly 

updating the country’s antiquated telecommunications infrastructure and received help 

also from foreign states and donors.  At the moment of transition, Russia had a total of 

only 2,000 international telephone lines, all analog copper cables.  Vladimir Bulgak, 

Yeltsin’s Minister of Communications, used $520 million of foreign aid from Japan and 

Denmark to construct 66,000 new digital fiber-optic lines out of the country over a period 

of three years.  By 1995 Bulgak had also overseen the replacement of 70% of the 

country’s unreliably-old intercity phone stations with new digital stations for long-

distance calling.228  The originally state-owned company Rostelecom, which inherited 

control over Russia’s long-distance phone lines in 1992, also invested in several large 

projects to develop fiber-optic backbones reaching into the country’s different regions.229  

But this, in turn, left Rostelecom in monopolistic control of the country’s newer long-

                                                
226 Also Telnet and FTP. 
227 While Relcom’s early pay-per-byte business model partially solved this problem, allowing local 
“franchise” Relcom providers to redeem the costs of operating nodes and make minor profits, it also slowed 
the network’s transition into providing a fuller range of services and being utilized for non-business 
purposes.  Browsing the WorldWideWeb or other more recreational or social online activities were 
discouraged by such a payment model, and network users tended to opt for lower-byte-usage and profit-
making online activities. 
See: Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace.” 
228 Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
229 These included inter-regional cables from Moscow to Novorossiysk, Khabarovsk, and Saint Petersburg 
respectively. 
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distance infrastructure, which in turn put a burden on other ISPs, having to pay tarrifs for 

use of these long-range cables.   

 

The George Soros-funded Open Society Foundation subsidiary, the International 

Science Foundation (ISF) also made significant contributions to Internet infrastructure 

development.  In the early 1990s, the organization collaborated with the Russian 

Academy of Sciences and Relcom to develop a partially successful “Moscow Backbone” 

– intended as a city-wide fiber-optic loop connecting the networks of Moscow’s various 

universities, institutes and service providers.230  Beginning in 1996, it also contributed 

$100 million to a joint $130 million, 5-year project with the Russian government building 

and linking Internet centers at universities and research institutes in 30 cities across the 

country.231  Other government and international grants also helped contribute to growing 

academic networks, including the “FreeNet,” a project that grew out of the earliest Soviet 

effort to build an academic research network in the late 1980s.232 

 

                                                
230 This project led to significant infrastructure development, including the installation of Moscow’s first 
satelite connection, but was bogged down by turf wars over equipment ownership and disputes over the 
nature of “non-profit” status.  The project ultimately resulting in two separate backbone segments – a 
southern loop developed and overseen by ISF and the Academy of Sciences, and a northern loop directed 
by Relcom.  Sources: Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace”; “Author Correspondence with Harley 
Balzer,” 2016; “The Proceedings of NATO Advanced Networking Workshop, September 29 - October 1, 
1994,” 1994, http://www.friends-partners.org/oldfriends/telecomm/nato/; Cook Network Consultants, The 
Cook Report on Internet (NREN) III, no. 4–9 (July-December 1994), http://cookreport.com/newsletter-sp-
542240406/pdf. 
231 Andrey Allakhverdov, “High-Speed Network Will Link Russia’s Far-Flung Universities,” Science 273, 
no. 5275 (August 2, 1996): 594; Kerr, “Author Correspondence 2016: Balzer.” 
232 Mendkovich and Rusakov, “FREEnet: Russian Association of Academic and Research Regional 
Networks”; A.S. Mendkovich, “FREEnet/UNICOR. The Experience of Cooperation.,” in Proceedings of 
NATO Advanced Networking Workshop (Moscow, 1994), http://www.friends-
partners.org/oldfriends/telecomm/nato/mend.html; “Proceedings of NATO Advanced Networking 
Workshop, 1994”; Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace.” 
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By the late 1990s, a common estimate by Russian Internet experts suggested a 

total of approximately 1.2 million Russians having access to digital network services.  

Due to the many different efforts and approaches taken to network development and the 

gross diferentials in infrastructure and wealth across the country, however, the early 

Russian Internet had a “patchwork” type character, with very different types of networks 

and services accessible to individuals in different parts of the country and for widely 

varying prices.233  While Relcom’s limited quality network was still the most extensive 

form of Internet access available across the country, members of academic and research 

communities had access to sometimes more robust nonprofit networks, and wealthy 

(mostly expat or “new Russian”) residents of Moscow could avail themselves of 

significantly superior full-service Internet and WWW connections through providers such 

as GlasNet and Sovam Teleport.  As an alternative to costly services or those only 

available to affiliates of elite institutions or residents of Moscow, the easily accessible 

limited-service network, FidoNet, became extremely popular.234  

 

While at first constrained by infrastructural and institutional legacies, the Russian 

Internet developed rapidly in the 2000s.  Drawing on Russia’s wealth of technical human 

                                                
233 This pattern was also facilitated by the inherited Soviet telecommunications infrastructure, which was 
similarly fragmented, with different ministries possessing their own separate (and in some cases 
incompatible) internal telephone (and sometimes data) networks, each separate from the national public 
network.  (This proliferation of disconnected networks explained the multiple phones often lined up across 
the desks of high-ranking Soviet officials.)  As these various networks came into private hands and began 
being used to provide Internet service, this reinforced the pre-existing segmented telecommunications 
network topology. 
234 Fidonet is a free-to-access global computer network, technically distinct from the Internet (though 
interconnecting with it), that originated in the U.S. in the early 1980s and by the 1990s had global reach.  
While not offering the full range of online services available over the Internet, it uses a “store-and-forward” 
system that permits scaled back “offline” services  such as email and bulletin boards, even in settings with 
relatively undeveloped telecommunications infrastructure.  FidoNet took off in Russia in the 1990s, even 
while its growth was slowing and users were moving to the Internet and WorldWideWeb in other parts of 
the world. 
See:  Rohozinski, “Mapping Russian Cyberspace.” 
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capital, the ICT sector became one of the fastest growing sectors of the economy, with 

successful Russian Internet companies and platforms and an ever growing population of 

Internet users filling “RuNet” with a life of its own as a vibrant space for discourse, 

socialization, and commerce.  This occurred during an important period of political 

change in the Russian Federation, as political authority shifted from the Yeltsin regime’s 

often corrupt but democracy-favoring leadership to the new administration of former 

KGB agent and FSB director, President Vladimir Putin.   

 

The following section examines the shifting nature of Russia’s political regime in 

the 2000s – a perfect example of a backsliding “hybrid regime” of the post-3rd Wave era, 

maintaining a formal façade of democratic institutions and processes while reinstating 

much more authoritarian mechanisms of control. 

 

Post-Soviet Russia’s Hybrid Regime 

 

In the 1990s and 2000s, Russia and a number of other countries in the former 

Soviet region emerged as exemplars of a newly observed trend in the global development 

of political regime types, standing out as examples of “competitive authoritarian” or 

“hybrid” regimes, combining characteristics of both democratic and authoritarian regime 

types.  As discussed in Chapter 1, these hybrid regimes took novel approaches to the 

“management of society,” crafting state-society relations that differed in kind from those 

of either fully democratic or fully authoritarian systems and that appeared more adaptive 

and resilient to the conditions of globalization than their more-completely closed regime 
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predecessors.  These regimes maintained at least the façade of democratic institutions – 

albeit often without fair contests or a level playing field – and drew legitimacy at home 

and abroad from their apparent embrace of democratic norms.  They likewise allowed at 

least some modicum of democratic freedoms, while selectively restricting and controlling 

the development of public activity and discourse.   

 

Russia’s approach to the management of society in the 2000s was exemplary of 

this style of political control.  It had a unique texture, shaped by the post-Soviet legacy 

and by the characteristics of the political regime built by Vladimir Putin, and provides a 

clear example of how ostensibly “democratic” political institutions and freedoms can be 

used as a veneer for the establishment or reintroduction of authoritarian rule.  While the 

political regime that emerged in the 1990s under Boris Yeltsin had many failings – 

including a superpresidential constitution, significant corruption and oligarchic control 

under Yeltsin’s “family,” economic failure, violence and mafia control over some 

business sectors, and a bloody civil war in Chechnia – it also was an era of relative 

decentralization of power, political competition, media freedom, civil society 

development, and ostensible commitment to democratic norms and close relations with 

the international community of democratic states.  This all started to change rather 

precipitously when Vladimir Putin succeeded Yeltsin as President – but the emerging 

regime was not the same as the closed authoritarian regime of the Soviet era.  Incremental 

changes in the legal and political environment and a gradual consolidation of power 

chipped away at the space for regional autonomy, political competition, civil society 

activism, and free expression; but these changes happened gradually, often also 
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accompanied by continued rhetorical support for the very forms of political and civic 

engagement erstwhile being coopted or curtailed.   

 

From his first days in office, Putin appears to have worked assiduously to 

undermine alternative bases of political authority and potential competition within 

Russia.  But throughout his first administration he did so largely while still also playing 

rhetorical lip service to democratic institutions and freedoms.  Terrorist events, renewed 

war in Chechnia, legal cases, and spy scandals, were all used to precipitate and justify 

major shifts in the freedom of media and civil society, the elimination of regional 

gubernatorial elections, the decimation of the autonomous power of the Federation 

Council, and transformations of the Duma’s electoral rules making it virtually impossible 

for genuine non-radical opposition parties to obtain seats.  (Electoral fraud also greatly 

facilitated this process.)  All of this was carried out, however, while continuing to 

espouse support for democratic institutions, media, civil society, and other freedoms. 

 

We see this quite clearly in the evolution of Russian state control over civil 

society and civic organizing during this period.  A change of tide in the treatment of civil 

society groups was apparent from early in the Putin administration – particularly visible 

in the passage and implementation of the new restrictive civil society laws in 2005-2006 

and 2008,235 but also in earlier efforts from 2001-2004 to chasten and manage non-

                                                
235 Robert C. Blitt, “‘Babushka Said Two Things - It Will Either Rain or Snow; It Either Will or Will Not’: 
An Analysis of the Provisions and Human Rights Implications of Russia’s New Law on Nongovernmental 
Organizations as Told Through Eleven Russian Proverbs,” George Washington International Law Review 
40 (2008), http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=1016367; Natalia Bourjaily, “Some Issues Related to Russia’s 
New NGO Law,” The International Journal of Not-for-Profit Law 8, no. 3 (May 2006): 1–2; Roemer 
Lemaître, “The Rollback of Democracy in Russia after Beslan,” Review of Central and East European Law 
31, no. 4 (December 2006): 369–411, doi:10.1163/092598806X149595; Josh Machleder, Alfa-Fellow, 
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governmental organizations and promote fear of their ties to foreign influences.236  Table 

1 shows a chronology of important events and political and legal changes influencing the 

operation of NGOs in Russia during the 2000s.237  While the “NGO Bill” passed under 

the Putin administration in 2006 increased the difficulty of NGO registration, allowed 

frequent government audits and other forms of intrusive oversight, limited the 

participation of foreigners in NGOs, and banned the activity of local branches of foreign 

NGOs within Russia, the 2008 decree by then Prime Minister Putin curtailed the “white 

list” of foreign-based international NGOs that could give tax-exempt grants to Russian 

NGOs (contracting the list from 101 to a hand-picked 12 such donors) and jacked-up the 

tax rate for all non-exempt grants.238   

                                                                                                                                            
“Contextual and Legislative Analysis of the Russian Law on NGOs,” Draft 03 (Moscow, Russia: INDEM 
Foundation, March 16, 2006), http://www.indem.ru/en/publicat/russian_ngo_law_03252006.pdf; Michael 
P. Maxwell, “NGOs In Russia: Is the Recent Russian NGO Legislation the End of Civil Society in 
Russia?,” Tulane Journal of International and Comparative Law 15 (Winter 2006): 262–63; Svetla 
Marinova, “Russia: No Country for Charitable Souls,” EurasiaNet.org, July 31, 2008, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/departments/insight/articles/eav080108.shtml; The International Center for Not-
for-Profit Law (ICNL), “Global Trends in NGO Law,” Global Trends in NGO Law: A Quarterly Review of 
NGO Legal Trends around the World 1, no. 1 (March 2009), http://www.icnl.org/research/trends/trends1-
1.html; Robert W. Orttung, “Nations in Transit 2009: Russia,” Nations in Transit (Washington, D.C.: 
Freedom House, June 2009), http://www.refworld.org/docid/4a55bb4237.html; James Richter, “Putin and 
the Public Chamber,” Post-Soviet Affairs 25, no. 1 (2009): 39–65, doi:10.2747/1060-586X.24.1.39; 
Vernon, “Restrictions on Foreign Funding of Civil Society: Closing the Door on Aid.” 
236 Balzer, “Managed Pluralism”; Alfred B. Evans Jr., “Chapter 9: Vladimir Putin’s Design for Civil 
Society,” in Russian Civil Society: A Critical Assessment, ed. Alfred B. Evans, Laura A. Henry, and Lisa 
Sundstrom (Armonk, N.Y.: Routledge, 2005); Gordon Hahn, “Managed Democracy? Building Stealth 
Authoritarianism in St. Petersburg,” Demokratizatsiya: The Journal of Post-Soviet Democratization 12, no. 
2 (April 2004): 195–231, doi:10.3200/DEMO.12.2.195-231; Lemaître, “The Rollback of Democracy in 
Russia after Beslan.” 
237 The table is located at the end of the chapter. 
238 Many observers during the 2000s suggested that the impetus for these dramatic and resolute changes in 
NGO policy stemmed from concern over the “colored revolutions” – especially those in Georgia (2003) 
and Ukraine (2004) – in which international and regional NGO collaboration were seen as strengthening 
social movements leading to electoral revolutions.  Beginning in 2002, “anti-extremism” laws – ostensibly 
written to address growing anti-Semitism and terrorism threats but relying on vaguely worded definitions 
of offenses towards the Russian nation – have been used as legal basis to prosecute some political 
opposition leaders and civil society activists; juxtaposed with formal praise of some civic associations – 
including state-sponsored GONGOs (such as the pro-Putin youth organization Nashi) and those 
participating in government collaboration programs and abstaining from overtly political engagements – 
the discussion of “extremism” and the nefarious influences of foreign aid and Western NGOs have 
arguably been used to demarcate a boundary between sanctioned, legitimate forms of civil society activism 
and public discourse and those which are “uncivil,” “extremist,” or unpatriotic.  
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At the same time, far from denouncing all civil society or NGOs as disruptive or 

unpatriotic, the Putin administration continued to rhetorically praise the contribution of 

“civil society” throughout this period, while carefully tightening controls over some 

forms of civic organizing and cultivating others.  The effort to co-opt and collaborate 

with some segment of the existing NGO sector was a clear Putin administration priority 

during the 2000s.  The “Civic Forum,” convened in Moscow in 2001, was an initial effort 

to bring civil society organizations together to participate in a “cooperative” consultative 

setting with the state.  After meeting with criticism from activists claiming the 

government was trying to co-opt and control independent NGOs, the Putin administration 

backed away from this goal for several years; but in 2005, the “Public Chamber” became 

a permanent organ for the formal participation and consultation of “social activists” in the 

political process.  The institution – consisting of 126 individual members the first 42 of 

which are hand-picked by the president – has been seen by many observers as exemplary 

of the first Putin administration’s effort to retain the legitimacy of “democracy” 

(including that gleaned through rhetorical support of vibrant “civil society”) while also 

silencing any truly critical voices.  Yuriy Kostanov of the Russian Chamber of Lawyers, 

for example, argued that “the Public Chamber plays simultaneously the role of lightning 

rod and fig leaf,” both attracting some societal input and giving the “appearance that the 

state listened to the people” and yet at the same time channeling that input to ensure that 

it poses no serious challenge to authority.239 

 

                                                                                                                                            
See:  Richter, “Putin and the Public Chamber”; Lemaître, “The Rollback of Democracy in Russia after 
Beslan.” 
239 Richter, “Putin and the Public Chamber.” 
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Russia’s hybrid regime approach to control was also clear in the government’s 

control of media and freedom of speech in the 2000s.  On September 9th 2000, following 

the imensely negative media coverage of the Kursk submarine tragedy the previous 

month, Putin signed a new “Information Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation” 

that had been developed by his Security Council.  The document declared formal support 

for freedom of speech and the media, but it also indicated supposed threats to national 

security related to the flow of information.  These included, for example, the spread of 

false information regarding government policies or activities or concerning domestic or 

international events.  The document suggested security risks stemming from the 

“aspirations of a number of countries to infringe upon Russia’s interests and dominate the 

global sphere of information, along with forcing Russia out of domestic and international 

information markets.” It also explicitly mentioned the need to scrutinize the role of 

foreign media and journalists within Russia.  The doctrine was viewed with grave 

concern by media rights activists and organizations at the time.  They noted the 

document’s potential use to crack down on foreign-owned Russian media organizations 

and its possible support for a return to Soviet-style state-controlled media and 

propaganda.240 

 

From the first days of the Putin administration, independent media faced pressures 

unlike anything during the Yeltsin presidency.  But the crackdown happened under the 

                                                
240 Russian Federation, “INFORMATION SECURITY DOCTRINE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION” 
(September 9, 2000), 
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Cybersecurity/Documents/National_Strategies_Repository/Russia_2000.pdf;  
The Jamestown Foundation, “Putin Signs Information Security Doctrine,” Eurasia Daily Monitor 6, no. 
171 (September 15, 2000),  
http://www.jamestown.org/single/?tx_ttnews[tt_news]=22353&tx_ttnews[backPid]=214&no_cache=1.  
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guise of continued media freedom, and some relatively independent outlets were still 

tolerated, unlike the way in which media had been controlled in Soviet times.  On the one 

hand, there was a gradual restriction of the most widely viewed independent media 

sources – in particular television, but also radio and print to a lesser extent.  Political 

satires such as the puppet show “Kukli” disappeared from television.  Putin’s battles with 

oligarchs Vladimir Gusinskiy and Boris Berezovskiy – ostensibly based on their own 

criminal activities and unpaid taxes though actually politically motivated – constituted 

pretexts for the destruction of their media empires.  Detailed broadcast coverage of events 

such as the Kursk submarine disaster (2000), the Nord-Ost hostage crisis (2003), and the 

Beslan Massacre (2004) were credited as casting the government in an unfavorable light 

and followed quickly by the reshuffling of ownership and editorships in the television 

and broadcast news industries.  Investigative reporters faced grave dangers for 

researching sensitive topics such as the Second Chechen War or the Moscow apartment 

bombings – including the murders and physical attacks on high profile journalists.   

 

Despite this crackdown, through the 2000s, there still continued to be some space 

for the practice of relatively independent journalism and public political discourse, 

though this space grew increasingly delimited.  A number of respected independent 

media outlets continued to exist – particularly print media and radio – with newspapers 

such as Kommersant, Vedomosti, and RBC Daily serving as trusted sources for daily 

news and business reporting, the radio station Echo of Moscow achieving a unique 

popularity as a forum for relatively unrestricted political discussion, and outlets such as 

Novaya Gazeta and the New Times publishing detailed investigative reports about 
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politically sensitive topics.  English language newspapers such as the Moscow Times and 

Saint Petersburg Times likewise provided fairly free-ranging commentary aimed 

primarily at expats and business travelers.  The continuation of relatively lax rules on 

foreign ownership (in spite of the earlier worries) gave some print media outlets a buffer 

of greater independence.  These outlets, on the other hand, often faced pressures, threats, 

and uncertainty about their future survival.  Ownership and editorship shuffles were 

sometimes used to essentially seize control of troublesome media outlets, and 

backchannel threats and pressures were often used to encourage coverage of some topics 

and not others.  While independent media thus faced a constantly shifting environment, 

the state poured funding and resources into the cultivation of ever-more modern and 

professional-seeming forms of state-controlled media – developing sleekly produced 

televised news programs and talkshows – providing carefully framed propagandistic 

news coverage for the mainstream television-watching audience.241 

 

Overall, during the 2000s, Russia experienced a dramatic change in political 

regime type.242  While Dmitry Medvedev’s Presidency (with Putin as his Prime Minister) 

from 2008-2012 was hailed by some at the time as marking a return to a more liberal 

form of politics, such faith was ultimately undercut by the duos’ announcement of their 

                                                
241 Jaclyn Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014, 2014 2013; Nadia Beard et al., “Media Compass: 
Russia’s Changing Media Landscape,” The Calvert Journal, April 2014,  
http://calvertjournal.com/features/show/2234/russian-media-independent-compass; Peter Pomerantsev, 
Nothing Is True and Everything Is Possible: The Surreal Heart of the New Russia, 1 edition (New York: 
PublicAffairs, 2014); Ellen Mickiewicz, Television, Power, and the Public in Russia (Cambridge, UK  ; 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Ellen Mickiewicz, No Illusions: The Voices of Russia’s 
Future Leaders, 1st edition (Oxford  ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2014); Sarah Oates, Revolution 
Stalled: The Political Limits of the Internet in the Post-Soviet Sphere, 1st edition (Oxford  ; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2013). 
242 While classifications of Yeltsin’s Russia as solidly democratic or “in transition” were clearly overly 
optimistic and teleological, a decade later it was equally clear that many freedoms of the Yeltsin era had 
been lost.   
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plan to again reverse roles in the fall of 2011.243  By the end of the 2000s, Russia had 

undergone a decade of declining democratic political and civil freedoms.  Positions of 

political power and much of the country’s wealth had been consolidated in the hands of a 

“kleptocratic” elite – mostly longstanding members of Putin’s inside circle or with shared 

origins in the KGB or other “siloviki” intelligence services. 244  Freedom House’s 

“Freedom in the World” index indicated Russia as having experienced the largest 

declines of any country in the former Soviet Union (FSU) region between 2000 and 2010 

in both overall freedoms and its civil society subscore.  It also showed marked declines in 

electoral process and independent media subscores.   

 

At the same time, the government continued to claim status as a democracy, 

participate in international organizations which only admitted democracies as members, 

and ostensibly claim to still honor treaty obligations regarding the protections of freedom 

of association, expression, and human rights.  As an oil rich country, a nuclear power, 

and a major regional and international political actor, Russia was not vulnerable to 

international community pressure based on leverage alone.245  Nonetheless, as a hybrid 

regime state that had clearly continued to stake some part of its reputation and legitimacy 

at home and abroad on its status as a “democracy,” Russia still had the possibility of 

facing reputation-costs abroad and potential loss of regime legitimacy at home.  And 

while civil society and media were, by the late 2000s, under much tighter control, the 

                                                
243 Likewise, while Medvedev clearly took a page from Gleb Pavlovski’s earlier advice to Putin about 
branding himself as a leader for the young by embracing technology, it is hard to overlook the fact that he 
had been a loyal member of Putin’s entourage since the 1990s.   
244 Karen Dawisha, Putin’s Kleptocracy: Who Owns Russia?, 1st edition (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
2014). 
245 Western democratic leverage over Russia would not be expected to be that high. 
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content and use of the Internet for independent media, public discourse, and civic 

organizing were still largely unrestricted – offering a potentially powerful set of tools in 

the hands of Russia’s growing middle class. 

 

In the following three sections, I examine the history of Internet regulation in the 

Russian Federation since the beginning of the first Putin administration as a case study of 

policy change in an asymmetric hybrid regime setting.  First, addressing Russia’s 

“asymmetric regime” of Internet regulation, I show how the approach to Internet policy 

has long differed from the regime’s offline relationship with society, permitting new 

unrestricted spaces for freedom of expression, information sharing, and association in a 

society in which these capacities have often been otherwise increasingly constrained.  

The subsequent sections discuss the dramatic changes in Internet policy that have 

occurred since Russia’s 2011-2012 protest movement, tracing new legal, political, and 

technical controls that have been used to restrict certain Internet content and uses, and 

examining the factors and processes influencing these policy decisions.   

 

Asymmetry, Deniability, and Development: RuNet in the 2000s 

 

As Internet use in Russia grew through the 2000s, online content and behavior 

were not noticably restricted.  Russia was exemplary of online-offline policy 

“asymmetry,” with the Internet offering far greater freedom of expression and 

information than were available in the offline environment.  The ICT sector was seen as 

somewhat protected.  Though Vladimir Putin was never the defender of a free media, he 
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seemed to take little interest in pursuing a tightly state-controlled approach to the Internet 

as China was in the process of doing.  As Internet penetration in Russia grew throughout 

the 2000s, the Internet continued to be largely uncensored and subject to few legal 

restrictions, with none of the systematic keyword filtering or site blocking characteristic 

of the Chinese “Great Firewall” approach.  While Russia’s new “Information Security” 

policy could ostensibly have indicated the existence of a plan for firm control over the 

Internet, there was in fact very little overt control and restriction of online content and 

activity.  Subtler forms of control did exist during this period, including surveillance, 

cyberattacks against oppositional sites, and some pro-regime trolling, but these were 

usually invisible, plausibly deniable, or only occasional events, and fell under the radar of 

most measures of Internet restrictions during the period.  These actions did little to stymie 

the Russian Internet’s vibrant growth as a place for independent discourse, media, and 

even civic organizing. 

 

The ambiguities of the early Putin regime’s approach to the Internet are 

demonstrated vividly by varying participant interpretations of an often-referenced 

meeting between Prime Minister Putin and members of the Russian Internet community 

on December 28th, 1999, three days before Boris Yeltsin resigned and Putin became 

acting President.246  The meeting, which took place in the Russian White House’s Dom 

                                                
246 Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web; Balzer, “Managed Pluralism”; Ivan Zasoursky, Media and Power 
in Post-Soviet Russia (Armonk, N.Y.: Routledge, 2003), 
https://books.google.com/books?id=5isu0htKwDkC&pg=PA183&lpg=PA183&dq=Media+and+Power+in
+Post-
Soviet+Russia+++%22roundtable+discussion%22+%E2%80%9CThe+State,+Information,+and+the+Intern
et%22&source=bl&ots=JXuA-
_ooOh&sig=YljLHKROyJBdvux6MERe1GufJMw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjjiau2jbHOAhWFOiY
KHaZgAw8Q6AEIHDAA#v=onepage&q=Media%20and%20Power%20in%20Post-
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Pravitelstva247, had been orchestrated by Gleb Pavlovsky – a former dissident and 

journalist, involved in supporting Putin’s presidential campaign, who suggested to 

Dmitry Medvedev (at the time Putin’s campaign manager) that having Putin meet with 

Internet entrepreneurs would “shape Putin’s image as leader of the new generation.”  The 

meeting included members of the new and old guard within the Russian Internet 

community: both those (mostly engineers and scientists) from Kurchatov and elsewhere 

who had been involved in the early network infrastructure development and now played 

key roles administering networks and domain registration, and the younger crowd of 

journalists, bloggers, and media and technology entrepreneurs involved in the more 

recent development of web-based platforms, search engines, media outlets, and other 

online content production and mediation.248   

 

At this meeting, Mikhail Lesin, Minister of the Press, Broadcasting and Mass 

Communications, presented a plan for consolidating state control over the Russian 

Internet through government administration of the Russian state top level domain.  

Rumors about this plan had generated alarm throughout the Internet community prior to 

the meeting.  The Minister of Communications, Leonid Reiman, was also there to support 

                                                                                                                                            
Soviet%20Russia%20%20%20%22roundtable%20discussion%22%20%E2%80%9CThe%20State%2C%2
0Information%2C%20and%20the%20Internet%22&f=false; Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014. 
247 “House of Government” 
248 Pavlovsky first invited Anton Nossik, a young and outspoken blogger and online media entrepreneur 
who had recently started the project Lenta.ru as a subsidiary to Pavlovsky’s media holdings.  Nossik, 
sometimes referred to as “Russia’s first blogger” was a leader in the nascent younger Russian Internet 
community – focused on content, media, and discourse more than on the underlying technology.  While 
Nossik went to work inviting members of his network, word of the meeting also passed to the older 
community of engineers and scientists that had been involved in the Kurchatov project and now ran the 
non-profit administering the .ru domain name.   
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the plan. 249   Members of the Internet community expressed vehement and near-

unanimous opposition to this plan, however.  Alexey Soldatov of Relcom and Kurchatov, 

Mikhail Yakushev, a jurist well known for his work concerning the Internet, Alexey 

Platonov, the director of the RIPN non-profit overseeing domain registration, blogger and 

online media entrepreneur Anton Nossik (who had recently founded Lenta.ru), and other 

members of the Russian Internet community mounted heated defenses of the status quo, 

arguing fiercely against the plan presented by Lesin and Reiman.250  Finally, Soldatov 

suggested to Putin that any major change should be “subjected to public discussion.”  

Putin agreed, stating further that “all projects in the area of the Internet, will be subject to 

public debate.” 251   

 

Many members of the Internet community present at this meeting appear to have 

viewed it as a great victory.  Soldatov saw the outcome and Putin’s promise for future 

public debate and consulation as a “great relief.”252  Journalist and New Media and 

Communications professor Ivan Zasoursky’s 2003 account likewise describes how 

“representatives of the Internet community [had] received assurances” both at this 

December meeting and a meeting in May of 2000 that “freedom of information on the 

                                                
249 The two ministers presented two texts, “On Ordering the Allocation and Use of Domain Names,” and 
“On the Establishment of a National System of Registration of Domain Names” which not only turned 
control over domain registration to a government entity, but also required various institutions including 
media outlets, schools, and companies to register and launch sites within the .ru domain in the following 
year. 
250 Others present at the meeting included Yandex search engine founder, Arkady Volozh, young online 
journalist Marina Litvinovich, and website designer Artemy Lebedev.  Pavlovsky had originally asked 
Nossik and Litvinovich to invite people to the meeting.  Lebedev was a friend of Nossik’s, boyfriend to 
Litvinovich, and son of influential writer Tatiana Tolstaya.  According to Andrei Soldatov and Irina 
Borogan’s detailed account (2015) of the meeting, oddly, Lebedev and Litvinovich arrived midway through 
the hour and half long session, with Lebedev immediately verbally attacking RIPN director Alexey 
Platonov, claiming the non-profit registrar charged exhorbinant fees – a view with which the account 
suggests most others present at the meeting strongly disagreed.   
251 Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
252 Ibid. 
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Net would not be infringed.”253  Other meeting attendees have since expressed differing 

views, however, suggesting that the meeting served Putin’s purpose at the time, won 

temporary loyalty from a community of prominent potential critics, and never represented 

a genuine change of position or guarantee regarding the future protection of Internet 

rights.  According to Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan’s recent account, Nossik thought 

the meeting’s outcome was planned in advance, the Lesin plan never being under serious 

consideration, and that the actual purpose of the meeting was to craft “Putin’s image as 

an advanced and liberal-minded leader of Russia” by showing him to support and be 

supported by the liberal intellectual elites constituting the Internet community.  This 

stagecraft ran parallel to other efforts at the time to woo the Western business community 

and show commitment to the free-market course adopted under Yeltsin.254   

 

While in hindsight it is easy to assume all these efforts were cynical in light of 

later developments, it is important to remember that many participants in these events 

were convinced at the time of a genuine emphasis on economic openness and 

development.  Whatever the motives behind the 1999 meeting and other early 

reassurances to the Internet and ICT communities, these clearly at minimum reflected a 

desired image of the regime as responsive to the concerns of these communities and 

supportive of the ongoing development of the Russian Internet – itself significant in a 

                                                
253 Zasoursky refers to this second meeting as a “roundtable discussion” on the topic “The State, 
Information, and the Internet,” which occurred on May 12, 2000.  See: Zasoursky, Media and Power in 
Post-Soviet Russia, 183. 
254 Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web. 
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country otherwise moving towards tighter control of offline civil liberties and political 

freedoms.255 

 

Over the course of the following decade, as the Russian portion of the Internet 

and its influence grew, online content and activity continued to be subject to minimal 

overt restriction compared to the growing pressure in the offline sphere.  Most Internet 

users, bloggers, journalists and entrepreneurs experienced few obvious efforts to control 

their online speech or behavior.  At the same time, during this period, the Russian 

government laid the foundation for a system of pervasive online surveillance, also 

cultivating some of the subtler, plausibly deniable “next generation” methods for 

occasional influence of Internet content and use.  They likewise utilized offensive cyber-

attacks against neighboring states, and continued to develop a rhetoric of “information 

security” and “information sovereignty” that would eventually be brought to bear on the 

Internet in justification of the later crackdown. 

 

Russia’s system for mass communications surveillance, the “System for Operative 

Investigative Activities,”256 or SORM, emerged from a KGB technical research program 

                                                
255 Even as early as the beginning of the 2000s these asymmetries between the levels of online and offline 
control were already being noted by journalists and activists.  For example, in conversation with 
independent journalists in 2002-2003 as an IREX YLF Fellow in Saint Petersburg, I was told that the 
Internet was the last hope of a still unregulated space for starting independent media projects that would not 
come under the same pressures as print media or television (Personal Interviews, 2002-2003).  A similar 
sentiment would be expressed years later by popular Russian blogger Rustem Adagamov (known mostly by 
his LiveJournal handle “drugoi” or “the other”) when, invited to tour Silicon Valley alongside President 
Dmitry Madvedev in 2010, he was quoted by The Spiegel expressing support for Medvedev's support for 
Internet development but concern over its potential longevity.  “[T]he Internet is the last free territory,” he 
explained, “but it won't stay that way for long” (Bidder and Schepp, 2010). 
Jaclyn Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2002-2003; Benjamin Bidder and Matthias Schepp, “Internet 
Freedom: Will Russia’s Bloggers Survive Censorship Push?,” SPIEGEL ONLINE, September 1, 2010, 
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/internet-freedom-will-russia-s-bloggers-survive-censorship-
push-a-714848.html.   
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in the 1980s and permits the FSB (successor to the KGB) and other intelligence and law 

enforcement agencies to directly access, store, and analyze communications and other 

data transmitted over digital networks within the country.  It has been in place in some 

form in Russia since at least 1996, during which time it has expanded from allowing 

interception of analogue landline telephone conversations to making possible the 

collection and analysis of all forms of electronic communication and data transmission, 

including data and content transmitted over the Internet and mobile phones.   

 

The first SORM program, SORM-1, constituted the technical and regulatory 

implementation of the 1995 Law on Operational Investigations that had given the FSB 

the authority, after obtaining a warrant, “to monitor all private communications” of 

citizens, including electronic communications as well as telephone calls and mail.  The 

SORM-1 system originally allowed the FSB to listen to analogue telephone conversations 

in the country without the consent of the participants.  It was later expanded to permit 

monitoring of digital and mobile phone conversations.  The SORM-2 program, adopted 

in 1998, was designed to allow monitoring of Internet traffic and online communications.  

The program required that all ISPs operating within Russia pay for and install special 

“‘black box’ re-routing devices” on their networks – hardware designed to mirror all 

traffic and send the duplicate to the local FSB office through a high speed cable (this 

cable and all installations also at the ISPs expense).  This system allowed for the 

monitoring of private emails, credit card transactions, web browsing, and all other data 

exchanged over the network.  While, in theory, this still required that the FSB obtain a 

warrant for monitoring of particular individuals, they were not required to show the 
                                                                                                                                            
256 Sistema Operativno-Rozysknykh Meropriyatii 
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warrant to the ISPs, and the ISPs had no way of knowing what traffic the FSB was in fact 

monitoring.257   

 

Information about this planned extension of the FSB’s SORM program was 

leaked (most likely by competing security agency FAPSI258) in 1998 before its passage, 

leading to a period of public discussion and protest.259  In spite of public concerns, the 

regulation was approved and implemented.  Protest leaders later expressed regret at the 

unwillingness of most ISPs at the time to risk taking a stand against the new 

requirements.260  Subsequently, in January 2000 during his first week as acting President, 

in a move that prompted outrage among rights activists, Putin signed an amendment to 

the 1995 law that had authorized “lawful interception” by the FSB, permitting seven 

                                                
257 This lack of clarity surrounding the necessity of warrants and transparency is further evidenced by 
repeated changes in the requirement.  On July 25, 2000, Minister of Communications Leonid Reiman 
issued Order Number 130, which changed the rule making it no longer necessary to show warrants to the 
ISPs whose customers were being monitored.  A Supreme Court case later that year, brought by a young 
Saint Petersburg journalist, seemingly reversed this change, requiring the ISPs be informed.  This 
requirement officially still stands, but there is no mechanism for monitoring compliance as the FSB has 
direct access to the data without making any requests of the ISPs. 
258 FAPSI, The Federal Agency of Government Communications, has been compared the the United States’ 
NSA, with special responsibility “for information security, signals, and electronic intelligence.”  It was 
dissolved and incorporated into other agencies in 2003-2004. 
259  Anatoly Levenchuk, an early Russian Internet enthusiast, stock market guru, and advocate of 
libertarianism, first publicized the leaked draft regulation and then mounted a protest campaign against it 
through his website Libertarium.ru.  Yevgeny Prygov of Krasnodar also helped lead the anti-SORM 
movement.  The regulation infuriated many, not only due to the repercussions for privacy and 
confidentiality of citizens,  but also because of the unfair financial burden it placed on service providers 
and the potential negative economic consequences.  The cost of equipment and installation for individual 
ISPs was estimated to average between $10,000 and $30,000 (and some estimates ran as high as $100,000) 
– enough to put some smaller ISPs out of business and reduce the competition in the service provider 
market.  (There were 350 ISPs of varying sizes in Russia in 1998 including many local and smaller 
providers.)  There was concern that these costs would in turn also be passed on to consumers, increasing 
the cost of Internet access.  Also noted was the risk of damaging the burgeoning e-commerce market, as 
consumers and businesses could no longer have faith in the confidentiality of online monitary interactions.  
Public discussion at the time also focused on the need for Internet services and user to make greater use of 
encryption in order to protect themselves from surveillance. 
260 One small Volgograd-based ISP, Bayard-Slavia, directed by Nailj Murzakhanov, did refuse to install the 
SORM-2 equipment and was stripped of its license in May of 1999.  During subsequent court proceedings 
the license was reinstated – an apparent decision by authorities to let the company off the hook in order to 
avoid continuing negative publicity.  But no major ISPs refused to comply.  An attempt was also made to 
challenge the regulation in Russia’s Supreme Court, but the court refused to hear the case. 
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additional government entities and security-related agencies to monitor the same 

communications.261  Activists at the time argued that this extension of the program would 

make it impossible to monitor its appropriate use.262  Another significant concern raised 

by activists was that the SORM program likely corresponded with a return to Soviet-era 

practices of the collection of “dossiers” of damaging information about individuals – to 

be used later as leverage or “kompromat” to coerce actions or damage reputations – often 

deployed for political purposes.  For this reason, some Internet users at the time jokingly 

referred to SORM as the “System for Scandalously Unveiling Investigative Materials.”263  

Significant evidence indicates that SORM has indeed been used in this way since its 

implementation – particularly in recent years since the emergence of Internet-leveraging 

protest movements.264  It is unclear how efficiently SORM was in fact utilized during 

much of the 2000s, however, and the program has both been expanded and seemingly 

much more heavily utilized after the 2011-2012 protests. 

 

                                                
261 These included: the Kremlin, Presidential and Parliamentary Security Guards, Tax Police, Interior 
Ministry Police, Border Patrol, and Customs. 
262 As Boris Pustintsev, chairman of the Saint Petersburg human rights organization Citizen’s Watch 
explained at the time, “It was bad enough that the FSB had unlimited control over confidential 
correspondence, … You can't fight a monster with eight heads.”  Yelena Bonner, rights activist and wife of 
the Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov, was quoted as believing this change marked Russia having 
“officially become a police state.” 
263 Tracy, “New KGB Takes Internet by SORM.” 
264 In April 2011, individuals who had made online donations to Alexey Navalny’s anti-corruption website, 
Rospil.info, received menacing phone calls and emails from strangers confronting them with details of their 
payment histories.  (Sources vary as to whether this was likely the result of Yandex.Money knowingly 
releasing these details to the FSB or whether this information was most likely obtained via SORM.)  Later, 
on December 19th, 2011, during the height of the protest movement, audio recordings of nine phone 
conversations by opposition figure Boris Nemtsov were posted to Lifenews.ru, a pro-Kremlin website.  In 
the recordings, Nemtsov commented frankly on his thoughts about the protest movement’s other leaders.  
These private comments – embarrassing and potentially harmful to relationships in the movement – were 
clearly released in an attempt to divide the opposition.  
Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web; Freedom House, “Freedom on the Net 2012: Russia Country Report” 
(Freedom House, 2012), https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2012/russia. 
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In addition to its electronic surveillance programs, by the late 2000s, Russia was 

also sometimes viewed as exemplary of some of the other subtle and plausibly deniable 

methods of Internet control that researchers at the University of Toronto’s Citizen Lab 

have referred to as “next generation” approaches.  These techniques, as discussed in the 

previous chapter, can be legalistic or technical, focused on surveillance or propaganda as 

well as censorship, are sometimes relatively difficult to attribute, and can involve the 

work of pro-regime groups or pressure on ISPs and other online intermediaries.  They 

include occasional and one-off disruptions of or attacks on particular sites or bloggers 

through informal take down requests, denial of service attacks, patriotic hacking, trolling, 

or even physical violence.265   

 

By the late 2000s, for example, Russian websites were frequently being hit by 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks of increasing severity.  The Russian portion 

of the popular blogging platform LiveJournal, which constituted the core of the Russian 

blogosphere, was repeatedly taken offline in the late 2000s and early 2010s by such 

attacks.266  Attacks also hit sites of independent and oppositional media outlets such as 

Novaya Gazetta, and other electoral monitoring and protest -related sites such as the 

crowdmapping electoral violation map hosted by the NGO Golos.  In a clear instance of 

“just-in-time-blocking,” significant attacks of this sort occurred during the 2011 and 2012 

elections.  While DDoS attacks are sometimes mistaken as technical failures and can also 

                                                
265 These techniques escalated especially later in the decade and in the early 2010s as Internet-leveraging 
protest movements began to emerge. 
266 While at first these attacks focused on particular blogs containing politically sensitive discourse, such as 
that of anti-corruption activist turned protest leader Alexey Navalny, by 2011 more severe attacks 
overwhelmed the entire LiveJournal platform, causing some observers at the time to speculate that the goal 
was to disrupt political public discourse leading into that year’s contentious Duma elections.   
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be difficult to clearly attribute, most observers at the time and since have suggested that 

pro-Kremlin activists were involved in launching botnets against the targetted sites – 

particularly suggesting the involvement of affiliates of the pro-Kremlin youth groups 

Nashi (“Ours”) and Molodaya Gvardiya (“Young Guard”).  In another example, a 

“patriotic hacker” who used DDoS attacks to repeatedly crash the pro-Chechen site 

“Kavkaz Center” in the late 2000s later admitted having been encouraged to do so by the 

FSB.  DDoS attacks were also used in Russian conflicts with other countries in the late 

2000s, most likely again by pro-government “patriotic hackers” encouraged by the 

regime.  Such attacks disabled most of Estonia’s Internet in 2007 during a conflict over 

the Estonian government’s removal of a monument in Tallinn that had honored Soviet 

soldiers.  Cyberattacks were again deployed in 2008 against Georgian Internet resources 

during Russia’s war with Georgia.267 

 

Pressure on ISPs and online intermediaries was also at times used in Russia in the 

2000s to take down particular sites at key moments.  In one such example, Sergei 

Gorshkov’s infamous website Kompromat.ru – a tabloid-like site known for leaking 

scandalous videos or stories about top politicians, journalists, and other public figures 

                                                
267Russia was also suspected to be behind cyberattacks in 2009 that blocked access to Kyrgyzstan's two 
main ISPs – an action that was suspected of being intended to thwart the online organizing efforts of the 
country's opposition. 
Jackie Kerr, “Yet Another LiveJournal Outage Causes Concern for Russian Blogging Community,” 
OpenNet Initiative Blog, August 4, 2011, https://opennet.net/blog/2011/08/yet-another-livejournal-outage-
causes-concern-russian-blogging-community; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red Web; Ronald Deibert and 
Rafal Rohozinski, “Chapter 2: Control and Subversion in Russian Cyberspace,” in Access Controlled: The 
Shaping of Power, Rights, and Rule in Cyberspace (The MIT Press, 2010), 15–34, http://www.access-
controlled.net/wp-content/PDFs/chapter-2.pdf; Nathan Hodge, “Russian ‘Cyber Militia’ Takes Kyrgyzstan 
Offline?,” WIRED, January 28, 2009, https://www.wired.com/2009/01/cyber-militia-t/; Noah Shachtman, 
“Georgia Under Online Assault,” WIRED, August 10, 2008, https://www.wired.com/2008/08/georgia-
under-o/. 
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since 1999268 – was blocked in some way (either “de-registered or filtered”) by a half 

dozen of Russia’s largest top-level ISPs269 throughout the period surrounding the 2008 

presidential election.  Four days after Medvedev’s March 2nd victory with 70.2% of the 

vote, the site was again viewable, but not in time for voters to see negative stories about 

the presidential candidate prior to casting their ballots.270 

 

Pro-government trolling and various forms of propagandistic blogging also 

emerged as frequent phenomena in RuNet in the late 2000s.  Oppositional bloggers on 

LiveJournal and other sites often complained about the negative and inflamatory 

comments that would be posted in response to their thoughtful entries – often clearly 

aimed to prompt conflictual interaction and prevent others from seriously considering the 

blog posts, and frequently laden with a heavy dose of non sequitor pro-Kremlin talking 

points.  While some such “trolling” was more like mechanical collections of swear words 

and gibberish – seemingly posted by programmed “bots” – others were more specific and 

clearly written by people as responses to the particular post.  Beginning in 2009, stories 

began to surface concerning “schools of bloggers” and “Russia’s 50 ruble army,” 

describing groups of people being paid to write pro-regime posts either as stand-alone 

blogs or as comment-thread responses to particular sources.271  Efforts were also made to 

                                                
268 Gorshkov, who accepts payment for about half of the stories he posts, but does not pick sides, has been 
referred to as an “equal-opportunity opportunist.”  The site, which is extremely popular and has made 
Gorshkov a fortune, has also been compared to WikiLeaks due to its tendency to release scandalous 
documents, photographs and videos. 
269 The blocking occurred in particular on ISPs with some link to the government, including Rostelekom 
and TransTeleKom.  It was later described as “accidental.” 
270 Yasha Levine, “The Daily Bribe: The Dirty World of Russian Political Bloggers,” The eXiled, July 23, 
2008, http://exiledonline.com/daily-bribe-dirty-world-of-russian-political-bloggers/; Deibert and 
Rohozinski, “Chapter 2: Control and Subversion in Russian Cyberspace.” 
271 In May 2009, for example, the site Liberty.ru announced the beginning of a series of public lectures for 
a “Kremlin School of Bloggers” aimed to train graduates to “organize information campaigns” for the 
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co-opt popular bloggers to offer sympathetic narratives surrounding unfavorable news 

events.272   

 

In the late 2000s, there were a number of prominent cases of physical violence 

being brought to bear against online activists, bloggers, or individuals involved in online-

organized protest movements.  This was evident, for example, in relation to the Khimki 

Forest protest movement between 2008 and 2010.  In 2010 the well known blogger and 

Kommersant journalist Oleg Kashin was severely beaten in apparent connection with his 

coverage of the controversy.  This was one of several violent attacks on those involved in 

the protest movement or its coverage.273  Since many individuals involved in such 

                                                                                                                                            
Kremlin in different Russian regions.  In March 2011, for example exposés showed screen shots of online 
job advertisements specifically calling for individuals who could write 70 daily comments from 50 
accounts all directed at the blog of anti-corruption blogger Alexey Navalny and praising Putin and 
Medvedev’s party, United Russia.   
Nathan Hodge, “Kremlin Launches ‘School of Bloggers,’” WIRED, May 27, 2009, 
https://www.wired.com/2009/05/kremlin-launches-school-of-bloggers/; Soldatov and Borogan, The Red 
Web; “Information Warfare: The 50 Ruble Army,” The Strategy Page: The News as History, February 20, 
2012, https://www.strategypage.com/htmw/htiw/articles/20120220.aspx; Luke Allnutt, “Russia’s 30-Ruble 
Army,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty: Tangled Web, March 23, 2011, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/russias_30_ruble_army/2347318.html; Dmitry Davidov, “Russia: Human Bots 
Fight Opposition · Global Voices,” Global Voices, March 21, 2011, 
https://globalvoices.org/2011/03/21/russia-human-bots-fight-opposition/. 
272 Soldatov and Borogan describe, for example, how the popular blogger Rustem Adagamov (known by 
his LiveJournal handle drugoi, “another”) was invited to cover the August 2009 accidental explosion at the 
Sayano-Shushenskaya Station hydroelectric plant in Siberia that had killed 74 people, while a more 
objective journalist from Interfax was forced to leave the site.  In thanks for his favorable coverage of the 
state’s disaster relief efforts, drugoi was subsequently named to the elite Kremlin press pool (Soldatov and 
Borogan 2015). 
273 Other journalists and activists involved in the protest and its coverage were also badly beaten, including 
Khimki environmental activist and Khiminskaya Pravda editor, Mikhail Beketov, who was left in a wheel 
chair and unable to speak by a beating in 2008, Khimki activist Konstantin Fetisov, who was beaten with a 
baseball bat outside his hom just a few days before Kashin, and Anatoly Adamchuk, journalist for a weekly 
newspaper in Zhukovsky beaten with a bar just 48 hours after Kashin.  See: Moscow Times, “Kashin Links 
Beating to His Reporting on Khimki Forest,” The Moscow Times, November 18, 2010, 
https://themoscowtimes.com/news/kashin-links-beating-to-his-reporting-on-khimki-forest-3056; Tom 
Parfitt, “Russian Journalist Beaten Unconscious Outside Office: Attack on Anatoly Adamchuk as He Left 
Zhukovsky Office Occurred 48 Hours after Another Reporter Was Beaten with Iron Bar,” The Guardian, 
November 8, 2010, sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/nov/08/russian-journalist-
beaten-unconscious-office; Sean Guillory, “And Punished Kashin Was . . .,” Sean’s Russia Blog, 
November 7, 2010, http://seansrussiablog.org/2010/11/07/and-punished-kashin-was/; Charles Digges, 
“Khimki Opposition Journalist Beketov Wins Reporting Prize from Kremlin in a Move His Supporters Call 
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movements typically are engaged in both online and offline activities, it is, of course, 

difficult to neatly dilineate the targeting of individuals specifically for their online 

engagement.  Here it seems, rather, that as online discussion and organizing came to play 

a more significant role in overall protest movement development and political discourse, 

those engaging in online forms of commentary and activism became more likely subjects 

of the same types of attacks which had in the past been directed with unfortunate 

frequency at Russian independent journalists and opposition figures. 

 

While Russia’s early use of these methods shows that some effort was made to 

control the spread and nature of information in the online environment (and especially at 

key moments), the overall degree of online freedom was generally still quite high 

throughout the 2000s – very notable considering the restricted nature of many offline 

media sources and civic organizing efforts.  What is more, through the 2000s the 

government often explicitly encouraged the development of a strong ICT sector in 

general and the Russian Internet in particular.  This was especially the case under the 

administration of Dmitry Medvedev.   

 

Medvedev’s highly-touted “modernization program,” begun in 2009, aimed to 

diversify the national economy by incentivizing high technology development and 

innovation, funding research and development and startups in technical fields including 

information technology and telecommunications.  The Skolkovo Innovation Center 

                                                                                                                                            
‘Cynical,’” Khimki opposition journalist Beketov wins reporting prize, Bellona.org, (November 3, 2011), 
http://bellona.org/news/climate-change/international-climate-conferences/2011-11-khimki-opposition-
journalist-beketov-wins-reporting-prize-from-kremlin-in-a-move-his-supporters-call-cynical; Moscow 
Times, “Ex-Official Jailed for Brutal Attack on Eco-Activist Fetisov,” The Moscow Times, July 5, 2013, 
https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/ex-official-jailed-for-brutal-attack-on-eco-activist-fetisov-25545.  
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project outside of Moscow, first announced in November 2009, was planned as a center 

of innovation and a high tech incubator that would provide startup funding and help bring 

new companies in areas such as “energy efficient technologies,” “biomedical 

technologies,” and “information technologies” to market.  The “Information 

Technologies” focused “cluster” – with over 100 official company participants – was 

charged with developing not only specific new IT projects, but also a model for 

successful commercialization of these technologies within Russia.  Medvedev visited 

Silicon Valley in 2010, meeting executives and speaking about cooperation and 

openness.  As recently as 2012, a report in The Economist highlighted Russia’s Internet 

business as “Europe’s great exception,” discussing the unusual success of Russian 

Internet companies in dominating their own domestic market (out-competing global 

giants), and developing companies with potential global reach.   

 

The Russian Internet – or RuNet – quickly grew and took on a life of its own 

during the 2000s.  Online media outlets, blogs, and social media platforms emerged 

during this period as important alternative sources of information and loci for civic 

organizing.  Activists and journalists sometimes referred to the Internet as the last place 

for unrestricted media in Russia (Personal Interviews 2003, 2013-2014).  While popular 

online-only news outlets such as Lenta.ru and Gazeta.ru, became leading sources of 

information for many Internet users, more fringe oppositional sources such as Grani.ru 

(founded in 2000), EJ.ru (“Daily Journal,” founded 2004), and Kasparov.ru (founded in 

late 2000s by former world chess champion Garry Kasparov) also developed loyal 

readership.   
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The Russian Internet was social from the outset, with social media platforms 

becoming popular during the same period that Internet use was most rapidly increasing, 

and with the Russian Internet being credited as playing a significant role in the expansion 

of public discourse and civic engagement.274  The social blogging platform LiveJournal 

took off in Russia beginning in 2001 and played an important role in the development of 

a vibrant interconnected blogosphere – including large clusters of discourse about public 

affairs and news.275  Facebook clone VKontakte (founded in 2006) took off well before 

Facebook or Twitter entered the Russian market (in 2010 and 2011 respectively) and was 

accompanied by several other home-grown social media platforms such as Odnoklassniki 

(2006) and MoiKrug (2007).   

 

New forms of ICT-leveraging civic engagement emerged in the late 2000s, such 

as a “Help Map” for collaboratively fighting the 2010 forest fires.  Online-organized 

protest movements such as “Save Khimki Forest” and the “Blue Bucket” drivers’ 

movement brought crowds of thousands to massive events – larger than anything Russia 

had seen in years.  Activist bloggers played important roles in the emerging protest 

culture, with popular figures like blogger Alexey Navalny drawing attention to elite and 

government corruption and creating crowdsourcing tools for collaboratively tracking the 

misallocation of funds.   

 

                                                
274 Karina Alexanyan, “The Map and the Territory - Russian Social Media Networks and Society” 
(Liberation Technologies (LibTech) Seminar Series, CDDRL, Stanford University, February 5, 2015), 
http://cddrl.fsi.stanford.edu/research/liberation_technology_seminar_series. 
275 Etling, Faris, and Palfrey, “Political Change in the Digital Age.” 
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The new ICT-leveraging culture of civic engagement and mass protest reached its 

mass-mobilization apex in Russia in the “white ribbon” protest movement of 2011-2012.  

In December of 2011, crowds totaling as many as 100,000 congregated in major cities 

across the country to voice their complaints over perceived vote-rigging in Russia’s 

national Duma elections and their discontent with the ongoing leadership of Putin’s 

“party of power,” United Russia – a party which had by this point been branded by the 

blogger Navalny as the “Party of Crooks and Thieves.” Large protests again erupted in 

February and March 2012, drawing attention to the uneven playing field of the country’s 

presidential election contest.  

 

Online tools, social networks, and oppositional blogs and media outlets played an 

extremely important role in the 2011-2012 mass protest movement – a movement that 

took the regime by surprise and clearly raised the specter of an existential threat to 

regime survival.  Election observers used the NGO Golos’s crowd-mapping site to record 

electoral violations across the country.  Activists used Facebook pages and other social 

networks to organize mass protest events.  Bloggers, like Navalny, who had long 

ridiculed the ruling party and corrupt officials online now took to the streets – with their 

readers.  While state officials made fun of the use of new technologies, referring to 

protesters as “network hamsters” (“setevye homyachki” – connotation similar to 

lemmings) as soon as the protests subsided it became clear that the regime would not 

tolerate such threats in the future.276   

 

                                                
276 Olga Breininger, “Banderlogs and Network Hamsters: The Language of Political Protest in Russia,” 
openDemocracy, March 28, 2013, http://www.opendemocracy.net/od-russia/olga-breininger/banderlogs-
and-network-hamsters-language-of-political-protest-in-russia.  
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About-Face: Changes in Internet Controls, 2012-2016 

 

Since Vladimir Putin’s return to power in 2012, there has been a sea change in the 

state’s approach to control of society, media and information.  This has included major 

changes in Internet policy, major changes in the control and protection of the ICT sector, 

a dramatic crackdown on previously-tolerated independent media outlets, and the 

widespread use of the concept of “information warfare” – particularly in relation to the 

conflict in Ukraine.  A number of branches of the Russian government have been 

involved in this process, and it has involved the use of legal and technical tools including 

first generation content censorship techniques as well as ever-more sophisticated 

surveillance, propaganda, and other next generation controls. 

 

In keeping with the regime’s previous practice of “quasi-legal” approaches to the 

oppression of independent or oppositional societal actors, the post-White-Ribbon-

Movement crackdown on Internet freedom in Russia has involved a large number of new 

national laws limiting online content and activities – many in the name of protecting 

children or national security.  The dramatic about-face in Internet policy starting in 2012 

has been so shocking to the activist and independent media communities that many have 

come to refer to the lower house of parliament, the State Duma, as “the Crazy Printer” – a 

name suggestive of the speed with which new restrictive laws are being proposed and 

passed.277   

 

                                                
277 Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014. 
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The first new restrictive law – creating a blacklist of banned sites to be blocked at 

the ISP (Internet service provider) level – went into effect in November 2012.  The law 

was ostensibly aimed at the protection of children – providing for blocking child 

pornography and materials concerning illegal drugs and methods for committing suicide.  

RuNet activists at the time expressed concern that the law could be expanded in scope.278  

By June of 2013 this was proven correct with the adoption of the “Anti-LGBT 

Propaganda Law.”279  New legal and administrative acts have further constrained the 

electronic information space.280  As of February 2016 approximately 22,000 sites have 

been added to the blacklist and blocked.  In addition, because of the technologically 

                                                
278 Miriam Elder, “Censorship Row over Russian Internet Blacklist,” The Guardian, November 12, 2012, 
sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/nov/12/censorship-row-russian-internet-
blacklist. 
279 The federal law, which bans the use of the media or Internet to spread “propaganda of non-traditional 
sexual relations” to minors, was passed with a 436-to-0 Duma vote in June 2013.  The vaguely worded law 
was widely interpreted as making it illegal to “equate straight and gay relationships” or to distribute 
“material on gay rights.”  Since the law’s passage, it has been used to fine gay rights activists and blacklist 
websites and social media group pages dedicated to the LGBT community.  New measures have been 
proposed to ban all “public expression of non-traditional sexual relationships” and to ban the use of “gay 
emojis” on social media.  
See: Miriam Elder, “Russia Passes Law Banning Gay ‘Propaganda,’” The Guardian, June 11, 2013, sec. 
World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jun/11/russia-law-banning-gay-propaganda; Alec 
Luhn, “LGBT Website Founder Fined under Russia’s Gay Propaganda Laws,” The Guardian, July 29, 
2015, sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/29/lgbt-yelena-klimova-fined-russia-
gay-propaganda-laws; Tetyana Lokot, “Russian LGBT Activist Fined for ‘Propaganda of Homosexuality’ 
Online,” Global Voices Advocacy, January 22, 2016, https://advox.globalvoices.org/2016/01/22/russian-
lgbt-activist-fined-for-propaganda-of-homosexuality-online/; Darina Gribova, “It Gets Worse for Russia’s 
Most-Prominent LGBT Youth Support Group · Global Voices,” Global Voices, September 22, 2015, 
https://globalvoices.org/2015/09/22/it-gets-worse-for-russias-most-prominent-lgbt-youth-support-group/; 
“Russia ‘May Ban Gay Emojis’ under ‘Propaganda’ Law,” BBC News, July 31, 2015, sec. Europe, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33738770; J. Lester Feder, “Russian Parliament To Take Up First 
Anti-LGBT Legislation Since ‘Gay Propaganda’ Law,” BuzzFeed, January 14, 2016, 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/lesterfeder/russian-parliament-to-take-up-first-anti-lgbt-legislation-si; Kerr, 
Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014; Michelle O’Toole, “Russia Wants to Expand Anti-Gay Law to 
Ban All ‘public’ Displays of Homosexuality,” Pink News, November 6, 2015, 
http://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/11/06/russia-wants-to-expand-anti-gay-law-to-ban-all-public-
homosexuality/. 
280 Even the framework of “protecting children” has been used as a basis for expanding restriction.  See for 
example:  Anna Dolgov, “Proposed Bill Would ‘Protect’ Children From Unpatriotic Information,” The 
Moscow Times, May 9, 2014, https://themoscowtimes.com/news/proposed-bill-would-protect-children-
from-unpatriotic-information-35292. 
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unsophisticated IP-address level blocking approach by which this is often handled, a total 

of over 1,200,000 sites have been affected – either by blocking or collateral blocking.281 

 

In the years since Putin’s return to office, a total of approximately twenty new 

laws have been passed to restrict Internet content, permit new forms of mass surveillance, 

and enforce legal penalties on Internet users and service providers.  These have included, 

for example, the “Anti-Piracy” law of August 2013, a law with many similarities to the 

failed SOPA and PIPA legislation in the US.  The Anti-Piracy law places extreme 

burdens of liability on Internet intermediaries.  It was passed easily despite over 141,000 

signatures on a petition to stop the legislation and a coordinated IT blackout protest 

across several of the country’s most prominent Internet sites.282   

 

The SORM regulation and surveillance technology also received several recent 

enhancements.  During the lead-up to the February 2014 Sochi Olympics, surveillance 

systems around Sochi were updated enormously, and some leaks suggested that DPI 

technologies were being included in national-level SORM systems.  In August 2014, 

Dmitry Medvedev signed Decree N743, extending the SORM-2 program for Internet 

monitoring, requiring all social media platform companies operating in Russia (no longer 

                                                
281 Statistics compiled by group RosKomSvoboda: RosKomSvoboda, “Reyestr Zapreshchennykh Saytov” 
[“The Register of Banned Sites”], RuBlacklist.net, accessed February 5, 2016, 
https://reestr.rublacklist.net/visual.  (Note also: these numbers have nearly doubled in less than six months, 
having stood at approximately 11,000 and 700,000 respectively when checked on August 26, 2015.)  
282 Jaclyn Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014; Kevin Rothrock, “Orphaned in US, SOPA Finds 
Home in Russia,” A Good Treaty, June 15, 2013, http://www.agoodtreaty.com/2013/06/14/orphaned-in-us-
sopa-finds-home-in-russia/; Maryam Omidi, “Blackout: Why Russian Internet Sites Are Going Dark over 
Anti-Piracy Laws,” The Calvert Journal, August 1, 2013, 
http://calvertjournal.com/articles/show/1273/blackout-why-russian-internet-sites-are-going-dark-over-anti-
piracy-laws; Olivia Solon, “Russia’s Fist Just Clenched Around the Internet a Little Tighter,” 
Bloomberg.com, August 31, 2015, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-31/russia-internet-
law-tests-facebook-google-and-other-foreign-firms. 
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just ISPs) to install SORM monitoring equipment.  In April of 2014 a new SORM system 

was also announced, SORM-3, which was to be implemented by March 31, 2015 and 

would encompass and store records of all digital communications in a single data system, 

allowing the tracking of data streams by particular users and IP addresses.283 

 

A particularly pernicious “Law on Pre-Trial Blocking of Websites” went into 

force in February 2014, permitting sites deemed to contain “incitement to extremism or 

riots” to be blocked immediately without warning – and with little clear procedure for 

how such sites can be unblocked.  The category of extremism is here defined in such a 

way as to include calls to participate in unsanctioned protest events – a significant 

inclusion in a country in which the government often is slow to grant official permission.  

This law was used on the so-called “Black Thursday” (March 13th 2014) during the 

height of the Crimea Annexation crisis to abruptly block several leading oppositional 

news outlets and blogs.  

                                                
283 There appears to be some ambiguity as to how pervasively this system has yet been installed and used, 
as noted in an interview with an ISP employee published in November 2015:  
Dmitry Okrest, “Confession of a Russian Internet Provider,” StopFake.org: Struggle against Fake 
Information about Events in Ukraine, November 8, 2015, http://www.stopfake.org/en/confession-of-a-
russian-internet-provider/. 
For more detail on Russia’s SORM system, and its recent updates, also see: 
Lorenzo Franceschi-Bicchierai, “With Olympics Looming, Russia Ramps Up Online Surveillance,” 
Mashable.com, January 28, 2014, http://mashable.com/2014/01/28/russia-internet-olympics/; Andrei 
Soldatov, Irina Borogan, and Shaun Walker, “As Sochi Olympic Venues Are Built, so Are Kremlin’s 
Surveillance Networks,” The Guardian, October 6, 2013, sec. World news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/06/sochi-olympic-venues-kremlin-surveillance; Pierluigi 
Paganini, “New Powers for the Russian Surveillance System SORM-2 to Social Network Surveillance.,” 
Security Affairs, August 18, 2014, http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/27611/digital-id/new-powers-sorm-
2.html; Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan, “The Kremlin’s New Internet Surveillance Plan Goes Live 
Today,” WIRED, November 1, 2012, https://www.wired.com/2012/11/russia-surveillance/all/; Andrei 
Soldatov and Irina Borogan, “Russia’s Surveillance State,” World Policy Journal, Secrecy and Security, 
XXX, no. 3 (Fall 2013), http://www.worldpolicy.org/journal/fall2013/Russia-surveillance; Sergey 
Kozlovsky, “Russia Just Doubled Its Internet Surveillance Program,” Global Voices Advocacy, August 15, 
2014, https://advox.globalvoices.org/2014/08/15/russia-just-doubled-its-internet-surveillance-program/; 
“SORM-3 Budet Vnedren Do 31 Marta 2015 Goda” [“SORM-3 Will Be Implemented before March 31, 
2015”], RUBLACKLIST.NET, October 11, 2014, http://rublacklist.net/8827/. 
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A package of “Anti-Terrorist” laws passed in summer of 2014 included what has 

been popularly referred to as the “Bloggers’ Law” – requiring all bloggers with a daily 

audience of more than 3000 to register on a national list of bloggers and follow 

regulations for media outlets, including taking accountability for the correctness of all 

facts in their posts.284  Also in that package was the “User Data Storage” requirement – 

demanding that all Internet sites and platforms that collect data from Russian users must 

store that data for six months in servers on Russian soil.  This requirement went into 

effect on September 1, 2015 (though authorities announced compliance would not be 

checked until January 2016), and has been widely viewed as a threat to foreign social 

media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook and their ability to ethically continue 

operation within the Russian market.  Recent reports indicate that, as of December 2015, 

Apple, Ebay, PayPal, Booking.com, and Viber had all agreed to comply with the law, but 

Twitter, Google, and Facebook had not publically indicated their decisions and had sent 

high level representatives to discuss the matter at the Kremlin.285  

 

In addition to these (and other) new restrictive Internet laws, there has also been a 

dramatic change in the approach to the ICT sector – including negative rhetoric, threats, 

                                                
284 Jaclyn Kerr, “Chill of Victory: Russia Targets Bloggers Amid Celebrations,” Independent Journalism 
101 [Previously: Journalism for Change], May 13, 2014, http://www.independentjournalism101.com/on-
citizen-journalism/2014/5/13/new-russian-law-targets-bloggers; Neil Macfarquhar, “Russia Quietly 
Tightens Reins on Web With ‘Bloggers Law,’” The New York Times, May 6, 2014, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/07/world/europe/russia-quietly-tightens-reins-on-web-with-bloggers-
law.html; Victor Davidoff, “An Internet Censorship Law Right Out of ‘1984,’” The Moscow Times, April 
27, 2014, https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/an-internet-censorship-law-right-out-of-1984-34692.  
285 Zack Whittaker, “Facebook, Gmail, Skype Face Russia Ban under ‘Anti-Terror’ Data Snooping Plan,” 
ZDNet, April 24, 2014, http://www.zdnet.com/article/facebook-gmail-skype-face-russia-ban-under-anti-
terror-data-snooping-plan/; Andrei Soldatov, “Dear Facebook, Please Don’t Hand Our Data to The Kremlin 
- Transitions Online,” Transitions Online: Regional Intelligence, December 16, 2015, 
http://www.tol.org/client/article/25373-facebook-please-dont-hand-our-data-to-putin.html. 
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and Kremlin-backed corporate takeovers.  While the ICT sector has been one of the 

fastest growing sectors of the Russian economy in recent years, its contribution is small 

by comparison to that of natural resources and its lobby has lacked sufficient influence to 

fight back against most of the new restrictions.286  This lack of significant lobbying 

strength or proportionate importance to overall economic growth has left the Russian ICT 

sector vulnerable to the regime’s sudden change in approach to control over the 

Internet.287 

 

Even some of Russia’s most successful homegrown social media and IT 

businesses have come under direct fire.  Pavel Durov, the so-called Russian Mark 

Zukerberg – founder of the most popular social network, VKontakte (literally “In 

Touch”) – left Russia in April of 2014 after being forced to sell his shares and being fired 

as CEO of the company, which is now majority owned by oligarchs close to the Kremlin.  
                                                
286 This is despite significant efforts on the part of both activist and some actors in the ICT and Internet 
business communities.  While civil society organizations such as RosKomSvaboda (a play of the name of 
the regulatory agency RosKomNadzor, but meaning “Russian Communications Freedom”) and the Pirate 
Party of Russia campaign for the protection of Internet user rights, watch dog groups such as Agentura.ru 
publicize the growing use of surveillance and host teach-in events to help train netizens in the use of Tor 
and other anonymizing and encrypting tools.  The Internet industry lobby RAEC has been actively engaged 
in pushing back against many of the new laws, but with limited impact.  Multiple panels at Internet 
conferences in Moscow in 2013-2014 brought together gatherings of enraged Internet rights activists, 
journalists, lawyers, scholars, and entrepreneurs discussing the dangerous trajectory and how to stop it.  
Small ISPs have also joined together to protest the ever-expaning demands for the installation of expensive 
SORM and censorship equipment on their networks.  As one Internet policy researcher put it, “if this were 
India, this would never happen,” explaining to me that despite concerted efforts the industry lobby in 
Russia simply had no influence – no matter how fast growing the ICT sector of the economy had been, it 
was dwarfed by the country’s natural resource revenue. 
Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014. 
287 Interviews with members of the ICT and Internet business community showed several interesting trends 
regarding the early effects of the policy shifts.  In addition to small and medium size ISPs, Internet platform 
companies appeared to be most troubled by the changing environment.  With their services tied to branding 
in the local Russian Internet market, such companies had little prospect of weathering the storm by selling 
to an alternative market.  Their products, on the other hand, as intermediaries of the Internet’s content layer, 
were most likely to become targets for government intervention and control.  Software and hardware 
companies that could market their products elsewhere or that were not directly involved in the Internet 
service provision or content hosting industries seemed to be less directly impacted by the new policies – 
though clearly these companies too could be affected by general economic downturn and sanctions.  
Source: Ibid. 
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Durov publicly stated that the conflict had resulted from his refusal to disclose user 

information and block pages relating to the conflict in Ukraine and Alexei Navalny’s 

anti-corruption campaign, and that he would never pursue IT entrepreneurship in Russia 

again.288 

 

It is not clear how much further the Internet crackdown in Russia will go. 

Federation Council member Maxim Kavdzharadze attracted derision at the end of April 

2014 with his suggestion that Russia should create a domestic “intranet” named after a 

famous fuzzy Russian cartoon character, “Cheburashka.”289  While the comment became 

the butt of jokes, an April 29th, 2014 report by the newspaper Kommersant cited high-

level sources indicating that a working group under the administration of the president 

was developing a proposal for a massive change in the structure of Russia’s domestic 

internet.290  Reports in September 2014 suggested further that the Kremlin was seeking 

the development of a “kill switch” – ostensibly to protect the Russian networks from 

                                                
288 Danny Hakim, “Once Celebrated in Russia, the Programmer Pavel Durov Chooses Exile,” The New 
York Times, December 2, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/03/technology/once-celebrated-in-russia-
programmer-pavel-durov-chooses-exile.html; Kevin Rothrock, “So Long, Mr. Durov, and Thanks for All 
the Fish,” Global Voices, April 21, 2014, https://globalvoices.org/2014/04/21/so-long-mr-durov-and-
thanks-for-all-the-fish/; Shaun Walker, “Founder of Vkontakte Leaves after Dispute with Kremlin-Linked 
Owners,” The Guardian, April 2, 2014, sec. Media, 
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/apr/02/founder-pavel-durov-leaves-russian-social-network-site-
vkontakte.  
289 Christopher Brennan, “Senator Suggests Naming Russian Internet After Cartoon Creature,” The Moscow 
Times, April 29, 2014, http://old.themoscowtimes.com/news/article/senator-suggests-naming-russian-
internet-after-cartoon-creature/499170.html. 
290 Anna Balashova, Vladislav Novyy, and Denis Skorobogatko, “Domen — i tochka: Rossiyskiy segment 
interneta gotovyat k polnomu kontrolyu” [“Domain - and point: the Russian segment of the Internet is 
being prepared for full control”], Gazeta “Kommersant” [The Newspaper “Kommersant”], April 29, 2014, 
http://www.kommersant.ru/doc/2462760; Vladislav Noviy et al., “Great Russian Firewall? Inside 
Moscow’s Internet Overhaul,” Worldcrunch.com, May 5, 2014, http://www.worldcrunch.com/world-
affairs/great-russian-firewall-inside-moscow-0-s-internet-overhaul/c1s15788/.  
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international aggression by allowing them to be cut off from the global Internet in 

moments of crisis.291 

 

The growing Internet and ICT restrictions since 2012 appear to be part of a 

general shift towards more draconian restrictions of civil liberties – both on and offline – 

though the shift is most noticeable in the previously much less controlled online 

environment.  These changes have included ever-tightening control over civil society 

organizations, including the 2012 “Law on Foreign Agents,” which required NGOs 

receiving funding from abroad and engaging in political activity to register as “foreign 

agents” – a term long used in Soviet times to refer to foreign spies.  Since 2012, NGOs 

have been subject to the constant threat of “audit” raids, law suits, and fines – including 

such measures even against the oldest and most respected rights organizations (such as 

Memorial, for example, which was begun by Soviet era dissidents).   

 

Fines and restrictions for protest have also increased, as has the aggression 

towards protesters, with the government often refusing to sanction planned protest events 

or requiring them to convene in distant and easily controlled locations, legally equating 

unsanctioned rights protests with “extremist” acts and “riots,” and arresting and detaining 

protest attendees and leaders at higher frequency and for longer durations than 

previously.  The so-called “prisoners of the 6th of May” were arrested, imprisoned, and 

tried on grossly magnified or made-up charges after their sanctioned protest march in 

spring 2012 was blocked by a police barricade.  Most of the prisoners were ultimately 

                                                
291 Stone, “Russia Investigating Better Cybersecurity, Not Internet ‘Kill Switch,’ Putin Says”; Rothrock, 
“How Not to Understand the Kremlin’s Internet ‘Kill Switch.’”  
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handed down multiple year prison sentences for aggregious crimes such as “pulling the 

sleave of a police officer.”  The lengthy imprisonments of members of the band Pussy 

Riot after their protest performance of their song “A Punk Prayer” within Moscow’s 

Cathedral of Christ the Savior and of Greenpeace activists involved in the Arctic Sunrise 

incident demonstrated a similar tone of heightened degree of intolerance for small scale 

acts of public dissent.  While marking an apparent move away from the “softer” forms of 

coercion and “management” approach to society noted among hybrid regimes in the 

2000s, this approach also appears to utilize the harsh punishments of “exemplar” figures 

to create a chilling effect, discouraging other acts of dissent. 

 

These shifts have been accompanied by an intensive government crackdown on 

independent media – especially affecting the long-more-independent space of online 

media outlets, but also deeply impacting the few remaining print, television, and radio 

outlets that had previously been tolerated.  This dynamic has been so dramatic, if 

underhanded, that members of the Russian independent media community have created 

an explitive-laden nickname for the series of media-takeovers, fines, prosecutions, and 

closures that have oppressed the independent press community since 2012.292  Ownership 

takeovers of media holding companies and pressure to replace top editors with Kremlin-

loyalists have led to dramatic changes in the independence of newspapers and online 

                                                
292 Journalists in Moscow refer to this series of events as the “[explitive]-ing chain” – a sort of secret code 
among independent journalists used to reference the rather covert chain of events targeting their media 
outlets.  These events are each framed in terms of benign business deals or up-and-up legal prosecutions, 
but these measures have relentlessly targeted the most prominent bastians of independent media, creating a 
sense of chronic job insecurity among journalists unwilling to work for state-controlled media, and 
prompting the dedicated to repeatedly switch from outlet to outlet seeking next opportunities in outlets that 
have avoided closure or takeover or in new ventures that seek to replace those that have not.  Source: Kerr, 
Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014. 
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media outlets including Kommersant, Gazeta.ru, and Lenta.ru.293  The new pre-trial 

blocking law and extremism accusations were used to block well-known oppositional 

outlets Grani.ru, EJ.ru, and Kasparov.ru, as well as the LiveJournal blog of Alexei 

Navalny.294  In winter 2014, in apparent response to government pressure, leading 

Russian cable companies dropped the channel Dozhd TV (TV Rain), one of Russia’s only 

remaining independent television channels, known also for its website and online 

streaming of broadcasts.  Further changes in laws concerning cable advertising have 

forced the channel to fight for financial survival.295  Since the fall of 2014, the long-

independent radio station Echo of Moscow has also faced legal challenges and 

accusations.296  

 

A particularly threatening law adopted in October 2014 requires that all Russian 

media outlets reduce foreign ownership to 20 percent by the end of 2016.  This law poses 
                                                
293 Lenta.ru Editorial Staff, “Lenta.ru: Dorogim chitatelyam ot dorogoy redaktsii” [“Lenta.ru: To Our Dear 
Readers From Your Dear Editorial Team”], Lenta.ru, March 12, 2014, https://lenta.ru/info/posts/statement; 
Olga Razumovskaya, “Russian News Editor Fired Over Ukrainian Nationalist Interview,” The Wall Street 
Journal, March 12, 2014, http://blogs.wsj.com/emergingeurope/2014/03/12/russian-news-editor-fired-after-
interviewing-ukrainian-nationalist/; Kevin Rothrock, “Russia’s Best News Portal Decimated · Global 
Voices,” Global Voices, March 12, 2014, https://globalvoices.org/2014/03/12/russias-best-news-portal-
decimated/.  
294  Steve Gutterman, “Russia Blocks Internet Sites of Putin Critics,” Reuters, March 13, 2014, 
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-internet-idUSBREA2C21L20140313; Andrey Tselikov, “Russia 
Blocks Four Opposition Media Portals,” Global Voices, March 13, 2014, 
https://globalvoices.org/2014/03/13/russia-blocks-four-opposition-media-portals/. 
295 Masha Gessen, “Russia’s Only Independent TV Channel Has Felt the Full Force of Censorship,” The 
Guardian, January 30, 2014, sec. Opinion, 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jan/30/russia-independent-tv-channel-censorship-tv-
rain-leningrad; Editor, “Prosecutor Launches Probe of TV Rain,” The Interpreter Magazine, January 31, 
2014, http://www.interpretermag.com/prosecutor-launches-probe-of-tv-rain/ (Originally published by 
Lenta.ru, January 30, 2014); Oleg Sukhov, “Dozhd Television Faces Closure But Strives to Stay Afloat,” 
February 5, 2014, https://themoscowtimes.com/news/dozhd-television-faces-closure-but-strives-to-stay-
afloat-31705; Kevin Rothrock, “The Dependence of Russian Independent Television,” Global Voices, 
February 8, 2014, https://globalvoices.org/2014/02/08/the-dependence-of-russian-independent-television/.  
296 Anna Nemtsova, “The Kremlin Is Killing Echo of Moscow, Russia’s Last Independent Radio Station,” 
The Daily Beast, November 7, 2014, http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/11/07/putin-is-killing-
echo-of-moscow-russia-s-last-independent-radio-station.html; Kevin Rothrock, “What Has Happened to 
Russia’s Best Independent Radio Station?,” Global Voices, April 29, 2015, 
https://globalvoices.org/2015/04/29/russia-what-has-happened-to-echo-of-moscow/.  
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a significant threat to the remaining independent print media outlets – including 

newspapers Vedomosti, RBC Daily and the English-language Moscow Times, each still 

known for their relative independence and serious reporting.  Vedomosti, for example, 

with its famously independent and high-brow opinion page, is two-thirds owned by the 

parent companies of the Financial Times and Wall Street Journal, which will each have 

to reduce their stakes significantly.  The Moscow Times and the remaining 33% stake in 

Vedomosti were, until recently, owned by the Finnish company Sanoma.  In April 2015, 

Sanoma announced an agreement to sell its stake in both newspapers to the Russian 

media manager Demyan Kudryavtsev, a former Boris Berezovsky business partner who 

was respected for his work as general director of Kommersant publishing house between 

2006 and 2012.297  It remains to be seen whether any domestic buyers, even well-

intentioned ones, will be able to protect these newspapers’ ongoing editorial 

independence in the current political climate.   

 

The Russian government’s recent efforts to control information and public 

discourse have gone beyond these new legal and extralegal restrictions on the Internet, 

ICTs, and media – arguably pioneering new forms of propaganda and information control 

for a digital age.  In the context of the conflict in Ukraine, Russia has used state resources 

to create clear narratives and rhetorical tropes to capture the patriotic imagination while 

sidelining the voices of domestic critics and shedding doubt on independent news 

sources.  Patriotic trolling and blogging are now widely reported to be used as tools to 

discredit alternative information and opinions and to spread pro-Kremlin interpretations 

                                                
297 Andrew Roth, “New Owner for The Moscow Times and Vedomosti,” The New York Times, April 30, 
2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/01/world/europe/new-owner-for-the-moscow-times-and-
vedomosti.html. 
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of events.298  Russia’s opposition and independent media are repeatedly disparaged in 

news broadcasts as “a fifth column,”299 and disagreeable opinions or facts expressed by 

these or non-Russian sources are referred to as “information warfare.” 300  These efforts to 

control and manipulate all forms of media, information flows, and online and offline 

discourse and thus shape public opinion have gone hand-in-hand with the ongoing regime 

efforts to also control and further limit the possibilities for civic organizing, protest 

activity, or oppositional political efforts in the post-White-Ribbon period.301 

 

Why did the Russian government so abruptly change its approach to control over 

the Internet after years of promoting Internet and ICT development and even encouraging 

                                                
298 Sternstein, “Russia’s Troll Army Is Making Life Harder for US Spies”; Alexander, “Kremlin’s Twitter 
Bot Campaign”; Kevin Rothrock, “Anton Nossik in ‘Open Russia’ on the History of Kremlin Botnets · 
Global Voices,” Global Voices, April 5, 2015, https://globalvoices.org/2015/04/05/anton-nossik-in-open-
russia-on-the-history-of-kremlin-botnets/. 
299  Joshua Yaffe, “Putin’s New War on ‘Traitors,’” The New Yorker, March 28, 2014, 
http://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/putins-new-war-on-traitors; Maria Lipman, “Putin’s Enemy 
within: Demonising the ‘fifth Column,’” European Council on Foreign Relations (Ecfr.eu), March 26, 
2015, http://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_putins_enemy_within_demonising_the_fifth_column311513; 
Glenn Kates, “‘Traitors’ Slur Goes Mainstream In Russia,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, March 26, 
2014, sec. Ukraine Unspun, http://www.rferl.org/content/russia-nationalism-traitors-crimea-
media/25310606.html; Kevin Rothrock, “Cue the Next Witch-Hunt Against Russia’s News Media,” The 
Fifth Column (Thefifthcolumnnews.com), May 13, 2016, http://thefifthcolumnnews.com/2016/05/cue-the-
next-witch-hunt-against-russias-news-media/. 
300 Neil Clark, “Insult to Our Intelligence: New Information War against Russia,” RT International, 
October 1, 2015, https://www.rt.com/op-edge/317300-syria-strikes-information-war/; “Informatsionnaya 
Voyna Protiv Rossii” [“The Information War against Russia”], Russkiy Ekspert [Russian Expert] 
(Ruxpert.ru), January 13, 2013; Dmitriy Kuznetsov, “Informatsionnaya Voyna Zapada Protiv Rossii” 
[“Information War of the West against Russia”], OKO PLANETY Informatsionno-Analiticheskiy Portal 
[OKO PLANET Information-Analytical Portal] (Http://oko-Planet.su), May 13, 2014, http://oko-
planet.su/first/241916-informacionnaya-voyna-zapada-protiv-rossii.html. 
301 Edward Lucas, “Russia’s Information Warfare: The More You Doubt, the Less You Trust, Is the 
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the technology’s role in political engagement?  How fundamental is this departure from 

Russia’s prior approach to control of information, media, and civic engagement, and what 

lessons can be learned from this case for understanding the possible trajectories of other 

hybrid regime states as Internet penetration rates grow?  In the following section, we turn 

to examine these questions, considering factors and processes that have influenced 

Internet policy change in Russia since 2012. 

 

Explaining Policy Change 

 

How can Russia’s recent dramatic change of Internet policy be explained, and 

what can this teach us about factors and processes influencing Internet policy decisions in 

non-democratic regimes more generally?   

 

Multiple factors and processes have played important roles in driving the recent 

developments in Russian Internet policy, including: a gradual move towards greater 

policy linkage and closing the gap of online-offline asymmetry, the domestic application 

of Russia’s long-held international rhetorical position supporting a framework of 

“information security” and “information sovereignty,” increasing Internet penetration and 

ICT use within Russian society, and the perceived increased threat of political instability 

associated with ICT use.  Some factors that previously served as constraints on adopting 

restrictive Internet policies in Russia have been less significant over the last several years.  

These include: consideration and protection of the economic benefits of ICT sector 
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development, legitimacy cost concerns and normative pressures, and limited technical 

capacity or understanding in some branches of the government.  

 

Key domestic and international events including the Arab Spring, Russia’s own 

White-Ribbon protest movement, the Snowden revelations, terrorist events in Volgograd 

and Boston, the Sochi Olympics, the conflict in Ukraine, and escalating tensions with the 

United States and Europe have clearly played important roles in catalyzing this 

transformation.  These events have reinforced regime concerns over free flows of 

information, ostensibly justified concerns over extremism or international hostility, and 

provided cover and reduced legitimacy costs for certain forms of online restrictions and 

reinforced surveillance efforts.  The domestic political contest between different intra-

regime elites and institutions and the rival attitudes of these actors should not be 

overlooked.  Prior decisions and some level of technical and institutional path-

dependency have influenced and constrained in some ways the specific course of 

development of the Russian approach.   

 

Policy Linkage.  In explaining Russia’s dramatic change in approach to controlling the 

Internet, it is clear that online-offline policy linkage and a gradual shift of overall regime 

type have played an important role.  The space for civic engagement and public discourse 

in general in Russian society has been declining gradually since the early 2000s, and 

more precipitously since the return of Vladimir Putin to the Presidency in 2012.  New 

restrictions on NGOs, the media, and other civil society actors and forms of protest and 

expression have occurred at the same time as the decline in Internet freedoms.  All other 
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things being equal, it would make sense that, as Internet and ICT use become more 

widespread in society and as government awareness of the uses of these technologies 

grows, the regime would seek to bring its approach to control of society’s use of these 

platforms and tools into line with its overall strategy for management of state-society 

relations.  This does not fully explain the particular intensity of the change in attitude and 

approach to Internet regulation, however.  Nor does it explain the declining impact of 

countervening pressures and goals that appear to have played important roles in the 

Kremlin’s earlier Internet policy decisions. 

 

“Information Security”.  Some observers have suggested that Russia’s change in 

approach to domestic Internet regulation does not constitute a policy change at all and is 

consistent with the broader “information security” framework302 from which the regime 

has long approached the control of all information flows in relation to political stability – 

including those related to traditional media forms.  This view suggests that attention to 

and restraint of information technologies has heightened only as these technologies have 

become more prevalent with growing penetration.303  Russia’s positions at international 

                                                
302 Russian Federation, “INFORMATION SECURITY DOCTRINE”; The Jamestown Foundation, “Putin 
Signs Information Security Doctrine.” 
303 This viewpoint was explicitly argued by a leading Russian Internet governance and cybersecurity policy 
expert interviewed by the author in spring 2014, and less precise variants were articulated by others in the 
Russian Internet policy community.  It also has been suggested by some Western scholars tracing the 
history of Russian media controls and cybersecurity policy back to the founding 2000 Information Security 
Doctrine document.  Karen Dawisha draws a direct line between the plans of the early Putin administration 
and the more recent tightening of restrictions on the media, civil society, and opposition – including 
Internet controls.  “Within weeks of Putin’s coming to power,” Dawisha explains, “the Kremlin began to 
erode the basic individual freedoms guaranteed under the 1993 Russian Constitution. This pattern of 
gradually closing the public space and denying citizens the rights of free press, assembly, and speech was 
present and planned from the very beginning[.]”  Dawisha supports this argument by analyzing a leaked 
document from the first months of the Putin administration “purported to be the Kremlin’s strategy for 
reshaping the Presidential Administration’s structure and staff in accord with Putin’s plan to strengthen the 
presidency, undermine democracy, and fill the Kremlin’s ranks with KGB ‘professionals.’”  She argues that 
“the contrast between Putin’s open statements supporting democracy and his covert promotion of [this] 
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forums such as meetings of the UN and ITU for over a decade have held that each 

country should have the ability to control information within its society to avoid security 

threats broadly defined, including things that threaten the regime like protest movements.  

In spite of the congruence with the “information security” and “information sovereignty” 

framing, however, Russia’s rapid adoption of new restrictive laws and censorship 

technologies is in direct opposition to an explicit policy stance of protecting an 

unrestricted Internet that had been rhetorically supported by the administrations of 

Vladimir Putin and Dmitri Medvedev throughout the 2000s.  The often quite public 

attacks on the ICT sector and Internet users, furthermore, could not be a more dramatic 

shift from the outward-facing stance of the Medvedev administration, with its support of 

high-tech entrepreneurship and Dmitry Medvedev’s own social media use.304 

                                                                                                                                            
authoritarian blueprint […] is the key to his presidency and [makes it] possible to see the shape and 
direction of his entire rule from [as early as 2000]” (Dawisha, 3, 224).  She describes the gradual tightening 
of controls on media, first on mainstream popular media outlets and eventually on the Internet as a 
symptom of this broader pre-planned progression.  See: Keir Giles, “Russia’s Public Stance on Cyberspace 
Issues” (2012 4th International Conference on Cyber Conflict, Tallinn: NATO CCD COE Publications, 
2012), 63–75, 
https://ccdcoe.org/publications/2012proceedings/2_1_Giles_RussiasPublicStanceOnCyberInformationWarf
are.pdf; 
Dawisha, Putin’s Kleptocracy, 3, 224; Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014. 
304 During his presidency, Medvedev was known for touring Silicon Valley, himself using Internet 
resources, and announcing bold plans for economic modernization and diversification and the development 
of Russia's own ICT sector.  He started his own LiveJournal account, visited Twitter headquarters, spoke 
(and even traveled) with popular bloggers, and in early 2011 even addressed the G8 on the need for greater 
international attention to Internet freedom.  During the question and answer session of an April 13, 2010 
talk at the Brookings Institute in Washington, D.C., Medvedev enthusiastically discussed his own social 
media use, joking about the greater efficiency of diplomatic processes if only he and U.S. President Barack 
Obama were to correspond by SMS-messages.  Speaking of his own enjoyment of technology and the 
Internet, Medvedev also related his own daily media consumption habits.  Passionately explaining his 
desire to understand different perspectives, he said that he regularly read both Russian and foreign news 
sources and also viewed sites critical of or hostile to Russia.  Such public displays of a different leadership 
style and attitude towards technology led some Russian and Western obeservers to believe Medvedev 
genuinely held a quite different view of the world and Russia's best path forward than that of Vladimir 
Putin despite the pair's many years of collaboration. 
See: “Medvedev Pitches a Free Internet at G8,” The Moscow Times, May 30, 2011, 
https://themoscowtimes.com/news/medvedev-pitches-a-free-internet-at-g8-7278; M. G. Siegler, “Russian 
President Medvedev Sends His First Tweet At Twitter,” TechCrunch, June 23, 2010, 
http://social.techcrunch.com/2010/06/23/medvedev-twitte/; Nathan Hodge, “Kremlin 2.0: Russian Prez 
Discovers Social Media,” WIRED, April 28, 2009, https://www.wired.com/2009/04/kremlin-20-russian-
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Penetration.  As Internet and ICT penetration and use rates increase globally, their role in 

politics and the approaches of governments towards their regulation changes.  Arguably, 

these technologies attract more specific attention and careful policy crafting as they 

become increasingly important aspects of a country’s social and political life.  In Russia, 

ICT penetration increased particularly rapidly during the late 2000s, with the 

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) reporting “Internet users per 100 people” 

going from 15.2 in 2005 to 49.0 in 2011 and 61.4 in 2013.305  In 2011 alone, with a 14% 

                                                                                                                                            
prez-discovers-social-media/; Bidder and Schepp, “Will Russia’s Bloggers Survive Censorship Push?”; 
Kevin O’Flynn, “Dmitry Medvedev Facebook Message against Russian Protesters Backfires,” Telegraph, 
December 11, 2011, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/8949424/Dmitry-
Medvedev-Facebook-message-against-Russian-protesters-backfires.html; Darrell M. West, “President 
Dmitry Medvedev: Russia’s Blogger-in-Chief,” Brookings Institution (Brookings.edu), April 14, 2010, 
https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/president-dmitry-medvedev-russias-blogger-in-chief/; “Russia-U.S. 
Relations and Russia’s Vision for International Affairs, with Russian Federation President Dmitry 
Medvedev” (The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., April 13, 2010), 
https://www.brookings.edu/events/russia-u-s-relations-and-russias-vision-for-international-affairs/; Steven 
Pifer, “President Medvedev Rocks at Brookings,” Brookings Institution (Brookings.edu), April 15, 2010, 
https://www.brookings.edu/2010/04/15/president-medvedev-rocks-at-brookings/; “Russia-U.S. Relations 
and Russia’s Vision for International Affairs [Translated Transcript from Medvedev Event]” (The 
Brookings Institution, April 13, 2010), https://www.brookings.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2012/04/20100413_medvedev.pdf.  
305 Russia’s rapid increase in Internet penetration rates and usage intensity in the late 2000s was driven by a 
combination of economic growth and an expanding middle class, the growing availability of affordable and 
high quality Internet service, and government programs explicitly aimed at increasing penetration through 
infrastructure development and the provision of Internet service to schools. 

In the 2000s the Russian economy grew extremely rapidly.  Driven in part by high global oil 
prices, the country experienced real gross domestic product (GDP) increase of 6.9% average annually from 
1999 to 2008 (Cooper 2009).  Real wages grew at more than 10% for almost a decade (Adomanis 2015).  
Between 2006 and 2012, Russian average monthly wages more than doubled (Ministry of Economic 
Development Data 2016, Tade Economics).  Though the Russian economy was hit hard by the international 
financial crisis and declining global oil prices in 2009, professional salaries and wages returned to pre-crisis 
levels and continued to increase through 2010-2011 (MT, 4/1/11).  Adjusted by purchasing power parity 
(PPP), the GDP per capita in Russia grew from approximately $13,000 (US Dollars) in 2000 to 
approximately $22,000 in 2011.  This overall economic growth and increase in wages of the 2000s brought 
consumer goods – including electronics – within reach of more Russians, with approximately one third of 
the population fitting some definitions of economic “middle class” by 2011 (Kramer and Herszenhorn 
2011).   

Meanwhile, the price of Internet connections – including broadband and mobile connections – 
declined, making higher quality forms of Internet access more affordable to a broader portion of the 
population.  By 2010, the average Internet-using Russian was online for 1.7 hours a day – a number 
increasing rapidly as more cost-effective fixed and mobile forms of Internet access became available.  
Internet connections in Russia in 2010 were among the cheapest for BRIC countries, with unlimited traffic 
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increase, the number of Russian Internet users reached 53 million, passing Germany to 

become the largest national population of Internet users in Europe (Economist, May 

2012).  Mobile phone subscriptions have also gone up rapidly during this period, from 

83.4 per 100 people in 2005 to 152.8 in 2013. Russia’s Internet and mobile penetration 

rates are above the world average and among the highest in the former Soviet region.  

                                                                                                                                            
broadband connections available in the most central and major cities (e.g. Moscow, Saint Petersburg, 
Yekaterinburg) for only $10-15 per month for speeds of 2-8 megabits per second (Mbps).  These prices 
varied enormously, creating internal geographic digital divides in the country, with much slower access at 
much higher prices in more remote and less developed cities and rural areas (e.g. $120 per month for a 1 
Mbps connection in Murmansk, for example, or $70 for 2.5 Mbps connections in the far east, and even $30 
for 4 Mbps in the major city of Novosibirsk) (BCG 2010).  Rural regions and former one-industry 
“company towns” or those in conflict zones or separated by geographic obstacles faced the least favorable 
prices, while those with large populations near railway lines fared better (Sidorenko 2010; Economist 
4/5/10).  But these dynamics did not stunt extremely rapid growth in Internet use in the concentrated 
middle class populations of the major cities. 

Mobile phones were also driving increased penetration rates during this period.  With 141 SIM 
cards per 100 people in 2010, the percentage of the population owning mobile devices (with one or 
multiple SIM cards) was estimated at between 75 and 80%, with about 12% of these mobile phone users 
accessing the Internet through their devices – a number quickly growing with the increases in mobile 
ownership and improvements in available 3G service (BCG 2010). 

Government programs in the late 2000s also contributed to the rapid expansion in Internet use.  
Programs run by the Ministry of Education and Science aimed to provide Internet access to all educational 
institutions across the country.  Already by 2007 fifty thousand schools were connected (ONI 2010).   

See: William H. Cooper, “Russia’s Economic Performance and Policies and Their Implications for 
the United States,” CRS Report for Congress (Congressional Research Service, June 29, 2009), 
https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL34512.pdf; Moscow Times, “Russians’ Wages Fall at Fastest Pace 
Since 1999,” The Moscow Times, May 24, 2015, https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/russians-wages-fall-
at-fastest-pace-since-1999-46808; Moscow Times, “Russians’ Real Wages Fall 9.5% in 2015,” The 
Moscow Times, January 25, 2016, https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/russians-real-wages-fall-95-in-
2015-51571; Mark Adomanis, “For The First Time In A Long Time, Russian Wages Are Clearly 
Declining.,” Forbes.com, November 2, 2015, http://putin.trendolizer.com/2015/11/for-the-first-time-in-a-
long-time-russian-wages-are-clearly-declining.html; Olga Razumovskaya, “Salaries Going Up, Candidates 
Get Picky,” The Moscow Times, April 1, 2011, https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/salaries-going-up-
candidates-get-picky-6011; Trading Economics, “Russia Average Monthly Wages: 1992-2016,” Data, 
Trading Economics Website, accessed August 8, 2016, http://www.tradingeconomics.com/russia/wages; 
Andrew E. Kramer and David M. Herszenhorn, “Boosted by Putin, Russia’s Middle Class Turns on Him,” 
The New York Times, December 11, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/12/world/europe/huge-
moscow-rally-suggests-a-shift-in-public-mood.html; Trading Economics, “Russia GDP per Capita: 1989-
2016,” Data, Trading Economics Website, accessed August 8, 2016, 
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/russia/gdp-per-capita; Marcos Aguiar et al., “The Internet’s New 
Billion: Digital Consumers in Brazil, Russia, India, China, and Indonesia” (The Boston Consulting Group, 
September 2010), https://www.bcg.com/documents/file58645.pdf; Alexey Sidorenko, “Russia: Mapping 
Broadband Internet Prices,” Global Voices, March 14, 2010, https://globalvoices.org/2010/03/14/russia-
mapping-broadband-internet-prices/; Economist, “Broadband Prices in Russia: The Island of Sakhalin Is 
Still Very Far Away,” The Economist, April 5, 2010, 
http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2010/04/broadband_prices_russia; OpenNet Initiative (ONI), 
“Country Profile: Russia,” December 19, 2010, 
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/russia#footnote8_atiob3t. 
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The rate of increase in Internet use in Russia during this period has also been 

substantially higher than for the world average (which went from 16.2 Internet users out 

of 100 in 2006 to 38.2 in 2013).306  The rapid expansion of smartphone usage in the early 

2010s (complemented also by high rates of traditional mobile phone use and a smaller but 

growing percentage of tablet use) has also led to an increasing percentage of Internet 

users in Russia accessing the Internet via mobile devices – a dynamic that enables new 

types of online activities.307 

 

As ICT penetration rates have risen, the Internet has become an increasingly 

important platform for communication, public discourse, and collaboration in Russian 

society.  “RuNet” has taken on a life of its own as an important part of contemporary 

Russian culture – especially in major cities and among the younger population.  It has 

come to serve as a vibrant space for civic engagement, independent media, and political 

discourse.  The increased use of these technologies alone did not guarantee how they 

                                                
306 The world average mobile subscription rate went from 33.9 mobile subscriptions per 100 in 2005 to 93.1 
in 2013, so Russia's rate of increase was lower in part due to an already high saturation level.   
307 Polling data by Russia's Public Opinion Foundation (FOM) in 2011 found that 17% of the total Russian 
population accessed the Internet from mobile devices at least once per month.  The younger demographic 
were particularly likely to access the mobile Internet, with 51% monthly access among those ages 12-17 
years of age, a 45% rate for those 18-24, and 26% for ages 25-34.  Reported monthly Internet use rates 
overall for the same age groups were 86%, 84%, and 72% respectively (eMarketer, November 2011).  TNS 
Russia research in 2013 found that the percentage of Russians with mobile Internet access had risen from 
12.8% in March 2009 to to 31.4% in March 2013.  In major cities 49% of mobile Internet access in 2013 
was by smartphones, but respondents also used traditional mobile phones or feature phones (35%) or 
tablets (15%) (eMarketer, 2013).  Later survey statistics from 2014 show 48% of Russian Internet users still 
accessing the Internet only via computers, but 52% of respondents identified as also or exclusively using 
smartphones or tablets to go online.  This was 45% using mobile devices in addition to computers, and 7% 
using exclusively mobile devices (Statistica 2015).  See: eMarketer Blog, “High Mobile Usage in Russia, 
but Lagging Technology: Young Consumers Drive Adoption of Mobile Internet, but Barriers Remain,” 
eMarketer, November 8, 2011, http://www.emarketer.com/Article/High-Mobile-Usage-Russia-Lagging-
Technology/1008678; eMarketer Blog, “Major Bump in Mobile Web Use in Urban Russia: Feature Phones 
Still in Play for Web Access,” eMarketer, July 25, 2013, http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Major-Bump-
Mobile-Web-Use-Urban-Russia/1010076; Statistica, “Russia: Device Used for Internet Access 2014,” 
Data, Statista.com, accessed August 9, 2016, http://www.statista.com/statistics/370613/device-
combinations-for-internet-access-russia/. 
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would be used or how they would be perceived by the government, however – factors 

which have clearly played a decisive role in Russia’s rapid change of Internet policy.   

 

Perceived Instability Threat.  While increases in penetration in the late 2000s may have 

eventually prompted greater consideration of online-offline civil liberties asymmetries 

and of the imbalance between international “information security” rhetoric and legal 

discourse compared to a de facto more laissez faire approach to domestic Internet 

governance, a number of political events at home and abroad during the late 2000s and 

early 2010s appear to have contributed to the Russian regime’s sudden reconsideration of 

the costs and benefits of a largely unrestricted Internet.  While Russia had long shown 

concern to avoid regime-threatening protest events such as the “colored revolutions” that 

had occurred in several neighboring FSU countries in the 2000s, it was only in the late 

2000s and early 2010s that the association between such movements in electoral 

authoritarian settings and the use of new networked information and communications 

technologies began to be widely discussed in global media and policy circles.  The actual 

causal significance of the use of ICTs in events such as Iran’s “Green Movement” or the 

“Arab Spring” matters less here than the perceived role and lessons learned by political 

leaders in Russia concerned about potential equivalent stability threats at home.   

 

The emergence of the “white ribbon” (or “snow revolution”) protest movement 

during the winter of 2011-2012 clearly validated regime concerns over political 

instability risks associated with growing Internet and ICT use.  While, prior to this 

moment, these concerns might have been weighed evenly with other considerations such 
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as reputation and economic growth, the perception of existential threat appears to have 

significantly altered the regime’s model for how to balance control with other costs and 

benefits in Internet governance.  

 

The level of specific enmity expressed towards Vladimir Putin during the protest 

movement also appears to have turned this into something of a personal fight.  While the 

Russian state and its politics are clearly more complex than the initiatives and vendettas 

of one man, some of the recent impetus for tighter Internet restriction appears to be be 

linked to the attitudes and goals of President Putin, who seems to now view the Internet 

through a prism of national security and stability which was previously focused more on 

traditional media forms.  At a forum in Saint Petersburg in April 2014, Putin stated that 

“the Internet first appeared as a special CIA project,” and that “special forces are still at 

the center of things.”  He also suggested that Yandex, the country’s leading search 

engine, had since its inception been under Western influence or control. 308   The 

president’s previous relative disinterest in the Internet – even while seeking to tightly 

control other forms of civic engagement, media, and discourse – clearly has now been 

displaced by both awareness of the medium’s political power and a determination to 

never let it create the same dangers again.309 

                                                
308 Ewen MacAskill, “Putin Calls Internet a ‘CIA Project’ Renewing Fears of Web Breakup: Russian 
President’s Remark Fans Idea That Has Gained Ground in Germany, Brazil and Elsewhere after Edward 
Snowden’s Revelations,” The Guardian, April 24, 2014, sec. World news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/apr/24/vladimir-putin-web-breakup-internet-cia; Irina 
Yuzbekova, “Internet Dlya Naroda: Putin Sformuliroval Gosudarstvennuyu Politiku v Seti” [“Internet for 
the People: Vladimir Putin Formulated Government Policy on the Web”], Gazeta RBK, April 25, 2014, 
http://www.rbc.ru/newspaper/2014/04/25/56bed4319a7947299f72d188; Andrei Soldatov, “Putin, the 
Internet, and Popular Conspiracies,” The Moscow Times, April 29, 2014, 
https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/putin-the-internet-and-popular-conspiracies-34865.  
309 This is not to say the the rhetoric of Vladimir Putin or the Putin administration is now consistently 
antagonistic to the Internet and its potential contribution to economic growth.  On March 27th, 2015, for 
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example, Putin met with representatives of: the Russian Association for Electronic Communications 
(RAEC), Russia’s best-known IT industry lobbying group; a group of IT startups supported by the state-
sponsored venture capital fund, the Internet Initiatives Development Fund (FRII); and the Institute for 
Internet Development (IRI).  At this meeting, Putin listened to reports on the innovative projects in 
progress and spoke of the enormous opportunities that the Internet provided for society.  “And, of course, I 
agree with those here today,” he concluded, “who said... that in the near future, the impact of these 
technologies, if, of course, we can and will use them wisely, will be simply colossal” (Pfeifer 2015; RAEC 
2015). 

Putin also has at times downplayed his administration’s desire to see the Internet tightly 
controlled, backing away from suggestions that Russia seeks to go in the direction of a Chinese-style 
firewall.  In July 2015, while attending a meeting with young IT professionals for the National Education 
Youth Forum in the Vladimir region, Putin commented that he supported only “minimal” Internet 
restrictions, but that Russian Internet users should be prepared to forcefully defend Russia online.  “We 
believe, and I personally believe, that restrictions should be minimal,” he explained.  “You know, the way I 
see it,” he continued, “in order to protect our people, especially young people, from detrimental or even 
hostile — which is quite possible — influences, one should not forbid reading, viewing or listening to 
something, but we should ourselves promote our position. So that our people could be prepared to receive 
any kind of information and are able to respond in a harsh, timely, beautiful and talented manner. And I 
very often see this in fact happening.”  Putin went on to compare recent Russian Internet policies to those 
in place in Europe, suggesting that the Russian approach to Internet regulation was more like that of the 
West than of China, and that his government did not plan further Internet controls.  “A society has a right 
and obligation to protect itself.  Many European countries are already taking necessary actions. I am not 
talking about China — that's a separate topic, the state there monitors this sphere with sufficient strictness. 
But in Germany, in Great Britain, sufficiently serious restrictions are being introduced. We are not planning 
any additional restrictions” (Dolgov 2015). 

Yet some signs indicate that China and Russia are moving towards closer collaboration in the 
development of Internet controls.  In April 2016, for example, the 7th International Safe Internet Forum 
conference for the first time included a Russia-China ICT Development and Security Forum.  The annual 
Safe Internet Forum conference is self-described as the “industry’s prime conference on online child and 
adult safety” and is supported by the Ministry of Communications and Mass Media, the State Duma 
Committee on Family, Women, and Children, and the Interior Ministry.  The conference is organized by 
the Safe Internet League, a GONGO-like pro-censorship lobbying group, headed by close Kremlin ally 
Konstantin Malofeev, that has been influential in pushing for restrictive Internet policies based on 
conservative religious Orthodox values.  The 2016 conference hosted a large Chinese delegation to 
participate in the Russia-China forum, an event which focused on discussion of Internet sovereignty and 
control techniques.  This delegation included Lu Wei, China’s top official for Internet policy and 
cybersecurity, and Fang Binxing, the official known as the architect of China’s “Great Firewall.” 

See: Rossiyskaya assotsiatsiya elektronnykh kommunikatsiy (RAEK) [Russian Association of 
Electronic Communications (RAEC)], “Direktor RAEK Prinyal Uchastiye vo Vstreche S Prezidentom 
Rossii” [“RAEC Director Participated in a Meeting with Russian President”], RAEC TIMES, March 27, 
2015, http://raec.ru/times/detail/3970/; Ezekiel Pfeifer, “Why Doesn’t Russia Censor the Internet Like 
China?,” Institute of Modern Russia, April 15, 2015, http://imrussia.org/en/analysis/nation/2229-why-
doesnt-russia-censor-the-internet-like-china; Anna Dolgov, “Putin Says He Supports ‘Minimal’ Internet 
Restrictions,” The Moscow Times, July 15, 2015, https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/putin-says-he-
supports-minimal-internet-restrictions-48159; Max Seddon, “Russia’s Chief Internet Censor Enlists 
China’s Know-How,” Financial Times (FT.com), April 27, 2016, https://www.ft.com/content/08564d74-
0bbf-11e6-9456-444ab5211a2f#axzz499KmQZNN; Samuel Wade, “Chinese Cyberchiefs Preach Net 
Sovereignty in Moscow,” China Digital Times (CDT), April 27, 2016, 
http://chinadigitaltimes.net/2016/04/chinese-cyberchiefs-preach-internet-sovereignty-moscow/; “1st 
Russia-China ICT Development & Security Forum,” in 7TH INTERNATIONAL SAFE INTERNET FORUM 
(Moscow, 2016), http://safeinternetforum.ru/en/; “About the Forum,” Safe Internet Forum, April 27, 2016, 
http://safeinternetforum.ru/en/o-forume/. 
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With the conflict in Ukraine since early 2014 – and the increasing efforts by the 

Russian government to control and manage public opinion surrounding related events – 

attempts to restrict the content and uses of the Internet have reached a new level.  Many 

of the most restrictive laws have been passed at the time of and since the Crimea 

annexation, while state political rhetoric has become increasingly focused on the notion 

of “information war” and the need to protect against information from outside Russia.  

 

Economic Costs or Benefits.  The new approach to Internet policy appears to 

demonstrate a dramatic change in the regime’s evaluation of the ICT sector’s economic 

importance.  The late 2000s saw a period of rapid ICT sector growth in Russia, and, 

especially during the presidency of Dmitry Medvedev through early 2012, the 

government seemed committed to supporting this sector’s development.  The Russian 

language Internet was growing rapidly, and Russian Internet companies were emerging as 

global success stories.  Young, talented programmers could begin to plan for careers at 

home, rather than seeking their fortunes elsewhere.  State projects like the Skolkovo 

Innovation Center and Medvedev’s “modernization program” seemed to suggest that 

continued Internet and ICT sector growth would be important pillars of the country’s 

efforts towards ongoing economic diversification. 

 

Much has changed in just a few years.  Now, over five years since its 

announcement, the Skolkovo Center’s construction has fallen behind, and the notion of a 

shift in Russia’s economic model towards greater innovation and connection with the 

West seems like a distant memory.  Entrepreneurs and investors speak of feeling 
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unwelcome and of the damage to their business models resulting from Russia’s recent 

Internet laws and from the Western economic sanctions in response to Russia’s actions in 

Ukraine.  Many entrepreneurs have already left the country, taking their startups and 

engineering teams with them, and foreign venture capitalists, investors, and companies 

have become far more reticent to invest in the Russian market.  Even the most successful 

Russian Internet companies now operate under duress.  Major foreign companies face 

pressures to leave as a result of the new data storage law and other measures.310  

 

Many of the recent Russian changes in Internet policy would seem to indicate a 

change in attitude towards the relative importance of the ICT sector and a reduced 

emphasis on incentivizing its development.  This change appears to relate directly to the 

transition from the Medvedev to second Putin presidencies, with Medvedev having 

shown much more interest in economic diversification (and the Internet in particular), 

while Putin’s politics have always centered on the exploitation of Russia’s large natural 

resource sector.  Vladimir Putin’s personal attitude towards the Internet and willingness 

to avoid the “Chinese model” for the sake of economic development also appears to have 

changed following the protest movement’s heavy use of ICT technologies and its 

personal affront to his rule.  While in a more genuinely democratic political system, a fast 

growing innovative sector such as ICT in Russia would potentially have a strong enough 

lobby to push back against so dramatic a change in policies impacting their businesses, in 

                                                
310 In December 2014, Google announced it would close its engineering office in Russia, following a 
similar announcement by Adobe in September.   
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Russia the ICT lobby and Internet rights groups that do exist are quick to acknowledge 

that their impact is dwarfed by that of Russia’s powerful energy sector.311   

 

What is more, the regime’s apparent change in values concerning the importance 

of ICT sector development, appears to extend to a general willingness to risk long-term 

economic growth and well-being for the sake of political control.  In their December 

2014 report, the World Bank cut its forecast for Russian economic growth in 2015 and 

2016 to -0.7% and +0.3% respectively compared to projections of 1.5% and 2.2% from 

the previous year’s report.312  With Western sanctions, economic costs associated with 

conflict in Ukraine and investment in Crimea, declining global oil prices, and recession 

predictions, the ICT sector is far from the only source of economic concern.  Rather, the 

reduced interest in ICT sector development appears to go hand-in-hand with a general 

loss of interest in developing an open innovative economy.  

 

                                                
311 One interview subject at an academic think tank in Moscow explicitly made this point, comparing the 
relative importance of Russia’s ICT sector to the national economy to that of the equivalent sector in India, 
and arguing that, for these basic economic reasons, India would never undertake policies so at odds with 
the interests of their ICT sector as those which the Russian ICT lobby was powerless to defeat. 
Kerr, Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014. 
312 Alexander Kolyandr, “World Bank Slashes Russian Growth Forecasts,” Wall Street Journal, September 
24, 2014, sec. Europe, http://www.wsj.com/articles/world-bank-slashes-russian-growth-forecasts-
1411554761. 
Also see: Andrey Ostroukh, “Russia’s Economic Outlook Worse Than Thought, World Bank Says,” Wall 
Street Journal, April 1, 2015, sec. Economy, http://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-economic-outlook-worse-
than-thought-world-bank-says-1427883522; Andrey Ostroukh, “World Bank Downgrades Russia’s 
Economic Outlook,” Wall Street Journal, September 30, 2015, sec. World, 
http://www.wsj.com/articles/world-bank-downgrades-russias-economic-outlook-1443609118; Andrey 
Ostroukh and Laura Mills, “Russian Poverty to Grow at Fastest Rate Since 1998-99, World Bank Says,” 
Wall Street Journal, April 6, 2016, sec. Economy, http://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-poverty-to-grow-at-
fastest-rate-since-1998-99-world-bank-says-1459937984; “Russian Federation Data,” World Bank Data 
Bank, accessed August 9, 2016, http://data.worldbank.org/country/russian-federation; World Bank Group, 
“Global Economic Prospects: Divergences and Risks” (Washington, D.C.: International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank, June 2016), 
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/842861463605615468/Global-Economic-Prospects-June-2016-
Divergences-and-risks.pdf. 
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Legitimacy Costs and Normative Pressures.  Russia’s tightening control over the 

Internet appears to track with some changes in the perceived domestic and international 

legitimacy costs and pressures associated with violating supposed democratic norms of 

“Internet freedom.”  The 2013 revelations by Edward Snowden about United States 

domestic and international surveillance programs of Internet traffic went far in 

undermining the prior position of the US as a global champion of Internet rights – a 

moment which Russia and other non-democratic states took rhetorical advantage of, but 

which led even democratic allies such as Brazil and Germany to challenge continued US 

Internet governance leadership.  This muddying of the waters concerning international 

normative standards coincided with a period of significant shift in public attitudes in 

Russia.  With widespread patriotism surrounding the annexation of the Crimea in March 

of 2014, Russian state media fanned waves of disrespect and anger towards critics of 

government policies – both at home and abroad.  In this context, increased Internet 

censorship has been framed as a patriotic defense of the country from enemies and 

“information warfare.”   

 

While Russia’s new Internet policies seem like clear violations of democratic 

principles to Russia’s liberal opposition and many observers abroad, during this period 

Russia has shifted its strategy of regime legitimization in ways that mean it faces lower 

repercussions for failing to maintain adequate democratic institutional window dressing.  

The regime has shifted towards reliance on nationalism and patriotism over and above an 

ideological foundation in democratic institutions.  Such a strategy, at least as long as 

public euphoria over Crimea and commitment to Putin’s standing up to the West lasts, 
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relieves the regime of some of the necessary pretense of genuine democratic institutional 

functioning – which has long proved an Achilles heel to hybrid regime type states.   

 

Technical Capacity, Institutions, and Path Dependencies.  While the analysis indicates 

some generalizable causal factors and dynamics driving the choice to adopt restrictive 

policies, it also suggests that the details of Internet policy approaches are shaped by 

additional more idiosyncratic factors related to the specific history and details of the 

regime’s relationship with society, types of pre-existing institutions and legal 

mechanisms that can be built upon, and the technical capacity and restraints the 

government faces in implementing restrictions.  Russia’s early emphasis on surveillance 

clearly grew out of inherited Soviet technologies, institutional arrangements, and 

attitudes.  Likewise, many of the new Internet laws recently adopted in Russia appear to 

be written to target particular individuals and groups, using exemplars to create chilling 

effects in a similar manner to how Russia’s policies concerning media and civil society 

have functioned in the 2000s.  But a systemic keyword filtering system or other more-

systematic mode of censorship has at least not yet been implemented and it is unclear if 

the regime aims to ever adopt such an approach.  This contrasts notably with more 

universally applied filtering and blocking systems in countries like China.313  

                                                
313 Here the institutional legacies and path dependencies are likely as important as technical capacity.  
While cybersecurity experts in the U.S. intelligence and defense communities often argue that Russia has 
supperior relevant technical expertise over China and is, for this reason, a greater cyber-military threat, the 
domestic Internet controls implemented by the Russian regime do not harness this technical skill to provide 
systemic censorship.  This could be because the skill resides in other government institutions and segments 
of society than those involved in legislating and implementing domestic Internet policy.  It also could be a 
result of an intentional or mimetic reproduction of the regime’s prior approaches to the control of society – 
now finding ways to implement similar controls over online activity.  Insofar as Russia’s approaches to 
control over civil society and media, for example, have been different than those of China, some similar 
differences appear in the approach to Internet control, even as the restrictiveness level intensifies.  The 
overall tightening of controls over the media and civil society as well as the Internet during the post-2012 
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While Russia may ultimately move in the direction of more across-the-board 

censorship, the approach so far adopted is actually in keeping with the regime’s broader 

approach to the control of society – often using ambiguous laws, exemplars, plausibly 

deniable attacks, and behind-the-scenes pressures to create a climate of uncertainty and 

fear rather than prosecuting or curtailing every instance of independent or oppositional 

organizing or discourse.  Such a model could potentially also prove more readily 

emulatable than the oft-noted “Chinese model” by states lacking China’s manpower and 

technical sophistication – particularly other former Soviet states with similar regime 

types.  The following chapter will discuss how some of these former Soviet republics 

have already purchased Russian SORM technologies and adopted similar policies in 

other areas. 

 

Conclusion: Lessons from the Russian Case 

 

The Russian case study provides important insights into possible future Internet 

policy trajectories for non-democratic states that, like Russia, have for years permitted the 

Internet to develop with little or no obvious content censorship or other overt use 

restrictions.  In the late 2000s, the Russian Internet and surrounding ICT industries 

appeared poised to take off and help further integrate Russia into the global economy, 

aiding the modernization and diversification of its domestic economy.  Previous trends of 

brain-drain appeared to be reversing, with the development of new entrepreneurial 

                                                                                                                                            
period suggests that all of these techniques are shifting towards a somewhat higher-intensity coercion 
model, but the nature of the controls chosen are still similar in kind. 
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opportunities at home and the emergence of a post-Soviet creative tech-savvy generation 

eager to take part in this new economy.   

 

While the country remained non-democratic, with electoral competitions, courts, 

and other important institutions largely controlled by a centralized political elite, 

deliberate spaces for public engagement and discourse through some independent media 

and civil society still appeared to be permitted by the system, and as the economy grew 

and a larger, more self-aware middle class emerged, it appeared that demands for 

political and civil rights might lead to a gradual shift towards a more open regime type.  

Growing Internet and ICT penetration seemed likely to play a particularly critical role in 

this process, with the emergence of a new kind of public sphere and culture of civic and 

political discourse and engagement, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, leadership – 

under Medvedev – that appeared committed to supporting ICT sector development and to 

the use of the Internet as a platform for greater state-society interaction.   

 

Unfortunately, the widespread use of ICT tools in an explicitly anti-regime mass 

protest movement as well as authoritarian learning dynamics surrounding the observation 

of several similar regime-ending movements in other countries appear to have short-

circuited this process, leading the Russian regime to a fundamental shift in its positions 

on the relative importance of the Internet to Russian management of state-society 

relations and economic development.  While in 2011 Russia appeared as an exemplar of a 

hybrid regime state with high asymmetry between online and offline civil liberties 

restrictions, and with the potential to move in a more liberal direction as Internet 
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penetration, public discourse, and state-society interaction increased, instead we have 

seen a closing of the asymmetry gap by restricting Internet rights to levels commensurate 

with offline restrictions.  What is more, the regime overall has become increasingly 

politically closed, moving ever closer to the extreme closed-authoritarian model, and 

away from the “upgraded” globalization-friendly hybrid regime model that had appeared 

stable only a few years before. 

 

The observation of Russia’s increasingly closed political regime since 2012 gives 

reason for concern regarding the long-term impact of growing Internet penetration on 

state-society relations in “hybrid regime” states which possess both democratic and 

authoritarian characteristics, but in which the leveraging of affordances of new 

information technologies by activists previously was viewed as a potential mechanism for 

liberalization and reform.  Some other hybrid regime states in which the Internet had 

been similarly left relatively free to develop through the late 2000s, such as Turkey, 

appear to be following similar newly restrictive trajectories following the use of these 

technologies in mass protest movements.  It would seem almost that the decision to view 

the use of ICTs for discourse and activism as an existential threat becomes a decisive 

issue in prompting countries that had, through the 2000s, pursued policies of greater 

global integration and openness to shift course towards a more authoritarian trajectory – 

including a crackdown on Internet freedoms.  In such cases, growing Internet penetration, 

ironically, appears to have partially led to a new authoritarian backsliding rather than 

continued opening and development.   
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The most important lesson to learn from the dramatic Russian case, at this stage, 

is that authoritarian and hybrid regimes today face a new exogenous test, as Internet 

penetration increases, not unlike the test faced two decades ago with the collapse of 

communism and the rise of globalization.  Regimes will attempt and are attempting 

different strategies for survival and development in the face of this new challenge.  But 

insofar as the Internet and ICTs and their uses for protest activism come to be viewed as 

existential threats, today’s non-democratic regimes will likely seek strategies to manage 

and control these technologies – even if it requires a renegotiation of their legitimacy 

claims at home and abroad.  As regimes learn from mutual observation, new models of 

state Internet control will emerge.   

 

The following chapter turns to examine the evolution of internet policies in the 

former Soviet region, observing how aspects of the Russian model have been emulated 

by other states in the region, and how differing conditions and regime types have likewise 

influenced approaches to Internet control.    
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Table 1: 1999-2009 Chronology 

 

Date: Event: Description:

December 31

Vladimir Putin becomes 
President of the Russian 
Federation; Second 
Chechen War begins.

The surprise resignation of President Boris Yeltsin elevated Putin (then 
Prime Minister) to the role of acting President.  He makes his reputation 
through leading a tough show of force against Chechen rebels in the 
beginning stages of the Second Chechen War.  He is subsequently 
elected to the office on March 26, 2000.

October 5 "Bulldozer Revolution," 
Serbia Street protests bring the overthrow of President Slobodan Milošević

November 21-23 "Civic Forum" Convened 
in Moscow

Representatives of 5000 "citizens' groups" and NGOs are brought 
together for a two day meeting with government officials in the Kremlin 
State Palace.  Independent groups criticize the regime for trying to 
organizae civil society under a state "umbrella."  

 October 23 
"Nord-Ost Siege" 
(Moscow theater hostage 
crisis) 

A two day siege followed the seizure of a crowded Moscow theater 
(with 850 hostages) by Chechens demanding the immediate withdrawal 
of Russian forces from Chechnya and an end to the Second Chechen 
War.  Most of the 40-50 terrorists were killed when Russian special 
forces pumped a toxic gas into the building and raided it, but 129 or 
more hostages also died - mostly from the effects of the gas. 

Federal Law "On 
Counteracting Extremist 
Activity" is passed. 

The "Extremism Law" - hailed as a response to rising anti-semitism and 
terrorist threats - is written with such broad language that it permits 
prosecution for vaguely defined offenses against the Russian nation; 
according to many reports this was subsequently used at times as a 
means to legally go after human rights activists, political opposition, and 
other regime critics. 

January

NTV Management and 
Editorial Policy Changed 
in Response to Political 
Pressure

The last outspokenly independent TV channel in Russia was effectively 
silenced in the aftermath of the Nord-Ost crisis due to Kremlin anger 
over it's continuous (and not entirely favorable) coverage of the events 
as they unfolded.

November 23 "Rose Revolution," 
Georgia President Eduard Shevardnadze is forced to resign.

March 14 Putin Re-elected President Putin receives 71% of the vote, winning his second term (the 
constitutional limit) as president.

September 1-3 Beslan Massacre (school 
hostage crisis) 

1100 people taken hostage by Ingush and Chechen terrorists at School 
Number One in Beslan, North Ossetia.  On the third day the building is 
stormed by Russian security forces and explosions and fires erupt.  334 
hostages (186 of them children) are killed.  This event is often referred 
to as "Russia's 9-11" and has been cited as the justification for (or 
precipitating cause of) political reforms some credit with undermining 
Russian democracy.

September 13
Putin introduces  three 
major reforms of the 
Russian political system. 

Reforms will: 1) give president power to appoint regional governors; 2) 
change the electoral system making it more difficult for opposition 
parties to obtain seats; and 3) create a "Public Chamber" for "state-
society diologue" and "civilian oversight of the state system."

November-January "Orange Revolution," 
Ukraine

Street protests led to annulment of apparently rigged Presidential 
election results and a runoff in which Viktor Yushchenko won a 
considerable victory over the Kremlin-aligned candidate, Viktor 
Yanukovych.

February 27 - April 4 "Tulip Revolution," 
Kyrgyzstan Street protests bring the resignation of President Askar Akayev 

November 5 "NGO Bill" introduced in 
the Duma .

The bill, "On Introducing Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of 
the Russian Federation" makes extensive changes to the previous laws 
"On Public Associations" and "On Non-profit Organizations," 
increasing the difficulty and complexity of NGO registration procedures, 
creating new mechanisms of state supervision, and limiting the 
permissible participation of foreigners; the bill also bans local branches 
of foreign NGOs from operating in Russia.  

December 27
The "Public Chamber" is 
created and passed into 
Russian law.

2005 Federal Law No.32, "On the Public Chamber of the Russian 
Federation" created the body as a vehicle for state-society collaboration.  
The chamber consists of 126 members - ostensibly representatives of 
society and civil society - appointed for four year terms.  The first 42 are 
appointed directly by the president; these members in turn select the 
next 42 from a list of names submitted by national-level social 
organizations; finally these members together select the final 42 
members - 6 in each of the 7 Federal Districts - from lists of regional 
social activist nominees forwarded by oblast  (regional government) 
officials.  

Chronology of Relevant Events & Policy Shifts in Russia:

1999

Year:

2005

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2004-2005
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January 10
NGO Bill is signed into 
law as "2006 Federal Law 
No. 18"

The new NGO law is approved by the Duman and Federation Council 
and signed into law by President Putin.  The bill had been widely 
criticized by rights groups, including the Coucil of Europe which argued 
that it violated the freedom of association guaranteed by Article 11 of 
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) of which Russia is 
a signatory.  The Public Chamber had requested time to consider the 
bill's merits, but it became law without time for the requested 
deliberation.

January 22 Innaugural meeting of the 
Public Chamber

First members - selected in 2005 for an abbreviated 2 year first term - 
meet and elect  Evgenii Velikhov (a physicist known for leading a 
Perestroika-era campaign against Andrei Sakharov) as the chamber's 
head.  These members are noted to be largely pro-Kremlin - many 
representing prominent Government Organized NGOs (GONGOs); but 
at least a few respected independent NGOs and moderately critical 
activists are also included and agree to participate. *                                                 

January 22
British "Spy Rock" 
Scandal; FSB accuses 
MI6 of funding NGOs 

The FSB arrests four British diplomats accusing them of using an 
electronic "rock" in a Moscow park to transmit clandestine reports to the 
British intelligence Service.  The undercover agents are also alleged to 
have been channeling illicit funds to Russian NGOs - including "human 
rights organizations, political foundations, [and] civil liberty groups."  
Heavy media coverage of the event is used to engender public support 
for the new NGO law.

July

"Extremism Law" is 
updated, expanding the 
definition of "extremist 
activity"

By some accounts, this and subsequent versions of the law are used to 
stoke nationalism and repremand the "uncivil society" of opposition 
figures, regime critics, and human rights advocates.  Examples 
particularly point to its use as a basis to persecute organizations 
promoting the human rights of Chechen civilian population. 

March 2 Dmitry Medvedev elected 
President of Russia

Medvedev, a political appointee endorsed as candidate in 2007 by the 
United Russia party and supported by Vladimir Putin, wins 71.25% of 
the popular national vote.

May 8 Vladimir Putin named 
Prime Minister of Russia

Though abiding by the constitutional term limit of the Russian 
Presidency, Putin has remained highly influential in Russian domestic 
and international policy.

July 2
Prime Minister Putin 
issues NGO tax policy 
decree 

The decree was formulated as a revision to the previous “Regulation on 
the List of Foreign and International Organizations Whose Grants are 
Not Included into Taxable Income of Russian Organizations – 
Recipients of Grants.”  The decree vastly curtailed the number of 
foreign-based international NGOs that are permitted to give tax-exempt 
grants to domestic NGOs within Russia.  Out of 101 foreign NGOs that 
had previously enjoyed this status, only 12 retained it and were placed 
on the new “white list” established by the decree.  The organizations that 
lost their status were then required to face an exorbitant 24% tax on all 
grants they gave within Russia, beginning on January 1st 2009. †  

June

President Medvedev 
introduces a revision to 
the 2006 NGO law easing 
some restrictions.  

Medvedev's bill reduces the frequency of NGO audits, decreases the 
number of documents authorities can review, and simplifies registration 
procedures.  The gesture is seen as response to US pressure preceding a 
July state visit by President Obama.  The new law leaves many of the 
harshest 2006 and 2008 restrictions in place, however, disheartening 
those in the NGO community who had hoped for more support from the 
Medvedev administration.

                                                        
*

† The INGOs removed from the list were mostly major private Western organizations known for “often finance[ing] projects relating to human rights and the 
environment.”  These included “the American Red Cross, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, the Royal Society, the World Wildlife Fund, the Macarthur 
Foundation, and the Ford Foundation.”  On the other hand, the twelve organizations that retained their status were almost exclusively “intergovernmental 
organizations in which Russia has a voice” (such as the Commission of the European Community and UN entities) which – according to some expert 
observers – the Russian government likely trusted more because (being composed of other government officials) they could be expected to have greater 
respect for Russian demands of sovereignty (Trends 2009, p.12; Vernon 2009, p.16-17; Marinova 2008; Opinion of Professor Lisa Sundstrom at University 
of British Columbia, as quoted by Marinova).  

Independent activists participating in the Public Chamber's first session include, for example, members of: the youth group No to Alcoholism and Narcotics; 
the environmental organizations Center for Ecological Politics and Culture, and World Wild Fund for Nature (WWF); the Moscow Bar Association; and the 
Consortium of Russian Women's NGOs.  In the second session, independent activists included human rights activists Aleksandr Brod and Alla Gerber, who - 
though critical of the regime - indicated a practical-minded preference to work with  authorities.  It is notable, however, that only a small percentage of the 
Public Chamber's members are very prominently involved, and those that are mostly use the free media coverage spotlight more than any formal channels to 
promote their interests.  In addition to genuine activists, members have included rock stars, oligarchs, and a leader of the pro-Putin Nashi  youth movement - 
less likely representatives of independent civil society (Richter 2009; Lemaitre 2006).

The table shows a chronology of important political and social events and major legal changes that have either directly or indirectly affected the 
status and freedom of operation of NGOs in Russia in the 2000s.  Data from: Balzer (2003); Bourjaily (2009); Lemaitre (2006); Marinova (2008); 
Richter (2009); Vernon (2006).

2009

2006

2008
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Chapter 5.  Authoritarian Group-Think: 
Diversity and Convergence in the FSU Region 

 

Russia is not the only non-democratic country in the former Soviet Union (FSU) 

in which Internet penetration has risen rapidly in recent years, bringing with it potential 

new spaces for public discourse and civic engagement.  Nor is it the only state in the 

region in which activists, journalists, bloggers, civil society networks, tech entrepreneurs, 

and others in the society have sought to utilize the new tools and platforms to engage in 

novel forms of information sharing and critical public speech; campaign against official 

corruption, vote rigging, or human rights violations; and organize protest movements, 

attempting to reach and mobilize large numbers to participate in events.   

 

As information technologies and their transformative social and political uses 

have proliferated across the region, states have responded in a variety of ways.  We see 

patterns of both similarity and difference, as the region’s non-democratic regimes have 

responded to the perceived risks and benefits of the technology’s further development. 

We also see significant instances of policy diffusion, learning, and emulation, as well as 

outright coordination occurring through a variety of mechanisms and institutions.  The 

FSU example is telling for understanding how Internet policy evolution works not just in 

the world’s most powerful states, but in other states of varying regime type, state 

capacity, and technical know-how, interacting in a global environment replete with 

patterns of authoritarian learning and technology transfer and with international 

normative pressures. 
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This chapter investigates Internet policy adoption across the former Soviet region, 

analyzing differences and similarities in the approaches taken to control and governance 

of the Internet by the variety of non-democratic regimes of the region.  Looking at 

regional as well as domestic sources of policy choice, it examines dynamics of policy 

diffusion and coordination in the region, showing how the policies, legal frameworks and 

rhetorical postures states adopt influence and are influenced by those of their neighbors – 

especially among regimes bound by shared institutional and political history.  The 

chapter likewise scrutinizes the influence of the broader international environment, 

examining how variation in the levels of international normative pressure to which they 

are subject and their vulnerability to that pressure may affect policy choice outcomes 

across otherwise similar states. 

 

The chapter is divided into three sections.  The first section, “Non-Democratic 

Political Regimes of the Former Soviet Union,” examines variation across post-Soviet 

regime types and their development, showing how, with very few exceptions, most post-

Soviet states have developed some form of hybrid or authoritarian regime, with the 2000s 

bringing continued authoritarian backsliding or authoritarian consolidation in some states 

and tumultuous protest-fueled regime changes in others.  As in Russia, we see that many 

states in the region have experienced increasing regime restriction of offline civil liberties 

during this period, with growing repression, cooptation and control of civil society, 

media, and protest throughout the 2000s (and in some cases beginning in the 1990s).   

 

The second section, “The Post-Soviet Internet: Regional Diversity and 
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Similarity,” examines state approaches to Internet control in the FSU region through the 

1990s and 2000s.  Briefly tracing the development of the Internet outside of Russia in the 

FSU region since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the section analyzes patterns of 

similarity in policy choice across the region.  As noted in previous chapters, for much of 

this period, many states in the region have demonstrated similar online-offline policy 

asymmetry to that observed until recently in Russia.  The regional commonalities go 

beyond those demonstrated by available global data, however, with many countries in the 

region having adopted similar legal frameworks, technical and institutional systems, and 

informal techniques with which to approach the monitoring and control of Internet use.  

While long abstaining from a “Chinese model” approach of systemic content filtering, for 

example, many states in the region have, in varying degrees, adopted similar digital 

surveillance systems and “next generation” approaches to the control of online content.  

The section maps these similarities, but also indicates some significant variation across 

states and over time, examining how differences in the nuances of regime type, Internet 

penetration rates, political stability, economic development, and regime technical 

expertise have influenced policy outcomes. 

 

The final section, “Dynamics of Policy Change: The Shifting Terrain of Post-

Soviet Cyberspace,” takes this analysis a step further, examining more recent policy 

trends in the FSU region.  Taking a longitudinal look at the changes in the Internet policy 

environment across the region over time, it shows how states have altered their 

approaches to control over the Internet as penetration rates have increased.  Domestic, 

regional, and international determinants of policy change during this period are 
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examined.  While individual state policy shifts appear to often have been triggered by 

episodes of domestic civic unrest or political protest, regional and global events also 

prompt reconsideration of policy approaches, as states learn from the demonstrated 

success and failure of different models.  The section traces the dynamics of policy and 

technology diffusion and coordination across the region, examining how local technology 

markets, cross-government institutional similarity, and regional organizations and other 

forms of direct collaboration have facilitated the dissemination of both legal and technical 

control and surveillance mechanisms.  The discussion also considers the differing 

influence of international normative pressures on states of the region, demonstrating how 

differences in linkage with Western democratic countries, and relative degrees of 

vulnerability to democratic normative pressure have resulted in some variation in Internet 

controls implemented and the surrounding rhetoric. 

 

Non-Democratic Political Regimes of the Former Soviet Union 

 

Despite original optimism of many observers at the time concerning the 

“democratic transitions” of the newly independent former Soviet republics following the 

Soviet Union’s collapse, over the course of the 1990s and 2000s it became clear that, for 

most states in the region, independence from the Russia-dominated Soviet Union did not 

mean a genuine turn to democratic politics.  While the regimes that did emerge varied 

considerably, the outcomes were clearly influenced by the newly mono-polar global 

environment and absence of alternative legitimate ideological and institutional 

frameworks to challenge the democratic model being promoted by the West.  Thus, while 
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a few states developed more open democratic systems or more extreme forms of closed 

authoritarianism with little semblance of democratic reform, the vast majority of post-

Soviet states developed various forms of electoral authoritarian hybrid regimes – 

adopting ostensibly democratic institutions and rhetoric, but not a genuine protection of 

democratic political and civil freedoms.   

 

Many different approaches have been taken to classifying and characterizing the 

various regimes that emerged following the Soviet collapse; but it was clear from early 

on that the non-democratic states of the former Soviet region, while sharing many 

common institutional, political, and cultural legacies, also could be differentiated based 

on significant differences in regime openness and competitiveness, repression levels, and 

stability.  In their work studying authoritarian regimes in the 1990s and 2000s, Stephen 

Levitsky and Lucan Way, for example, have described seven states of the former Soviet 

Union emerging as “competitive authoritarian” regime types in the 1990s.  These 

included: Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia, and Kyrgyzstan.314  The 

Baltic states, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, were exceptional in the FSU region, as they 

were relatively democratic from the beginning (and were successfully pressured to 

become more so as they sought entrée into the European Union).  Five other states, 

                                                
314  Lucan Way includes Kyrgyzstan in his 2009 analysis “Resistance to Contagion: Sources of 
Authoritarian Resiliency in the Former Soviet Union,” though Levitsky and Way’s 2010 book does not 
include Kyrgyzstan in its analysis due to a different start-point.  Their book only examines the trajectories 
of states that fit their definition of competitive authoritarian in the first five years of the 1990s.  They argue 
that Kyrgyzstan was a democracy during its first years of independence but became competitive 
authoritarian in the later 1990s.  See: Steven Levitsky and Lucan A. Way, Competitive Authoritarianism: 
Hybrid Regimes after the Cold War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Lucan Way, “Chapter 
9. Resistance to Contagion: Sources of Authoritarian Stability in the Former Soviet Union,” in Democracy 
and Authoritarianism in the Postcommunist World, ed. Valerie Bunce, Michael McFaul, and Kathryn 
Stoner-Weiss, 1 edition (Cambridge  ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 229–52; Lucan A. 
Way and Steven Levitsky, “Linkage, Leverage, and the Post-Communist Divide,” East European Politics 
& Societies 21, no. 1 (February 2007): 48–66, doi:10.1177/0888325406297134.  
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Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan, were classified, on 

the other hand, as already too severely authoritarian in the first years of independence to 

fit the “competitive authoritarian” regime type category.  Nonetheless, even most of these 

more authoritarian post-Soviet regimes were some type of hybrid regime, adopting 

formal electoral institutions, constitutions, and protections of democratic liberties, even 

though the actual functioning of such laws and institutions was severely delimited.315  

 

The stability and long-term trajectories of these regimes through the 1990s and 

2000s also varied.  While the Baltic state democracies continued to consolidate and attain 

EU membership and the “closed authoritarian” regime in Turkmenistan and “hegemonic 

electoral authoritarian regimes” in Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan 

persisted and further consolidated control, what began as competitive authoritarian 

regimes in Armenia, Belarus, and Russia transformed through the late 1990s and 2000s, 

undergoing authoritarian backsliding and emerging also as relatively consolidated 

hegemonic electoral authoritarian regimes, no longer with the degree of competitiveness 

present in the earlier period.  At the same time, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Georgia, and 

Ukraine underwent periods of instability and “electoral revolution” regime change 

events, though also failing to fully democratize, remaining as unstable competitive 

authoritarian regimes.   

 
                                                
315 Larry Diamond’s 2002 classification of post-Soviet regimes, for example, described only Turkmenistan 
as a “Politically Closed Authoritarian” regime, while categorizing Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan all as “Hegemonic Electoral Authoritarian” regimes – those which still retained 
significant seemingly-democratic institutions, but in which there was no genuine political competition.  
This 2001 classification, based on Freedom House’s Freedom in the World Index scores, also described 
Russia and Belarus as still “competitive authoritarian” regimes, Armenia, Georgia, and Ukraine as 
“Ambiguous Regimes,” Moldova as an “Electoral Democracy,” and Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania as 
“Liberal Democracies.”  Diamond, “Elections Without Democracy: Thinking About Hybrid Regimes.” 
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Domestic and international factors appear to have played roles in shaping these 

different trajectories.  While some degree of international community pressure continued 

to highlight the importance of democratic institutions and practices to these states, and 

while activist networks in neighboring states shared expertise and tactics for the 

development of protest campaigns, not all regimes were subjected to similar degrees of 

domestic and international pressures.  Nor were they equally vulnerable to or equipped to 

handle such pressures.   

 

Lucan Way has emphasized the important role played in the region by a regime’s 

“organizational power” – including ruling party strength, coercive capacity, and control 

over the economy – as a critical factor in determining a regime’s ability to withstand the 

“contagion” of protest pressures from below during this period.316  While Armenia was 

able to withstand repeated vast protest mobilizations due to its dominant coercive 

apparatus317, for example, the “Rose Revolution” in Georgia involved only a small group 

of protesters but was facilitated by remarkable state weakness.  Lack of state coercive 

capacity similarly has played an important role in facilitating regime turnover in 

Kyrgyzstan and Moldova.  Defection-prone weak ruling coalitions and the absence of 

state control over the economy in Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and Ukraine helped facilitate 

openings for repeated successful opposition challenges and regime turnover, though not 

necessarily leading to democratization so much as continued unstable competitive 

                                                
316 In more detail, Way argues that important factors in determining regime survival included: “(1) a single 
a single highly institutionalized ruling party backed by a nonmaterial source of cohesion such as a 
revolutionary tradition or highly salient ideology; (2) an extensive, well-funded, and cohesive coercive 
apparatus; or (3) state discretionary control over the economy, generated either by the failure to privatize or 
by reliance on easily captured energy revenues.”    
317 Relative coercive strength also fortified Belarus and Ukraine against some protest movements in the 
2000s, though, in Ukraine’s case, other factors led to regime vulnerability. 
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authoritarian rule.318  Extreme state control over the economy in Russia and Belarus, by 

contrast, played important roles in the consolidation of authoritarian rule under Putin and 

Lukashenko in the 2000s, undermining sources of support for alternative media, civic 

activity, and opposition political factions.319  The development of relatively strong ruling 

political parties, as in Russia and Moldova in the 2000s, also facilitated increased 

stability.320 

 

The international dimension also proved important to the varying trajectories of 

FSU regimes in the 1990s and 2000s, as is clear from observation of the role of 

international normative pressure and dynamics of authoritarian learning during this 

period.  In their 2010 book, in which they suggest a “three-step” model for predicting the 

regime trajectories of competitive authoritarian regimes globally in the post-Cold War 

era, for example, Levitsky and Way argue that “linkage to the West” and “Western 

leverage” (e.g. state vulnerability to Western pressure) played important roles alongside 

organizational power in influencing regime type development.  Western linkage, by their 

definition, encompasses the density of economic, political, diplomatic, social, and 

organizational ties and of the flows of capital, goods, services, people, and information 

across borders between the given country and the West.  Leverage, on the other hand, or 

vulnerability to normative pressure from the West, depended on a state’s economic and 

                                                
318 In Ukraine, for example, rival politically-active oligarchs frequently played decisive roles in the 
turbulence of politics as they had in the 1990s in Yeltsin’s Russia but ceased to under Putin.   
319 While Belarus had undergone only limited privatization to begin with, Russia’s vast natural resource 
revenues were largely captured under regime control in the 2000s.   
320 Way, “Chapter 9. Resistance to Contagion: Sources of Authoritarian Stability in the Former Soviet 
Union”; Eric McGlinchey, Chaos, Violence, Dynasty: Politics and Islam in Central Asia, 1 edition 
(Pittsburgh, Pa: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2011); Levitsky and Way, Competitive Authoritarianism. 
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strategic importance, or insulation from international democratization pressures by less 

vulnerable powerful “Black Knight protectors.”   

 

Levitsky and Way argue that linkage was the key in determining which states 

truly democratized, influencing the actions of both powerful Western states and the 

competitive authoritarian regime governments.  High linkage heightened awareness of 

norm violations, making the West more likely to respond321, fostered interdependencies 

giving domestic actors incentives to avoid economic and political isolation, and thus also 

made it harder for authoritarian leaders to consolidate control and created incentives for 

these leaders to avoid utilizing extreme forms of coercion to maintain power.  While 

hybrid regimes with strong Western linkage were quite likely to democratize, those 

lacking linkage were extremely unlikely to become democracies – though the degree of 

the regime’s organizational power and vulnerability to Western pressure (leverage) then 

played important roles in determining the nature and stability of the resulting 

authoritarian regime.   

 

Many of the “transitional” postcommunist states of Eastern Europe benefited from 

high linkage fostered by geographic proximity and integration into the European Union 

project.  With the exception of the Baltic states, the former Soviet republics lacked high 

levels of Western linkage, however.  Thus, those states with low Western leverage and 

high organizational power developed into stable consolidated authoritarian regimes (e.g. 

                                                
321 Causal mechanisms here would include, for example, Sikkink and Keck’s 1998 “Boomerang Model” (or 
the later “Spiral Model”) for the influence of transnational advocacy networks in linking domestic civil 
society with international community pressure.  See: Keck and Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders; Risse, 
Ropp, and Sikkink, The Power of Human Rights.  
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Armenia, Belarus, Russia), while those with low organizational power that were also 

vulnerable to Western pressure (high Western leverage) were the most likely to develop 

patterns of unstable authoritarian rule of the type exemplified by repeated regime changes 

or “color revolutions” but continued authoritarian rule (e.g. Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine, 

and Kyrgyzstan).322  Russia’s global importance and economic power, for example, made 

it significantly less vulnerable to normative pressure, while it also was able to serve as a 

“Black Knight” protector to states such as Belarus.  Ukraine, Georgia, and Moldova were 

more vulnerable, on the other hand, and faced greater international democratization 

pressure.  In the absence of significant linkage, this pressure encouraged regime turnover 

but no genuine democratization.   

 

While such relatively structural domestic attributes and state-to-state relationships 

played important roles in regime development during this period, it is also necessary to 

recognize the significance of timing and observation in fostering authoritarian learning, 

as regimes reacted to the apparent contagion of a “wave” of “color revolutions” in the 

region and grew increasingly hostile to Western democracy promotion efforts or anything 

suspected to connect with such efforts – such as, for example, independent 

nongovernmental organizations and civil society development aid, independent media, or 

organized protest campaigns.  Concern over threatening “Orangist forces” became a 

                                                
322 Levitsky and Way describe post-2004 Ukraine as a democracy, an exception to their model.  Later 
developments in Ukraine would seem to indicate the limited degree and durability of successful 
democratization that occurred in the post-Orange Revolution period.  Likewise, while their book does not 
include Kyrgyzstan in its analysis, their explanation of its exclusion makes clear it fit their universe starting 
from a later date.  Way’s solo authorship similarly treats the Kyrgyz case.  Central Asian case comparisons 
by Eric McGlinchey similarly highlight the importance of state weakness in the state’s repeated regime 
turnovers.  See: Levitsky and Way, Competitive Authoritarianism; Way and Levitsky, “Post-Communist 
Divide”; McGlinchey, Chaos, Violence, Dynasty; Eric McGlinchey, “Transitions 2.0: The Internet, Political 
Culture and Autocracy in Central Asia” (2009 Annual  Meeting of the American Political Science  
Association (APSA), Toronto, 2009), https://irevolution.files.wordpress.com/2009/09/apsa-mcglinchey.pdf. 
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common refrain in domestic political discourse in Russia and Belarus after Ukraine’s 

2004 “Orange Revolution,” for example, and such labeling was used to differentiate 

between commendable forms of civic activity and public discourse and those seen as less 

salutary.  While in some states such concerns led to a more obvious intensification of 

authoritarian control, utilizing high intensity forms of coercion to crack down on 

protesters, journalists, and non-governmental organizations, in others there was more of 

an effort to maintain a balance between democratic legitimacy claims and de facto 

consolidation of control.   

 

Thus, similarly to the pattern we have observed in Russia in the previous chapter, 

the 2000s in the FSU region witnessed a mix of continued regime hybridity and 

authoritarian backsliding: growing restriction on civil society, media, and other freedoms 

was often coupled with espoused support for these very sorts of actors and freedoms.  

Low intensity forms of coercion, such as the use of restrictive laws, behind-the-scenes 

pressures, and support for rival “government organized” NGOs (“GONGOs”), media 

outlets, and protest events, were often artfully used to weed out the most regime-

threatening critical actors while drowning out other independent activity in a sea of pro-

regime messaging – all while maintaining a façade of support for independent civic 

activity and discourse and other democratic norms and freedoms.   

 

Though the restrictions varied in form and intensity, by the late 2000s, a pattern of 

new restrictions of various types on civic activity was clearly evident across the FSU 

region.   Table 1 shows, for example, how between 2004 and 2010, new restrictive NGO 
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laws were adopted in seven out of the twelve non-Baltic former Soviet republics – part of 

a global trend towards the legal restriction of civil society in which the FSU region was 

well represented.   

 

 
Country Year Law Type

Bolivia 2007 TAN.Connect.; Political; 
For.Aid

Ecuador 2009 Framework; Political

Mexico 2008; 2007* Fiscal; TAN.Connect. 

Nicaragua 2009-2010 (Expected) TAN.Connect. 

Peru 2006† TAN.Connect. 

Venezuela 2006*; 2004 TAN.Connect.; For.Aid; 
Politic.Act.

Cambodia 2009-2010 (Expected) Framework 

China (PRC) 2008 Framework 

Indonesia 2008 TAN.Connect. 

Sri Lanka 2008 Framework 

Hungary 2008 Fiscal

Kosovo 2005* Framework 

Romania 2008 Registration

Azerbaijan 2009 Political; Govt.Fund

Belarus 2008; 2005; 2004 Fiscal; Political

Kazakhstan 2008; 2005 Fiscal; Political

Kyrgyzstan 2009 Political 

Russia 2008; 2006†; 2004 Fiscal; For.Funding; 
Political  

Tajikistan 2007 Framework

Uzbekistan 2008; 2004 For.Funding; Political; 
Govt.Fund

Bahrain 2008; 2005 Framework; For.Funding

Egypt 2009 For.Funding; Framework

Jordan 2008† For.Funding; Framework; 
Govt.Fund

Yemen 2009 Framework 

Ethiopia 2009 Framework; For.Funding; 
Political

Rwanda 2008 Framework 

Sierra Leone 2008 Framework 

Uganda 2007 Framework 

Zambia 2009; 2007 Registration / Oversight

Zimbabwe 2004* For.Funding

*

†

Table 1: Repressive NGO Laws by World Region 2004-2010
Region

Americas

Sub-Saharan Africa

MENA

FSU (non-Baltic)

Asia-Pacific

CEE (including Baltics)

Indicates that the proposed law in question was either defeated in the legislative process, never signed by 
the executive, or later revoked in full  - a change of course resulting from some mix of protest by the NGO 
community and pressure by international NGOs, foreign governments, or IOs.  In some of these cases (esp. 
Venezuela and Zimbabwe), however, the initial proposal was enough to effect a significant chill on the civil 
society community.  

Sources:  Draws primarily on data from the International Center for Not-for-Profit Law (ICNL).  (Details also 
from: Bourjaily 2006; Freedom House 2008, 2009, 2010; Heydemann 2007; ICNL 2008, 2009; Puddington 
2008; Richter 2009; Shkolnikov 2009; Trends 2009; and Vernon 2009.) 

Indicates that the proposed law in question was partially  altered or revoked in response to similar pressure.
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Countries adopting such laws included: Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.  This did not include Turkmenistan, the 

most closed authoritarian regime in the region, where virtually no civil society activity 

was permitted, nor Armenia or Georgia, events in both of which late in the decade raised 

concerns about human rights protection and opposition group repression.323   

 

Freedom House’s 2009 and 2010 annual “Nations in Transit” reports concerning 

the post-communist countries of Europe and the former Soviet Union highlighted the 

general decline in civil society scores across the post-communist region as well as the 

apparent link between this development and a pattern of moderate to extreme democratic 

backsliding.324  Over the five-year period from 2005 through 2010, 15 of the 29 post-

communist states showed declines in civil society freedoms, with seven states of the 

former Soviet Union and four new EU members showing overall declines throughout the 

entire period from 2001 to 2010.325  Similarly, an overwhelming 21 states in the region 

showed declines in democracy scores over the five years, 2005-2010, with overall 

declines in the 2000-2010 decade in a total of 17 states in the region.  These setbacks 

                                                
323 Heather Maher, “Clinton Embarks On Whirlwind Tour Of Eastern Europe, Caucasus,” Radio Free 
Europe / Radio Liberty, July 1, 2010, http://www.rferl.org/articleprintview/2088062.html; Vladimir D. 
Shkolnikov, “Overview Essay, Nations in Transit 2009: Democracy’s Dark Year” (Freedom House, 2009), 
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/Overview%20Essay_0.pdf; Christopher Walker, “Nations in 
Transit 2010: Democracy and Dissent,” in Nations in Transit 2010: Democratization from Central Europe 
to Eurasia, 2010 ed. edition (New York: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2010), 27–37. 
324 Shkolnikov, “Overview Essay, Nations in Transit 2009: Democracy’s Dark Year”; Walker, “Nations in 
Transit 2010: Democracy and Dissent.” 
325 The FSU-region states with net declines in civil society freedoms (increased index scores) through the 
2001-2010 period were: Armenia (3.5 to 3.75), Azerbaijan (4.5 to 5.75), Kazakhstan (5.0 to 5.75), 
Kyrgyzstan (4.5 to 5.0), Russia (4.0 to 5.75), Tajikistan (5.0 to 6.0), and Uzbekistan (6.5 to 7.0).  Post-
communist East European states also showing net declines were: the Czech Republic (1.5 to 1.75), 
Hungary (1.25 to 1.75), Poland (1.25 to 1.5), and Slovenia (1.75 to 2.0).  See: Walker, “Nations in Transit 
2010: Democracy and Dissent,” and Civil Society Data from: Freedom House, Nations in Transit 2010: 
Democratization from Central Europe to Eurasia, 2010 ed. edition (New York: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers, 2010). 
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were most acute in the more authoritarian states of the former Soviet Union, with the 

FSU region experiencing the most continuous overall pattern of backsliding. 326  Among 

non-Baltic FSU states, the average civil society score increased (a decline in freedom) 

during the period 2001-2010 from 4.83 to 5.17, while the average democracy score 

increased (declining freedom) from 5.41 to 5.96.  

 

A pattern of declining independent media and media freedom in the FSU region 

was also widely noted by the end of the 2000s (Shkolnikov 2009; Walker 2010; Freedom 

House 2010). When first measured across the newly independent countries of the former 

Soviet Union in 1992, Freedom House’s “Freedom of the Press Index” ranked the media 

systems of 11 of the 15 countries as “Partly Free” (Armenia, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine).  The only 

exceptions, with their media ranked at that time as “Not Free,” were Azerbaijan, 

Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.  The media in these four states have been 

continuously ranked as “Not Free” ever since.  Overall though, following the information 

free-for-all of Glasnost, there was hope of continuing development of more vibrant media 

and greater access to information throughout much of the region.  And this was the case 

in the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania).  They quickly swapped their 

preliminary “Partly Free” ranking for “Free,” which, despite some ups and downs in 

precise degree, has held since 1993.   

 

                                                
326 After an earlier period of civil society development and democratic consolidation prior to attaining EU 
membership, some declines were also evident in the new EU member states.  The Balkan subregion, in 
contrast, demonstrated the most continuous improvement throughout the period. 
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But more generally, the vast array of “Partly Free” media systems in the region 

have suffered a war of attrition throughout the post-Soviet period, with numbers 

shrinking from 11 either “Free” or “Partly Free” in 1992 to 8 in 2000 to 6 in 2010 – only 

3 of the 12 non-EU-member FSU states retaining a modicum of partial press freedom.  

While first measured as “Partly Free” in 1992, the press in Belarus, Kazakhstan, and 

Kyrgyzstan switched to “Not Free” in 1993, 1994, and 1996, respectively, and have each 

held that ranking since.  Similarly, Armenia and Russia were ranked “Partly Free” from 

1992-2001, but have been ranked “Not Free” ever since.  Ukraine, Georgia, and Moldova 

have constituted partial exceptions to this decline in media freedom across the non-Baltic 

FSU region.  While media in each country has been measured for particular years or more 

extended periods as “Not Free,” (Ukraine in 2002 and 2013, Georgia in 1993-1995, 

Moldova in 1995 and 2003-2009), they have each measured as “Partly Free” all other 

years, retaining at least some space for independent media. 

 

Figure 1 shows changes in each FSU country’s Freedom House “Freedom in the 

World” combined political and civil liberties index over time throughout the post-Soviet 

period.  By the end of the 2000s, the FSU region was divided between states which had 

now fully consolidated as closed authoritarian regimes (Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan at 

the extreme, followed closely by Belarus), consolidated democracies (Estonia and 

Lithuania, followed closely by Latvia), and hybrid regimes somewhere in the middle, 

which could be roughly divided between “competitive electoral authoritarian” regimes 

(e.g. Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and Armenia, all of which still fit Freedom 

House’s 2010 measure of “Partly Free”), and “hegemonic electoral authoritarian” 
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regimes (e.g. Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, all of which still measured as 

“Partly Free” on civil liberties, but “Not Free” overall and for political freedoms).  Thus, 

the majority of countries in the region, while failing to democratize, still maintained at 

least some semblance of democratic institutions and rights.   

 

Figure 1: 
 

 

 

Yet, the de facto restrictions and lack of protections did not go un-noted and 

prompted some renewed normative pressure from the West.  In a speech before a packed 

audience of dignitaries and civic activists met in Krakow, Poland, on July 3rd 2010 to 

commemorate the tenth anniversary of the establishment of the Community of 

Democracies, for example, US Secretary of State Hilary Clinton lamented the widespread 

attack in recent years on freedom of association in many self-proclaimed “democratic” 
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countries.  While noting the successful contributions of civil society organizing to the 

solidification of democracy in many East European countries and elsewhere, she pointed 

to a troubling global trend of authoritarian-style backlash against the freedom of 

association.  While emphasizing that the growing crackdown on civic organizing was not 

an isolated dynamic in one world region, Clinton indicated the special significance of this 

trend among electoral regimes, highlighting, among others, examples from Russia and 

Belarus.  Her subsequent tour included discussions and statements in Ukraine, Poland, 

Azerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia, in each country focusing attention on the challenges 

societal organizing was facing.   

 

For some regimes, the desire to keep up democratic appearances was by this point 

clearly outweighed by the impetus to maintain control over society.  Uzbekistan and 

Belarus had both undergone significant transformations during the 2000s, clamping down 

on civic activity in response to civil unrest and protest events.  But others continued to 

walk a precarious line, seeking to maintain their international stature and avoid 

significant legitimacy and reputation costs, but also struggling to maintain control in the 

face of growing societal awareness of electoral violations, corruption, and other 

grievances.  The late 2000s were thus marked by an atmosphere of tenuous equilibrium – 

between bolstered control efforts by electoral authoritarian regimes, and growing societal 

awareness of and efforts to exploit the vulnerabilities of these hybrid regimes through 

protest mobilization.  But the technical and social environment was rapidly changing.  As 

Internet and ICT technology use expanded across the region throughout the 2000s and 

beyond, these new technologies altered the capabilities of both the regimes and their 
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societies.  Regimes responded to these changes in various ways, adopting different 

approaches to the new technologies as their views of their relative importance and 

potential risk changed.327   Some key global and local events, such as the “Color 

Revolutions,” Iran’s Green Movement, the Arab Spring, and Russia’s White Ribbon 

Movement clearly played significant roles in shaping awareness and concern.   

 

The next two sections will examine the growth of the Internet during the post-

Cold War period in the FSU region, tracing its development, use and regulation from the 

1990s and how this has changed over time. 

 

The Post-Soviet Internet: Regional Diversity and Similarity 
 
 
 
The future political importance of the Internet was far from clear to post-Soviet 

states at their moment of independence.  As discussed in the previous chapter, 

connections to the global Internet were still an extremely rare phenomenon in the Soviet 

Union at the moment of collapse.  RelCom and other commercial Internet service 

providers didn’t begin to take off until after the country’s fragmentation, and even then 

the growth of the Internet in former Soviet territory faced major infrastructural and 

economic hurdles, with Internet access developing especially slowly in the less central 

and developed regions and republics.328  While the newly independent states began to 

                                                
327 As we will see, this relative balance between regime concerns regarding ICT’s importance and risks was 
itself partly shaped by the evolving nature of the technologies themselves – enabling and constraining 
different potential uses and mechanisms of control.   
328 As we have seen in the previous chapter, detailed studies of Internet accessibility and affordability by 
geographic location in the Russian case have shown significant internal disparities in the types and costs of 
Internet access available at different periods from the 1990s through 2010.  While highly populated cities 
and those located close to the national railway network fared better, those separated by geographic 
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register and use national country top level domains (ccTLDs), the real growth of the 

Internet within these states came slowly, and was clearly influenced by a mix of 

economic development level, regime type, and changing regime attitudes concerning the 

Internet’s relationship with other economic and political objectives.   

 

By the early-to-mid 2000s, a significant differentiation was visible across the 

states of the former Soviet Union, with extreme differences in both Internet penetration 

rates and restriction levels.  Yet the development of the Internet and surrounding 

governance structures across many non-democratic states in the region also bore striking 

similarities, reflecting both the impact of common institutional legacies, and patterns of 

mutual learning, diffusion, and cooperation.  Particularly noteworthy through much of the 

2000s was the region’s tendency towards policy “asymmetry” – permitting a significantly 

more permissive online environment to develop compared to tightly controlled offline 

spaces for discourse or organizing.  But another important phenomenon to emerge over 

the course of the 2000s in the FSU region was the pioneering use of so-called “next 

generation” approaches to Internet control – less obvious, temporary, legalistic, or 

plausibly deniable mechanisms that allowed some significant manipulation and control of 

the online spread of information while retaining a superficial appearance of limited 

censorship.   

 

                                                                                                                                            
obstacles, former one-industry towns, and rural areas were still paying significantly higher prices for lower 
quality service by the late 2000s.  Some cities or regions (e.g. Moscow, Saint Petersburg, cities with major 
universities and research institutes) have, likewise, been targeted more by national infrastructure 
development programs or by international support.  Similar internal disparities exist throughout the FSU 
region, and the same types of geographic infrastructural and economic distinctions have played 
contributing roles in cross-national Internet access development.  
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Regional Internet Growth 

Table 2 shows the ccTLDs for each post-Soviet state and the years in which these 

were registered.  First (Latin character) national domains were registered for most states 

in the early 1990s, beginning in the year of independence, 1992, and with Turkmenistan’s 

domain registered last, in 1997.  While in some ways marking a milestone of growing 

awareness of the global Internet and the ostensible goal of developing a national online 

presence, the actual growth of Internet use in most former Soviet republics came much 

later.  When measured in 1992, percent Internet penetration (users per 100) in the Russian 

Federation stood at 0.0007%.  Five years later, by 1996, this had grown to 0.27%.  This 

appears to have placed the country fourth in the FSU region, in a dead heat with 

Lithuania (0.28%), and lagging behind Latvia (0.81%) and Estonia (3.53%).329   

 
By the turn of the century, although access rates were still low, a clear pattern of 

haves and have-nots was emerging among countries of the region, with Internet use 

taking off in some former Soviet republics (especially in major cities and universities) but 

not others.  In 2000, Estonia (28.58%), Lithuania (6.43%), and Latvia (6.32%) far 

outstripped all other countries in the region, followed by Russia (1.98%), Belarus 

(1.86%), Armenia (1.30%), Moldova (1.20%), and Kyrgyzstan (1.04%) leading the non-

Baltic FSU states.330  By mid-decade, the differentiation was more extreme.  In 2006, for 

example, 15 years after the Soviet break-up, the now EU-member Baltic states had leapt 

                                                
329 Other countries in the region had significantly lower rates at the time, ranging from Ukraine (0.10%) 
and Armenia (0.09%), followed closely by Georgia (0.04%), Kazakhstan (0.032%) and Belarus (0.029%), 
to miniscule penetration rates in Azerbaijan (0.006%), Moldova (0.005%), and Uzbekistan (0.004%), and 
likely near non-existence of connections in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan.  Measurements are 
not available until 1998 for Kyrgyzstan and 1999 for Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, at which point their 
penetration rates measured at 0.07%, 0.03%, and 0.05% respectively, still below Russia’s 1996 figure. 
330 Rates elsewhere were under 1%, with Azerbaijan (0.15%), Turkmenistan (0.13%), and Tajikistan 
(0.05%) bringing up the rear.   
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far ahead, with Estonia at 63% penetration, Latvia at 46%, and Lithuania at 36%.  The 

highest penetration rates in the non-Baltic FSU, on the other hand, were under 20%: 

Moldova (19.6%), Russia (18.0%), Belarus (16.2%), Kyrgyzstan (12.3%), Azerbaijan 

(12.0%).  In the Caucasus sub-region, Georgia (7.5%) was next behind Azerbaijan, 

followed by Armenia (5.6%).  In former Soviet Central Asia, Uzbekistan (6.4%) followed 

next behind Kyrgyzstan, trailed by Tajikistan (3.8%), Kazakhstan (3.3%), and 

Turkmenistan (1.3%).   

Table 2: 
 

Country ccTLD Year 
USSR .su 1990 

Lithuania .lt 1992 
Estonia .ee 1992 
Ukraine .ua 1992 
Georgia .ge 1992 
Latvia .lv 1993 

Azerbaijan .az 1993 
Moldova .md 1994 
Armenia .am 1994 
Russia .ru 1994 

Kazakhstan .kz 1994 
Belarus .by 1994 

Kyrgyzstan .kg 1995 
Tajikistan .tj 1995 
Uzbekistan .uz 1995 

Turkmenistan .tm 1997 
Russia .рф 2010 

Kazakhstan .қаз 2012 
Georgia .!" 2011 
Ukraine .укр 2013 
Armenia .��� 2014 
Belarus .бел 2014 
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Figure 2 shows a graph of Internet use rates over time from 1990 through 2014 

for the whole region. 331  Here we can clearly see the speed with which Internet 

penetration levels in the Baltic states soared ahead of that in the rest of the region.  But 

we also see how, by the late 2000s, some of the more developed FSU states had begun to 

catch up.  By 2010, as small Internet-enabled protest movements blossomed in Russia, 

penetration there had reached 43%, led by 46% in Azerbaijan, and followed by nearly 

identical penetration rates in Moldova (32.3%), Belarus (31.8%), and Kazakhstan 

(31.6%).  By 2014, Russia (70.5%) had essentially caught up with the Baltics in Internet 

usage, 332  followed by Azerbaijan (61%), Belarus (59%), and Kazakhstan (54.9%).  

Georgia (48.9%), Moldova (46.6%), Armenia (46.3%), Uzbekistan (43.5%), and Ukraine 

(43.4%) form the next cluster, with several of these countries having shown rapid growth 

in penetration rates over just a few years.  Kyrgyzstan (28.3%), Tajikistan (17.49%), and 

Turkmenistan (12.2%), meanwhile, are far behind.  In general, we see, for most non-

Baltic FSU states, the late 2000s was a period of rapidly expanding Internet usage.    

 

Part of the explanation for the rapid differentiation in levels of Internet 

penetration across the former Soviet states during the 1990s and 2000s relates to 

economic development level.  In 1990, Lithuania (0.730), Russia (0.729), and Estonia 

(0.726) had the highest Human Development Index (HDI) measures among the Soviet 

republics, followed by Ukraine (0.705), Latvia (0.692), and Kazakhstan (0.690).  Russia 

                                                
331 The World Bank Internet use data represents a measure of Internet users per 100 people, where “Internet 
users” are defined as “individuals who have used the Internet (from any location) in the last 12 months[,]” 
and “Internet can be used via a computer, mobile phone, personal digital assistant, games machine, digital 
TV etc.”  The closely related term “Internet penetration” also generally refers to the percentage of Internet 
users in the population, though precise definitions and measures of “use” can vary.  
World Bank, World Development Indicators 2016, p.121.  
332 2014 penetration rates for the Baltic states were: Lithuania (72.13%), Latvia (75.8%), Estonia (84.2%) 
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led in GDP per capita at the moment prior to independence ($9,053 in 2010 US dollars 

for 1991), followed closely by Lithuania ($8,588), Estonia ($8,505), Latvia ($7,301), and 

Kazakhstan ($5,070).  The poorest FSU countries in 1992 GDPPC were Georgia 

($1,372), Moldova ($1,345), Armenia ($931), Tajikistan ($810), Kyrgyzstan ($832), and 

Uzbekistan ($837).  Over the following decades, these differences became more 

stratified.  By 2000, Estonia ($10,153 GDPPC, 0.780 HDI), Lithuania ($6,892, 0.754), 

and Latvia ($6,806, 0.727) led all other FSU countries in both indicators, for example, 

with Russia ($6,471, 0.717), Kazakhstan ($4,261, 0.679), and Belarus ($2,697, 0.683) 

leading other non-Baltic FSU states on both indicators.333  Meanwhile, Moldova ($843, 

0.597), Uzbekistan ($800, 0.594), Kyrgyzstan ($649, 0.593), and Tajikistan ($413, 0.535) 

were the poorest countries in the region, each having shown net declines in the 1990s.    

Figure 2: 
 

 

                                                
333 Belarus led Kazakhstan on 2010 HDI, while Kazakhstan led Belarus on GDPPC. 
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Figure 3: 
 

 
 

Figure 3 shows GDP per capita for FSU states during the post-Soviet period, 

from 1991 through 2014.  Here we see clearly the similarities between the cross-national 

disparities in per capita wealth and those in Internet penetration rates as these have 

developed throughout the period.  By the late 2000s and into the 2010s, Russia, 

Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Belarus, and Azerbaijan had the highest non-Baltic FSU GDP 

per capita rates, and, with the extreme exception of Turkmenistan, these countries were 

also leaders in Internet usage.  Taking account of overall development level (and not just 

natural resource wealth), furthermore, Russia, Belarus, and Kazakhstan lead the non-

Baltic FSU (0.798, 0.798, and 0.788 in 2014 HDI respectively), while Turkmenistan’s 

HDI places it in the company of the region’s poorest countries, with the lowest 2014 
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HDI’s belonging to: Moldova (0.693), Turkmenistan (0.688), Uzbekistan (0.675), 

Kyrgyzstan (0.655), and Tajikistan (0.624).334  It thus is not surprising to see these poorest 

or least developed countries fall behind in Internet penetration rates, as has occurred in 

Turkmenistan335, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan, and as earlier was the case to some degree 

with Armenia, Ukraine, and Georgia (also among the poorer but not poorest countries by 

both measures).   

 

Perhaps more surprising is the relative speed of Internet penetration relative to 

development in several countries, such as Kyrgyzstan in the early-to-mid 2000s, and 

Moldova, which had equal penetration to Russia through the early 2000s.  In other cases, 

such as Kazakhstan through much of the 2000s, early penetration rates stayed 

surprisingly low relative to wealth and development until the late 2000s.  Also worth 

noting is the speed with which Internet usage has taken off in the non-Baltic parts of the 

FSU region in the second half of the 2000s.  The extraordinarily rapid shifts in 

penetration rate in the relatively poor countries Georgia, Armenia, Uzbekistan, and 

Ukraine in the late 2000s and early 2010s are particularly worth noting.  While economic 

development and wealth explain much of the differentiation we see in Internet 

penetration growth during the post-Soviet period, some anomalies have clearly also been 

influenced by explicit development strategies (e.g. choosing to focus on economic 

“modernization” or seeking to become a “regional IT powerhouse”336) or regime type 

                                                
334 With the exception of Turkmenistan, this is also the order of the poorest GDP per capita rates in the 
region for 2014. 
335 Though, in the case of Turkmenistan, the low growth of HDI and of Internet penetration relative to per 
capita GDP is anomalous, with both clearly in part attributable to the nature of the extremely closed 
authoritarian regime. 
336 OpenNet Initiative (ONI), “Country Profile: Russia”; OpenNet Initiative (ONI), “Internet Filtering in 
Kazakhstan in 2006-2007” (OpenNet Initiative, 2007), https://opennet.net/studies/kazakhstan2007; 
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particularities.  Turkmenistan’s tight control of Internet access and Uzbekistan’s de-

emphasis of ICT development following the 2005 “Andijan Massacre,”337 for example, 

stand in contrast to faster than expected penetration growth in some of the region’s poorer 

but more politically open states.   

 
Content Censorship 

 
As penetration rates have grown through this period, we have also seen a differentiation 

across states in regime approaches to control over the Internet’s use and content.  The 

different approaches to control fit, in many ways, with the expectations emerging from 

theoretical discussion in previous chapters.  The most closed authoritarian regimes in the 

region, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, have long been the most ready to adopt extensive 

overt content filtering.  As a 2010 OpenNet Initiative (ONI) report explained, by the late 

2000s, Uzbekistan practiced “substantial”-to-“pervasive” filtering of political content – at 

a level similar to that of China – while Turkmenistan’s “pervasive” political content 

restrictions were also long paired with strict control over access.338  

                                                                                                                                            
OpenNet Initiative (ONI), “Country Profile: Kazakhstan,” December 9, 2010, 
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/kazakhstan; David J. Kramer, “Modernizing Russia’s Economy… and 
Politics,” Foreign Policy, June 24, 2010, https://foreignpolicy.com/2010/06/24/modernizing-russias-
economy-and-politics/. 
337  Freedom House, “Uzbekistan Country Report,” in Freedom on the Net (FON) 2015, 2015, 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2015/uzbekistan; Miklós Haraszti (The Representative on 
Freedom of the Media), “Coverage of the Events and Governmental Handling of the Press During the 
Andijan Crisis in Uzbekistan: Observations and Recommendations” (Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE), June 15, 2005), http://www.osce.org/fom/15617?download=true; OpenNet 
Initiative (ONI), “Country Report: Uzbekistan,” December 21, 2010, 
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/uzbekistan. 
 
338 While Turkmenistan long maintained control in part by limiting access to a narrow elite, Uzbekistan’s 
pervasive content controls were long denied by the government, becoming more blatant in 2006 in 
conjunction with a general clampdown following the 2005 bloodshed in Andijan.  ONI suggests that 
filtering practices in both regimes first began around 2004.   

It is worth noting here that, despite measuring the same level of content filtering (“pervasive”) as in 
China for both of these regimes, this was the only category in which such systematic filtering was 
measured.  Unlike in China, where the “conflict and security” category is also pervasively filtered, these 
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As would likewise be expected, the most democratic regimes in the region have 

shown little or no evidence of content filtering.  Estonia, for example, has been 

repeatedly selected by Freedom House’s “Freedom on the Net” reports as one of the two 

countries (along with Iceland) with the most Internet freedom among those studied.339  

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, and Georgia are also all members of the Freedom 

Online Coalition, alongside many Western and European governments – representing, at 

minimum, a rhetorical head nod to democratic norms of Internet freedom.  According to 

the organization’s website, it is a now 29-member “group of governments [established in 

2011] who have committed to work together to support Internet freedom and protect 

fundamental human rights – free expression, association, assembly, and privacy online – 

worldwide.”340   

 

Despite these extremes, there have been significant similarities in approach across 

many states of the region – particularly across the region’s many hybrid electoral 

authoritarian regimes.  As has been previously noted, the FSU region in the 2000s stood 

                                                                                                                                            
regimes showed only “selective” filtering for the other three categories (“conflict and security,” “social,” 
and “Internet tools”). 

Different ONI reports list Uzbekistan’s political content filtering as “substantial” (the next lower 
category than “pervasive”), but the last reported measures and available data place it as “pervasive” – the 
same rating as Turkmenistan.   

See: Deibert and Rohozinski, “Chapter 2: Control and Subversion in Russian Cyberspace.” 
339 Neither Latvia nor Lithuania has been included in the Freedom House research, and none of the three 
former Soviet Baltic states has been included in OpenNet Initiative filtering measures. 
See: Silver Tambur, “Estonia Second in the World by Internet Freedom,” Estonian World, December 5, 
2014, http://estonianworld.com/technology/estonia-second-world-internet-freedom/; Estonian World News, 
“Estonia as a Flag-Bearer of Global Internet Freedom,” Estonian World: Technology, October 29, 2015, 
http://estonianworld.com/technology/estonia-as-a-flag-bearer-of-global-internet-freedom/; Freedom House, 
“Table of Country Scores,” in Freedom on the Net 2015, 2015, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-
net-2015/table-country-scores. 
340 The Freedom Online Coalition, “About Us / History” Freedomonlinecoalition.com, Accessed March 
2016, https://www.freedomonlinecoalition.com/about/. 
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out for its unusual degree of online-offline policy “asymmetry,” for example, with the 

FSU’s many nondemocratic regimes largely abstaining from equivalent degrees of online 

restriction to those brought to bear on offline civil liberties. 341   Uzbekistan and 

Turkmenistan were the only FSU states showing evidence of ongoing substantial or 

pervasive content filtering during most of this period, with other states usually being 

measured with at most only “selective” and occasional filtering, including non-static or 

temporary blockages.  Among the region’s other nondemocratic states, not surprisingly, 

the least content blocking of any sort appears to have occurred in Ukraine, Moldova, and 

Georgia (with the exception of the period of the Georgia-Russia conflict).  The most 

restriction, on the other hand, appears to have occurred in Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia, 

and Russia.  None of these states practiced systematic keyword or topical censorship of 

online content, however, a striking anomaly in the global context. 342   As many 

nondemocratic states in other world regions rushed to implement significant filtering 

regimes for the systematic censorship of online content, the vast majority of FSU states 

did not establish such national systems during the 2000s – including states with 

                                                
341 See Figures 1, 2, and 5 and Table 5 in Chapter 3 and surrounding discussion for more detailed empirical 
evidence and analysis concerning the FSU region’s relatively low levels of Internet censorship compared to 
offline civil liberties restrictions.  This online-offline policy asymmetry has been more typical of the FSU 
region than of other highly authoritarian regions examined – the Middle East and North Africa and East 
Asia – where online and offline restriction levels have tended to be better correlated.  
342 ONI research measured at most “selective” filtering (i.e. occasional and one-off take-downs or 
blockages, but no systematic nationwide static blocking) across all but a few FSU states.  In addition to the 
more systematic filtering measured in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, for example, substantial-to-pervasive 
political filtering was briefly measured in Armenia during a government-declared state of emergency 
following post-election protests in 2008.  But in a 2010 study, ONI authors rate Armenia’s filtering as 
“selective” – the same as all other states in the region except Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, on the one 
hand, and Moldova and Ukraine, on the other.  In Moldova and Ukraine, they here find “no evidence” of 
filtering.  Other, more detailed, results show Moldova and Tajikistan as having selective “political” 
filtering, but no evidence of filtering in other categories, while Georgia shows selective filtering of 
“political” and “conflict and security” content, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, had selective 
filtering in the “political” and “social” categories, and Belarus and Armenia had selective filtering across 
all categories (and temporarily more so in Armenia). 
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substantial offline restrictions on freedoms of association, expression and independent 

media during the same period.   

 

This relatively laissez-faire approach to the online environment through much of 

the region allowed the Internet and online platforms to develop as major loci of less-

restricted public discourse, independent media, and social organizing, even while many 

states of the region sank deeper into non-competitive authoritarian control.  In 

combination with the region’s shared history and substantial cultural and linguistic 

linkages, this also permitted a degree of cross-societal interaction, as “RuNet” – the 

Russian language Internet – took off as a culturally distinct segment of the Internet with 

many unique platforms and resources of common interest to Russian-speaking 

populations and diasporas from across the region and beyond. 

 

“Next Generation” Controls 

While experiencing relatively limited Internet restrictions compared to 

authoritarian regimes in other regions, the FSU region has emerged in the 2000s as the 

exemplar of what the OpenNet Initiative has dubbed “next generation” approaches to 

Internet control.  Despite the relative asymmetry of online and offline levels of overt 

restriction, the Internet in the FSU region’s hybrid regimes has not been completely 

uncontrolled or unmonitored.  Rather, many states of this region have developed similar 

economic, legal, technical, and institutional arrangements that have, in some cases, 

facilitated significant forms of state control over Internet content and users – even if not 

as obvious or systematic in approach as the “first generation” approaches to censorship.  
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Commonalities shared by many states in the region include: similar state-dominated, 

monopolistic telecom industries; particular types of laws and legal frameworks; 

governing institutions modeled on Soviet institutional legacies (e.g. including similar 

KGB-successor agencies)343; specific technologies and methods for the implementation of 

surveillance; and a panoply of informal, quasi-legalistic, or plausibly-deniable 

approaches to shaping or disturbing information flows, prompting self-censorship, or 

pressuring intermediaries. 

 

The persistent monopoly position of one major state telecommunications 

provider, stemming from Soviet centralized government control over the economy, has 

been a common feature of the Internet’s development in many states of the region.  While 

some FSU states have taken measures to partially liberalize their telecommunications 

markets (e.g. Armenia) due to pressure from international organizations, others still have 

a single monopoly provider (e.g. Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan), or powerful 

companies with some controlling role over all of the major providers (e.g. Russia).344  

                                                
343 Russia, Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine also each have special Ministry of Internal Affairs “Department 
‘K’” units to fight cybercrime, as well as other specialized cyber units within their ministries of defense and 
security services.  See: Access Denied: The Practice and Policy of Global Internet Filtering, ed. Ronald 
Deibert et al. (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2008); Access Controlled: The Shaping of Power, Rights, 
and Rule in Cyberspace, ed. Ronald Deibert et al., 1 edition (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2010). 
344 The state-controlled companies Kazakhtelecom, Uzbektelecom (rebranded “national operator Uztelecom 
in 2011), and TurkmenTelecom long played monopolistic roles in their respective telecommunications 
markets.  (Kazkhtelecom’s monopoly over the Kazakh telecommunications market began to change with 
liberalization legislation adopted in 2004.)  While Russia’s Internet service market liberalized earlier, a few 
giant state-dominated companies such as Rostelecom and Transtelecom continued to control long-distance 
cable networks on which other providers depend.  Until its 2013 merger with Rostelecom, Svyazinvest 
likewise owned many of the country’s large regional ISPs. 
See: 
Nate Anderson, “The Internet in Kazakhstan: Welcome to the Land of $3,355 per Month DSL,” Ars 
Technica, July 27, 2007, http://arstechnica.com/uncategorized/2007/07/the-internet-in-kazakhstan-
welcome-to-the-land-of-3355-per-month-dsl/; “Kazakhstan Telecommunications,” Digital Logistics 
Capacity Assessments (LCAs) Wiki, December 10, 2013, 
http://dlca.logcluster.org/display/public/DLCA/3.4+Kazakhstan+Telecommunications;jsessionid=DEF0572
0B182342868E0FA0FF4B40558; “The Condition of the Internet In Turkmenistan,” The Silk Project: From 
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These monopolistic arrangements make the marketplace for Internet access less 

competitive, often passing higher – sometimes prohibitory – prices on to users.  Close ties 

between the ruling regime and these major providers (or their parent companies) likewise 

allows for various forms of opaque political control such as pressures on major ISPs to 

block particular sites (even if just at key moments as “technical glitches”) for all their 

downstream traffic345, or passing on self-censorship pressures to more local-level ISPs 

and clients through user agreements.346 

 

A variety of “just-in-time blocking” techniques have been used by countries in the 

region to block access to critical sites and resources at politically sensitive moments.  

This can take the form of extreme network outages or site blockages.  In Armenia, in 

February of 2008, for example, the government declared a state of emergency following 

post-election protests, temporarily shutting down numerous online resources and heavily 

restricting the media.  Less overt techniques frequently have been utilized for a similar 

purpose.  During elections in Belarus (2006), Kyrgyzstan (2005), and Russia (2008-

                                                                                                                                            
Trade Route to Information Superhighway, 2009, http://www.silkproject.org/internetinturkmenistan.htm; 
“The Government of Uzbekistan Is Making Uzbektelecom a Private Company and Transforming It into a 
Monopoly,” Ferghana News: Information Agency, June 12, 2004, sec. Central Asia news, 
http://enews.fergananews.com/article.php?id=709&print=1; BuddeComm, “Uzbekistan’s Mobile Market 
Optimistic but Problems Remain: Executive Summary,” BuddeComm: Uzbekistan - Telecoms, Mobile, 
Broadband - Statistics and Analyses, 2016, https://www.budde.com.au/Research/Uzbekistan-Telecoms-
Mobile-Broadband-Statistics-and-Analyses; Freedom House, “Uzbekistan Country Report,” in Freedom on 
the Net (FON) 2013, 2013, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2013/uzbekistan; Reporters 
Without Borders, “Uzbekistan: Welcome to Digital Tyranny,” Enemies of the Internet, March 10, 2014, 
http://12mars.rsf.org/2014-en/2014/03/10/uzbekistan-welcome-to-digital-tyranny/; OpenNet Initiative 
(ONI), “Country Profile: Russia,” n. 17, https://opennet.net/research/profiles/russia#footnote17_nebhbp0; 
Moscow Times, “Rostelecom Shareholders Approve Merger With Svyazinvest,” The Moscow Times, July 
1, 2013, https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/rostelecom-shareholders-approve-merger-with-svyazinvest-
25369; Rostelecom, “Rostelecom Shareholders Approve the Merger of Svyazinvest and a Number of 
Subsidiaries as Part of the Group’s Reorganisation,” Rostelecom Investor Relations News, June 27, 2013, 
http://www.rostelecom.ru/en/ir/news/d298751/. 
345 Governments often can deny involvement in temporary or more durable site blockages of this sort, while 
ISPs involved can pass them off as technical or connectivity problems.   
346 Deibert et al., Access Controlled, 130–31. 
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2009), for example, pro-regime actors mounted denial of service (DoS) attacks against 

the sites of opposition groups, independent media outlets, political blogs, and 

nongovernmental organizations, making these sites inaccessible at critical moments.   

 

Similar techniques have also been used frequently in inter-state conflicts in the 

FSU region.  In May of 2007, for example, much of Estonia’s Internet was brought down 

by DDoS attacks, likely the work of pro-regime Russian hackers following Russian 

outrage over Estonia’s removal of a Soviet-era commemorative statue in Tallinn.  

Likewise, during the August 2008 Russia-Georgian war, Russian hackers used DDoS 

attacks to disable numerous Georgian ISPs and websites – including major government 

and media sites.  Georgian ISPs, in their turn, responded by filtering out Russian sites and 

media sources.  On a lesser scale, Azerbaijan and Armenia have used similar hacking 

techniques against each others’ networks as part of the long-simmering Nagorno 

Karabakh conflict.347   

 

Pro-regime hackers, youth groups, trolls, bloggers, and other actors with plausibly 

deniable links to government authorities have generally come to play important roles in 

such events, mounting hard-to-attribute informational or cyberattack campaigns on behalf 

(and perhaps at the behest) of the regime, while maintaining plausible deniability as to 

the government’s actual involvement.348  Pro-regime blogging, trolling, and hacktivism 

                                                
347 Ibid.; Deibert and Rohozinski, “Chapter 2: Control and Subversion in Russian Cyberspace”; Tert.am, 
“Armenian-Azerbaijani Cyber Attacks Continue,” Armenian News - Tert.am, February 9, 2012, 
http://www.tert.am/en/news/2012/09/02/arm-az-hacking/577709; Giorgi Lomsadze, “Fighting Over 
Nagorno Karabakh Takes to Cyber Space,” EurasiaNet.org, April 6, 2016, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/78146. 
348 While the connections between such forms of pro-regime activity and their respective governments can 
be hard to prove, over time, in some cases, significant evidence has been accrued through online and 
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campaigns have been used extensively in Russia, for example, surrounding elections 

(such as the work of the Nashi youth group around elections in 2008-2009).349   

 

Though explicit legal measures for Internet censorship have only drawn attention 

recently in the Russian context, various types of legal restrictions have played a 

significant role in the approach to Internet regulation in the region for some time.  Even 

in countries that lack the sort of systematic ongoing topical censorship seen in China, 

Iran, or Uzbekistan, such laws can be used to single out particular categories of content as 

illegal, prosecute content producers or intermediaries, promote self-censorship, and, in 

some cases, block particular sites or force the removal of specific content.  Despite 

constitutional assurances of freedom of expression, the FSU’s hybrid regimes often use 

“laws, decrees, and administrative orders” to “protect moral values, public order, national 

security, state secrets, and other privileged data” – techniques used in the 2000s by 

Belarus, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and Russia.  Laws against defamation or 

slander, against offensive comments about state officials, or for the protection of 

copyright are also commonly applied to online content.  The terms of such laws are often 

poorly defined.  When these laws are used to prompt ISPs to block websites, there often 

is then no clear procedure for how the sites can regain their pre-suspension status.  

                                                                                                                                            
undercover investigations, interviews with participants, whistleblower accounts, and cyber-forensics.  In 
Russia, participants have described in detail the work of pro-government “troll factories” and payment 
received for meeting various comment quotas, for example.  
349 Miriam Elder, “Polishing Putin: Hacked Emails Suggest Dirty Tricks by Russian Youth Group,” The 
Guardian, February 7, 2012, sec. World news, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/feb/07/putin-
hacked-emails-russian-nashi; Iuliia Subbotovska, “Russia’s Online Trolling Campaign Is Now in 
Overdrive,” Business Insider, May 29, 2015, http://www.businessinsider.com/russias-online-trolling-
campaign-is-now-in-overdrive-2015-5; “‘Hacking Attacks’ Hit Russian Political Sites,” BBC News, March 
8, 2012, sec. Technology, http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-16032402; Steve Ragan, “Political 
Activism Gives Way to Hacktivism in Russia,” SecurityWeek.Com, February 20, 2012, 
http://www.securityweek.com/political-activism-gives-way-hacktivism-russia. 
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Similar laws have been used in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan to prompt the deregistration 

of domain names of sites the names of which are oppositional in character.  

 

Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Russia have each used laws requiring 

websites or some categories of websites to register as “mass media” – making all 

regulations of mass media also applicable to registered website content.  This includes, 

for example, holding site hosts, editors, or journalists responsible for checking “veracity” 

and “objectivity” of the site’s content.  When applied to the sites or blogs of single 

individuals or to sites that are oppositional or publish editorial commentary, such 

requirements can essentially incapacitate the sites’ continued normal functioning.  Such 

registration requirements can furthermore take on a “damned-if-you-do, damned-if-you-

don’t” valence, as they are often designed such that while registering makes one a target, 

failing to register makes one liable for prosecution.  Such registration or licensing 

requirements for ISPs, Internet cafes, hosting providers, or web platform sites (such as 

blog platforms), furthermore, can increase the “intermediary liability” pressures, 

prompting self-censorship by these intermediaries out of fear that permitting access to 

certain sites or material could in turn jeopardize their licenses or otherwise put them in 

the crosshairs of regime pressure. 

 

Diversity and Similarity 

Overall, Internet development in the FSU region in the 1990s and 2000s 

demonstrated several predictable patterns.  Infrastructure development, penetration rates, 

and access, in most cases, related closely to states’ economic development levels, with 
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digital divides developing along the same lines as widening differences in economic 

performance.  Similarly, the relative degrees of restriction of Internet use and content in 

the region in many regards paralleled overall differentiations of regime type during this 

period, with the most closed authoritarian regimes adopting strict Internet content 

censorship while the most democratic countries sought to protect an open Internet.   

 

Yet the region clearly demonstrated some surprising tendencies, proving of 

particular interest for observing the development of hybrid regime state approaches to the 

Internet as both penetration and regime awareness grew.  While an anomalous degree of 

policy asymmetry350 across much of the region through the 2000s made these states a 

petri dish for observing the potential uses of the Internet by societies with few other 

equally free forums for discourse or organizing, the increasingly widespread use of legal, 

temporary, or otherwise subtle or deniable restrictions through the 2000s led some 

observers to view these approaches as the future of nondemocratic Internet control.351   

                                                
350 Despite a wide range of Internet restriction levels across the region, the degree of “first generation” 
Internet restrictions – such as overt censorship regimes – in the former Soviet states tended to be 
significantly less than that found in states of similar regime types in other world regions.  So, while fairly 
closed authoritarian regimes such as Kazakhstan and Belarus gradually adopted some mix of limited site 
blocking and other less overt “next generation” Internet controls, for example, these states did not develop 
systematic censorship regimes in the 2000s on the same level as those of states of similarly closed regime 
types such as China, Saudi Arabia, Iran, or Vietnam.  Citizens had more ability to access and share 
information and engage in public discourse or organizing online than they were used to in offline civic life 
– opening up an “asymmetry gap” in which the Internet permitted new forms of civic engagement in 
otherwise highly controlled political settings. 
351 OpenNet Initiative researchers have, for example, often asserted that the “next generation” controls 
found in the FSU region in the 2000s are the future of authoritarian Internet control.  A 2010 ONI analysis 
of Internet controls across the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), for example, argued that 
“[o]vert Internet filtering, such as that undertaken by China or Iran, [was] unlikely to” be adopted in the 
CIS countries that had so far abstained.  The authors suggested that these CIS countries other than 
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan would not turn to filtering at a later date because: (1) the other countries had 
shown no interest in erecting so complete an “informational blockade” and seemed to understand that this 
would undermine economic and scientific development; (2) “[T]here is little need to resort to overt 
technical means such as filtering” because these countries have already learned to use the “more subtle 
legal and quasi-legal methods for putting pressure on content and access providers”; (3) Many of these 
countries “are dependent on development aid and trade, and have oriented themselves toward integration 
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These developments in the region demonstrate that state Internet policies have not 

merely paralleled regime type and economic development and responded to domestic 

conditions, but that complex interdependencies across the region have also likely 

facilitated various forms of diffusion and coordination resulting in the similar 

developments.  Policy choices have not been static – clearly influenced by a changing 

global environment, including exogenous shock events and the ebb and flow of 

normative pressures.  Indeed, while the expected endurance of the region’s avoidance of 

overt Internet censorship and other more obviously draconian policy approaches was 

much noted by researchers in the 2000s, this conviction has been challenged by some 

recent developments as states have adopted increasingly severe and quite widely noted 

forms of legal, extralegal, and technical control of the networks.   

 

The following section scrutinizes the dynamics of policy change in post-Soviet 

cyberspace, examining the processes by which political instability and protest, regional 

diffusion and learning, coordination and normative pressures, and changes in the global 

context have influenced the ongoing development of Internet policy approaches in the 

FSU region.  The trajectory of policy development in the region’s hybrid regimes and the 

movement from less overt “next generation” controls to more obvious and permanent 

forms of site blockages and more draconian legal restrictions on Internet content and uses 

                                                                                                                                            
with the global economy and are actively seeking to lower barriers to trade.”  These countries, they argued, 
would not wish to risk being considered “international human rights pariahs” as a result of engaging in 
obvious Internet restrictions; and (4) Most importantly, these countries have already mastered other, more 
subtle methods to control the Internet’s use and defend against “color revolution” types of societal 
organizing – so they have no need for the more obvious approaches.  See: Deibert et al., Access Controlled, 
131. 
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raises intriguing questions for the future development of Internet policy in nondemocratic 

contexts. 

 
 

Dynamics of Policy Change: The Shifting Terrain of Post-Soviet Cyberspace 
 
 
 

All other things being equal, it might make sense to expect that significant 

national Internet policy choices – such as whether to erect a “great firewall” or otherwise 

significantly restrict domestic Internet content and use – would serve as critical junctures 

producing some degree of lock-in and path dependency.  While it stands to reason that 

governments would seek more regulatory control over the Internet as penetration grows, 

after a certain point it would become so widely used and the freedoms of relatively 

unrestricted access, use, and content would be so expected, that a dramatic change of 

course – particularly a shift to policies of censorship and significant use restriction – 

would have as much potential to erode regime legitimacy and prompt protest as it would 

to protect the regime from instability. 

 

Yet some countries of the FSU region have shown just such a dramatic shift of 

course in recent years.  Freedom House’s Freedom on the Net (FON) project began 

publishing its annual country Internet freedom ratings for a subset of countries in 2011.  

The first report included six former Soviet countries in its analysis, ranking Estonia’s 

Internet as “free” with a score of 10, Belarus’s as “not free” with score 69, and Georgia 

(35), Azerbaijan (48), Russia (52), and Kazakhstan (55) as “partly free.”  For perspective, 

these ratings compared favorably with the likes of Tunisia (81), China (83) or Iran (89) at 
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the time.  Later reports added four additional FSU countries, first categorizing Ukraine 

(27) as “free,” Kyrgyzstan (35) as “partly free,” and Uzbekistan as “not free” (77) in 

2012, and Armenia (29) as “free” in 2013.   In the subsequent annual studies, five of the 

ten states examined have shown some degree of declining Internet freedom (increased 

FON index score), with the most significant shifts occurring in Russia and Ukraine (each 

scoring as 10 points less free by 2015), Azerbaijan (8 points), and Kazakhstan (6 

points).352   

 

This pattern is even more striking if one looks at the FON’s published sub-

indexes – separate scores measuring restrictions on freedom of “access,” “content,” and 

“user rights.”353  Access scores for all but two of the ten countries have improved during 

the period measured.354  Content and user rights restrictions, on the other hand, soared.  

Six out of the ten countries showed reduced “content freedom” during the period of 

measurement.  While the most extreme content restriction shifts were in Russia (6 point 

change) and Azerbaijan (4 points), minor shifts occurred also in Ukraine (2 points), 

Kazakhstan (1 point), Armenia (1 point), and Estonia (1 point).355  Even more dramatic is 

Freedom House’s measured change in “user rights” across the region, with seven of the 

ten countries showing a net decline in rights (increased index score), and only two 

                                                
352 Uzbekistan, which already had the strictest controls, has also gained one point. 
353 Freedom House defines these three indexes as follows:  The “Obstacles to Access” score measures 
“infrastructural and economic barriers to access, legal and ownership control over internet service 
providers, and independence of regulatory bodies;” “Limits on Content” indicates “legal regulations on 
content, technical filtering and blocking of websites, self-censorship, the vibrancy/diversity of online news 
media, and the use of digital tools for civic mobilization;” and “Violations of User Rights” accounts for 
levels of “surveillance, privacy, and repercussions for online speech and activities, such as imprisonment, 
extralegal harassment, or cyberattacks.”   
354 Access restriction scores showed a 1 point gain in Ukraine and stayed constant in Uzbekistan during the 
periods from 2012-2015 and 2011-2015 respectively. 
355 Georgia (-4 points), Kyrgyzstan (-2 points), and Belarus (-2 points) showed increased content freedom, 
by contrast. 
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(Estonia, -3, and Georgia, -2) showing minor improvements.  Dramatic user rights 

reductions occurred in Kazakhstan (7 points), Ukraine (7 points), Azerbaijan (6 points), 

and Russia (6 points), followed by a significant shift also in Kyrgyzstan (4 points).   

 

By 2015, the Internet in four of the ten FSU countries studied was ranked as “not 

free,” with worse (higher) scores for content and rights than for access in most of the 

countries measured.  While Uzbekistan still has the most extreme Internet restrictions 

according to these measures (index score of 78), the region’s “hegemonic” electoral 

authoritarian regimes now show similarly more restrictive tendencies, with Internet in 

Belarus (64), Russia (62), and Kazakhstan (61) all ranked as “not free,” and Azerbaijan 

(56) close behind, pushing the boundary of the “partly free” category. 

 

These changes, in just a few years, highlight trends, which began in the second 

half of the 2000s, but have escalated precipitously in the 2010s.  While countries in the 

region have not always selected static technical censorship as the first recourse for 

control of the network, the noose has been tightening on the Internet in the region’s more 

closed regimes for some time – though sometimes in ways that are less immediately 

visible.  These changes have been driven in part by a reaction to political instability and 

the leveraging of information technologies by domestic protest movements.  They also 

have responded to fears sparked by the observation of similar protest phenomena in 

neighboring states.  Policy diffusion and learning is apparent across the region, 

furthermore, on both a technical and legal level.  The likeminded governments of the 

region have also coordinated – collaborating to support common shared goals and norms 
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of sovereign information control – including through formal collaboration in regional and 

international organizations.  The shifting international environment, including changes in 

normative pressures and global context, have also influenced policy change in the region. 

 
Protest and Instability Fears 

 
Belarus’ early shift towards more restrictive Internet controls exemplifies a 

reaction to concern over the threat of political protests.  In their early work monitoring 

Internet controls in the mid-2000s, OpenNet Initiative researchers noted that Belarus, 

which practiced no detectable technical blocking, was nonetheless managing some 

control over Internet content through legal measures generating fear of prosecution and 

self-censorship.  Then, during critical moments surrounding the March 2006 presidential 

elections, key Internet sites were found to be blocked – one of the first instances the 

researchers noted of so-called “just-in-time blocking.”  Rather than a last-ditch effort to 

forestall the significant protests that occurred over election fraud, ONI came to view 

these techniques as the future of Internet control.  As Ronald Diebert of Citizen Lab 

noted at the time, “This is a harbinger of what’s to come worldwide.  You’ll have 

filtering just during critical times, such as elections.  Countries realize they risk becoming 

pariahs, and so they’ll find more surreptitious ways of filtering.” 356  

 

Belarus’ legal and key-moment-technical Internet restrictions continued to grow 

throughout the late 2000s and early 2010s, while similar measures were also being 

adopted by other states of the region.  Notable here was the direct relationship between 

                                                
356 Clark Boyd, “Internet Increasingly Censored: The First Comprehensive Global Survey of Internet 
Filtering Shows That Online Repression Is on the Rise Worldwide.,” MIT Technology Review, May 18, 
2007, https://www.technologyreview.com/s/407928/internet-increasingly-censored/. 
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observation of political unrest at home or in neighboring states and an apparently 

deliberate response geared to stymying the use of ICT tools in regime-threatening protest.  

In this regard, the early-2000s “Color Revolutions” in FSU countries Georgia (2003), 

Ukraine (2004), and Kyrgyzstan (2005) were very influential, prompting concern among 

other nondemocratic regimes in the region that similar electoral protest movements 

would unseat them – and, what’s more, a deep paranoia that such “regime change” 

movements were being intentionally organized against them by Western powers and 

these neighboring countries.  Western or other outside observers, media, or government 

statements were, therefore, all viewed through a prism of intentional antagonism and 

“security threat.” 

 

Prior to Belarus’s 2006 election, for example, President Lukashenko made a 

nationally televised address in which he vowed that “an overthrow of the government in 

our country will not take place.  There will not be a foreceful seizure of institutions or the 

blocking of squares and streets… Today everything is being done to prevent even the 

smallest threat to the security of the people.”357  Several Georgian citizens (including 

members of the OSCE observer mission) were kept from entering the country or arrested 

on the pretext of involvement in a regime change conspiracy.  Lukashenko went on to 

officially win Belarus’s 2006 ballot with 84.4% of the vote in an election that was 

pronounced as rigged by OSCE observers.358  Some 20,000 or more did participate in 

                                                
357 Jim Heintz, “Belarus’ Lukashenko Vows to Stop Takeover,” Belarus News and Analysis, March 17, 
2006, http://www.data.minsk.by/belarusnews/032006/303.html. 
358 OSCE, “Belarus, Presidential Election, 19 March 2006: Final Report” (Organization for Security and 
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), June 7, 2006), http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/belarus/19395. 
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protests after the elections, leading to hundreds of arrests and clashes with police.359  And 

it was precisely during the run-up to this election and through the height of the resulting 

unrest that key websites and media outlets were made inaccessible.  During this same 

period, foreign and independent journalists were harassed, detained, beaten, or barred 

from entry as part of an overall effort to staunch the flow of information at key 

moments.360   

 

Similar incidents surrounded Belarus’ next fraudulent presidential elections in 

December 2010 – this time accompanied by an unprecedented media and social media 

blackout and violent crackdown against protesters.  Oppositional candidates and 

journalists were imprisoned and more than 600 were arrested in the police crackdown.361  

The office of the opposition website Charter 97 was raided by security services, who 

detained the editor and staff for their coverage of these events.362  Websites of the Charter 

97, “Belarusian Partisan,” the “Tell the Truth” campaign, and other opposition 

organizations, presidential candidates, and parties were all made inaccessible by DDoD 

attacks during these elections and the aftermath.  Major social media and email platforms, 

including VKontakte, Odnoklasniki, LiveJournal, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Google-

                                                
359 Heintz, “Belarus’ Lukashenko Vows to Stop Takeover.” 
360  Sebastian Usher, “Belarus Stifles Critical Media,” BBC News, March 17, 2006, sec. Europe, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/4818050.stm. 
361 In one case, the government threatened to take custody of the child of arrested opponents. 
Michael Schwirtz, “Belarus Signals It Could Seize Opponent’s Son,” The New York Times, January 9, 
2011, sec. Europe, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/10/world/europe/10belarus.html. 
362 Michael Schwirtz, “Clashes in Belarus Show Resilience of Both Sides,” The New York Times, December 
21, 2010, sec. Europe, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/22/world/europe/22belarus.html. 
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Talk, and Gmail were also unreachable.  Some activists and independent journalists 

reported that their cell phones ceased to work or had clearly been wiretapped.363   

 

Significantly, each major episode of civic unrest in Belarus (and some in 

neighboring states) not only resulted in immediate actions, but also was followed by the 

adoption of new layers of legal restriction and other innovations to control the Internet 

and its use.  Beginning in 2007 following the 2006 electoral protests, for example, 

Belarus began requiring Internet café owners to maintain a record of every customer and 

what sites they visited.  A tough new media law was approved in 2008 and came into 

force in February 2009, requiring all media outlets and all websites (both domestic and 

international) to register with the Ministry of Information or otherwise be blocked.364  In 

April 2011, just months after the December 2010 protests and in the midst of national 

economic meltdown, the Ministry of the Interior and the Minsk Police Department 

launched their own Twitter accounts. 365  Later, in June 2011, when activists used 

VKontakte groups and Twitter hashtags to organize protest surrounding the country’s 

currency crisis366, the government used these accounts to directly address potential protest 

participants urging against attending the planned rally and warning them of the personal 

                                                
363  “Facebook, Twitter, YouTube Blocked in Minsk,” UNIAN, December 20, 2010, 
http://www.unian.info/world/439747-facebook-twitter-youtube-blocked-in-minsk.html; ITAR-TASS, 
“Khakerskaya Ataka Glavnogo Oppozitsionnogo Sayta Belorussii Osushchestvlyalas’ Iz Peterburga 
[Hacker Attack against the Main Opposition Website in Belarus Was Carried out from St. Petersburg],” 
Gazera.ru, December 19, 2010, http://www.gazeta.ru/news/lastnews/2010/12/19/n_1624281.shtml. 
364 Many online publications switched to foreign domain names in order to be more protected from this new 
regime.  Criminal penalties for the online “dissemination of slanderous information” were also increased in 
August 2009.  See: Freedom House, “Belarus Country Report,” in Freedom of the Press 2010, 2010, 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/2010/belarus. 
365 These were @mvd_by and @GUVD_Minsk respectively. 
366 The Belarusian Ruble was devalued twice in 2011, first by 36% in the Spring, and then by 20% in 
October.  See: Kevin Fogarty, “Belarus Drops Iron Firewall on Internet in Effort to Keep Ecommerce Cash 
inside the Country: New Laws Look More like Radical Protectionism than Simple Censorship,” ITworld, 
January 3, 2012, http://www.itworld.com/article/2733738/security/belarus-drops-iron-firewall-on-internet-
in-effort-to-keep-ecommerce-cash-inside-the-country.html. 
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consequences.367  A particularly draconian law, “Decree 60” that took effect in January 

2012, banned buying either goods or services “from sites based outside the country.”368 

 

Thus, even while Internet filtering levels stayed low, escalating legal and extra-

legal Internet restrictions in reaction to domestic protest events and perceived stability 

threats were common in the FSU region in the 2000s.  States in the region also appear to 

have learned from and emulated some measures adopted by neighbors, with many similar 

laws and next generation mechanisms being adopted across the region. 

 
Policy Diffusion and Emulation 

 
Some overarching legal frameworks for handling issues of Internet control have 

diffused widely across the FSU region.  Here Russia has played a significant role as 

exemplar to some of its neighbors, with Russia’s 2000 “Doctrine of Information 

Security” and its legal framework for permitting wiretapping and surveillance as “lawful 

interception” both being widely emulated by neighboring similar-regime-type countries.  

The broad conceptualization of security concerns around protecting a “national 

informational space” – going beyond the protection of data and computer networks to 

encompass media, online discourse, and other flows of information within a country – 

has implicitly or explicitly influenced policy and conceptual frameworks in a number of 

                                                
367  @GUVD_Minsk tweeted ““#1. Anyone who is going to “the square,” please pay attention to 
@InternetRevolt – he is openly inciting you, but it will be you who will be held responsible!” (Translation 
by Global Voices)  See: Alexey Sidorenko, “Belarus: Police Crack Down on Minsk Protest,” Global 
Voices, June 24, 2011, https://globalvoices.org/2011/06/24/belarus-police-crack-down-on-minsk-protest/. 
368 ISPs, cafes, or private households can be prosecuted if their networks are used to violate the law, 
furthermore, putting an onus of self-policing on intermediaries.  One interpretation at the time was that this 
law, in addition to erecting yet another barrier between domestic Internet users and the outside world, by 
“restricting online sales within Belarus’ own crippled economy,” this law was intended to prevent currency 
flight.  See: Fogarty, “Belarus Drops Iron Firewall on Internet in Effort to Keep Ecommerce Cash inside 
the Country.” 
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countries in the region.  Likewise, Russia’s mass surveillance system, SORM, which is 

grounded in a legal framework for permitting “lawful interception” of communications 

by KGB-successor security organs and other government entities but also involves 

specific technological systems and infrastructures, has proved widely influential.   

 

Since 2001, for example, Belarus’s law implementing the country’s “Concept of 

National Security” has included explicit discussion of the Internet as a possible threat to 

“information security.”369  In Ukraine, in 2009, a “Doctrine of Information Security” was 

passed by presidential decree 370 , which defined its scope broadly to encompass 

“protection of the vital interests of the individual, society, the state, preventing damage 

caused through incomplete, untimely or unreliable information”.371  Uzbekistan’s 2002 

“Law on Principles and Guarantees on Access to Information” allowed government 

restriction of an individual’s information access when deemed critical to protecting that 

person “from negative informational psychological influence” and allowed other 

government controls over information in order to balance against “threats in the sphere of 

                                                
369 Republic of Belarus, “The National Security Concept of the Republic of Belarus,” earlier version 1995 
2001, http://www.mfa.gov.by/docs/en/bf_2006/04.National%20security.pdf; Deibert et al., Access 
Controlled, 166; OpenNet Initiative, “Belarus Country Report,” November 18, 2010, n. 25, 
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/belarus#footnote26_7q5decy. 
370 The doctrine was signed on July 8th, 2009 by Ukrainian President Viktor Yushchenko.  It was 
interpreted at the time as primarily aiming to protect Ukraine from disinformation spread by foreign – and 
especially Russian – television channels (and refusal by said channels to retract inaccurate reports).  See: 
Tatyana Ivzhenko, “Yushchenko Will Protect Ukraine from Russian Media,” The Current Digest of the 
Post-Soviet Press 61, no. 27 (July 6, 2009): 19; Halya Coynash, “Security Service Information Channels,” 
Human Rights in Ukraine: Information Website of the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group 
(Khpg.org), November 30, 2011, http://khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1322607648. 
371 President of Ukraine, “Decree of the President of Ukraine N514/2009: Pro Doktrynu informatsiynoyi 
bezpeky Ukrayiny [On the Doctrine of Information Security of Ukraine],” July 8, 2009, 
http://zakon1.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/514/2009; Halya Coynash, “A Dangerous Law, Indeed,” KyivPost, 
December 2, 2011, sec. Opinion, http://www.kyivpost.com/opinion/op-ed/a-dangerous-law-indeed-
118078.html?flavour=mobile. 
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information security” and “ideas of terrorism and religious extremism.”372  A 2006 

“Recommendation on filtering” issued by the Tajik government’s Communications 

Regulation Agency prior to presidential elections urged ISPs to “engage in filtering and 

block access to Web sites that aim to undermine the state policy in the sphere of 

information” “for the purpose of information security.”373  Kazakhstan has a “multilevel 

information security policy” involving the work of multiple government ministries and 

agencies.374  Young Internet users in Moldova were charged in 2008 with using critical 

online comments to “threaten stability and territorial integrity” and attempt to “overthrow 

the constitutional order”.375  Kyrgyzstan’s 2005 “Program for Information Security” used 

vague language with potential application to Internet content restrictions.376  

 

The mechanisms of this sort of within-region learning and diffusion are 

particularly apparent in relation with the development of national surveillance systems 

and capabilities.  Here the emulation of the Russian approach to “lawful interception” and 

surveillance has taken legal, institutional, and technological forms.  Connections between 

Russian private sector security technology producers, the FSB, and the security services 

of neighboring post-Soviet states can be traced back to the period of the Soviet collapse 

and continue to foster collaboration and technical and legal diffusion across the FSU 
                                                
372 OpenNet Initiative (ONI), “Country Report: Uzbekistan.” 
373 OpenNet Initiative, “Tajikistan Country Report,” December 1, 2010,  
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/tajikistan. 
374 OpenNet Initiative (ONI), “Country Profile: Kazakhstan.” 
375  OpenNet Initiative, “Moldova Country Report,” December 19, 2010, n. 24, 
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/moldova#footnote24_od9n3r2; Sami Ben Gharbia, “Moldavia: 
Sequestration of Personal Computers of 12 Young People for Posting Critical Comments Online,” Global 
Voices Advocacy, June 13, 2008, https://advox.globalvoices.org/2008/06/13/moldavia-destruction-of-
personal-computers/; Curaj Blog, “Young People from Republic of Moldova Are Accused by Prosecutors 
of Expressing ‘dangerose’ Opinions on the Web,” Curaj.Net, June 11, 2008, http://www.curaj.net/?p=3945; 
OpenNet Initiative, “Moldova Country Report.” 
376  OpenNet Initiative, “Kyrgyzstan Country Report,” December 18, 2010, 
https://opennet.net/research/profiles/kyrgyzstan. 
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region.  Prior to the breakup of the union, the KGB had a large research budget, but the 

successor FSB’s budget for research was only one tenth the size, prompting an exodus of 

skilled technical researchers and developers into the private sector.377  Many of the firms 

that emerged in the growing computer security market, therefore, had longstanding 

relationships with the FSB that fostered patterns of ongoing collaboration.  Likewise, 

prior to the collapse, the KGB had a vast network of regional branches across the Soviet 

republics.  After the collapse, many of these became the national security agencies of the 

emerging independent states.  They continued to often follow the FSB’s lead, however, 

adopting similar laws and technologies to allow for surveillance, and embracing the same 

language of “information security” for discussion of national data networks.378 

 

The SORM system is a technical infrastructure built to substantiate a legal 

framework of “lawful interception” in which “communications service providers … and 

telecommunications equipment manufacturers are required to ensure that their network 

and equipment [are] compatible and made accessible to a monitoring facility from which 

analysts request, receive, store, and analyze intercepted data.”  Internet service providers 

are required to pay for and install “black box” monitoring nodes on their networks, each 

known as a “Punkt Upravlenia” (PU), and provide separate cables directly connecting 

these nodes to local FSB centers.  In Russia, a whole industry has developed around the 

production of hardware and software products to meet the SORM standards.  As the 

model has spread through surrounding states, Russian companies such as MFI-Soft and 

PROTEI often have served as suppliers to the region.  Multinational equipment 

                                                
377 Bourgelais, “Commonwealth of Surveillance States.” 
378 Soldatov and Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, Russian Spy Tech Still Watches You.” 
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manufacturers based in Israel, the United States, and Europe also have played roles, 

working with local companies and authorities to guarantee that products they sell are 

compatible with the SORM system.  Local companies in the various countries have 

developed market niches certifying network components and other hardware and 

software products as SORM compliant, sourcing and re-selling these products, and 

serving as the “prime bidders for SORM-related contracts.” 379 

 

Today, at least nine states (in addition to Russia) of the former Soviet Union have 

emulated aspects of the Russian legal, technical, and institutional approach to electronic 

surveillance.380  Some of these systems – either underlying legal frameworks or technical 

implementations – have been in place for years, while others have been adopted or 

significantly updated in the late 2000s or early 2010s, apparently in response to growing 

concern in the region about the role of digital communications in political unrest.  

Following the Russian lead in the 2000s, for example, Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine all 

established similar specialized units known as “Department ‘K’” under their respective 

Ministries of Internal Affairs, tasked with confronting “computer crime.”381   

 

Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan each have implemented 

sophisticated SORM-based systems, with Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and 

Azerbaijan having made varying degrees of progress towards developing similar 

                                                
379 Omanovic, “Privacy International Releases ‘Private Interests: Monitoring Central Asia’ | Privacy 
International.” 
380  This includes Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, and Azerbaijan, leaving only Armenia and Georgia of the non-Baltic former Soviet states. 
381 OpenNet Initiative, “Internet Filtering in the Commonwealth of Independent States 2006-2007,” 2007, 
https://opennet.net/studies/cis2007. 
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technical surveillance systems.  In Belarus, President Alexander Lukashenko introduced 

SORM by executive order in March 2010, building on a 1999 law “On Operative 

Investigative Activities” which provided for this type of “lawful interception.”382 The 

system was installed on the byfly digital network (largest broadband provider in the 

country) by national telecom company Beltelecom in April 2012, with much of the 

equipment supplied by the Russian company Digiton.383  Ukraine, which already had a 

SORM system in place, adopted stricter SORM system requirements in 2010, leading to 

roll-out of new SORM equipment in 2011, supplied by the Israeli company Iskratel and 

approved by the Ukraine’s Security Service, the SBU.384   

 

In Central Asia, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan have the most advanced technical 

surveillance abilities, “capable of interception of landline telephone communications, 

internet traffic, semi-structured data such as SMS, MMS, and forum posts, and automated 

                                                
382 Similarly to the Russian system, the SORM system established by this order required that all ISPs install 
and maintain SORM equipment at their own expense. 
383 Charter 97, “Beltelecom Installs User Control System (SORM).” 
384 Sources suggest that the earlier SORM system in Ukraine was primarily developed between 2002 and 
2006 under the auspices of the State Committee on Communications’ Order No. 122 – an order issued 
during the administration of Leonid Kuchma.  Similarly to the Russian SORM system, the order required 
ISPs install “black boxes” for monitoring Internet traffic and provide state institutions with access.  Public 
protests and complaints by civil society groups (particularly the Ukrainian Helsinki Rights Union and the 
Internet Association of Ukraine) later led to a reversal of the order by the Ministry of Justice in August 
2006.  While some sources suggest that the policy reversal led to a shift in surveillance practices, with 
surveillance only occurring after receipt of a court order, some rights groups continued to argue that the 
installed equipment was still in use and that the Security Service was still carrying out large scale 
interception and storage of messages during the Viktor Yushchenko presidency.  The foundational Law on 
Operative Investigative Activity remained valid and the SORM requirements were later extended under the 
presidency of Viktor Yanukovych in 2010-2011.  See: Soldatov and Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, 
Russian Spy Tech Still Watches You”; Freedom House, “Ukraine Country Report,” in Freedom on the Net 
(FON) 2012, 2012, https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2012/ukraine; Human Rights in Ukraine, 
“Prava Lyudyny v Ukrayini - 2006. V. Pravo Na Pryvatnistʹ [Human Rights in Ukraine - 2006. V. Right to 
Privacy],” Human Rights in Ukraine: Information Website of the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group 
(Khpg.org), Approximate Date 2007, http://www.khpg.org/index.php?id=1186147137. 
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voice and facial recognition.”385  The Israel-based offices of the multinationals NICE 

Systems and Verint Israel have helped these two countries develop cutting-edge 

monitoring centers, contracting directly with their respective KGB-successor security 

agencies, the KNB in Kazakhstan and the SNB in Uzbekistan.386   

 

Other FSU countries in Central Asia and the Caucasus have made efforts to 

implement similar surveillance systems, with varying degrees of progress and success.  

Kyrgyzstan followed the Russian lead when, in August 2012, the State Committee of 

National Security announced a draft national regulation for lawful interception modeled 

on the SORM system.  In a subsequent evaluation of potential equipment suppliers, the 

Kyrgyz parliament’s Defense and Security Committee found Russian devices much more 

affordable than those of the Israeli company, Verint.387  Tajikistan’s government has 

developed the ability to intercept both “landline phones and internet traffic,” while 

Turkmenistan’s less-researched system has at least the ability to “collect extensive data 

                                                
385 The Kazakh SORM system, for example, uses black box SORM control devices (PUs) throughout the 
country as well as a sophisticated center for data aggregation and monitoring.  It requires that all ISPs 
maintain precise records about their subscribers’ online activities, including details about “users’ identities, 
data regarding specific visits, and details concerning the traffic being transmitted.”   
Lee Gensler, “Commonwealth of Surveillance States: The Dangers of Russian-Made Surveillance 
Technology,” Access Now, June 29, 2013, https://www.accessnow.org/commonwealth-of-surveillance-
states-the-dangers-of-russian-made-surveillanc/; Bourgelais, “Commonwealth of Surveillance States.” 

386 These centers, which were first aimed at telephone wiretapping have been updated in recent years to 
make use of sophisticated DPI technologies and to now provide full “mass interception capabilities and 
access to the telephone, mobile, and internet communications of the entire population.”  Verint has been 
involved in Kazakhstan, for example, since early in the 2000s, and in 2012 the system was upgraded to 
include deep packet inspection.  The companies involved also provided maintenance and technical training 
to help make the centers operational.  

Using technology supplied by US-based Blue Coat subsidiary Netronome, Verint also worked with the 
Uzbeki authorities to attempt to develop a system for the interception of encrypted web traffic – which 
failed, but if successful would have given government access to event the most secure types of Internet-
based communication.   The project aimed to use fake certificates to intercept encrypted SSL traffic.  See: 
Omanovic, “Privacy International Releases ‘Private Interests: Monitoring Central Asia’ | Privacy 
International”; Privacy International, “Privacy International Uncovers Widespread Surveillance throughout 
Central Asia, Exposes Role of Israeli Companies,” Privacy International, November 20, 2014, 
https://www.privacyinternational.org/?q=node/429. 
387 Soldatov and Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, Russian Spy Tech Still Watches You.” 
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through mobile phones.”388  Azerbaijan has made an unsuccessful attempt in the 2000s to 

employ SORM-type Internet surveillance technologies, but uses less sophisticated 

measures (such as visits by security officials to ISPs and Internet cafes) to acquire similar 

information as needed.389 

 

Coordination and Collaboration 

In addition to the influence of uncoordinated diffusion and emulation processes, 

approaches to Internet control in the FSU region also have been the subject of more 

coordinated efforts, 390 with states collaborating with neighbors through bilateral 

agreements, regional organizations, and international organizations to develop and 

promote common strategies, legal postures, and normative agendas.  Summit agreements, 

cooperation pacts, joint security operations, and international conduct proposals have all 

been used as vehicles for building regional “information security” cooperation, framed 

not only around protection from data breaches, cyber attacks, and other threats to 

computer networks and data, but also against the fear of Internet-leveraging Arab Spring 

and Color Revolution type events.  These efforts emerge as part of a global normative 

contestation with Western democracies over the appropriate understandings of the 

relationship between state sovereignty, the Internet, and security. 

 

                                                
388 Bourgelais, “Commonwealth of Surveillance States.” 
389 OpenNet Initiative, “Internet Filtering in the Commonwealth of Independent States 2006-2007.” 
390  Diffusion and emulation processes such as those just discussed are sometimes referred to as 
“uncoordinated processes” – processes through which the complex interdependencies between states permit 
the actions of one to influence those of others even without deliberate conferral or collaboration, resulting 
in policy clustering and convergence across a region or other interconnected group of states.   
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Some such coordination efforts can be seen in recent undertakings of the 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), the 

Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), and the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization (SCO).  At a CIS391 summit in September 2012, for example, heads of state 

of the CIS countries announced support for a plan to found a CIS Center of Cybersecurity 

similar to the Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) model used in many 

countries and regions.  Earlier that year, the Russian Ministry of Communications’ 

Moscow-based research center, VNIIPVTI, had been charged with training information 

security experts for the CIS.392  There can be little doubt, given the common conceptual 

understanding of “information security” in the region, that the center and training 

program envisioned were based on a broad understanding of security threats, including 

much from the Internet’s content layer.   

 

While the EEU is ostensibly an economic union – not focused on matters of 

media or political control – discussion of a “single information space” within the union 

suggests that this organization might also provide mechanisms for coordination on 

control of the Internet and media.393  In March of 2015, for example, Russian Minister of 

                                                
391 The CIS was founded in 1991, after the breakup of the Soviet Union.  Its members include all former 
Soviet states except for the Baltic countries (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) and Georgia (which was a 
member from 1993 through 2009).  Legislation presented in Ukrainian and Moldovan parliaments to 
denounce their membership in the organization has not been passed, but relations of these countries with 
the organization are strained. 
392 As of December of 2012, the regional CERT project had been postponed, with an eye to first developing 
national-level centers.  See: Soldatov and Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, Russian Spy Tech Still Watches 
You.” 
393 The idea of regional economic unification had been in the works with little headway until the 2008 EU 
announcement of its Eastern Partnership program, prompting stepped up efforts to promote an alternative 
option so that states in the region would not opt for closer ties with Europe.  In 2011, a CIS free trade area 
was established by eight countries.  Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan further agreed to create a more-
integrated Eurasian Economic Union modeled on the EU single market and taking effect in 2015, also 
pressuring other CIS states to join.  While Ukraine, Georgia, and Moldova have since signed Association 
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Telecom and Mass Communications, Nikolay Nikiforov, met Belarusian Minister of 

Information, Liliya Ananich, to discuss the role of a single information space in the two 

countries’ economic union.394   

 

More ominously, at a September 22nd meeting in Bishkek, titled “Informational 

cooperation between Russia and Kyrgyzstan in the framework of Eurasian integration,” 

Rossiya Segodnya director Dmitry Kiselyov discussed his vision for the future of the 

Eurasian media system with Kyrgyz journalists while implicitly threatening the Central 

Asian country’s continued existence.  Kiselyov, a sensationalist TV personality 

sometimes referred to as Russia’s “chief propagandist,” is known for extreme public 

statements including comments about reducing the US to a mound of radioactive dust and 

burning the hearts of deceased homosexuals, and is a master espouser of anti-Western 

conspiracy theories.  Kyrgyzstan had only joined the union the previous month and has a 

history of more independent media and political turnover than most EEU members, and 

its journalists were warned that their country “has a choice,” stressing the importance of 

journalism as an instrument of promoting national values and stability.  “Following the 

path of Eurasian economic integration is the choice of national interests,” Kiselyov 

                                                                                                                                            
Agreements with the EU in 2014, in the same year Armenia and Kyrgyzstan signed Accession Agreements 
to join the EEU.  See: European Parliament EPRS Regional organisations in the post - Soviet space 
Members’ Research Service, “At a Glance: Regional Organisations in the Post-Soviet Space” (European 
Parliament, January 2015), 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2015/545718/EPRS_ATA%282015%29545718_RE
V1_EN.pdf. 
394 Russia-InfoCentre, “Russia-Belarus Single Information Space,” Russia-InfoCentre Blog, March 9, 2015, 
http://www.russia-ic.com/news/show/21017/#.V6qFwI7bDO6. 
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explained.  “Unfortunately we see today how countries simply disappear and there is no 

guarantee that Kyrgyzstan will also not disappear.”395    

 

The CSTO and SCO have played particularly important roles in regional 

coordination around and promotion of a unified approach to control of information and 

the Internet in the name of “information security.”  The CSTO, a military alliance of 

Russia, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Belarus396, founded in 1992 

and sometimes referred to as the “NATO of the East,”397 took steps in the early 2000s to 

develop a unified system for control of threatening online content – framed explicitly as a 

reaction to the role of the Internet in the Arab Spring and Color Revolutions.  In 

December 2010, CSTO General Secretary Nikolay Bordyuzha announced that, in an 

operation called “PROXI,” the CSTO had discovered and was going to shut down 2000 

problematic websites that were “spread[ing] information which may cause political 

damage to our states [by stirring] national or religious hatred or suppl[ying] information 

for terrorist groupings” in CSTO countries.  Bordyuzha described the operation as “the 

first experience of fighting against criminals in the virtual space on a scale of the whole 

CIS.”  Borduyzha specifically addressed the political nature of the website selection, 

                                                
395  Casey Michel, “The Eurasian Economic Union’s ‘Single Information Field’: Russia’s Chief 
Propagandist Wants Kyrgyzstan to Join the EEU’s Information Sphere, or Risk Disappearing.,” The 
Diplomat, September 27, 2015, sec. Crossroads Asia, http://thediplomat.com/2015/09/the-eurasian-
economic-unions-single-information-field/; “Russia Media Boss Talks Journalism, Gays and Eurasia in 
Kyrgyzstan,” EurasiaNet, September 23, 2015, sec. Inside the Cocoon: Central Asia Today, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/75216; Kloop Web-Editor, “Video: Vstrecha Dmitriya Kiseleva S 
Kyrgyzskimi Zhurnalistami: V Bishkeke Proshla Vstrecha Kyrgyzskikh Zhurnalistov S General’nym 
Direktorom Informagentstva «Rossiya Segodnya» Dmitriyem Kiselevym. [Video: Dmitry Kiselev with 
Kyrgyz Journalists: Bishkek Hosted a Meeting of Kyrgyz Journalists with the Director General of the News 
agency ‘Russia Today’ Dmitry Kiselev.],” KLOOP.KG - Novosti Kyrgyzstana [News of Kyrgyzstan], 
September 22, 2015, http://kloop.kg/blog/2015/09/22/live-vstrecha-dmitriya-kiseleva-s-kyrgyzskimi-
zhurnalistami/. 
396 Uzbekistan was a member but left, and Belarus joined late. 
397 NATO officials are quoted in leaked WikiLeaks communications have referring to the CSTO as a 
relatively ineffectual organization.   
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explaining that “practically all post-Soviet republics [had seen] cases when certain 

political forces widely used Web resources to manipulate people’s moods – Moldova, 

Georgia, Ukraine, and recently Kirgizstan.” 398 

 

An August 2011 CSTO summit in Astana, Kazakhstan furthered the development 

of the alliance’s “information security” program, with participants vehemently endorsing 

their cooperation to protect each other from events akin to those of the Arab Spring.  

While stepping up efforts to develop a “Collective Rapid Reaction Force” to intervene at 

moments of crisis, CSTO country leaders also announced further plans to “jointly counter 

potential threats in cyber space.”  Discussing plans for stepped-up information security 

cooperation, Bordyuzha explained the shared concern.  “No military contingents or 

groups of gunmen are needed to destabilize the situation in this or that state when 

information technologies are at their disposal,” he explained.  In his statement endorsing 

the plan, Belarusian President Lukashenko, the CSTO’s rotating chair at the time, was 

very clear about the connection with the Arab Spring.  “Many new goals have appeared 

in light of recent world events, including those in the Arab states and in North Africa,” he 

explained.  “We have agreed that our countries will work out measures to fight potential 

threats, primarily in the information sphere and cyber space.”399 

                                                
398 Explaining that “information can be a weapon” and that “people use the Web to stir nationalistic 
feelings – or, to calm down people whom they consider to bee too active,” Borduyzha justified CSTO plans 
for ongoing “information war against terrorism and drug trafficking” and joint “operations to close 
extremist Web sites.”  See: Kucera, “CSTO Fires Salvo in Information War”; Lada Korotun, “CIS Nations 
to Jointly Fight against Extremism in the Web,” SputnikNews, December 21, 2010, sec. Radio: The Voice 
of Russia, http://sputniknews.com/voiceofrussia/2010/12/21/37409484.html; Russia Today International, 
“CSTO Grapples with Cyber Security,” RT International, August 15, 2011, sec. Russian politics, 
https://www.rt.com/politics/csto-cyber-threat-bordyuzha/. 
399  Joshua Kucera, “With Eye To Arab Spring, CSTO Strengthens Cyber, Military Powers,” 
EurasiaNet.org, August 15, 2011, sec. The Bug Pit: The military and security in Eurasia, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/64045; Kucera, “CSTO Fires Salvo in Information War.” 
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While the terminology used to advocate censorship and various controls on the 

Internet’s content layer often sounds similar to that used in discussion of narrower 

“cybersecurity” objectives such as securing computers, data, and computer networks, this 

CSTO emphasis on “information security” is understood in the much broader sense.  Lest 

there be any misunderstanding as to the intended meaning of “information security” in 

these discussions, in a 2012 interview with Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan, Vladislav 

Shushin, counselor of the Secretariat of the CSTO and an expert of information security, 

is quoted explaining that “[t]he CSTO member-states look at information security from 

the international point of view, from the perspective of protecting national interests. It’s 

not about the technology only (i.e. the protection of computer networks, commanding 

systems and so on). But it’s also the political-ideological area – combating the misuse of 

information technology to undermine the political situation, and creating confrontational 

relationships. The CSTO is making sure that such crimes are investigated jointly.”400 

 

The SCO, founded in 1996 to “[promote] Central Asian cooperation on security 

issues (border demarcation, terrorism) and energy,” has taken similar measures to 

promote a common understanding of and commitment to this control-oriented conception 

of information security.401 The organization includes China alongside Russia, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.  At their 2009 summit in Yekaterinburg, member 

states signed an “agreement on interaction in the sphere of information security” that was 

later ratified by four members and came into force in June 2011.  At the June 2011 SCO 

                                                
400 Soldatov and Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, Russian Spy Tech Still Watches You.” 
401 The organization was originally known as the “Shanghai Five” and renamed in 2001 after Uzbekistan 
joined. 
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summit in Astana, Kazakh president, Nursultan Nazarbayev, used his opening address to 

promote the development of “an alliance-wide cyber police force” and the “[inclusion of 

the concepts] of “electronic borders” and “e-sovereignty” into international law.”  In a 

2012 summit, the SCO countries then reached an agreement for “joint measures to be 

taken by their secret services to “prevent and disrupt the usage of the Internet [for] 

terrorist, separatist and extremist purposes[.]””402 

 

SCO countries have also collaborated to promote these regional concepts and 

norms on the international level.  In September 2011, Russia, China, Tajikistan, and 

Uzbekistan submitted a joint proposal for an “International Code of Conduct for 

Information Security” to the 66th session of the United Nations General Assembly.  The 

proposal stressed the “sovereign right of states” in determining Internet-related policy (as 

opposed to the civil society, business, or engineering communities that also participate in 

the Internet’s various multistakeholder governance institutions).  It asked states to 

voluntarily pledge to support each other in combating the use of the Internet for “criminal 

and terrorist activities” and to also pledge to abstain from “carry[ing] out hostile activities 

or acts of aggression” via the Internet.  These promises carried with them the 

commitment to “[curb] the dissemination of information that incites terrorism, secession-

ism, or extremism, or that undermines other countries' political, economic, and social 

stability, as well as their spiritual and cultural environment.”403  The 2011 proposal failed 

                                                
402 Soldatov and Borogan, “In Ex-Soviet States, Russian Spy Tech Still Watches You.” 
403 Permanent Representatives of China, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, “Developments 
in the Field of Information and   Telecommunications in the Context of International Security: Letter Dated 
12 September 2011 from the Permanent Representatives of China, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan and 
Uzbekistan to the United  Nations Addressed to the   Secretary-General (UN A/66/359)” (United Nations 
General Assembly, Sixty-sixth session, September 14, 2011), 
https://ccdcoe.org/sites/default/files/documents/UN-110912-CodeOfConduct_0.pdf; Anderson, “Russia, 
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to gain global support.  In January 2015 all six SCO members (Russia, China, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan) submitted an updated version of the 

proposal, endorsing the same basic positions, however, apparently hoping to gain wider 

international approval in the more uncertain post-Snowden and post-Stuxnet global 

context of diminished US Internet governance leadership legitimacy.404  

 

These proposals have been widely interpreted by Western scholars, policymakers, 

and members of the Internet governance community as Russian- and Chinese- led 

attempts to justify greater state control over and censorship of the Internet for the control 

of domestic protest and dissent such as observed in the Arab Spring.  They have also 

been seen as attempts to push back against US-led efforts to promote the development of 

international norms concerning the uses of cyber-weapons and cyber-espionage.  This is 

in-keeping with other Russian- and Chinese- led efforts during this same period, such as 

                                                                                                                                            
China, Tajikistan Propose UN ‘code of Conduct’ for the ’Net: China, Tajikistan, Russia, and Uzbekistan 
Want to Make Sure That States Are in …”; Timothy Farnsworth, “China and Russia Submit Cyber 
Proposal,” Arms Control Today, November 2, 2011, 
https://www.armscontrol.org/act/2011_11/China_and_Russia_Submit_Cyber_Proposal; Jeffrey Carr, “4 
Problems with China and Russia’s International Code of Conduct for Information Security,” Digital Dao: 
Evolving Hostilities in the Global Cyber Commons, September 22, 2011, 
http://jeffreycarr.blogspot.com/2011/09/4-problems-with-china-and-russias.html. 
404 See: Permanent Representatives of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan, “Developments in the Field of Information and   Telecommunications in the Context of 
International Security: Letter Dated 9 January 2015 from the Permanent Representatives of China, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Russian Federation, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan to the United  Nations 
Addressed to the   Secretary-General (UN A/69/723)” (United Nations General Assembly, Sixty-ninth 
session, January 13, 2015), https://ccdcoe.org/sites/default/files/documents/UN-110912-
CodeOfConduct_0.pdf; CCDCOE, “An Updated Draft of the Code of Conduct Distributed in the United 
Nations – What’s New?,” CCDCOE: NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence Tallinn, 
Estonia, February 10, 2015, https://www.ccdcoe.org/updated-draft-code-conduct-distributed-united-
nations-whats-new; Sarah McKune, “An Analysis of International Code of Conduct for Information 
Security: Will the SCO States’ Efforts to Address ‘territorial Disputes’ in Cyberspace Determine the Future 
of International Human Rights Law?,” The Citizen Lab, September 28, 2015, 
https://citizenlab.org/2015/09/international-code-of-conduct/; Alex Grisby, “Will China and Russia’s 
Updated Code of Conduct Get More Traction in a Post-Snowden Era?,” Council on Foreign Relations: Net 
Politics, January 28, 2015, http://blogs.cfr.org/cyber/2015/01/28/will-china-and-russias-updated-code-of-
conduct-get-more-traction-in-a-post-snowden-era/. 
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the 2012 submission of a proposal at the International Telecommunications Union’s 

WCIT-12 conference in Doha by Russia, China, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Sudan, and the 

UAE.  The Russia-led proposal called for alterations to the International 

Telecommunications Regulations, giving more legal authority over the Internet to 

national governments, and expanding the role of the ITU and UN (and multilateral 

processes) in Internet governance.405  

 

Russia and China have also collaborated bilaterally.  At a May 8th 2015 summit 

preceding the 70th anniversary celebrations of World War II victory, Presidents Xi 

Jinping and Vladimir Putin met to discuss various areas of future collaboration between 

their two countries, each professing their shared heritage as the two countries that had 

“born the most costs” of the war.  The talks, which included topics concerning both 

economic and military cooperation, resulted in the adoption of an “Information Security 

Non-Aggression Pact.”  The two states committed not only not to launch cyber-attack 

against each other, but also to “exchange of information and cooperation in [the] law 

enforcement area in order to investigate cases involving the use of information and 

communication technologies for terrorist and criminal purposes.”  This included working 

jointly to counteract the use of information technologies to “‘destabilize the internal 

political and socio-economic atmosphere,’ ‘disturb public order’ or ‘interfere with the 

internal affairs of the state.’”  While as much as 70% of the text of the agreement 

replicated language from the SCO’s earlier regional agreement, some Moscow-based 

                                                
405 Kerr, “IGF 2013”; Shackelford et al., “Cyber V.” 
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experts have suggested it marks an “important step” in a Russian strategy of closer 

collaboration with China, or that it should be understood as a “signal to the US.” 406 

 
Global Context 

 
Overall Internet restriction levels in the FSU region have changed considerably 

since the mid-to-late 2000s.  But the global context has also not been static during this 

time.  As countries in the region have adopted new policies in response to perceived 

threats of protest, and as they have learned from and collaborated with neighboring states 

of similar regime types, these states and coalitions have also responded to a changing 

global normative, technological, and governance environment.   

 

While the late 2000s marked a period of growing global awareness of the 

potential uses of the Internet as a tool for freer public discourse and association, for the 

organizing of protests, and for calling non-democratic regimes to account, it also was a 

period of emerging relative apparent normative consensus concerning notions of “Internet 

freedom” promulgated by Western democracies. Academic and non-governmental 

organization projects such as the OpenNet Initiative and Freedom House made first steps 

towards comparatively measuring Internet censorship across countries, the Global 

                                                
406 The Wall Street Journal quoted Oleg Demidov of independent Moscow think tank PIR Center as 
suggesting that the move was an “important step” for Russia in “pivoting to the East” and a precedent of 
cooperation between “two global cyber security powers.”  The New York Times, on the other hand, quotes 
investigative journalist Andrei Soldatov suggesting that the importance should not be overplayed, and the 
gesture is meant primarily as a signal to the U.S. 
See: Andrew Roth, “Russia and China Sign Cooperation Pacts,” The New York Times, May 8, 2015, sec. 
Europe, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/09/world/europe/russia-and-china-sign-cooperation-pacts.html; 
Olga Razumovskaya, “Russia and China Pledge Not to Hack Each Other,” The Wall Street Journal, May 8, 
2015, http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/05/08/russia-china-pledge-to-not-hack-each-other/; Cyrus Farivar, 
“What Could Go Wrong? -- Russia, China Are Totally BFFs When It Comes to Internet Security: Moscow, 
Beijing Will Share Info When the Internet Is Used For ‘criminal Purposes.,’” Ars Technica, May 9, 2015, 
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2015/05/russia-china-are-totally-bffs-when-it-comes-to-internet-
security/. 
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Network Initiative (GNI) worked with information technology companies to develop best 

corporate practices to support online freedom, and rights NGOs such as reporters Without 

Borders began naming and shaming campaigns against Internet rights violating states.   

 

In a major foreign policy address on January 21, 2010 at the Newseum building in 

Washington, D.C., Secretary of State Hillary Clinton delivered a speech supporting 

Internet freedom as a universal right akin to freedom of expression and association, 

calling attention to certain norm-violating states including Tunisia, Vietnam, China, and 

North Korea, and endorsing the continued effort of organizations such as GNI and the 

work of the Global Internet Freedom Taskforce within the U.S. State Department.407  A 

May 2011 report by the UN Human Rights Council's Special Rapporteur discussed 

Internet freedom as a human right.408  Then in a July 2012 resolution, supported even by 

China, the UN Human Rights Council endorsed online freedom of expression as a basic 

right.  The resolutions stated that “the same rights that people have offline must also be 

protected online, in particular freedom of expression, which is applicable regardless of 

frontiers and through any media of one’s choice.”409 

 

                                                
407 U.S. Department of State, Secretary Clinton Speaks on Internet Freedom (Newseum, Washington, D.C., 
2010), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccGzOJHE1rw; U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham 
Clinton, “Internet Freedom: The Prepared Text of U.S. of Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s 
Speech, Delivered at the Newseum in Washington, D.C.,” Foreign Policy, January 21, 2010, 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2010/01/21/internet-freedom/. 
408 “UN Report on Internet Freedom as a Human Right,” Council on Foreign Relations, May 2011, 
http://www.cfr.org/internet-policy/un-report-internet-freedom-human-right/p25265; Human Rights 
Council, United Nations General Assembly, “Report of the Special Rapporteur on the  Promotion and 
Protection of the Right to Freedom  of Opinion and Expression, Frank La Rue (A/HRC/17/27),” May 16, 
2011, http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/17session/A.HRC.17.27_en.pdf. 
409 Somini Sengupta, “U.N. Affirms Internet Freedom as a Basic Right,” The New York Times, July 6, 2012, 
sec. Bits Blog, http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/07/06/so-the-united-nations-affirms-internet-freedom-as-
a-basic-right-now-what/. 
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Even during this period of relative consensus, the resulting normative pressure did 

not affect all states to the same degree or in the same manner.  As we have seen, the 

Baltic states, Georgia, and Moldova all joined the Western-democracy-led Freedom 

Online Coalition in 2011.  According to Freedom House’s Freedom on the Net index, 

Georgia, Estonia, Armenia, and Kyrgyzstan also showed either net improvements or 

remained at the same level in online freedom during the 2011-2015 period.  (Moldova 

has not been included in the Freedom on the Net reports.)  In some ways, these patterns 

fit with what we might expect based on regime characteristics.  According to Levitsky 

and Way’s 2010 analysis, the Baltic states, Moldova, and Armenia have the highest levels 

of linkage to the West of countries in the FSU region.  The West also has the greatest 

leverage over Armenia, Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine.  These regimes contrast with 

others in the region that have been more buffered from Western normative influence by 

their closed regime types, close collaborative relationships with Russia, and state 

economic control or natural resource wealth.   

 

Nonetheless, the more subtle influence of normative pressures during this period 

probably help explain the more extensive use of legalistic, plausibly deniable, or 

temporary Internet restrictions and limited use of first generation censorship techniques – 

especially across hybrid regimes that still maintain a semblance of democratic 

institutions.  This might also help explain the somewhat subversive use of accepted 

terminology and concepts such as countering terrorism and extremism in regional 

discourse of “information security.” 
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The Newseum speech and UN resolution perhaps constituted high watermarks in 

the development of a global normative consensus concerning the appropriate nature of 

democratic Internet freedom.  Clearly this consensus was already being tested by 

significant de facto norm violations in many non-democratic settings, and by more subtle 

(and Orwellian) efforts to promote alternative concepts such as “information security” 

and “digital sovereignty.” More complex policy and value tradeoff questions were also 

emerging concerning Internet content regulations within democratic societies, with 

questions of privacy, libel, hate speech, intellectual property, and security at the center of 

various debates.  But these challenges paled by comparison to the vast backlash against 

U.S. Internet governance leadership and the questioning of U.S.-promoted norms that 

followed the back-to-back revelations of the U.S. involvement in the Stuxnet offensive 

cyber operation against Iran and the NSA surveillance programs disclosed by Edward 

Snowden.  As both stories came to the fore in 2012, they tarnished the credibility of U.S.-

led normative pressure concerning Internet rights violations by other states, illuminating 

enormous disagreements even between the U.S., EU, and other democratic allies. 

 

As the proliferation of new Internet restrictions across most countries of the FSU 

region in the last several years indicates, normative pressure has proved a limited buttress 

against increased efforts by these states to assert control over the Internet and flows of 

information within their territories – especially in the wake of the Arab Spring and during 

a period of rapidly increasing Internet and mobile phone penetration.  Even as countries 

have opted for more sophisticated surveillance technologies, extensive legal content 

restrictions, and expanding lists of blocked content, however, the bias within the region 
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still leans heavily towards legally justified, plausibly deniable, or temporary measures, 

including pro-regime trolling, online propaganda and hacking campaigns.  On the other 

hand, with these measures themselves having long become the subject of scrutiny, it 

would seem unlikely that, as originally speculated, these regimes still opt for such 

approaches out of deference to international norms and a desire to avoid reputation costs.   

 

Rather, just as the rhetoric of “information security” frequently mirrors norm-

abiding discourse but is by now long-understood by Western democracies to in fact 

justify censorship and other more restrictive forms of Internet policy, the extensive quasi-

legal or deniable forms of Internet content and use restrictions that have been adopted in 

recent years by Russia and the other more-closed states of the FSU region do not suggest 

a genuine concern with the maintenance of an international democratic reputation.  

Instead, these new approaches being adopted by hybrid regimes in the region indicate the 

emergence of a new model for control of the Internet and the mediation of state-society 

relations. 

 

The following chapter revisits arguments concerning the impact of the Internet on 

state-society relations in non-democratic settings, examining the potential consequences 

of different approaches to Internet control for the use of the Internet for discourse, 

activism, and protest, and for the ultimate longer-term development of political regimes. 
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Chapter 6.  Policy and Protest: 
Internet Affordances and Civic Engagement 

 
 

“Does the Internet exacerbate political polarization?  Does the Internet empower 
ordinary citizens vis-à-vis political elites?  Can the Internet help activists to topple 
dictators?  The broad literature on these questions has tended, until quite recently, to 
polemics rather than substance.  It has gathered information not to test hypotheses, but 
either to provide rhetorical support for grand, sweeping arguments or to bludgeon rival 
arguments into non-existence.”  
 
– Farrell 2011410  
 
“Technologies don’t change societies or social processes through their mere existence 
but rather impact social processes through their mundane or innovative uses, and the 
ways in which the affordances of the technology are leveraged by those mundane or 
innovative uses.”  
 
– Earl and Kimport 2011411  

 
 

In December 2011 in the Russian Federation, crowds totaling as many as 100,000 

congregated in major cities across the country to voice their complaints over perceived 

vote-rigging in Russia’s national Duma elections and their discontent with the ongoing 

leadership of Putin’s “party of power,” United Russia – a party which had now been 

branded by popular blogger Alexei Navalny as the “Party of Crooks and Thieves.” Large 

protests again erupted in February and March 2012, drawing attention to the uneven 

playing field of the country’s presidential election contest. In Russia, though the 

magnitude of these “white ribbon” protests prompted many observers to suggest they 

“came out of nowhere,” these post-election and between-election protests followed on the 

heels of several large issue-related protest movements that had developed over the 

previous several years and had employed often creative and novel forms of protest action, 
                                                
410 Henry Farrell, “The Internet’s Consequences for Politics,” The Crooked Timber, September 13, 2011, 
http://crookedtimber.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/ARPS.pdf; Henry Farrell, “The Consequences of the 
Internet for Politics,” Annual Review of Political Science 15, no. 1 (2012): 35–52, doi:10.1146/annurev-
polisci-030810-110815. 
411 Jennifer Earl and Katrina Kimport, Digitally Enabled Social Change: Activism in the Internet Age, 1 
edition (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 2011). 
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many of these organized through the use of new information and communications 

technologies (ICT) and social media tools. 

 

As Internet penetration has risen throughout the former Soviet Union, activists in 

the region’s non-democratic countries have sought to use online tools to organize protest 

movements, attempting to reach and mobilize large numbers to participate in events.  

Some efforts have been more successful than others.  In Kazakhstan, a country with many 

similar characteristics to Russia, the rigged re-election of President Nursultan 

Nazarbayev in April 2011 did not bring a large crowd to the streets; but other events in 

2011 did bring the largest wave of protests in a decade, with escalating numbers of 

workers in the Western Kazakh city of Zhanaozen defying authorities (who declared the 

protest to be illegal) and joining in an ongoing labor strike to demand fair pay and better 

working conditions in the oil industry.  Though Internet tools appear to have played only 

a minor role in the initial seven months of the strike through December 2011, information 

about the protesters and the ultimate violent crackdown against them was made widely 

available through viral YouTube videos – spurring additional protests in neighboring 

towns and in the country’s former capital, Almaty.412  In a state long known for enjoying 

greater political stability (with relatively less need for forceful coercion) than some of its 

immediate neighbors such as Kyrgyzstan (known for its instability) or Uzbekistan (more 

noted for its violent crackdowns and all-pervasive coercion), this development was 

                                                
412 BBC News, “Kazakh Zhanaozen Oil Unrest Spreads to Regional Capital: Kazakstan’s Deepest Unrest 
since Independence from Soviet Rule Has Spread from the Oil Town Where It Broke out on Friday to the 
Regional Capital.,” BBC News, December 18, 2011, sec. Asia, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-
16235282; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Activists Occupy Almaty Street with Zhanaozen Photos,” 
EurasiaNet.org, May 15, 2012, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/65403. 
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significant.413  It is also significant, however, that in spite of an Internet penetration rate of 

45% in Kazakhstan at the time – quite similar to the then 49% rate in Russia – the efforts 

to organize an opposition protest movement in Almaty (in response both to the bloody 

crackdown in Zhanaozen in December 2011 and the rigged parliamentary elections in 

February 2012) quickly petered out, never attracting more than 1000 supporters to attend 

street protests, though many more showed their support online.   

 

Since the late 2000s, debate has raged over the role of the Internet in facilitating 

new forms of civic engagement, public discourse, and protest. Popular imagination and 

journalistic attention have fixated particularly on the technology’s use in mass protest 

movements against corrupt or unjust government practices – especially mass movements 

that occur within long quiet and repressed societies, calling authoritarian regimes to 

account.  The roles of smartphones, blogs, crowdsourcing platforms, and social media 

were widely discussed in relation to Iran’s 2009 Green Movement, the Arab Spring 

protests of 2011, the London Riots of 2011, the Occupy Movement in the U.S. in 2012, 

and various other globally noteworthy incidents including more recent terrorist events.  

As has been discussed in previous chapters, leaders around the world have taken note, 

renegotiating the balance of priorities with regard to control over the new technology 

even as they promote its role in economic growth and modernization.   

 

Non-democratic regimes in particular have learned from domestic protests or the 

regime-threatening events observed in neighboring or similar states, altering their 

                                                
413 McGlinchey, “Transitions 2.0: The Internet, Political Culture and Autocracy in Central Asia.” 
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approaches in response to perceived threats.  But not all lessons are learned correctly.414  

It remains unclear exactly which regimes are most threatened by these mass ICT-

leveraging protests and how different approaches to control over the Internet actually 

influence these dynamics.  The answers will be of utmost importance for the future 

evolution of state-society relations in non-democratic settings.   

 

This chapter begins to untangle these relationships by examining the impact of 

regime Internet policy on ICT-enabled protest dynamics.  The chapter addresses the 

question of why growing Internet penetration has coincided with the development of 

increasingly powerful and even regime-destabilizing political protest movements in some 

of the non-democratic regimes of the former Soviet region but not others.  Recent 

scholarship on the Internet and politics has tended to suggest two extreme alternatives: 

the growing use of the Internet in non-democratic societies will either triumphantly bring 

down dictatorships or, more disturbingly, it will help bolster the surveillance and 

coercion capacity of repressive states.  The nuanced and diverse outcomes of Internet-

enabled protest movements in the former Soviet Union suggest that no such one-size-fits-

all theory can effectively explain all outcomes.  States with many similar political and 

cultural features and with similar levels of Internet penetration have seen similar protest 
                                                
414 A state might adopt a policy that is thought to ensure greater stability, for example, only to then discover 
that it does not lead to the predicted outcome.  This can even happen when governments base their policy 
choices on observing the apparently successful policy solutions to similar problems adopted by other 
regimes.  As has been stressed in some models of international cross-state policy learning, the lessons 
regimes learn from the observation of peers are not always based on careful empirical analysis and often 
are filtered through various cognitive biases and simplifying heuristics.  Prominent cases or those that are 
most familiar to a particular regime are likely to be most influential.  Decision makers are often more aware 
of policy approaches within their “reference group” and are thus more likely to emulate the policies of 
neighboring or peer states with which they are better acquainted.  The widespread adoption of a given 
policy is also sometimes assumed to be indicative of the policy’s success even when such an understanding 
is premature or not empirically justified.  These and other shortcuts in the learning process can lead states 
to “learn the wrong lessons,” basing their own policy decisions on flawed interpretations of existing global 
evidence. 
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efforts lead to quite different outcomes – some mobilizing huge waves of participants for 

mass demonstrations and sustained online and offline campaigns, while other protest 

organizing efforts have brought crowds to the streets only for a short period or not at all.  

Clearly a more complex theoretical framework is necessary, in which political and 

societal context, and the relative freedom with which activists can access and use the 

Internet both might significantly impact how growing Internet penetration influences the 

development of protest movements.   

 

While numerous plausible explanations have been offered in recent years 

regarding how growing Internet and ICT use might influence protest movements in non-

democratic settings – for good or ill – little systematic research has been done to 

investigate which of these causal mechanisms are most significant in different political 

and social contexts.  Where is the use of the Internet most valuable to protest movements 

because of its capacity to rapidly spread information, as a low-cost organizational tool, 

for its ability to allow like-minded individuals with shared grievances to find each other 

and collaborate, or for its reduction in the need for strong organizational hierarchies to 

facilitate protest movements, for example?  In what contexts is its contribution more 

often one of facilitating the development of long-term mass protest movements, of 

enabling rapid but easily extinguished mobs of ephemeral protest, or of contributing to a 

gradual cultural change that ultimately strengthens the political awareness and civic 

engagement levels of citizens?  In what regime contexts, overall, is growing Internet use 

most likely to help facilitate the development of high-participation and sustained protest 
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movements, and in which contexts is it most likely to have less visible immediate 

influence on protest levels?   

 

Examining the variety of different impacts that growing Internet and ICT 

penetration can have on social movements and civic engagement, this chapter presents a 

typological model for explaining which causal influences are most likely in which 

settings.  In otherwise somewhat similar regimes with similar levels of Internet 

penetration, I argue, the relationship between online and offline freedoms is likely to play 

an important role in determining the effective influence of growing Internet penetration, 

all other things being equal.  I suggest that the level of restrictions placed on Internet 

access or content and the particular Internet policies adopted, as well as the relative 

degree of civic freedoms and the existence or absence of strong independent media and 

civil society institutions can play extremely important intervening roles in determining 

how effectively and to what ends Internet access can be utilized for the purposes of 

political protest organizing and mobilization.   

 

The chapter is divided into four sections – the first two theoretical, and the latter 

two empirical.  It focuses particularly on analysis of states from the former Soviet region 

and features a detailed case study of the dynamics of policy choice and impact in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan.  The first section provides a brief overview of the rival 

“mechanisms” that different scholars have suggested to explain the Internet’s influence 

on protest dynamics in non-democracies, arguing that greater attention to regime context 

can enhance the ability to predict which mechanisms are most relevant in which contexts.  
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The second section presents a preliminary typological model to aid in understanding the 

influence of Internet policy on protest dynamics, suggesting that some causal 

mechanisms are more likely to play key roles in certain types of regimes, and other 

mechanisms are more important in other contexts.   

 

The third section utilizes the typological model to analyze regional trends in 

Internet regulation and protest dynamics in the former Soviet Union.  Utilizing globally 

available data on Internet restrictions and regime type to categorize the countries during 

the late 2000s and early 2010s, the section uses the typological model as a heuristic to 

explain why growing Internet penetration has had more influence on protest dynamics in 

some cases than others, and why the type of influence has also varied.  The section 

concludes by briefly discussing the changes in regime types across the region in the 

2010s. 

 

The final section, “Internet Contestation and Control in the Republic of 

Kazakhstan,” provides a detailed case study of the development of the Internet and its 

control in post-Soviet Kazakhstan.  Based on two months of fieldwork in the country in 

2012, including more than sixty interviews with target groups of bloggers, journalists, 

activists, IT entrepreneurs, government officials, and Internet and IT policy experts, the 

case study traces the roles of the various, often-conflicting domestic and international 

influences in shaping the regime’s approach to Internet control and its evolution over 

time.  The Kazakh case shows how, in spite of significant potential sources of grievance 

and asymmetric relative online freedoms ripe for the development of Internet-leveraging 
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protests, the regime has managed to exert sufficient control over the new technology’s 

use through a mix of “next generation” techniques, blocking of key platforms, and tight 

restriction of offline media, civic activity, and protest, to prevent online protest-

organizing efforts from developing into large movements.   

 

While we observe significant similarities between policy approaches adopted in 

Kazakhstan and other states in the FSU region, with the country long following an 

online-offline asymmetry, relatively low-filtering approach similar to Russia’s, and 

adopting a very similar SORM-based online surveillance system, the country has also 

differentiated itself, both from its sub-regional peers in post-Soviet Central Asia, and 

from Russia and former Soviet states in other sub-regions.  Though abstaining from the 

more China-inspired approaches taken by nearby neighbors Uzbekistan and 

Turkmenistan in favor of a more open and pro-ICT development posture, Kazakhstan 

nonetheless adopted more aggressive content-restrictive laws and blocking practices by 

the late 2000s prior to similar developments in Russia.  It also innovated some new next-

generation approaches in direct reaction to domestic societal dynamics.  The section 

examines, for example, the regime’s efforts to rein in critical online discourse and 

Internet-based protest following the bloody crackdown on striking oil workers in the 

Western city of Zhanaozen.   

 

The relatively low level of protest in Kazakhstan during the period of this study, 

despite obvious grievances and similarities of regime type and Internet penetration rate to 

those of Russia and other states that experienced mass Internet-leveraging protest 
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movements during the same period, indicates how even small differences in the online 

and offline social and political context can lead to important differences in the Internet’s 

influence on the development of state-society relations and regime type.  

 

The Influence of Internet Penetration on Protest: Existing Mechanisms and Models 

 

As scholars have rushed to examine and seek to explain the involvement of the 

Internet and Internet-based technologies in the mass protest and revolutionary events of 

the past several years, a number of plausible mechanisms and processes have been 

suggested by which growing ICT use might influence the emergence, dynamics, and 

outcomes of protest movements in authoritarian and hybrid regime settings.  These 

processes can be understood in terms of their impacts on the explanatory variables of 

long-standing models in social movement theory.  The emerging literature on this subject 

is rich, if fragmentary.  The greatest weakness in this literature so far is not a shortage of 

valid propositions concerning possible causal effects.  Rather, it would seem that many of 

the noted mechanisms, processes, and pre-theoretical fragments of arguments appearing 

in current debate over the influence of the Internet on protest movements in non-

democratic settings are accurate pictures of pieces of what is occurring.  The problem 

with this debate in its current state is the tendency by both those inclined towards “web-

idealism” and “web-realism” to cherry-pick mechanisms or processes to focus on and 

particular examples where these processes have or have not been evident, and to 

extrapolate broader conclusions from these observations about the overall impact of “the 
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Internet” on “democratization” or “empowering society” without a broader and more 

even-handed examination of different examples and processes.   

 

Most important to advancing this research, therefore, is to begin to develop a 

framework for understanding when and where these different causal processes are most 

likely to take on the greatest significance.  It is far too simple an approach to so complex 

a phenomenon to expect growing use of the Internet to have the same effects in all 

settings.  To this end, this chapter’s theoretical approach is to hypothesize under what 

conditions the different causal processes are most likely to occur and with what possible 

impact on protest movements in those settings.  First, however, we must briefly review 

some of the key causal mechanisms and processes by which growing Internet use might 

be thought to influence protest dynamics in non-democratic societies.  At its most 

fundamental level, each such potential mechanism of influence results from the 

“leveraging” of the new technology’s particular “affordances” which permit it to serve 

functions different in kind or degree from those of earlier communication and 

information-sharing technologies.   

 

In their 2011 book, Digitally Enabled Social Change, Jennifer Earl and Katrina 

Kimport suggest that the Internet “has two primary affordances of relevance to a study of 

online protest: sharply reduced costs for creating, organizing, and participating in protest; 

and the ability to aggregate people's individual actions into broader collective actions 

without requiring participants to be copresent in time and space (and sometimes also 
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allowing solo organizers to create and run movements).” 415  These affordances have 

implications for the types of collective protest actions that the Internet can enable, and 

how these might potentially differ from those actions undertaken with equal ease prior to 

the introduction of the new technology.  Together they could potentially permit the 

emergence of new levels and frequencies of mobilization behind causes, new types of 

collective action, and even new types of movements and movement entrepreneurs.  They 

might, for example, help get people involved as participants in protest actions who 

previously wouldn’t have been – either for logistical (timing, location) or cost (time, risk, 

monetary cost) reasons. 416  They might also increase the organizing / leadership roles and 

activities of those who aren’t full time activists and might not previously have been 

engaged in orchestrating social movements; in so doing they could even fundamentally 

decrease the importance of hierarchical organizational structures for protest 

movements.417 

                                                
415 Earl and Kimport, Digitally Enabled Social Change. 
416 In counterargument to positions like Gladwell’s that “5 minute activism” or “clicktivism” is inherently 
low risk / low cost and low impact, the authors suggest that – while it often is indeed low risk and is clearly 
a lower cost activity than previous time-consuming forms of movement participation, such forms of 
activism can in fact nonetheless have substantial impacts, aggregating the effects of large numbers of 
people participating in low cost actions.  In addition, low cost forms of participation can get people 
involved and lead subsequently to them participating in more substantial ways in a movement.  While 
collective identities might be harder to produce through online engagement than through face-to-face 
gatherings of movement participants, furthermore, the authors question whether strong collective identities 
are as crucial to movements where participation does not require as much effort, risk, or therefore 
commitment.  See: Ibid.; Malcolm Gladwell, “Small Change: Why the Revolution Will Not Be Tweeted.,” 
The New Yorker, October 4, 2010, http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2010/10/04/small-change-
malcolm-gladwell.   
417 Today, Earl and Kimport point out, solo activists can create and manage whole web activism websites 
without any formal offline organization.  As organizational costs decline, “organization can increasingly 
occur without a formal organizational structure.”  Examining the old “resource mobilization” framework 
with its emphasis on the key role of formal social movement organizations (SMOs), Earl and Kimport 
argue that the use of new media might very well be decreasing the importance of traditional organizations 
to movements.  The authors do note, however, that such organizations are more necessary in situations 
where costs are still high or organizing itself is dangerous.  See: Piotr Konieczny, “Book Review: Earl, 
Jennifer & Kimport, Katrina. Digitally Enabled Social Change. MIT Press: Cambridge, Mass.,” Interface: 
A Journal for and about Social Movements 3, no. 2 (November 2011): 460; Earl and Kimport, Digitally 
Enabled Social Change.  
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Henry Farrell’s 2011 essay examining “The Internet’s Consequences for Politics” 

points to “three families of plausible causal mechanisms,” linking growing Internet use to 

potentially significant political change:  The first set of mechanisms are those “which link 

the Internet to political outcomes via their consequences for the costs of collective 

action.”  This might include, for example, mechanisms by which the Internet can “[make] 

it cheaper to communicate with others” or “provide means for decentralized action” 

among other things.  The second set of mechanisms Farrell discusses have to do with 

“homophily” or “sorting,” where the Internet is thought to potentially prompt “individuals 

who are similar on some meaningful dimension to form clusters with each other.”  This 

might occur as a result of convergence in the views of those who interact most, or it 

might result from the increasing ease with which individuals with similar interests and 

views can find each other (possibly then also in conjunction with the mutual 

reinforcement of already-similar views that can occur through their interactions).  The 

third family of mechanisms encompasses those by which the Internet might “affect the 

likelihood of preference falsification” or “preference revelation.”  Drawing on the work 

of Timur Kuran (1997)418, Farrell explains that “individuals will have incentives to 

conceal their true preferences in a wide variety of social situations” but that there are 

some situations in which “preference falsification is endemic” – as is often the case in 

authoritarian regimes.  Often “people will lack information about others’ true 

preferences, and may in turn be reluctant to display their own true preferences.”  Thus 

individuals will “either passively acquiesce … or actively demonstrate their loyalty, even 

                                                
418 Timur Kuran, Private Truths, Public Lies: The Social Consequences of Preference Falsification, Reprint 
edition (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997). 
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if they secretly loathe the regime.”  The regime itself is able to remain “relatively secure” 

by retaining “control [over] public culture” and “prevent[ing the] express[ion of] true 

preferences.” 419  

  

In order to make sense of how such micro-mechanisms might influence the development 

and course of protest movements, it is necessary to consider their potential relationships 

to the central causal factors of social movement theory, including mobilizing structures 

(e.g. factors influencing participation levels, movement organization, and repertoires of 

collective action), opportunity structures (e.g. political, economic, and international 

contexts structuring the opportunities for protest in a society), and culture and framing 

processes (e.g. political culture, framing and agenda-setting, and the content and nature of 

public sphere discourse).  Some of the most common arguments and debates in the 

literature concerning the influence of the Internet on social protest movements are those 

relating to the extent to which movements mobilize participants, how they are organized, 

and the types of collective action – i.e. the “repertoires of contention” – they employ.   

 

Many observers agree that both the levels and forms of participation in some 

types of movements can be significantly impacted by growing Internet use.  Four factors 

commonly highlighted as contributing to increased levels of movement participation are: 

(1) the reduction in the costs of traditional forms of participation; (2) the development of 

new forms of participation, including many that are low cost and permit the aggregation 

of many small contributions; (3) the spread of information and awareness, prompting 

more to participate or generating greater public support; and (4) the use of the Internet to 
                                                
419 Farrell, “The Internet’s Consequences for Politics,” 9. 
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create new or broader collective identities and protest communities.420  An additional 

factor that is starting to receive some attention is: (5) the long-term impact of Internet use 

on political culture and overall societal participation levels.421  While many point to the 

benefits of each of these mechanisms for movement success, others suggest that they do 

not necessarily shift the overall balance of power or the likely success of movements.422   

 

In addition to (and related to) its impact on participation, the Internet is also 

widely agreed to have certain clear effects on the organization of social movements.  

These include: (1) decreasing the cost of traditional forms of organizing, thus easing 

processes of collaboration and supporter mobilization; and introducing new forms of 

organization, increasing the role, for example, of (2) individual movement entrepreneurs, 

and (3) loose networks of collaboration as opposed to more traditional social movement 

organizations and strict hierarchies.423  As with participation, however, not all authors 

                                                
420  Earl and Kimport, Digitally Enabled Social Change; Patrick Philippe Meier, “Do ‘Liberation 
Technologies’ Change the Balance of Power Between Repressive States and Civil Society?” (The Fletcher 
School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, 2011), 
https://irevolution.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/meier-dissertation-final.pdf; R. Kelly Garrett, “Protest in 
an Information Society: A Review of Literature on Social Movements and New ICTs,” Information, 
Communication and Society 9, no. 2 (April 2006): 202–24, doi:10.1080/13691180600630773. 
421 Philip N. Howard, “How Digital Media Enabled the Protests in Tunisia and Egypt,” The Great Debate, 
January 29, 2011, http://blogs.reuters.com/great-debate/2011/01/28/how-digital-media-enabled-the-
protests-in-tunisia-and-egypt/; McGlinchey, “Transitions 2.0: The Internet, Political Culture and Autocracy 
in Central Asia”; Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart, “Is National Diversity Under Threat? Cosmopolitan 
Communications and Cultural Convergence,” SSRN Scholarly Paper (Rochester, NY: Social Science 
Research Network, 2009), http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=1451377; Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart, 
Cosmopolitan Communications: Cultural Diversity in a Globalized World, 1 edition (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
422 Gladwell, “Small Change: Why the Revolution Will Not Be Tweeted.”; Malcolm Gladwell and Clay 
Shirky, “From Innovation to Revolution: Do Social Media Make Protests Possible?,” Foreign Affairs, 
March 15, 2011, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2011-01-19/innovation-revolution; Morozov, The 
Net Delusion, 2011; Evgeny Morozov, “Political Repression 2.0,” The New York Times, September 1, 
2011, sec. The Opinion Pages, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/02/opinion/political-repression-2-0.html; 
Morozov, To Save Everything, Click Here. 
423 Earl and Kimport, Digitally Enabled Social Change; Garrett, “Protest in an Information Society”; Meier, 
“Do ‘Liberation Technologies’ Change the Balance of Power Between Repressive States and Civil 
Society?” 
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agree that these shifts in the ease and forms of organizing necessarily combine to make 

movements more effective or to positively affect their outcomes. 

 

As with the forms and levels of movement participation and organization, there is 

quite a bit of evidence that the growing use of the Internet and Internet-based 

technologies has altered and expanded the collective action repertoires utilized by many 

social movements.  This includes: (1) increasing the ease with which pre-existing forms 

of collective action can be undertaken (e.g. e-petitions and one-click e-letter-writing 

campaigns); (2) the invention of new collective action forms that take particular 

advantage of the affordances of ICT technologies (e.g. crowdsourcing and 

crowdmapping); and (3) the use of new technologies as an alternative media form with 

which to bypass the state media system and publicize alternative views and events (e.g. 

posting to web news portals, spreading viral videos about current affairs, and the 

discussion of political and social issues through the blogosphere).424  

 

In addition to its more immediate effects on the mobilization structures that can 

influence the contemporary emergence, dynamics, and outcomes of protest movements, a 

handful of authors have directed attention also to longer term alterations in the cultural 

environments of states – changes which may or may not have immediate impacts, but 

might lead to more durable and significant long-term influences on the power relations 

between regime and society.  These changes include: dramatic alterations in a country’s 

                                                
424 Earl and Kimport, Digitally Enabled Social Change; Meier, “Do ‘Liberation Technologies’ Change the 
Balance of Power Between Repressive States and Civil Society?”; Garrett, “Protest in an Information 
Society”; Mohamed Zayani, “Social Media and the Reconfiguration of Political Action in Revolutionary 
Tunisia,” Democracy & Society 8, no. 2 (2011): 2–4; Diamond, “Liberation Technology.” 
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overall “media system” and framing and agenda-setting processes; changes in a society’s 

“organizational ecology” and civil society development level; the development of a 

“networked public sphere” and emergence of a culture of public discourse and critical 

commentary; and gradual but dramatic changes in a country’s political culture and 

attitudes towards civic participation.425 

 

While many of the processes here discussed are likely to occur to some extent in a 

great many regime contexts, and while the ultimate influence of growing Internet and 

ICT use in particular societies will also depend significantly on the particular innovative 

and courageous uses of new technologies by citizens and activists in those settings, this 

chapter argues that political regime type and the way in which the Internet is regulated 

can, all other things being equal, be important mediating factors in determining which 

causal mechanisms and processes have the most pronounced effects – especially among 

non-democratic regimes in which fear and lack of public forums for expression and 

association can so often play pivotal roles in stymying collective action. 

 

                                                
425 See: Marwan M. Kraidy and Katherine Sender, eds., The Politics of Reality Television: Global 
Perspectives (London  ; New York: Routledge, 2010); Meier, “Do ‘Liberation Technologies’ Change the 
Balance of Power Between Repressive States and Civil Society?”; Garrett, “Protest in an Information 
Society”; Evgeny Morozov, The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet Freedom (New York: 
PublicAffairs, 2011); Zayani, “Social Media and the Reconfiguration of Political Action in Revolutionary 
Tunisia”; Robertson, The Politics of Protest in Hybrid Regimes; Philip N. Howard, The Digital Origins of 
Dictatorship and Democracy: Information Technology and Political Islam, 1 edition (Oxford; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2010); Shirky, “The Political Power of Social Media”; Leon Aron, “Nyetizdat: 
How the Internet Is Building Civil Society in Russia,” Russian Outlook (American Enterprise Institute 
(AEI), June 28, 2011), https://www.aei.org/publication/nyetizdat-how-the-internet-is-building-civil-society-
in-russia/; Jurgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry Into a 
Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas Burger, First Edition (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 
1989); McGlinchey, “Transitions 2.0: The Internet, Political Culture and Autocracy in Central Asia.” 
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Preliminary Typological Model: Internet Policy, Regime Type, & Protest 

Movements 

 

To explain which processes and mechanisms are most important in different types 

of states, it is necessary to take into account aspects of political and social context that are 

particularly likely to influence the impact of growing Internet use on protest movements.  

Of particular significance here I argue, all other things being equal, is the relationship 

between online and offline freedoms under a given regime.426  As was been demonstrated 

in previous chapters, while some degree of online-offline policy linkage often exists, 

throughout the 2000s and still today there has been considerable variation in the 

relationship of the freedoms regimes permit in these two settings.  There has likewise 

been wide variety in both the degree and forms of Internet restrictions that have been 

adopted by non-democratic regimes.  While some non-democratic regimes were early 

adopters of robust Internet content censorship systems or other extreme Internet user 

rights restrictions through laws, surveillance, or other mechanisms, others took much 

more of a laissez faire approach, permitting more forms of free expression and 

association online than those available through offline public discourse, media, or 

associational life.  The degree of this policy asymmetry, in combination with the overall 

regime type and repression levels, plays an important role in shaping the Internet’s 

potential role and usages in civic engagement. 

                                                
426 There are many factors that can be pointed to here as aspects of the political, economic, and 
international opportunity structures likely to influence the possible emergence of protest movements.  
These include: factors related to regime type (particularly the degree of regime repressiveness, level of 
offline freedom of speech and association, and the level and form of civil society and oppositional 
organizational development, and level of Internet restrictions); economic conditions and grievance levels 
(including size of educated, urban middle class, economic inequality, economic crises, etc.); state capacity 
and domestic support levels; societal linkages with transnational and global communities; and regime 
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Very roughly, hybrid and authoritarian regime states can be divided into four 

categories, based on “high” or “low” levels of online and offline repression.  (Note: 

“Low” is used here in a relative sense.  None of the regimes under scrutiny are full 

democracies, and “low” levels of repression by no means implies the protection of full 

freedoms of expression and association or political engagement, but rather the existence 

of some openings.427)  Regimes might have (1) high offline and high online repression 

levels (i.e. closed authoritarian regimes that tightly restrict both settings), (2) relatively 

low levels of both offline and online repression (i.e. hybrid regimes that allow some 

openings for free engagement in both settings), or (3) high levels of offline repression but 

significantly lower levels of online restriction (i.e. hybrid or closed authoritarian regimes 

which have permitted a more permissive online environment to develop unparalleled in 

harsher offline controls of media, association, and political engagement).  The fourth 

possibility, (4) a regime in which offline restrictions are lax by comparison to tight online 

restrictions, are far less frequent428, but there are at least some examples429 of non-

democratic regimes (as well as some democracies) that tend towards this alternative 

                                                                                                                                            
vulnerability to international community pressure.  Here I am interested in the impact of growing Internet 
penetration in non-democratic regimes, and particularly regimes in which there are at least some grounds 
for grievance and at least some impetus for protest.   
427 Online, “low” can refer to a partially free or more close to completely free environment.  Offline, I use 
“low” here exclusively to refer to partially free environments, as the universe of interest is nondemocratic 
regimes. 
428 This can be seen in Chapter 3’s Figures 1 and 2, which showed most countries in the lower-right corner 
of plots of Internet filtering levels versus offline civil liberties restrictions and civil and political restrictions 
respectively.  The depopulated upper-left corner of these plots demonstrated that few more democratic 
countries opt to extensively censor their Internet.  More generally, authoritarian levels of offline restrictions 
can usually be seen as necessary but not sufficient for a country to adopt highly restrictive and norm 
violating Internet policies and controls. 
429 Based on data and classification metrics used in this chapter, Kuwait, Pakistan, and Armenia each can be 
classified within this category during at least some periods of the late 2000s and early 2010s, for example.   
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“asymmetry” in which Internet restrictions are greater than would be expected based on 

the offline level of restrictiveness.   

	  

Table 1 depicts the typology, showing that not only might the overall impact of 

the Internet on protest movements differ in the different types of regime settings, but that 

the causal mechanisms and processes activated most prominently by growing Internet 

usage (that influence these overall outcomes) will also likely differ.  We can expect that 

these four types of regimes face somewhat different primary destabilizing risks resulting 

from the different roles that the Internet will come to play in their societies and political 

cultures.  The table indicates, for each typological cell, the likelihood of large-scale 

protest movements emerging in the immediate to medium-term future, and the particular 

Internet-related causal processes that are most likely to be influential in shaping the 

balance of power between state and society in coming years.   

 

 

 

Online Repression Low (Moderate) High

High (4) Low, High (1) High, High

Asymmetric Online Repressive Regimes Symmetric Highly Repressive Regimes

Low Likelihood Low Likelihood

Slow Cultural Change or Sudden Information Cascades (Events / 
News)

Slow Cultural Change or Sudden Information Cascades 
(Preference Revelation or Events / News)

Low (Moderate) (2) Low, Low (3) High, Low

Symmetric Less Repressive Regimes Asymmetric Offline Repressive Regimes

High Likelihood Medium Likelihood

Group Formation (Homophily) and Online Movement 
Organizing; Public Sphere Development 

Group Formation (Homophily) and Online Movement 
Organizing; Public Sphere Development; Sudden Information 
Cascades (Events / News)

Table 1. State-Level ICT & Protest Environments

"Offline" Repression
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Some of the major differences we can expect to see between regime types are as 

follows:  Regimes (1) that are highly restrictive in both the online and offline contexts are 

the least likely settings for the development of strong web-activism-facilitated protest 

movements.  The fear of offline repression and online surveillance, censorship, or 

prosecution for online activities, lack of mutual preference revelation, and limited ability 

to use the Internet for protest organizing, group formation, free expression of political 

views, or sharing or searching for politically relevant information greatly reduces the 

Internet’s potential contributions to the development of mass protest movements.  In spite 

of the low likelihood of large-scale Internet-facilitated protest movements emerging in 

the immediate future in these online-and-offline repressive regimes, however, it is still 

quite possible that growing Internet use, over time, will lead to a gradual shift to a more 

liberal and civically engaged political culture (particularly with the rise of the generation 

of Internet-users).  Also, while Internet restrictions and surveillance can certainly limit 

the development of a political public sphere, political online associations and 

participation networks, and online movement organizing, there is a limit to the extent that 

Internet restrictions – no matter how pervasive – can completely prohibit the rapid spread 

of new information.  For this reason, these regimes are likely vulnerable to sudden 

information cascades – either of information about news events or about citizen political 

preferences – that can in turn lead to sudden unplanned mass mobilizations.  Such 

mobilizations can prove ephemeral, if the regime responds with violent repression, but 

they can also lead to dramatic changes of regime.  The weak organization and 

leaderlessness of such mobilizations can also prove problematic in later stages of political 

transition, however. 
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Regimes (2) that are somewhat open both online and offline are, in some ways, 

the most hopeful non-democratic settings in which to see the growing use of the Internet 

contribute to sustained and effective new forms of civic activism.  As some degree of 

pluralism is permitted in both settings, web-activists can both make maximal use of the 

Internet’s affordances for low cost and non-co-present forms of participation in and 

organizing of movements, as well as involving movement participants in both online and 

offline forms of engagement.  Their activities can also collaborate with or gain support 

from other (offline) civic institutions in the society, such as prominent non-governmental 

organizations or relatively-independent media outlets. Though such regime settings are 

arguably the most likely for the emergence of large-scale Internet-facilitated protest 

movements, the outcomes of such movements for each country’s political evolution may 

vary.  As hybrid regimes with flawed democratic institutions and imperfect protections of 

liberties, but in which society is permitted some degree of freedom to engage in public 

discourse, organize, and protest, such movements could emerge seeking specific reforms 

but not regime-overthrow, and could potentially lead to gradual reform rather than 

regime-destabilization.  In cases of more strident grievances, weak states, or where the 

state responds to first mobilizations with failed crackdown, such movements are likely to 

emerge with or escalate to more extreme goals, however, potentially resulting in regime-

overthrow.  The consequences after such events will again depend on other aspects of the 

political and social context. 
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The asymmetric “offline-repressive” regime (3) contexts – in which the Internet is 

less strictly regulated than offline forms of media, expression, and association – are the 

least predictable.  While the generally repressive offline environment might limit even 

online civic engagement due to fear, and can certainly prevent online participation from 

translating readily into real-world protest, the significant new freedoms of association and 

expression online can help build a culture of public discourse and political participation 

(e.g. crowdsourcing, blogging, commenting, etc.), lead to greater public preference 

revelation, allow the development of homophilic online groups and weak-tie networks 

relating to political issues, permit the emergence of new prominent oppositional figures 

such as highly visible bloggers or web-activists, and greatly facilitate the spread of 

information related to news events and politics.  The relatively unrestricted Internet can 

also be used for organizing protest mobilizations, and though such activities might at first 

only attract those who are not faint of heart, with time (and not necessarily that much 

time), by contributing to the development of a vibrant public sphere and a more engaged 

political culture, the freedoms of the Internet can lead to the emergence of a more 

politicized and participatory public willing to partake in online and offline forms of 

protest.  Such regimes might become particularly vulnerable to sustained protest 

movements during periods of economic or political crisis.  As these regimes realize their 

vulnerability, they are likely to respond either by cracking down on Internet freedoms or 

by further liberalizing.  If Internet-enabled discourse, organizing, and protest, have 

already led to some shifts towards a more active political culture, this could still have 

lasting long-term liberalizing effects – or could presage an overall regime crackdown to 

control a more engaged population. 
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Asymmetric “online-repressive” regimes (4) are the most uncommon, as most 

regimes that adopt extensive filtering, blocking, surveillance, legal liabilities, and other 

mechanisms for restricting Internet access and content are also repressive in the offline 

setting.  But some regimes might tend towards this more-counterintuitive asymmetry 

either while Internet penetration rates remain low or where conservative societal values 

or momentary political instabilities prompt more restrictive measures from otherwise 

somewhat open regimes.  We can expect that the influence of the Internet on civic 

participation and protest dynamics in such settings is likely to be similar to that in the 

symmetrically repressive regimes (1), permitting either slow cultural change (with the 

rise of the “Internet-generation”) or sudden information cascades.  As Internet penetration 

grows the friction between online restrictions and relative offline freedoms is likely to 

become a matter of political contention in some such settings.  As somewhat anomalous 

cases, much will depend on the particularities of the given regimes.   

 

In the following section, we turn to examine the variation in Internet 

restrictiveness and regime type by region and across regimes within the former Soviet 

region, using this typology as a heuristic to help clarify differences in potential protest 

dynamics.   
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Internet Regulation and Protest Dynamics in the Former Soviet Region 

 

As demonstrated in previous chapters, while the FSU region is known as an 

exemplar of both online-offline “asymmetry” and of “next-generation” approaches to 

Internet control, the largely non-democratic regimes of this region have, nonetheless 

adopted a variety of different approaches to Internet regulation. 

 

Figure 1 shows approximately how the online-offline regime type typology 

described above was applicable to an examination of the states in the former Soviet 

region in the late 2000s through early 2010s, showing OpenNet Initiative (ONI) Internet 

filtering level scores versus Freedom House Freedom In the World Indexes (FIW) for 

each country in the region using the most current data for 2011.430  The regimes plotted in 

the upper right-hand quadrant of the graph (Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Belarus) 

belonged to the Symmetric Highly Repressive Regime Type (1) during this period; those 

in the lower left-hand corner (Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine) belonged to the 

Symmetric Less Repressive Regime Type (2); those in the bottom-right corner 

(Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tajikistan) were of the Asymmetric Offline Repressive 

Regime Type (3); while the one regime barely in the nearly-vacant upper-left corner of 

the plot (Armenia) was a borderline example of the anomalous Asymmetric Online 

Repressive Regime Type (4).   

                                                
430 The plot uses FIW 2012 scores (based on 2011 research) and the most current ONI scores from the same 
period.  The ONI data measures only the degree of systematic Internet filtering, so it likely does not 
provide a complete picture of all forms of censorship, and does not account for legal, temporary, and other 
“next generation” measures.  This said, as a proxy for the most repressive forms of Internet controls utilized 
during this period, such a measure of systematic content blocking is arguably the most important indicator.  
See: “Freedom in the World (FIW) 2012” (Freedom House, 2012), 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-world-2012. 
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FIGURE 1: 

 

 

Table 2 shows a chart of approximate global classifications based on 2011 FIW 

scores and the 2007-2011 (most recent in 2011) ONI filtering index.  (A combined civil 

and political liberties score over 5 is considered “high offline repression” and a 

composite ONI index of 2 or above is considered “high online repression.”)  Freedom 

House’s annual Freedom of the Net (FON) index can also be used as an alternative 

measure of Internet repression.  This index has the advantage of having been collected 

annually in more recent years, but some disadvantages with regard to concept formation 

and indicator data aggregation.431  Table 3 shows a classification based on Freedom 

                                                
431 Though this index was only measured in 47 countries during this period, it is a more inclusive measure 
of various Internet restrictions, incorporating measures of access, content, and user rights restrictions and 
has since been expanded to study additional countries.  The “content” sub-index is most comparable to ONI 
measures, including censorship and blocking, while the “user rights” sub-index includes restrictive laws 
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House’s 2012 Freedom of the Net (FON) index and Freedom in the World composite 

scores and includes these FIW and FON scores in parentheses beside each listed 

country.432   

 

In both tables 2 and 3, former Soviet states are shown in red.  (Table 2 also shows 

pre-movement Arab Spring countries in green to provide a sense of the status of these 

countries immediately prior to the outbreak of revolutionary protest movements, while 

Table 3 shows available data for 2011, for Egypt and Tunisia.)  In order to distinguish 

between countries with already somewhat significant Internet penetration levels at this 

time and those that had quite low penetration, those countries with low Internet 

penetration rates at the time are italicized in each table.  (Those with International 

Telecommunications Union Internet penetration rates of less that 15% in 2010 data are 

italicized in Table 2, and those with rates under 20% according to 2011 ITU data are 

italicized in Table 3.) 433 

 

                                                                                                                                            
and prosecutions.  While these measures do a better job than the ONI filtering index at integrating more 
Internet controls beyond “first generation” filtering, however, the index and sub-indexes are also somewhat 
methodologically flawed for studying the relationship between Internet restrictions and their impact.  They 
incorporate measures of restrictions and measures of potential consequences within each sub-index, 
including measures of blogosphere and online media development, for example, within the same “content” 
sub-index with content restrictions. 
432  “Freedom on the Net (FON) 2012” (Freedom House, 2012), 
https://www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/inline_images/FOTN%202012%20FINAL.pdf. 
433  ITU, “ICT STATISTICS Home Page,” International Telecommunications Union (ITU), 2016, 
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/default.aspx; ITU, “ITU World Telecommunication/ICT 
Indicators Database: Core Indicators on Access to and Use of ICT by Households and Individuals” 
(International Telecommunications Union (ITU), 2016), www.itu.int/en/ITU-
D/Statistics/Documents/statistics/2016/CoreHouseholdIndicator.xls; World Bank, “Internet Users (per 100 
People) | Data,” World Bank Data Bank, Data through 2014, 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.NET.USER.P2. 
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These tables again emphasize some cross-regional differences that have been 

discussed in previous chapters.  Examining the relation between FSU countries and those 

from other regions in Tables 2 and 3, for example, we again see justification for the 

FSU’s reputation through the 2000s for having adopted relatively few restrictions of the 

Internet compared to many equivalently authoritarian regimes in other regions.  

Considering only those countries that met the minimal thresholds of 15% (2010) or 20% 

(2012) Internet penetration in the respective tables, three out of five FSU regimes that 

were “not free” offline were nonetheless “partly free” online in both tables, as compared 

Online Repression Low (Moderate) High

High (4) Low, High (1) High, High

Asymmetric Online Repressive Regimes Symmetric Highly Repressive Regimes

Kuwait, Pakistan, Armenia
Iran, China, Burma, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, UAE, Syria, 
Yemen , Qatar, Vietnam, Uzbekistan , Turkmenistan, Oman, 
Ethiopia, Sudan, Belarus

Low (Moderate) (2) Low, Low (3) High, Low

Symmetric Less Repressive Regimes Asymmetric Offline Repressive Regimes

Thailand, Morocco, Turkey, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, 
Venezuela, Singapore, Colombia, Mexico, Moldova, 
Uganda , Sri Lanka, Nepal , Lebanon, Malaysia, Nigeria, 
Guatemala , Bangladesh , Philippines, Ukraine

Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Tunisia, Mauritania , 
Jordan, Tajikistan  ,  Libya, Iraq, Egypt, Algeria , 
Afghanistan, Zimbabwe, Laos

Table 2. Global 2011 Offline-Online Regime-Types Categorization (FIW-ONI Data) 

"Offline" Repression

Online Repression Low (Moderate) High

High (4) Low, High (1) High, High

 Asymmetric Online Repressive Regimes Symmetric Highly Repressive Regimes

Pakistan (4.5, 63), Thailand (4, 61)

Syria (7, 83), Uzbekistan (7, 77), Saudi Arabia (7, 71), 
Cuba (6.5, 86), China (6.5, 85), Burma (6.5, 75), Belarus 
(6.5, 69), Iran (6, 90),  Tunisia-2011 (6, 81), Ethiopia (6, 
75), Vietnam (6, 73), Bahrain (6, 71)

Low (Moderate) (2) Low, Low (3) High, Low

Symmetric Less Repressive Regimes Asymmetric Offline Repressive Regimes

Venezuela (5, 48), Kyrgyzstan (5,35), Sri Lanka (4.5, 55), 
Uganda (4.5, 34), Malaysia (4, 43), Nigeria (4, 33), 
Tunisia (3.5, 46), Turkey (3, 46), Mexico (3, 37), Georgia 
(3.5, 30), Kenya (3.5, 29), Ukraine (3.5, 27), Philippines 
(3, 23) 

Libya (6.5, 43), Zimbabwe (6, 54) , Egypt (5.5, 59), 
Kazakhstan (5.5, 58) , Russia (5.5, 52), Egypt-2011 (5.5, 
51), Rwanda (5.5, 51) , Azerbaijan (5.5, 50), Jordan (5.5, 
45)

Table 3. Global 2012 Offline-Online Regime-Types Categorization (FIW-FON Data)

"Offline" Repression
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to only two434 out of nine Middle Eastern states and zero out of two East Asian.  In other 

words, the FSU regimes tended to have more asymmetry, with less Internet restrictions 

relative to the offline restrictiveness of a given regime.   

	  

In addition to again indicating these apparent differences in typical “asymmetry” 

levels across regions during this period, the typological variation these tables and figures 

illustrate can help make sense of protest movement dynamics within the states in 

question. 

 

Taking a closer look at the states of the FSU region, based on the theoretical 

discussion above, we can expect that the Symmetrically Less Repressive Regimes in the 

FSU region during this period, Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia, and Kyrgyzstan, were the 

most likely to experience significant and sustained Internet-enabled protest movements – 

and with increasing likelihood as Internet penetration increased.  These countries showed 

at most limited levels of Internet restriction, and also were generally among the less 

repressive hybrid regimes of the region, with low-to-moderate offline civil liberties 

restrictions and moderate political restrictions.  With the exception of Kyrgyzstan, these 

countries all also scored “partly free” according to Freedom House’s Freedom of the 

Press (FOP) 2012 data, and Moldova (2.26), Kyrgyzstan (1.89), Georgia (1.88), and 

Ukraine (1.81) received four of the five highest scores in the region for 2012 from 
                                                
434 Or three out of nine, if the ONI 2011 data for Tunisia is considered.  But, considering the widely noted 
difference in Internet restrictions in Tunisia and Egypt prior to the 2011 revolutions (with Tunisia’s Internet 
far more restricted), I find Freedom House’s 2011 FON data more convincing for Tunisia, placing Tunisia 
prior to the revolution into the Symmetric High Repression category.  One possible explanation for the 
difference in categorization using ONI and FON data could be that restriction of entire platforms receives 
as well as violent reprisals against bloggers and online activists would be more accounted for by FON data, 
versus ONI’s emphasis on systematic cross-platform censorship.  See: “Freedom on the Net (FON) 2011” 
(Freedom House, 2011), https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/freedom-net-2011.   
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IREX’s Media Sustainability Index (MSI).  (Armenia was second to Moldova, with a 

score of 2.01.)  According to the classification, movements taking shape in these less-

repressive regimes were likely to involve online organizing (co-presence and cost-

reduction affordances), participation (crowdsourcing, blogging and commenting, etc.), 

group and network formation around shared political and social interests (homophily), 

and the development of a sustained public sphere for political discourse (blogosphere and 

online news portals).  Operating in a setting in which offline freedoms were less 

restricted, furthermore, movements in these countries had the potential to collaborate 

with independent civil society organizations or media outlets, and in this way to have an 

easier time bridging the gap between online preference revelation and offline real-world 

participation.435    

 

As a who’s who of Color-Revolution (or attempted “Twitter Revolution”) states 

in the region, this list sounds plausible, as each of these states certainly has had its share 

of tumultuous politics and mass protests leading to dramatic – if not always ultimately 

transformative – confrontations between protesters and incumbent regimes.  This has 

included, for example, the so-called “Rose Revolution” in Georgia (November 2003), 

“Orange Revolution” in Ukraine (November 2004 - January 2005), and “Tulip 

Revolution” in Kyrgyzstan (February-April 2005), as well as later protest movements in 

Kyrgyzstan (April 2010) and Ukraine’s “EuroMaidan” (November 2013 - February 

2014), each of which have led to regime turnover.  It’s also included the so-called 

“Twitter Revolution” protests in Moldova in April 2009, which somewhat more 

                                                
435 IREX, “Media Sustainability Index (MSI) 2012: Development of Sustainable Independent Media in 
Europe and Eurasia” (Washington, D.C.: International Research and Exchange Board (IREX), 2012), 
https://www.irex.org/sites/default/files/pdf/media-sustainability-index-europe-eurasia-2012-full.pdf.pdf. 
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indirectly helped facilitate an electoral turnover, and various other periods of significant 

protest mobilization in these countries.  The ethnic conflict, violence, and lack of 

substantive political change that have accompanied some of the protest episodes in these 

states also might indicate the shortcomings of high protest mobilization politics, though 

some of these events have led to periods of moderate opening and reform.436   

 

We must, of course, bear in mind that these classifications are based on 2011-

2012 data, rather than data from the pre-revolution years in each country.  But we can 

expect these classifications to have been relatively constant for these cases, even if 

Internet penetration rates were quite low during some of the events in question.  All of 

these states (as well as Armenia) have been consistently classified as having at least 

“partly free” civil liberties and as “partly free” overall for civil and political liberties 

throughout the post-Soviet era with the only exceptions being Kyrgyzstan’s overall 

classification slipping to “not free” in 2000-2004 and in 2009437, and Georgia’s overall 

                                                
436 The Serbian “Bulldozer Revolution” of 2000 is often sited as the most successful of the “Color 
Revolutions,” but some scholars and participants also point to important moments of reform or opening 
immediately following even those revolutions which have failed to lead to enduring democratic change, 
including those in Georgia (2003), Ukraine (2004), and Kyrgyzstan (2010). 
See: Grigore Pop-Eleches and Graeme Robertson, “After the Revolution: Long-Term Effects of Electoral 
Revolutions,” National Council for Eurasian and East European Research (NCEEER) Working Paper, 
May 2013, https://www.ucis.pitt.edu/nceeer/2013_826-10_Pop-Eleches-Robertson.pdf; Reid Standish, 
“Five Years On, Has Kyrgyzstan’s Democratic Revolution Put Down Roots?,” Foreign Policy, April 7, 
2015, https://foreignpolicy.com/2015/04/07/five-years-revolution-tulip-democracy-central-asia-
kyrgyzstan/; IRAIR, “The Political Economy of Georgia’s Transformation: Before and After the Rose 
Revolution,” IFAIR: Young Initiative on Foreign Affairs and International Relations e.V.: Blog Archive, 
June 20, 2012, http://ifair.eu/think/the-political-economy-of-georgias-transformation-before-and-after-the-
rose-revolution/. 
437 In 2009, prior to its latest protest-fueled regime turnover, Kyrgyzstan was ranked “not free” by FIW 
scores and would have been barely classified as an Asymmetric Offline-Repressive Regime – similar to 
Russia, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan in 2011-2012.  On the other hand, it was barely in this category, with a 
still “partly free” overall civil liberties score but diminished political freedoms.  As such, it would likely 
have still been more susceptible to some of the mechanisms more prevalent in symmetric low-repression 
settings, such as coordinated online and offline mobilizations.  Likewise, this measure seems to attest more 
to the escalating conflict between the regime and society than to the more constant aspects of regime type 
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classification as “not free” in 1991. Though earlier Internet filtering and restriction 

measures for these states are not available, seeing as restrictions have tended to more 

often increase with penetration in non-democratic settings, it is most likely that, to the 

degree it was available, the Internet was relatively freely used by activists during the 

earlier events.  Pre-smart-phone mobile phones and other new ICT technologies likely 

played some of the same roles in these events, even where Internet penetration was still 

marginal.  Reports on Internet and ICT use in each event appear to support this 

interpretation, though noting some incidents of just-in-time blocking and network 

shutdowns. 

 

There is evidence, in many of these cases, furthermore, that the use of the Internet 

or other new not-highly-restricted ICT technologies including mobile phones played 

significant roles in facilitating information cascades, discussion, and protest organizing – 

more so in the later events as penetration rates have risen.  Case studies of Ukraine have, 

for example, pointed out the roles of online independent media publications and citizen 

journalism in protests in both 2000438 and 2004, even while the Internet penetration in 

2004 remained at only 4%.439  While these technologies played some important roles in 

                                                                                                                                            
through the period.  But the state’s relatively weak coercive capacity here compared to the states in the 
asymmetric offline-repressive category also likely made it more vulnerable to such mobilizations. 
438 In 2000, for example, protests were sparked following the independent online media outlet Ukrainska 
Pravda’s publicizing of leaked audio recordings linking sitting president Leonid Kuchma to the murder of 
the outlet’s editor-in-chief, investigative journalist Georgy Gongadze, whose body was found beheaded and 
burned in a forest outside Kiev.  See: Myroslava Gongadze, “Foreword,” The Road to Justice (Committee 
to Protect Journalists (CPJ), October 2014), https://cpj.org/reports/2014/10/the-road-to-justice-
foreword.php#more. 
439 Joshua Goldstein, “The Role of Digital Networked  Technologies in the Ukrainian Orange Revolution,” 
Berkman Center Research Publication (The Berkman Center for Internet & Society, December 2007), 
https://cyber.law.harvard.edu/sites/cyber.law.harvard.edu/files/Goldstein_Ukraine_2007.pdf; Cecily 
Hilleary, “Ukraine’s Social Media Revolution Years in the Making,” Voice of America (VOA), March 14, 
2014, http://www.voanews.com/a/ukraines-protest-movement-fueled-by-social-media/1871457.html; 
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information sharing (bypassing censored media forms) and organizing in the earlier 

movements, social media platforms and a more robust online blogosphere and media 

space have played vital roles in organizing and sustaining Ukraine’s later EuroMaidan 

movement.440  In Kyrgyzstan, similarly, though Internet penetration remained quite low 

during 2005’s Tulip Revolution, reports suggest that regime efforts to stifle mainstream 

media coverage of opposition campaigns leading up to the 2005 elections prompted the 

growing use of electronic media sites and blogs by regime opponents, with independent 

local and foreign online coverage of opposition activities attracting enough attention that 

the regime responded by beginning to block some sites prior to the revolution.  Blogs also 

began to play an important role in more informal information sharing during this period, 

tracking events as the protests unfolded.  By 2010, social media platforms (including both 

foreign and domestic platforms), blogs and online citizen journalism are reported to have 

played important roles in public discourse and the documenting of events, complimented 

by the use of mobile phones and SMS messaging that helped protesters organize.441  

                                                                                                                                            
Myroslaw J. Kyj, “Internet Use in Ukraine’s Orange Revolution,” Business Horizons 49 (2006): 71–80, 
doi:10.1016/j.bushor.2005.06.003.  
440 In the EuroMaidan movement, social media platforms and online and mobile phone communications 
appear to have played particularly important roles both in getting people involved in the protests and in 
crafting messages and slogans for the protest campaigns.  See: Olga Onuch, “Social Networks and Social 
Media in Ukrainian ‘Euromaidan’ Protests,” Washington Post, January 2, 2014, sec. Monkey Cage, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2014/01/02/social-networks-and-social-media-in-
ukrainian-euromaidan-protests-2/; “Ukraine’s #Euromaidan Protests,” Global Voices, 2014 2013, 
https://globalvoices.org/specialcoverage/2013-special-coverage/ukraines-euromaiden-protests/; Tetyana 
Bohdanova, “How #EuroMaidan and War with Russia Have Changed Ukraine’s Internet,” Global Voices, 
January 9, 2015, https://globalvoices.org/2015/01/09/how-euromaidan-and-war-with-russia-have-changed-
ukraines-internet/; Tetyana Bohdanova, “How Internet Tools Turned Ukraine’s #Euromaidan Protests Into 
a Movement,” Global Voices, December 9, 2013, https://globalvoices.org/2013/12/09/how-internet-tools-
turned-euromaidan-protests-into-a-movement/; Katie Kuksenok, “Hope, Lies and the Internet: Social 
Media in Ukraine’s Maidan Movement” (Center for Media, Data and Society (CMDS), CEU School of 
Public Policy, November 25, 2014),  
https://cmds.ceu.edu/sites/cmcs.ceu.hu/files/attachment/article/689/hopeliesandtheinternet.pdf; Carola 
Frediani, “How Ukraine’s EuroMaidan Revolution Played Out Online,” TechPresident, February 28, 2014, 
sec. WeGov, http://techpresident.com/news/wegov/24790/how-EuroMaidan-play-out-online. 
441 EurasiaNet, “Media Controversy Helps Spur Protests in Kyrgyzstan,” EurasiaNet.org, February 21, 
2005, http://www.eurasianet.org/departments/civilsociety/articles/eav022205.shtml; S. V. Kulikova and D. 
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Moldova’s aptly nicknamed 2009 protest movement similarly utilized a mix of social 

media platforms (notably Facebook and Twitter) and sms-messaging to organize and 

document events prior to the government cutting off Internet access in the capital.442  

 

In stark contrast to the turbulent politics, civic activity and mass mobilizations of 

the least restrictive regimes, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Belarus fit the most-closed 

Symmetrically Online and Offline Highly Repressive regime type classification during 

this late 2000s-early 2010s period.  According to the typology, growing Internet use in 

these regimes would be least likely to lead to the emergence of mass protest movements, 

and such movements would be most likely to result in harsh crackdowns if they did 

emerge.  It is extremely difficult to make full use of the Internet as a tool for protest 

movement organization or participation in such settings.  Online surveillance and site 

blocking or content filtering as well as fear of offline consequences for online actions 

make it far more challenging to develop online groups and networks related to politically 

sensitive issues, to develop a sustained online public sphere of political discussion, or to 

develop innovative forms of online movement participation such as crowdsourcing.  The 

most likely contribution of growing Internet penetration to political liberalization in such 

regimes is through gradual changes in political culture, as the younger generation is 

exposed to more international content and interests through their largely apolitical and 

social uses of the Web.  Internet use can, however, on occasion, lead to the rapid viral 
                                                                                                                                            
D. Perlmutter, “Blogging Down the Dictator? The Kyrgyz Revolution and Samizdat Websites,” 
International Communication Gazette 69, no. 1 (February 2007): 29–50, doi:10.1177/1748048507072777; 
Neil Melvin and Tolkun Umaraliev, “New Social Media and Conflict in Kyrgyzstan,” SIPRI Insights on 
Peace and Security, no. 2011/1 (August 2011), http://books.sipri.org/files/insight/SIPRIInsight1101.pdf; 
Alexey Sidorenko, “Kyrgyzstan: The ‘Archived’ Revolution,” Global Voices, April 9, 2010, 
https://globalvoices.org/2010/04/09/kyrgyzstan-archived-revolution/. 
442 Ellen Barry, “Protests in Moldova Explode, With Help of Twitter,” The New York Times, April 7, 2009, 
sec. Europe, http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/08/world/europe/08moldova.html. 
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dissemination of information – either information about startling news events or citizen 

preferences – that can lead to cascade effects and sudden unplanned or weakly 

coordinated mass mobilizations.  In cases of sufficiently large sudden mobilizations, such 

events are likely to either lead to a forceful regime crackdown on protesters (and further 

restrictions of the Internet) or (much less likely) to some sort of political transition. 

 

This categorization is most helpful as a heuristic.  In this case, Turkmenistan and 

Uzbekistan most neatly fit the category.  These two countries have consistently ranked as 

the most repressive regimes in the FSU region for most of the post-Soviet period443, 

consistently receiving the worst possible score of seven for both civil and political 

liberties from Freedom House’s FIW index since 1993 (Turkmenistan) and 2005 

(Uzbekistan 444 ) respectively. 445    Internet access and content were equally tightly 

controlled – with Turkmenistan’s Internet access (5% penetration in 2011) being the most 

restricted in the region, and Uzbekistan’s Internet content the most tightly filtered (ITU 

Data, Accessed 2012; Deibert et al. 2010).446  Internet filtering and site blocking in 

                                                
443 Tajikistan’s FIW index equaled that of Uzbekistan during most of the Tajik Civil War from 1992-1995, 
and rose to the maximum of 7, in 1993-1996, surpassing Uzbekistan which received a score of 6.5 in 1996.  
(The war lasted from 1992-1997.)  Belarus’s score marked it as equally repressive to Uzbekistan in 2004, 
both receiving 6.5 out of the max 7 points. 
444 Uzbekistan also received the score of 7 between 1993 and 1995.  The slight opening in civil liberties that 
occurred in the late 1990s and early 2000s (scoring 6 from 1996-2004) rapidly disappeared with and 
following the events in Andijan in 2005 – as did efforts to become a regional ICT hub, replaced by a 
posture of stringent Internet control. 
445 All three countries also each scored among the 23 worst offenders in Reporters Without Borders' 2011-
2012 World Press Freedom Index, with ranks of 157th (Uzbekistan), 168th (Belarus), and 177th 
(Turkmenistan) out of 179 countries.  See: “Freedom in the World (FIW) 2012;” Reporters Without 
Borders, “World Press Freedom Index 2011-2012 -- Crackdowns on Protests Cause Big Changes to Index 
Positions: Syria, Bahrain and Yemen Get Worst Ever Rankings” (Reporters Without Borders: For Freedom 
of Information, January 25, 2012), http://www.ifex.org/france/2012/01/26/rsf_press_freedom_index.pdf. 
446 “ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators Database”; “ICT STATISTICS Home Page”; “Internet 
Users (per 100 People) | Data;” Deibert et al., Access Controlled. 
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Uzbekistan reportedly began in 2002, increasing significantly in magnitude after 2005,447 

and Uzbekistan, which also practices Internet surveillance, patrolling of Internet cafes, 

and other forms of legal and extralegal intimidation, has been named by Reporters 

Without Borders as an “Enemy of the Internet.”  ONI data showed both Turkmenistan 

and Uzbekistan to experience low-transparency pervasive and consistent filtering of 

politically salient web content, as well as selective filtering of content related to salient 

social issues, conflict and security issues, or Internet tools.448  While Uzbekistan’s Internet 

penetration was far higher than that of Turkmenistan, the country also showed signs of 

access restriction, as the regime grew more closed and repressive following the Andijan 

uprising and massacre of 2005.449  While it initially sought to develop its ICT sector as a 

                                                
447 Sarah Kendzior, “Digital Freedom of Expression in Uzbekistan,” Sarah Kendzior, July 18, 2012, 
https://sarahkendzior.com/2012/07/18/digital-freedom-of-expression-in-uzbekistan/. 
448 Uzbekistan, for example, is reported to block access to many foreign and regional news outlets (e.g. 
BBC, the Uzbek site of RFE/RL, EurasiaNet) as well as blogging platforms (LiveJournal).  Interestingly, 
social media platforms are far less restricted, with use of Russia-based and Western platforms having 
grown in the early 2010s and local companies seeking to attract customers with the founding of “clean and 
patriotic” (and likely more easily surveilled) local variants such as Facebook clones “Muloqot” and 
“YouFace” founded in 2011 and 2012 respectively.  See: Joanna Lillis, “Uzbekistan Launches Facebook 
Knock-Off to Aid Cyber-Snooping?,” EurasiaNet.org, August 31, 2011, sec. Inside the Cocoon: Central 
Asia Today, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/64110; Keith Wagstaff, “New ‘Youface’ Social Network 
Might Remind You of Something,” Time, May 31, 2012, http://techland.time.com/2012/05/31/new-
youface-social-network-might-remind-you-of-something/; RFE/RL, “Uzbekistan’s Newest Social Network 
Looks Awfully Familiar,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, May 31, 2012, sec. Transmission, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/newest-uzbek-social-network-looks-like-facebook/24599461.html. 
449 The Andijan Uprising and Massacre of May 13th 2005 occurred in an important industrial city of the 
Ferghana Valley (also a historic Silk Road city and origin of poet-conqueror Bobur, founder of the Mughal 
empire on the Indian subcontinent) following a series of protests surrounding the arrest and trial of 23 local 
businessmen (charged for Islamic extremism, though regime-critics suggest these allegations were an 
excuse to eliminate locally popular potential regime opponents) and also purportedly responding to poor 
economic, social, and political conditions.  On the previous day, thousands had protested on the town’s 
Bobur Square, and during the night some  protesters attacked the prison freeing the defendants and 
attempted to seize other government buildings.  Crowds of over 10,000 poured into the square, listening to 
speeches about public grievances projected by microphone, many responding to an expectation that Uzbek 
President Islam Karimov would come to address their demands. But instead, by some accounts on 
Karimov’s direct order, military forces surrounded the square, blocked exits, and fired indiscriminately on 
the crowd.  Official statements claimed that only 187 were killed, all armed Islamic-extremist insurgents.  
Actual reports by eye-witness refugees, journalists, and defecting military personnel place the death toll at 
between several hundred and 1500, mostly civilian including large numbers of women and children.  
Security forces also reported went after survivors – those injured in hospitals, refugees from the events 
attempting to flee abroad, and dissident exiles who later sought to continue to draw attention to the event.  
While the US and Europe criticized the regime’s rights abuses at the time and implemented some sanctions 
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regional leader, Internet penetration growth then failed to keep up with neighbors, 

reaching only 30.2% in 2011, compared to 45% in neighboring Kazakhstan which it had 

led as recently as 2007 and with which it had had approximately equal penetration until 

2009.450   

 

There have been no major protest mobilizations in either Turkmenistan or 

Uzbekistan in recent years, with Uzbekistan’s crackdown in 2005 clearly having 

increased the danger associated with future protest or preference revelation.  After the 

massacre, which left an estimated 700 protesters dead, the government stepped up 

controls over the Internet as well as intensifying offline persecution of critics.  While it is 

unclear that Internet usage played a significant role in the 2005 protests (though mobile 

phones might have), the Internet certainly played a role in documenting and 

commemorating these events and attempting to draw attention to these and later rights 

                                                                                                                                            
– which led to the closure of a US military base and the Uzbek government’s return to a closer relationship 
with Moscow – these pressures were ultimately limited, with the US coming to depend on Uzbekistan, 
Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan as partners in its withdrawal from Afghanistan.  See: Mansur Mirovalev, 
“Uzbekistan: 10 Years after the Andijan Massacre -- Military Crackdown Reportedly Killed Hundreds and 
Pushed the Former Soviet Client State Back into Moscow’s Arms.,” Al Jazeera English, May 12, 2015, sec. 
Human Rights, http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2015/05/150511123115026.html; Dean Cox, 
“10 Years after Andijan Massacre, Uzbek Refugees Remain Silenced by Fear: A Decade Later and 
Thousands of Miles Away, the Lives of Survivors Are Still Scarred by One of the World’s Most Repressive 
Regimes. Eurasianet.org Reports,” The Guardian, May 13, 2015, sec. World news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/13/andijan-massacre-uzbekistan-sweden-refugees; BBC 
News, “Nato Signs Deal to Move Afghan Equipment via Central Asia: Nato Has Signed Deals with 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan to Use Their Territory for Evacuating Vehicles and Military 
Equipment from Afghanistan.,” BBC News, June 4, 2012, sec. Asia, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-
18326970; Sarah Kendzior, “Uzbekistan’s Forgotten Massacre,” The New York Times, May 12, 2015, sec. 
The Opinion Pages, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/13/opinion/uzbekistans-forgotten-massacre.html; 
Sarah Kendzior, “An American Dream, an Exile’s Nightmare: Uzbekistan’s Government Punishes pro-
Democracy Activists Living Abroad by Persecuting Their Families at Home.,” Al Jazeera English, June 30, 
2013, sec. Opinion, http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2013/06/201363010349895850.html; Corey 
Flintoff, “Courted By The U.S. And Russia, Uzbekistan Ignores Critics,” National Public Radio (NPR.org), 
January 10, 2015, http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2015/01/10/376135811/courted-by-the-u-s-and-
russia-uzbekistan-ignores-critics. 
450 ITU, “ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators Database”; ITU, “ICT STATISTICS Home 
Page”; World Bank, “Internet Users (per 100 People) | Data.” 
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abuses.451  While survivors within Andijan feared to speak openly of the events, exiles 

abroad founded sites in which they shared pictures and memories of the actual events, in 

defiance of the official narrative.  Uzbekistan still has an active opposition community in 

exile that has staged protests concerning Uzbek politics in other countries, but efforts to 

organize protest marches within the country have reportedly led to zero-turnout events, as 

online support does not translate to the high risk action required to attend offline events.  

Nonetheless, even in such highly repressive online and offline settings, growing Internet 

penetration and social media use can lead to gradual cultural changes (that have been 

noted by observers of Uzbekistan), and to rapid sharing of repressed information – as 

with the viral spread of YouTube videos of the deadly Abadan depot explosion in 

Turkmenistan in July 2011.452 

 

Belarus is a somewhat different case, having previously been more asymmetric, 

permitting fairly vibrant development of the Belarusian Internet, and having introduced 

more severe restrictions of Internet use and content mostly beginning in the late 2000s as 

part of a broader crackdown against an ongoing simmering political opposition 

movement that led to large post-election protests on the order of tens of thousands in 

2006 (the so-called “Jeans Revolution”) and 2010.  Ruled by President Alexander 

Lukashenko since 1994, Belarus has been ranked as “not free” with a score of 6 or above 

                                                
451 Kendzior, “Uzbekistan’s Forgotten Massacre.” 
452 McGlinchey, “Transitions 2.0: The Internet, Political Culture and Autocracy in Central Asia”; Sarah 
Kendzior, “Digital Distrust: Uzbek Cynicism and Solidarity in the Internet Age,” American Ethnologist 38, 
no. 3 (July 5, 2011): 559–75, doi:10.1111/j.1548-1425.2011.01323.x; Adam Taylor, “WATCH: 
Unbelievable Footage Of The Arms Depot Explosion Turkmenistan Tried To Cover Up,” Business Insider, 
July 18, 2011, http://www.businessinsider.com/turkmenistan-explosion-soviet-arms-depot-2011-7; 
maxrimas, Explosion Incident in Abadan, Turkmenistan, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jviy4Nyr60; Catherine A. Fitzpatrick, “Uzbekistan:  Internet Sites 
Blocked,” EurasiaNet.org, August 10, 2011, sec. Choihona: Independent News from Uzbekistan, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/64026. 
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on the Freedom House FIW combined index since 1996, and has received the worst 

political rights score of 7 since 2005.  With media and civil society also tightly 

controlled, the Internet, for a period, provided a space of more open discourse and civic 

organizing.  Internet penetration was relatively high by regional standards by the late 

2000s and early 2010s, having reached 16.2% in 2006 and 31.8% in 2010.453  As 

discussed in more detail in the previous chapter, however, the Belarusian government 

responded to instability fears spurred by the home-grown protest movement and by color 

revolutions in the region and the events of the Arab Spring, incrementally cracking down 

on Internet rights notably through legal, extralegal and surveillance measures, but also 

increasingly by direct censorship of media, social media, and international sites.454 

 

With websites’ blockages varying sporadically and differing across Internet 

service providers (ISPs), and with an already quite developed opposition movement (at 

home and in exile) with habits of online discourse and activism, the Belarus case 

provided an interesting gauge of how effectively a regime could crack down against an 

already influential online activist community.  Unfortunately, combined with escalating 

force used against mass protests, the regime’s approach has seemed to be effective at 

preventing short-term political change, driving much of the continuing opposition 

community into exile.  But this case is no longer so much a matter of preference 

                                                
453 At 39.65% in 2011, this placed it as one of the region’s leaders in penetration. 
454 There were still relatively low levels of consistent first-generation filtering and blocking when measured 
in 2010, though by that point, the ONI’s country report explained that Belarus had “moved to second- and 
third-generation controls to manage its national information space.”  While regulation was reported as 
“heavy with strong state involvement in the telecommunications and media market [,]” and “self-
censorship prompted by fears of regulatory prosecution” were already an issue, the report also indicated 
only inconsistent “selective filtering” across the four measured areas of Internet content.  See: Deibert et 
al., Access Controlled.  
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revelation (as the history of prior mass protests has made preferences more clear), and as 

long as access stays high and outright blocking stays low, the Internet could potentially 

continue to play an important role in ongoing protest organizing, with pre-existing online 

networks and discourse forums helping the opposition movement stay active and 

connected even in exile, and increasing the potential for some future information cascade 

leading to a sudden regime-destabilizing rebirth of the protest movement.  The roles of 

fear and self-censorship in the face of heavy repression and surveillance should also not 

be underestimated, however. 

 

The remaining FSU regimes at the beginning of the 2010s fell into one of the two 

“asymmetric” typological categories.  Azerbaijan, Russia, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan all 

were of the Asymmetric High Offline Repression Regime Type.  Though not as repressive 

as the most extreme authoritarian regimes just discussed, these four regimes all were 

ranked as “not free” in their combined FIW civil and political liberties scores (all with the 

score of 5.5 out of seven, with five for civil liberties and six for political freedoms for the 

period from 2004 through 2011), but, through 2011, all had taken relatively moderate 

approaches to restricting Internet access or content.  This was particularly politically 

significant in Azerbaijan, Russia, and Kazakhstan, where Internet penetration rates in 

2011 were 50%, 49%, and 45% respectively – the three highest penetration rates in the 

non-Baltic countries of the FSU region – and where the Internet thus had the potential to 

play a highly significant role in public life.  Internet penetration in Tajikistan in 2011 was 

still only 13.03%, and while the Internet there showed similarly limited restrictions, it 
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was unlikely to have a the same significance for protest and politics as its role in the three 

richer and more developed countries until usage rates increased.455 

 

By the late 2000s-early 2010s, Azerbaijan, Russia, and Kazakhstan were regimes 

with some strikingly similar attributes.  Each was oil rich but had invested substantially 

in their ICT sector, seeking to become a regional leader in ICT development.  There were 

elements of similarity in the ways in which each hybrid regime had balanced allowing 

some limited civic space while maintaining political control.  While there was some 

space for offline civic activity, this space was highly restricted, controlled, and coerced.  

Some relatively independent institutions of civil society and media were allowed to exist, 

but there was very little free media, independent journalism was a dangerous profession, 

and civil society was largely dominated by state-controlled GONGOs or harassed and 

restrained by restrictive registration, reporting, and funding laws.  Nonetheless, in each of 

these cases, the Internet had been allowed to develop through the 2000s as a relatively 

unrestricted space.  While there was limited transparency to those Internet restrictions 

that did exist, and each country had become an exemplar of “next-generation” approaches 

to the restriction, surveillance and shaping of Internet content, access, and use, these 

countries had far less pervasive first-generation blocking and filtering of web-content 

relative to other countries of similar non-democratic regime types.  The 2011 ONI data 

(from 2008-2010) showed each country with only low-consistency “selective filtering” of 

                                                
455 ITU, “ITU World Telecommunication/ICT Indicators Database”; ITU, “ICT STATISTICS Home 
Page”; World Bank, “Internet Users (per 100 People) | Data.” 
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politically and socially salient content, and no evidence of filtering of other content 

categories.456   

 

As noted previously, the consequences of growing Internet use for the emergence 

of large-scale protest movements in these sorts of Asymmetric Offline-Repressive 

Regimes are the least predictable and will likely depend on the particularities of the 

development of Internet use within each country, the specific next-generation approaches 

regimes adopt to control Internet use, contingent events that might facilitate news-related 

information cascades and mass mobilization, and regime willingness to crack down on 

the Internet or use escalating coercion and force against participants in simmering protest 

movements.  While relative online freedom can allow significant leveraging of the 

Internet’s affordances, permitting online group and network formation and low-cost 

online movement organizing, allowing the emergence of new forms of non-co-present 

coordinated movement participation such as crowdsourcing applications to monitor 

corruption or vote-rigging, and developing a robust public sphere of political discourse, 

preference revelation, and information exchange, these uses of the Internet can also be 

stymied by fear of surveillance or offline reprisals.  By the early 2010s, such fears were 

real, with oppositional bloggers in all three countries having been arrested and attacked.  

Online preference revelation also does not always translate to offline participation in real-

world protest events, as fear of violent protest repression can often dampen movement 

momentum in spite of strong public support.  Likewise, in these particular regimes, oil 

wealth and a growing middle class had the potential to cut both ways – in good economic 

times it could either foster a new “creative class” interested in rights and political reform, 
                                                
456 OpenNet Initiative, “ONI 2011.” 
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or it could allow for relative stability and limited grievance levels among the most 

empowered and centrally-located populations in spite of repression of political freedoms 

and civil liberties.  The development of a strong blogosphere, robust online forums and 

networks, and a culture of greater news awareness and information sharing also had 

potential to have transformative medium-term effects in these societies with limited 

offline media freedom and little tradition of civic participation, however.  In periods of 

economic downturn or political crisis, these transformations could potentially in-turn 

enable rapid larger-scale protest mobilization, such as happened in Russia in 2011-2012.  

Such mobilization is never a certainty in these environments, however. 

 

The combination of fear of offline participation and limited economic grievances 

among key populations might help to explain the limited turnout in the early 2010s at 

protest events in both Baku and Almaty.  A series of protests in Azerbaijan in 2011 were 

first launched in response to Arab Spring events in Egypt, drawing similarities between 

the Azerbaijani and Egyptian regimes and using Facebook groups and other social media 

tools to call on activists to attend a “Day of Rage.”  Numerous events in the capital 

sought to protest corruption and illegitimate elections, and demand political reforms, the 

right to free assembly, and the release of political prisoners.  While these events were 

organized online and involved online activist networks and bloggers, their real-world 

turnout was usually quite small (as few as several dozen).  The events never drew more 

than 1000 participants, making them easy for the government to contain and suppress.457  

                                                
457 Deibert et al., Access Controlled; Haley Sweetland Edwards, “AZERBAIJAN: Egypt-Inspired Protests 
Spread to Caucasus, Raising Tensions,” LA Times Blogs - Babylon & Beyond, February 10, 2011, 
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/babylonbeyond/2011/02/azerbaijan-egypt-inspired-protests.html; Khadija 
Ismayilova, “Azerbaijan: Egypt Events Linked to Youth Activist Arrest - Opposition,” EurasiaNet.org, 
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The “Ni Soglasni” protests in Kazakhstan following the Zhanaozen shootings and 

parliamentary elections in January through March of 2011 also failed to attract large 

crowds, dwindling from 1000 to several hundred to several dozen over the course of 

successive gatherings, in spite of much larger numbers pledging their online support for 

the movement but failing to participate in the actual offline rallies.  These events were 

also easily suppressed.  Comparing such low-simmering opposition movements to earlier 

antecedents, in Russia, however, and considering the growing use of the relatively-

uncensored Internet in each case, it was as yet unclear where these events might lead.  

Exogenous unpredictable events or gradual changes in public awareness could easily be 

seen leading to broader cascades of offline support at a future date.  Much would clearly 

depend on regime responses to (and capacity to respond to) such online and offline 

challenges.  As the decade has progressed, each regime has faced more such relatively 

small protests, but none of these have resulted in mass mobilizations.458  

                                                                                                                                            
February 8, 2011, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/62857; RFE/RL, “Azerbaijani Activists Organize Day 
Of Protest Via Facebook,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, March 3, 2011, sec. News / From Our Bureaus, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/azerbaijani_activists_organize_day_of_protest_via_facebook/2327394.html; 
Khadija Ismayilova, “Azerbaijan: Protests in Egypt Are Reverberating in Baku,” EurasiaNet.org, January 
31, 2011, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/62802; Miriam Elder, “Azerbaijani Police Break up Opposition 
Rally in Runup to Eurovision: Officers Arrest More than 30 Protesters in Baku as Human Rights Groups 
Condemn Government’s Authoritarianism,” The Guardian, May 24, 2012, sec. World news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/may/24/azerbaijan-police-break-opposition-rally-eurovision; 
RFE/RL, “Azerbaijani Opposition Plans New Wave Of Protests,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, July 30, 
2012, sec. Caucasus Report, http://www.rferl.org/content/azerbaijani-opposition-plans-new-wave-of-
protest/24661517.html; Human Rights Watch, “Azerbaijan: Peaceful Rallies Forcibly Dispersed -- A 
Dozen Activists Sentenced for Disobeying, Resisting Police,” Human Rights Watch, October 22, 2012, 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2012/10/22/azerbaijan-peaceful-rallies-forcibly-dispersed; Shahla Sultanova, 
“Azerbaijan: Does Baku Face Evolving Opposition?,” EurasiaNet.org, October 25, 2012, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/66111. 
458 Protests in Azerbaijan concerning an insulting description of local residents by their governor (March 
2012), residential property seizures in preparation for the Eurovision contest (May 2012), army hazings 
(March 2013), and President Iham Aliyev’s re-election with a supposed 85% of the vote (October 2013), 
brought small crowds to the streets, for example, but the largest numbered between approximately 1000 
and 4000.  (The Kazakh case will be discussed in more detail in the following section.)  See: Andrew E. 
Kramer, “Azerbaijan Protests Yield After a Rare Public Protest,” The New York Times, March 1, 2012, sec. 
Asia Pacific, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/02/world/asia/azerbaijan-protests-force-governors-
dismissal.html; David M. Herszenhorn, “Police in Azerbaijan Arrest Protesters at Eurovision Rally,” The 
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As the sole inhabitant (or borderline-inhabitant) of the Asymmetric Online 

Repressive Regime Type cell, Armenia appeared to represent an anomalous case and 

outlier during the period in question.  The only available ONI Internet filtering data for 

Armenia (from 2008) had shown a moderately consistent and non-transparent pattern of 

“substantial” filtering of online political content as well as selective filtering of content 

related to salient social issues, security and conflict issues, and Internet tools across the 

Armenian Internet.459  This showed Armenia with an Internet filtering level greater than 

Belarus and behind only Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan in the FSU region – all countries 

with substantially greater offline repression levels.  Though Armenia bordered closely on 

the Symmetric Highly Repressive Regime Type category, only barely qualifying as “partly 

free” with a combined FIW index of five out of seven in 2011 and a “not free” political 

liberties score of six out of seven, Armenia’s robust “partly free” offline civil liberties 

score of four out of seven clearly distinguished it from much more repressive regimes 

such as Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Belarus (with civil liberties scores of 7 and 6) and 

even from the slightly more open cases of Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan 

(all with civil liberties scores of 5 during 2011).  Armenia’s civil liberties score, rather, 

placed it more in the company of the other “partly free” states by Freedom House’s 

classification at the time, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine.  The country 

received much more favorable IREX Media Sustainability Index scores than the more 
                                                                                                                                            
New York Times, May 25, 2012, sec. Europe, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/26/world/europe/azerbaijani-police-arrest-protesters-at-eurovision-
rally.html; Lada Evgrashina, “Azerbaijan Police Break up Protest against Abuse in Army,” Reuters, March 
10, 2013, sec. World News, http://www.reuters.com/article/us-azerbaijan-protests-
idUSBRE9290AA20130310; Thomas Grove, “Azeri Police Beat, Detain Demonstrators after Vote Protest 
Rally,” Reuters, October 12, 2013, sec. World News, http://www.reuters.com/article/us-azerbaijan-
election-protest-idUSBRE99B06Q20131012. 
459 OpenNet Initiative, “ONI 2011.” 
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closed regimes in the early 2010s, with an MSI index of 2.01 in 2012 placing it second 

only to Moldova in the FSU region (with a more favorable composite rating than Georgia 

or Ukraine, for example).460   

 

It is not entirely clear how enduring or accurate is the apparent asymmetry 

between Armenia’s online and offline freedoms as classified by this data.  Armenia’s 

anomalous status might be partially explained both by rapid political changes in the late 

2000s and early 2010s and by the absence of recurrent data on filtering and Internet 

controls from this period.  It appears that the Armenian regime’s regulation of online and 

offline media went through some dramatic changes in the late 2000s.  On the one hand, 

dramatic Internet blockages and media restrictions were introduced during a state of 

emergency around post-election riots in 2008, Freedom House reports “informal 

pressures” brought to bear on broadcast outlets, and 2011 saw the shuttering of “the sole 

remaining [television] station that regularly criticized the government”.461  On the other 

hand, MSI index trends through this period showed an improving media system, with 

indexes rising from as low as 1.60 in 2006-7 (worse that Kazakhstan in 2012) to its 

position as second-ranked in the region in 2012.462  While 2011 ONI data showed 

Armenia’s higher filtering scores from 2008, a 2010 ONI paper showed Armenia as 

having the same minimal “selective” level of filtering as most countries in the region at 

the time, indicating that the higher measurements were mostly indicative of the period of 

“state of emergency” media crackdown and just-in-time-blocking specific to 2008 (ONI 

                                                
460 IREX, IREX, “Media Sustainability Index (MSI) 2012: Development of Sustainable Independent Media 
in Europe and Eurasia.” 
461 Freedom House, “Freedom in the World (FIW) 2012.” 
462 IREX, “Media Sustainability Index (MSI) 2012: Development of Sustainable Independent Media in 
Europe and Eurasia.” 
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2010).  Of course, Armenia’s significant use of such methods is important, as it could be 

seen as indicative of the sorts of more robust manifestations of state capacity that allowed 

Armenia’s government to withstand protest movements.  While Armenia was not 

included in Freedom House’s earliest Freedom of the Net studies, the case was later 

added in 2013, at which point it was ranked as “free” with a score of 29, ranking it with 

the 3rd greatest online freedoms among non-Baltic states of the FSU region at the time, 

only behind Ukraine (28) and Georgia (26), and ahead of Kyrgyzstan (35).  This seems to 

reflect a mix both of media liberalization in the period and the possible anomalousness of 

the earlier measurement.  But it is also worth noting that Armenia’s FIW index also 

improved during this period, with the political liberties score returning from 6 to 5 in 

2012. 

 

Whatever the precise level of Internet restrictions was in 2011, this was an 

interesting year for examining protest dynamics in Armenia.  Marking the third 

anniversary of the disputed 2008 election (that brought President Serzh Sargsyan to 

power) and post-election violence463, mass opposition protests brought as many as 50,000 

participants to the street in the Spring of 2011 (supposedly inspired by Arab Spring 

events), demanding the release of political prisoners from 2008, the prosecution of those 

responsible for the 2008 deaths, the right to hold protest events in the main square of the 

capital Yerevan, and economic and political reforms.  What is more, tech-savvy youth 

and web-activism (using sites ranging from the home-grown site “Revoforum” to 

Facebook and Twitter) were reported to have played key roles in the organization and 

                                                
463 EurasiaNet, “Armenia: Uneasy Quiet Settles over Yerevan, Residents in Shock over Use of Force by 
Kocharian Administration,” EurasiaNet.org, March 2, 2008, sec. News & Views, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/armenia08/news/030208.shtml. 
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mobilization of these events.464  Subsequent protest events surrounding Sargsyan’s 2013 

re-election, 2015 electricity rate hikes465, and a 2015 constitutional referendum have 

likewise leveraged online media and social media and brought moderate to large crowds 

to the streets.  While the regime has dispersed protesters, it has avoided the same level of 

force or crackdown as occurred in 2008, and has invited negotiation and made partial 

concessions in some circumstances.466   Investigation of anomalous cases can sometimes 

make important contributions to theory development.  Here clearly, the nature of Internet 

controls and the level of political openness have been in some degree of flux during the 

period from the late 2000s through the early 2010s – changes with important 

consequences for the evolution of state-society relations and regime type.   
                                                
464 Marianna Grigoryan, “Armenia: Yerevan Opposition Protest Draws Large Crowd,” EurasiaNet.org, 
March 1, 2011, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/62983. 
465 In the “Electric Yerevan” or “No Robbery” movement of June-July 2015 crowds of up to 15,000 
demonstrated in protest of a 17% electricity rate hike in the poor country.  The protests also related to broad 
discontent over economic conditions and over the government’s unpopular 2014 decision to sign an 
Accession Agreement to the Eurasian Economic Union rather than pursuing an Association Agreement 
with the EU. 
466 See: Adrineh Gregorian, “Armenia Energy-Price Rise Protesters Refuse to Disperse: About 15,000 
Demonstrators Flood Streets of Yerevan over Government Decision to Raise Electricity Price by 17 
Percent.,” Al Jazeera English, June 28, 2015, sec. Politics, 
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/06/armenian-protesters-refuse-disperse-energy-hike-
150628190738076.html; Alec Luhn, “Armenia Protests Escalate after Police Turn on Demonstrators: 
Public Anger over Steep Increase in Electricity Prices Spreads beyond the Capital as Russia Compares 
Demonstrations to Maidan Movement in Ukraine,” The Guardian, June 25, 2015, sec. World news, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/24/armenia-yerevan-protests-electric-prices-russia; 
RFE/RL’s Armenian Service, “Armenian Police Forcefully Disperse Yerevan Protesters, 18 Injured,” 
RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, June 23, 2015, sec. Armenia, http://www.rferl.org/content/armenia-police-
disperse-electricity-rate-protests/27087394.html; BBC News, “Armenia Fraud Claims Mar Referendum on 
Constitution: Serious Irregularities Tainted a Referendum on Armenian Constitutional Reform, Opposition 
MPs and Independent European Observers Say.,” BBC News, December 7, 2015, sec. Europe, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35025853; Giorgi Lomsadze, “Armenia: Police Disperse ‘Electric 
Yerevan’ Protest,” EurasiaNet.org, June 23, 2015, sec. Tamada Tales: A Daily Feast of News from the 
South Caucasus, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/73976; RFE/RL’s Armenian Service, “Armenian Protests 
Peaceful But Demands Unresolved,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, June 25, 2015, sec. Armenia, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/armenia-protests-peaceful-demands-unresolved/27092102.html; Gayane 
Mkrtchyan, “Color Coding: ‘Orange’ or ‘rose’ or ‘apricot’, ‘Barevolution’ Is Re-Shaping Definition of 
Post-Election Conflict in Armenia,” ArmeniaNow.com, March 5, 2013, sec. Vote 2013, 
https://www.armenianow.com/vote_2013/44129/armvote13_raffi_hovannisian_barevolution_serzh_sargsya
n; RFE/RL’s Armenian Service, “Thousands Rally In Armenia Against Plan To Change Constitution,” 
RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, December 1, 2015, sec. Armenia, http://www.rferl.org/content/armenia-
protests-sarkisian/27401008.html; Marianna Grigoryan, “Armenia: Does Post-Election Protest Initiative 
Have Legs?,” EurasiaNet.org, February 27, 2013, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/66615. 
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Table 4 provides a more recent classification based on the same global data 

sources as Table 3467, showing how countries – and those of the FSU region in particular 

– have shifted over the course of the early 2010s.  This table, like Table 3, is based on 

Freedom House Freedom on the Net (FON) and Freedom in the World (FIW) index data, 

but from 2015.  The table includes all states which were classified as “partly free” or “not 

free” by the 2015 FIW index and that also were included in the FON study for that year 

(regardless of FON ranking).  FIW and FON scores of “not free” are categorized as 

“highly repressive,” and FIW and FON scores of “partly free” are categorized as “low 

repression” (relative to other non-democracies).  States with “partly free” or “not free” 

FIW scores but “free” FON scores are also included, and classified as “low” for online 

                                                
467 Updated ONI data is not available for enough countries so as to repeat the Table 2 classification. 

Online Repression Low (Moderate) High

High (4) Low, High (1) High, High

 Asymmetric Online Repressive Regimes Symmetric Highly Repressive Regimes

Pakistan (4.5, 69)

Syria (7, 83), Uzbekistan (7, 78), Saudi Arabia (7, 71), 
Sudan (7, 65) , Cuba (6.5, 86), China (6.5, 85), Bahrain 
(6.5, 72), Belarus (6.5, 64), Iran (6, 87),  Ethiopia (6, 82), 
Vietnam (6, 76),  UAE (6, 68), The Gambia (6, 65), 
Burma/Myanmar (6, 63), Russia (6, 62),  Thailand (5.5, 
63), Kazakhstan (5.5, 61) , Egypt (5.5, 61)

Low (Moderate) (2) Low, Low (3) High, Low

Symmetric Less Repressive Regimes Asymmetric Offline Repressive Regimes

Venezuela (5, 57), Sri Lanka (5, 47) , Kyrgyzstan (5, 35), 
Lebanon (4.5, 45), Morocco (4.5, 43), Nigeria (4.5, 33), 
Bangladesh (4, 51) ,   Malaysia (4, 43), Singapore (4, 41), 
Turkey (3.5, 58), Zambia (3.5, 40) , Malawi (3.5, 40) , 
Colombia (3.5, 32), Indonesia (3, 42), Mexico (3, 39), 
Ukraine (3, 37), Ecuador (3,37), Armenia (4.5 , 28), Kenya 
(4, 29),  Philippines (3, 27),  Georgia (3, 24) 

Azerbaijan (6, 56), Libya (6, 54), Rwanda (6, 50), 
Zimbabwe (5.5, 56) ,  Jordan (5.5, 50), Cambodia (5.5, 48), 
Angola (5.5, 39), Uganda (5.5, 36) 

Table 4. Global 2015 Offline-Online Regime-Types Categorization (FIW-FON Data)

"Offline" Repression
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repression.  Countries with below 30% Internet penetration rates in 2014 ITU figures468 

are italicized, showing that they are still relatively low-penetration states.469   

 

This new typology demonstrates how a number of states, which are underlined, 

have moved between cells over the early 2010s.470  In many cases, shifts between 

typological categories or noticeable “near shifts” involving large index changes within-

category471 follow on the heels of large-scale protest mobilizations or regime transitions 

in the early 2010s.  We see this, for example, in Thailand (FIW: partly free à not free), 

Turkey (declining Internet freedom), Tunisia (FIW: not free à free, and enormous 

improvement in Internet rights), Burma/Myanmar (improving Internet freedom), Egypt 

(FON: partly free à not free), Libya (declining Internet freedom), Venezuela (declining 

Internet freedom), Bahrain (declining Internet freedom), and Russia (FON: partly free à 

not free).   

 

Within the FSU region, particularly noticeable developments include significant 

declines in Internet rights among all of the region’s former inhabitants of the Asymmetric 

Offline Repressive Regimes cell, with Russia and Kazakhstan each switching in FON’s 

                                                
468 2014 penetration rates are the most current ITU data available as of April 2016.  
469 Note that this table includes 11 additional cases which Freedom House has begun to evaluate since their 
earlier data was released.  The majority of these, including Armenia, fit into the Symmetric Less Repressive 
Regimes type. 
470 Underlined states are those that have shifted cell between Tables 3 and 4, so between FON & FIW 2012- 
and 2015-based classifications.  These classifications are based on assessments in 2011 and 2014 
respectively.   
471 Notably, significant changes in Internet restriction level have occurred in 17 nondemocratic states (or 
states that were nondemocratic in 2011) during the 2011-2015 (or 2012-2015) period.  These include 4 
cases of growing online freedom: -43 points in Tunisia, -25 points in Burma/Myanmar, -11 points in 
Georgia, and -6 points in Cuba.  They also include 13 cases of worsening Internet freedoms: Pakistan 
(+14), Ethiopia (+13), Turkey (+13), Libya (+11 during 2012-2015), Venezuela (+11, 2012-2015), Russia 
(+10), Ukraine (+10, 2012-2015), Bahrain (+10), Azerbaijan (+8), Jordan (+8), Egypt (+7), Mexico (+7), 
and Kazkhstan (+6).  
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Internet freedom classification from “partly free” to “not free,” and Azerbaijan showing 

significant decline in Internet freedom while barely remaining in the “partly free” 

classification range.  These developments appear both to respond to domestic Internet-

leveraging protest movements in each country, and be accompanied by growing 

restrictions on civil and political freedoms offline as well as online (e.g. worsening FIW 

freedom scores in both Russia and Azerbaijan, and significant reductions in media 

freedom in Kazakhstan during this period).  The shifts mark a closing of previous 

asymmetry gaps between online and offline freedoms in these previously more 

asymmetric regimes, and also suggest a general move towards more restrictive regime 

types – an important and complex development in states with already high degrees of 

Internet use, significant economic difficulties, and ostensibly democratic institutions.  

 

The following section examines the case of Kazakhstan in more depth, tracing the 

developing role of the Internet in state-society relations in the early 2010s.  Examining 

how civic activists, independent journalists, and protest movements have sought to utilize 

the new, relatively unrestricted technology to facilitate new forms of public discourse and 

civic engagement, we also see the difficulties encountered by efforts to leverage the 

Internet for such purposes in an otherwise tightly controlled political and civic 

environment.  The section examines how Internet controls were effectively used to quell 

Internet-leveraging protest efforts in the early 2010s, and how state Internet control has 

increased in recent years in response to the perceived stability threat, but it also indicates 

some more hopeful developments that could suggest a continuing gradual shift in 

political culture.  
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Internet Contestation and Control in the Republic of Kazakhstan 

As Internet penetration has risen throughout the FSU region, activists in a number 

of the non-democratic countries in the region have sought to use online tools to organize 

protest movements, attempting to reach and mobilize large numbers to participate in 

events.  The region, with its relatively high penetration rates and variety of non-

democratic regime types, has provided an unusual testing ground for examining the 

impact of growing Internet use on non-democratic regime politics.   

 

As we have seen briefly in the foregoing discussion, Internet-enabled efforts to 

organize mass protests during the late 2000s and early 2010s have been more successful 

in some states in the region than others.  While activists in Symmetric Highly Repressive 

Regimes such as Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, facing a climate of unrelenting 

oppression and fear both online and offline, have little success organizing protests or 

facilitating open public discourse online or offline among those present within the 

country, independent online media, vibrant blogospheres, and mass protest movements 

have emerged repeatedly in the more open contexts of Symmetric Less Repressive 

Regimes such as Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine, and – by some measures – 

Armenia.  But between these categories, there have been other, more oppressive regimes, 

which nonetheless long permitted a significant degree of online freedom while tightly 

controlling offline forms of media, expression, and civic organizing.  These Asymmetric 

Offline Repressive Regimes, such as Russia, Azerbaijan, and Kazakhstan (with Belarus 

arguably shifting from this category into the symmetrically repressive category in the late 
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2000s), have appeared the least predictable in terms of the impact of growing Internet 

penetration on protest and political stability, with mass protest movements such as the 

2011-2012 “White Ribbon Movement” emerging in Russia, but much less mass 

mobilization occurring in similar type states such as Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.  

 

Kazakhstan is a particularly interesting Asymmetric Offline Repressive case to 

examine, in contrast to Russia, given the minimal degree of largescale protest that 

occurred during the 2011-2012 period, despite clearly rigged elections, economic and 

human rights grievances, activist efforts to organize protests, and, among activists, 

widespread awareness of and attempts to emulate the ongoing mass protest mobilizations 

occurring in Russia during the same period.  Looking just at growing Internet use as a 

potential source of social and political change, we might also expect this to have been a 

particularly dynamic moment.  The use of the Internet had increased dramatically in 

Kazakhstan in the late 2000s. While as late as 2007 the country had ranked 11th in 

Internet use per capita (4.02%) in the FSU region (only ahead of Turkmenistan), by 2012 

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) data showed Kazakhstan’s Internet 

penetration rate of 53.32% placing it second in the region, behind only Azerbaijan 

(54.2%) and trailed closely by Russia (53.27%). This transformation had come extremely 

rapidly to a country in which other forms of change had been much slower to develop.  

Ruled by the same President, Nursultan Nazarbayev, for over twenty years, and lacking a 

unified political opposition or strong independent media or civil society, the increasing 

use of new Internet-based tools might have been expected to have transformative effects 
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on the nature of civic and political participation – including influencing the development 

and effectiveness of nascent political protest movements.   

 

While a great deal of scholarship has poured over the emergence of the mass 

“White Ribbon” movement and a vibrant political blogosphere in Russia during the early 

2010s, less attention has been paid to the role of information and communication 

technologies in Kazakhstani activism and public discourse during the same period.  As 

neighboring states with apparently similar regime types, levels of Internet penetration, 

and levels of Internet restriction, we might expect the growth of Internet use within 

Kazakhstan would have had a similar galvanizing effect on protest mobilization and the 

vibrancy of the political public sphere.  While certainly it had some effect, the differences 

were also quite striking.   

 

While Kazakhstan did not show anything like the large-scale protest mobilization 

of neighboring Russia in the early 2010s, it did indeed experience some changes in the 

nature and volume of protest during this period. Though the “landslide” reelection of 

President Nazarbayev with 95% of the vote in April 2011 did not bring a large crowd to 

the streets, 2011 did bring the largest wave of protests in a decade, with escalating 

numbers of workers in the Western Kazakh city of Zhanaozen defying authorities (who 

announced the protest to be illegal) and joining in an ongoing labor strike to demand fair 

pay and better working conditions in the oil industry.472  Though it was unclear the extent 

                                                
472 The strike began when thousands of oil workers (approximately 10,000 by some accounts) walked out 
on their jobs in Zhanaozen (a town of 90,000-150,000 at the time where the population had doubled in the 
past decade), Aktau (the provincial capital of Mangistau Province), and surrounding oil fields in May of 
2011.  Many workers were lured back to work, as the strike was ruled illegal and their employment was 
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to which Internet tools played an important role in the original seven months of the strike 

through December 2011, information about the protesters and the ultimate violent 

crackdown against them was made widely available through viral YouTube videos – 

spurring additional protests in neighboring towns and in the country’s former capital, 

Almaty.  These later protests, organized online by activists and notable for their relative 

novelty in Kazakhstan, nonetheless proved equally surprising for their failure to mobilize 

significant offline participation or have any lasting positive impact on the government’s 

response to Zhanaozen.   

 

                                                                                                                                            
threatened, but some 2000 oil workers were fired for their ongoing involvement in the strike, which lasted 
for 7 months and was said to have had a significant negative impact on the country’s oil production (7-
8.5% reduction in annual output by the state oil company, Kazmunaigaz, KMG) prompting serious 
government concern at the national as well as regional level.  While oil industry and government 
representatives pointed to a higher-than national average salary (some figures place this at approximately 
$1000/month compared to a national average between $600-700) and several recent pay increases, oil 
workers and rights activists emphasized the high cost of living in the region, impoverished living 
conditions, dangerous and unhealthy working conditions, the prosecution and imprisonment of the lawyer 
who had supported their labor movement and the mysterious workplace death of one of the movement’s 
leaders.  Strike participants continued to peacefully occupy Zhanaozen’s main square for the entire period, 
with crowds ranging in size from several hundred to as many as several thousand at key moments, assisted 
by families providing food and logistical support.  See: Author Interviews and Correspondence in 
Kazakhstan, 2012, interview by Jaclyn Kerr, 2012; Andrew E. Kramer, “At Least 10 Die in Rare Violent 
Clash in Kazakhstan,” The New York Times, December 16, 2011, sec. Asia Pacific, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/17/world/asia/deaths-in-rare-violence-in-kazakhstan.html; Human Rights 
Watch, “Kazakhstan: Investigate Violence in Oil-Rich Western Region,” Human Rights Watch: News, 
December 17, 2011, https://www.hrw.org/news/2011/12/17/kazakhstan-investigate-violence-oil-rich-
western-region; Schwartz, “Keeping an Eye on Mangystau Province,” Neweurasia.net, December 18, 2011, 
sec. Kazakhstan, Politics and Society, https://www.neweurasia.net/politics-and-society/keeping-an-eye-on-
mangystau-province/; Shaun Walker, “Kazakhstan Riots Spread as Police ‘Fire on Protests,’” The 
Independent, December 18, 2011, sec. Europe, 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/kazakhstan-riots-spread-as-police-fire-on-protests-
6279109.html; Al Jazeera, “Deadly Riots Spread in Kazakhstan Oil Region: At Least 14 People Killed 
since Violence Began on Friday, Forcing President to Declare State of Emergency.,” Al Jazeera English, 
December 18, 2011, sec. Asia, http://www.aljazeera.com/news/asia/2011/12/2011121815956458304.html; 
BBC News, “Kazakh Zhanaozen Oil Unrest Spreads to Regional Capital”; James Kilner, “Riots in Western 
Kazakhstan Could Destabilise the Country: Riots in Western Kazakhstan That Have Killed at Least 14 
People Are a Potential Game Changer for the Former Soviet State.,” The Telegraph, December 19, 2011, 
sec. Asia: Kazakhstan, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/kazakhstan/8964991/Riots-in-
western-Kazakhstan-could-destabilise-the-country.html; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Violence in 
Zhanaozen Threatens Nazarbayev Legacy,” EurasiaNet.org, December 21, 2011, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/64745. 
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In spite of some obvious and important changes, the effects of rapidly growing 

Internet use on protest mobilization levels in Kazakhstan were far more modest than 

might have been expected, considering the extremely rapid technological transformation. 

While growing Internet penetration clearly had some important and gradual effects on 

civic engagement and public discourse within Kazakhstani society during this period, the 

overall political context and regulatory environment surrounding Internet use tempered 

the speed at which any dramatic transformation could occur – a dynamic that became 

more intense as the regime responded to protests that did occur by cracking down on 

online activism and independent media.   

 

This case also suggests, however, that the literature’s often single-minded focus 

on mass protest events with national-level political agendas overlooks the perhaps more 

fundamental development of local and often less political forms of engagement.  Some 

evidence from this case study suggested significant changes of this sort already occurring 

in Kazakhstan in the 2011-2012 period.   

 

Methodology 

 

Field-research for this study was conducted during a two month period of late 

June through late August 2012.  Research consisted of interviews, informal 

conversations, focus groups, participant observation, and the collection of primary and 

secondary materials from interview subjects and online sources.  In addition to 

interviews, research also included attendance at a civil society development conference in 

Astana, leading two lectures and discussions with groups of students in Almaty, 
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attendance at the opening day of a major politically salient trial in Aktau, travel to 

Zhanaozen and discussion of the Zhanaozen strike with groups of participants, and 

attendance and observation at an opposition and human rights activist and blogger 

training program outside of Astana.   

 

Interviews played a particularly important role in the research.  A total of 55 

semi-structured but relatively open-ended interviews were conducted with 60 research 

contacts spread across four cities, with 15 interviews in or near Astana, 31 in Almaty, and 

9 total in Aktau and Zhanaozen.  Interview subjects came from several categories 

relevant to the research topic.  With some overlaps, these included 31 civil society NGO 

members or activists, 16 journalists or bloggers, 5 IT entrepreneurs or social media 

experts, 9 embassy, consulate, or USAID personnel, and 6 individuals from other 

backgrounds including strike participants and their friends and family.  Those interview 

subjects that were civically or politically active included individuals engaged with issues 

concerning the media and Internet (14), human rights (10), labor rights and the 

Zhanaozen strike (7),  environment and health (4), social issues (1), and civil society 

development (3).  Interview subjects were typically asked to describe how growing 

Internet and ICT penetration had influenced their work, the particular ways in which they 

or other relevant actors in their sphere used these tools, and what, if any, restrictions had 

impacted their ability to utilize them effectively.  Many respondents were also asked to 

describe their understanding of the Zhanaozen events and protests, and what media they 

had used to follow these events.  
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To address the influence of growing Internet use on civic and political 

engagement (and ultimately possibly on protest dynamics), the research investigated two 

related areas of potential influence – the influence of growing Internet use on: (a) civil 

society organizing and online and offline civic activism or protest, and (b) public sphere 

and media system development (including the role of blogging in public discourse). In a 

country with repressed and underdeveloped civil society and media, rapid growth in 

Internet use could dramatically change state-society relations, providing unprecedented 

opportunities for more free forms of association, expression, and collective action.   

 

In examining each set of developments, it was also critical to pay attention to the 

role of government intervention, regulation, and repression.  Much depended on the 

government’s approach to the ongoing development and regulation of the Internet. While 

available ONI and FON data for the 2011-2012 period showed Kazakhstan’s Internet to 

have remained relatively unrestricted at the time, implementing less censorship and 

restriction than would be common in many states with similar levels of offline political 

and civil repression, new legal measures and a changing political atmosphere made it 

unclear if this “asymmetry” would continue going forward.  Also, it was necessary to 

gain an understanding of the actual impact of existing restrictions: were outside measures 

of filtering, for example, adequate to assess the significance of the site blocking being 

experienced by activists and journalists working within the country? 
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Civil Society and Activism: “We’re not an activist culture like Russia” 

 

Civil society development and civic engagement in Kazakhstan have suffered 

from a variety of afflictions related to the political regime type, systemic corruption and 

nepotism, and symptoms of the society’s post-communist legacy.  Levels of public civic 

engagement are generally quite low, and many interview subjects discussed possible 

sources of the lack of popular interest in engagement – with diagnoses ranging from the 

influence of “eastern” cultural attributes to the effects of post-communism, of public 

cooptation of the growing middle class by economic boom resulting from oil revenue, or 

of fear of reprisals.473   

 

Against this backdrop of a relatively weak and divided civil society, growing use 

of the Internet in Kazakhstan could, one might think, have a transformative role, 

enhancing the effectiveness of existing organizations and increasing collaboration and 

information sharing across civil society. There is indeed some evidence of such 

influences. When asked about their use of the Internet, civil society organization 

members tended to indicate the increasing density and speed of communication via email, 

the development of websites to publicize NGO activities and campaigns, and, in some 

cases, the use of social media as a further form of outreach. But others familiar with 

Kazakh civil society commented on the relatively limited leveraging of the Internet to its 
                                                
473 Funding for civil society has also been quite limited, with available funding deriving largely from a mix 
of Western democracy-promotion and civil society development programs and Kazakh government grant 
competitions.  The domestic grant competitions are widely reputed to suffer from extensive corruption, and 
participation in these programs is seen by some civil society members as a form of state cooptation.  
Regime pressures and threats also played a significant role in delimiting those areas in which civil society 
development was more and less acceptable, with NGOs and activists involved in more politically salient 
issue areas often facing more informal and formal pressures, ranging from denial of media coverage, 
meeting venues, or demonstration permits to threats, or the arrest and trial of key actors.   
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full potential by the majority of traditional civil society organizations. Training programs 

in the use of new media were fairly prevalent and sought after in Kazakh civil society 

during this period, however, indicating the possibility that these patterns could change. 

 

Though the impact on formal civil society was during this period somewhat 

limited, the more significant influence of growing Internet penetration on civic activism 

in Kazakhstan appeared to be coming from the use of the Internet by newly emerging 

types of informal groups and campaigns. These groups had more fluid membership, 

organization structures, and leadership. They organized campaigns often around specific 

social, political, human rights, or environmental grievances. They leveraged the Internet 

to utilize both online and offline protest tools, using local networking sites, snazzy and 

informational websites, social media and group pages, and online petitions, as well as 

organizing offline meetings and mobilizations including creative attention-gathering 

events such as flash-mobs and bike-rides. 

 

Thus, groups such as За Свободный Интернет (“For a Free Internet”) and 

KazNet Freedom had utilized social networks to mobilize protests against a new 

restrictive Internet law.474  The group Velo Almaty had organized a somewhat successful 

campaign to lobby for the development of bicycle lanes in Almaty, and continued their 

campaign to improve conditions for bikers in the city.475  Some of the same activists were 

                                                
474 Campaign For a Free Internet Activist Group, “Kampaniya ‘Za Svobodnyy internet’ [Campaign ‘For a 
Free Internet’],” Facebook.com, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/134073470214/; Kaznet Freedom Activist Group, “Kaznet Freedom,” 
VK (New.vk.com), accessed August 14, 2016, https://new.vk.com/id123531700. 
475  Velo-Almaty Activist Group, “Velo-Almaty — Initsiativnaya Gruppa [Velo-Almaty - Initiative 
Group],” Http://veloalmaty.kz/, accessed August 14, 2016, http://veloalmaty.kz/; Velo-Almaty Activist 
Group, “Velo-Almaty,” VK (New.vk.com), accessed August 14, 2016, https://new.vk.com/velo.almaty; 
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collaborating with environmental NGOs to develop a substantial social media and protest 

campaign, Защитим Кок-Жайляу (“Let us protect Kok-Jailau”), contesting the 

development of an exclusive ski resort in public park lands near Almaty.476  Protest 

groups had even emerged in regional cities where less developed civil society and lower 

Internet penetration could have been thought to make such activity less likely, with young 

environmental activists in the highly-polluted Ust-Kamenogorsk, for example, staging 

flash mob “zombie parades” to protest air pollution.  While the success of these various 

activism efforts had varied, and some had faced significant resistance from authorities, 

the variety, creativity, and even geographic distribution of these campaigns demonstrated 

the growing use of web-activism campaigns to target specific grievances and policy 

issues utilizing innovative new forms of contention.477  

 

During the period of research, these informal campaigns and groups seemed to be 

a place of some real emergent vibrancy; but their informality and heavy use of the 

Internet as a mobilization and organizing tool came with benefits and risks. While 

informality allowed these groups to bypass a gallery of sometimes prohibitory red tape 

related to NGO registration, taxation, and reporting requirements, this also had the 

potential to backfire if, at a later date, these groups were found to have been functioning 

                                                                                                                                            
Velo-Almaty Activist Group, “Velo-Almaty (@VeloAlmaty),” Twitter, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://twitter.com/veloalmaty; Paul Bartlett, “Almaty Goes Bike-Friendly,” EurasiaNet.org, November 9, 
2010, sec. Inside the Coccon: Central Aisa Today, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/62341; Dmitry Jukov, 
“TEDxAlmaty,” TEDxAlmaty, November 28, 2012, http://tedxalmaty.com/. 
476  Protect Kok-Jailau Activist Group, “ZASHCHITIM KOK-ZHAYLYAU! [Protect Kok-Jailau!],” 
accessed August 14, 2016, http://k-zh.kz/; Protect Kok-Jailau! Activist Group, “Zashchitim Kok-Zhaylyau! 
[Protect Kok-Jailau!],” VK (New.vk.com), accessed August 14, 2016, https://new.vk.com/club33570886; 
Green Salvation, “Zashchitim Kok-Zhaylyau, Odno Iz Samykh Populyarnykh Mest Ile-Alatauskogo 
Natsional’nogo Parka! [Defend Kok Zhailau, One of the Most Popular Places of Ile-Alatau National 
Park!],” Ekologicheskoye Obshchestvo «Zelenoye Spaseniye» [Ecological Society “Green Salvation”], 
accessed August 14, 2016, http://www.greensalvation.org/index.php?page=kokzhaylyau_campaign. 
477 Author Interviews and Correspondence in Kazakhstan, 2012. 
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as associations without having been appropriately registered as such. Lack of registration 

could make any fundraising efforts legally fraught. These groups were also subject to 

many of the same internal divisions and political pressures as more formal civil society 

organizations, but with an added layer of lack of transparency, as groups of individuals of 

uncertain backgrounds or loyalties could rapidly engage with or discredit each other 

without the minimal accountability that comes with known real-world organizational 

affiliations. Online efforts to mobilize participants in protest campaigns, furthermore, 

often failed to translate to offline participation, as more people would “like” a campaign 

goal online than would “act” offline. Whether this was due to “slacktivism” (where 

participants only are minimally enough interested in a campaign to spend a couple 

minutes on it online) or fear (where offline participation is seen as more risky), it clearly 

limited the effectiveness of “web-activist” efforts. 

 

This latter dynamic was particularly apparent in some efforts to mobilize political 

protests concerning election fraud and, particularly, in reaction to the violent crackdown 

on the strike in Zhanaozen. In the winter and spring of 2012, the protest movement 

НЕсогласные Казахстана (“Dissenters of Kazakhstan”) organized a series of protest 

marches in Almaty to express anger over the police crackdown and subsequent detention 

of workers and activists in Zhanaozen, showing solidarity with the repressed oil workers, 

as well as general disagreement with the levels of political and civil repression in the 

country. The movement heavily utilized social media to publicize and mobilize support 

for its events, with group pages on Facebook, VKontakte, and Moy Mir attracting 

approximately 10,000 members, and YouTube, Kiwi.kz, Nur.kz, Zona.kz, Twitter, and 
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other new media platforms and forums being used to distribute video and information 

concerning protest actions.478  

 

The protest marches this movement organized in Almaty were surprisingly small, 

however, and showed diminishing participation with time as government repression and 

diminishing popular attention evidently depleted turnout.  The marches were denied 

permits to meet in the center of the city and were therefore deemed “unsanctioned” and 

“illegal” by authorities, with several of the event organizers being detained at each rally, 

and in some cases imprisoned for 2-3 weeks.  In spite of the significant regime pressure, 

the first march, on January 28th 2012, managed to bring about 1000 protesters to the 

street.  But later monthly marches showed incrementally smaller turnout, with only 

several hundred protesters making it to most of the marches, and with only a tiny trickle 

of a dozen or so supporters showing up for the last march on June 2nd.479   

                                                
478  Ibid.; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, “NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana [DIssenters of 
Kazakhstan],” Facebook.com, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/nesoglasnyekz/; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, 
“NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana | Qazaqstannıñ Narazıları [DIssenters of Kazakhstan],” VK (New.vk.com), 
accessed August 14, 2016, https://new.vk.com/nesoglasnyekz; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, 
“NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana [DIssenters of Kazakhstan],” YouTube, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://www.youtube.com/user/nesoglasnyekz; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, “Nesoglasnyye 
Kazakhstana Smotret’ Onlayn [Dissenters of Kazakhstan Watch Online],” Kivvi.kz, accessed August 14, 
2016, 
http://kivvi.kz/search/%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B0%D1%81%D
0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5+%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%B7%D0%B0%D1%85%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B
0%D0%BD%D0%B0/; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, “NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana 
[Dissenters of Kazakhstan],” ZonaKZ.net, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://zonakz.net:8443/blogs/user/kibraev_rinat/21201.html; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, 
“Nesoglasnyye Kazakhstana [Dissenters of Kazakhstan],” Horde.me, accessed August 14, 2016, 
http://horde.me/MontKristov/nesoglasnye-kazahstana.html; NEsoglasnyye Kazakhstana Activist Group, 
“Nesoglasnyye Kazakhstana | Zhanaozenskiye Neftyaniki [Dissenters of Kazakhstan | Zhanaozen Oil 
Workers],” Wordpress.com, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://zhanaozen1216.wordpress.com/tag/%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BB%
D0%B0%D1%81%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5-
%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%B7%D0%B0%D1%85%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B0/. 
479 Author Interviews and Correspondence in Kazakhstan, 2012; Andrew Bowen, “Hundreds Protest 
Election Results in Kazakhstan: Weeks after a Parliamentary Election That International Observers 
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Media System and Public Sphere: “We couldn’t have a blogger like Navalny” 

 

In addition to its more direct use in activism campaigns, growing Internet 

penetration can influence political culture more gradually by contributing to the 

development of more open political discourse. The offline public sphere and media 

system in Kazakhstan during the 2011-2012 period were quite constrained and 

underdeveloped. Economic, legal, and political pressures each contributed to 

Kazakhstan’s lack of a strong and diverse media system. Freedom House’s Freedom of 

the Press Index for 2012 ranked Kazakhstan’s press as “not free,” with a score of 81, 

ranking it as one of the four least free press systems in the FSU region, narrowly worse 

than Russia and Azerbaijan (both with scores of 80), and outperforming only Belarus 

(93), Uzbekistan (95), and Turkmenistan (96).480   

                                                                                                                                            
Criticized as Unfair and Undemocratic, Opposition Supporters in Kazakhstan Have Begun What They 
Hope to Be a Sustained Protest Movement.,” Deutsche Welle (DW), January 28, 2012, sec. Europe, 
http://dw.com/p/13sKD; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Opposition Leaders Jailed After Almaty Rally,” 
EurasiaNet.org, January 28, 2012, sec. Inside the Cocoon: Central Asia Today, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/64919; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Astana Faces Emboldened 
Opposition,” EurasiaNet.org, February 14, 2012, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/65002; James Kilner, 
“Anti-Government Protesters Hold Rare Demonstration in Kazakhstan: Around 300 Anti-Government 
Protesters in Almaty, Kazakhstan’s Former Capital, Have Staged a Rare Unsanctioned Rally for the Second 
Time This Year.,” February 25, 2012, 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/kazakhstan/9105592/Anti-government-protesters-hold-
rare-demonstration-in-Kazakhstan.html; RFE/RL’s Kazakh Service, “Kazakhs Protest For Political 
Reforms, Freeing Of Dissidents,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, February 25, 2012, sec. Kazakhstan, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/kazakhstan_protests_for_political_reforms_and_freeing_opposition/24495699
.html; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Opposition Leaders in Jail on Hunger Strike After Protest,” 
EurasiaNet.org, February 25, 2012, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/65049; Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Activists 
Occupy Almaty Street”; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Protest Mood Fizzling Out?,” EurasiaNet.org, March 
24, 2012, sec. Inside the Cocoon: Central Asia Today, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/65173; Saule 
Mukhametrakhimova, “Kazakstan Protest Movement Falters: Group Formed after December’s Violence in 
Janaozen Fails to Capture Public Imagination.,” Institute for War and Peace Reporting, June 13, 2012, 
https://iwpr.net/global-voices/kazakstan-protest-movement-falters. 
480 Similarly, in their 2011 / 2012 World Press Freedom Index report, Reporters Without Borders ranked 
Kazakhstan 154th out of 179 countries, with a score of 77.5, placing it 8th in the FSU region, only ahead of 
Uzbekistan (157th / 83.0), Azerbaijan (162nd / 87.25), Belarus (168th / 99.0), and Turkmenistan (177th / 
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The most prominent and widely available television and radio media outlets 

during this period were either state-owned (such as the state television channel 

Kazakhstan-1 or the partially state-owned channel Khabar) or owned or controlled by 

Nazarbayev loyalists, with the president’s daughter, Dariga Nazarbayev having a 

particularly prominent role overseeing large sectors of the media.  News reporting 

through these media tended to be quite biased in favor of the ruling Nur Otan party.  The 

pro-regime pablum quality of the reporting was widely noted, with a widely repeated 

anecdote describing a child saying to his father “I want to live in that country that they 

describe on Khabar.” 

 

Print media had not fared much better.  While there were a significant number of 

privately owned newspapers and magazines in the country, most were largely supportive 

of the regime.  Legal and extra-legal pressures on journalists and papers often prompted 

self-censorship.  Libel and defamation laws (including a special protection against 

negative statements about the president as “leader of the nation”) left journalists guessing 

what lines it was risky to cross.  Publications or journalists seen as oppositional in 

character faced harassment and sometimes criminal or civil legal proceedings.  Papers 

were denied registration, and in some instances journalists had been physically 

                                                                                                                                            
140.67), and somewhat behind Russia (142nd / 66.0), and Tajikistan (122nd / 56.0) – all countries in which 
the press was considered to face a “difficult” or (in the cases of Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Belarus, and 
Turkmenistan) “very serious” situation.  IREX’s 2012 Media Sustainability Index similarly showed the 
Kazakh media system as one of the least free in the region, with its score of 1.68 ranking it as an 
“unsustainable mixed system” (i.e. a system where there were “parts of a legal system,” but “government is 
against a free media system,” and where there was some “press advocacy and professionalism.”), only 
placing it ahead of Tajikistan (1.65), Belarus (1.08), Uzbekistan (0.64), and Turkmenistan (0.30).  See: 
Freedom House, “Freedom of the Press (FOP) 2012” (Freedom House, 2012), 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/freedom-press-2012; IREX, “Media Sustainability Index 
(MSI) 2012: Development of Sustainable Independent Media in Europe and Eurasia.” 
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attacked.481  Even where some oppositional media sources were available, furthermore, 

the polarized division between oppositional and pro-regime sources led even many in 

civil society and activist communities to question the objectivity of any of the available 

sources.  “We don’t have an independent media here – just an oppositional media,” was a 

frequent response to questions about independent news sources. 

 

Against this backdrop of an extremely restricted media environment, it might be 

thought that the growing use of the Internet could have a significant influence, bypassing 

traditional media with an alternative form of information sharing, and contributing to the 

development of a more diverse media-scape and more vibrant public sphere.  Indeed, the 

Internet did impart some new life to traditional forms of journalism.  Widespread training 

programs in new media use seemed to be making some limited dent in the way news was 

presented by main-stream media outlets, prompting them to adopt a more interactive 

approach.  Furthermore, the Internet offered a more effective route for publication of 

“oppositional” news materials the distribution of which had been made difficult or 

impossible in the offline environment.  This could have been said, for example, of the 

oppositional newspaper Respublika and television channels Stan TV and K+, allegedly 

funded by exiled oligarch Mukhtar Ablyazov, each of which carried coverage of the 2011 

strike and police crackdown in Zhanaozen and of the subsequent trials – information 

largely unreported or reported with extreme progovernment bias by mainstream media 

outlets.  Even blocked materials published by these media outlets were widely available 

                                                
481 The well-known opposition paper Respublika had their offices burnt in 2002, were repeatedly denied 
registration prompting them to perpetually re-register under different names, had difficulty finding vendors 
willing to sell their papers, and had been forced to print them in Russia because no Kazakhstan-based press 
was willing.   
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via social media and circumvention tools to members of the activist community.  

Government backlash against these web-enabled media outlets threatened to further 

marginalize their role in the media system, however.482       

 

As Internet use grew in this context, one of the most promising contributions to 

the pluralization and development of the public sphere appeared to be occurring through 

the development of less traditional media forms and information sharing channels.  

Citizen journalism and video-sharing, growing use of social media for information and 

opinion sharing, blogging on salient political and social issues, and the development of 

innovative online-only media and news commentary portals all showed some promising 

signs of playing increasingly prominent roles in the public sphere.  Video sharing sites 

such as YouTube and local platform Kiwi were becoming quite popular, for example, and 

these sites were playing important roles in the dissemination of politically salient 

information and oppositional media.  Networked social media such as social network and 

microblogging platforms seemed to also be taking off.  Russian social network sites “Moi 

Mir” and “VKontakte” had the most subscribers, followed by Facebook and  

“Odnoklassniki.”  Facebook use was rising quite rapidly during this period, and seemed 

to attract the professional and activist communities – being used increasingly as a 

pseudo-blogging platform by activists.  Twitter was also becoming increasingly popular, 

and though the total number of users was still small and concentrated in major cities 

                                                
482 Already by the summer of 2012, government efforts in response to the Zhanaozen events had sought to 
replace satellite dishes in the Zhanaozen region with ones not equipped to pick-up outside signals, and legal 
actions had been taken against the oppositional media outlets that were perceived to have played a role in 
spreading critical information about the strike and crackdown. 
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(particularly Almaty, Astana, and Karaganda), it appeared that Twitter was playing an 

increasingly prominent role in the nascent political blogging community.   

 

Blogging had also begun to play an increasingly significant role in public 

discourse and political activism in Kazakhstan, though this development had not been 

without setbacks.  While the Kazakh blogosphere was still relatively small, dominated by 

youth, and largely apolitical, the first couple years of the 2010s had seen rapid growth as 

well as an increase in the participation of more prominent public figures such as 

journalists, academics, politicians, and other professionals.  There had also been a 

significant upsurge in the use of blogging and social media by activists to spread 

information and express dissenting or alternative views about current political events.   

 

The nature of the Kazakh blogosphere had changed dramatically in the late 2000s 

and early 2010s, due at least in part to state intervention.  Starting in 2008, frequent 

blocking of foreign blog platforms had shifted local subscribers away from the country’s 

previously most popular blogging platform, LiveJournal, as well as some other prominent 

Internet blogging resources, including Blogspot, LiveInternet, and WordPress.  Local 

blogging platforms started to emerge during this period, however, with the most 

prominent, Yvision.kz, by March 2012 having over 62,000 registered members – 2000 of 

which were categorized as “active” bloggers – and having become the largest locally-

hosted blog platform in Central Asia.   
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While the development of locally-hosted snazzy new platforms appeared in many 

ways to be a boon for engaging youth interest in blogging, citizen journalism, IT 

entrepreneurship, and even social entrepreneurship, the conversion from participation in 

more international blogging platforms also came at some price.  Some sources suggested 

(somewhat secretive) state funding for local IT startup projects – which could of course 

make these platforms less independent.  Others noted the rapid increase in “paid 

blogging” in the Kazakh blogosphere483 – especially in the attractive new platforms – 

complaining that increasing numbers of bloggers were paid to express certain opinions or 

speak positively of certain products – thus muddying the blogosphere as a place of non-

coerced independent free exchange of ideas.   

 

Being cut off from LiveJournal and other popular Russian language blog 

networks also ostensibly meant that Kazakh Internet users were less likely to be 

influenced by neighboring Russia’s much more robust blogosphere and webactivism 

community or the broader transnational Russian language blogging networks – though 

these effects appeared to be less systematic than might have been expected.  Many of the 

tech-savvy or civically engaged in Kazakhstan seemed to be in fact quite aware of events 

in the broader Russian language blogosphere and their offline political corollaries.  A 

surprising number of interview subjects used blogger-activism and protest in Russia as an 

implicit point of comparison, discussing what they saw as differences in political culture 

and (somewhat astoundingly) contrasting Kazakhstan’s low civic engagement with what 

they saw as Russia’s civically active culture.  One youth activist began his commentary 

                                                
483 Pro-regime trolling was also a problem, particularly for blogs or media sites with comment threads.  
Trolls were such a source of frustration to some activists as to prompt the entire elimination of comment 
threads on some sites and blogs. 
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on political blogging in Kazakhstan by discussing why “Kazakhstan couldn’t have a 

blogger like Navalny.” 484   These framings suggested an attentiveness to political 

discourse and Internet-fueled protest movements in neighboring countries that appeared 

to dovetail with at least some degree of growing online civic engagement in Kazakhstan 

as well.485   

 

Indeed, in addition to the development of popular new youth-oriented blog 

platforms and other social media tools, independent political blog sites had also sprung 

up, and activists had utilized diverse platforms ranging from twitter and social 

networking sites to blogs hosted by blocked services accessed by circumvention tools.  A 

number of independent innovative politics-focused blog sites or news portal projects had 

also been started by professionals involved in civil society, activist, and media 

communities.486  These sites demonstrated a general atmosphere of media-oriented social 

                                                
484 Here fear of offline reprisal constituted a critical part of the negative prognosis, though other Kazakh 
blogger-activists interviewed seemed to lack any such inhibition despite the risks. 
485 The interaction between protest and blogger-activism communities in the two countries actually ran 
deeper than just a passing awareness.  In May 2012, Alexey Navalny called on protesters to assemble in 
Chistiye Prudy in Moscow, tweeting “Are going to #chistiyeprudy to the monument of an obscure Kazakh 
poet”.  But responses from offended Kazakhs quickly informed him that the 19th century Kazakh national 
poet was far from obscure to some of his followers – in Almaty.  Finding out that the poet, Abai 
Qunanbayuli, had in fact written verse about the protection of freedoms, Navalny apologized, and the wave 
of protests in the region in Moscow were quickly rebranded as “#OccupyAbai” – a hashtag that was also 
used by the post-Zhanaozen protest movement in Almaty during the same period, with protesters there also 
meeting in front of a statue of the poet in downtown Almaty across from one of the city’s main universities, 
KIMEP.  See: “Who Is the Poet Looming Over the Protesters’ Favorite Square?,” The Moscow Times, May 
12, 2012, https://themoscowtimes.com/news/who-is-the-poet-looming-over-the-protesters-favorite-square-
14683; Tom Balmforth, “Kazakh Poet Becomes Russian Protest’s Unlikely Figurehead,” 
RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, May 11, 2012, sec. Russia, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/kazakh_poet_unlikely_figurehead_russian_protests/24577909.html; “Abai 
Qunanbaiuli,” Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last updated: May 10, 2016 [entry first created: April 25, 
2004], https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Abai_Qunanbaiuli&oldid=719612289. 
486 Examples included creative news and political discussion sites such as vlast.kz, blogbasta.kz, and 
gulzhan.org.  One activist-created blog on WordPress, “Zhanaozen Oil Workers” had even kept a dedicated 
in-depth record of events and news related to Zhanaozen.  See: “Zhanaozenskiye Neftyaniki [Zhanaozen 
Oil Workers],” Zhanaozenskiye Neftyaniki [Zhanaozen Oil Workers] Blog, accessed August 14, 2016, 
https://zhanaozen1216.wordpress.com/. 
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entrepreneurship among young activists, journalists, and bloggers who had become 

disillusioned with the mainstream pro-state and opposition media options.   

 

The uses of the Internet to spread information (as well as disinformation) and 

discussion surrounding events in Zhanaozen beginning especially in December 2011487 

were a testament to both the benefits and shortcomings of the Internet’s role in the 

Kazakh media system and public sphere during the early 2010s.  In late December 2011, 

just days after the violent crackdown, a video of events in Zhanaozen went viral, forcing 

the government to partially acknowledge the level of violence that had been perpetrated 

against the strikers488, and to at least to a degree change their narrative for explaining the 

bloodshed.489  Activist bloggers also played an unprecedented role in commenting on and 

                                                
487 Online media coverage and electronic communication also played roles in spreading awareness of the 
seven-month-long Zhanaozen strike prior to the crackdown in December 2011.  Some rights activists, 
bloggers, opposition figures, and independent media from other cities – including the 2000-mile-away 
former capital and continuing center of civil society, Almaty – were aware of the events as they unfolded 
and attempted to provide some assistance to the hundreds of strikers.  The strike was locally organized, 
however, with only limited involvement by outsiders prior to the government’s violent crackdown.  Author 
Interviews and Correspondence in Kazakhstan, 2012. 
488 According to eye-witness strike participants and rights activists familiar with the events, when violence 
finally erupted in Zhanaozen on December 16th, 2011, on Kazakhstan's 20 year anniversary of 
independence, a national holiday, the provocateurs were not strikers but unrecognized youths wearing ski 
masks and hoodies who threw molotov cocktails at the police. The police responded by opening fire on the 
strikers. The official death toll was 16, but strike participants, rights groups, and independent reporting 
suggested the toll might have been closer to 100, with some local residents telling stories of family or 
friends who had disappeared and others reporting the discovery of unmarked graves in outlying cemeteries.  
Strike participants and activists argued that the violence had clearly been planned by the local Akim 
(mayor)’s office or other local authorities and that the technique of paying youth to pose as strike 
participants and initiate violence was a time-warn government tactic for cracking down on peaceful crowds.  
Ibid.: 2012 interviews included interviews with strike participants, activists, and journalists in Zhanaozen 
and Aktau as well as opposition figures, independent journalists, activists, and former or current 
government officials in Astana and Almaty some of whom were directly involved in coverage of and 
support for participants of the Zhanaozen strike and subsequent trials. 
489 The video, shot from a nearby apartment overlooking the square where the strike and clashes had 
occurred and posted to YouTube, showed police shooting at and beating fleeing protesters – clearly 
shedding doubt on the official explanation which had claimed police were overridden by violent protesters 
and had shot in self-defense.  While the government had, at first, attempted to block all information about 
the shootings from getting out, when this was unsuccessful, they had then tried to frame the use of force as 
a necessary response to the police being overwhelmed by the protesters.  The YouTube video, posted just 
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publicizing this conflict, with a number traveling to Zhanaozen to blog first-hand 

accounts of the unfolding situation.   

 

This negative publicity caused the regime to change its course of actions.  The 

role of police in contributing to the violence was at least nominally acknowledged, and 

several police were subsequently charged and tried.  Apparently recognizing the role of 

bloggers and online media in publicizing opposition views of the crisis, the regime also 

met activist accounts on their own turf by organizing “blog tours” in which young 

popular bloggers traveled with the prime minister Karim Massimov on his visit to 

Zhanaozen, and later travelled to observe the trials in Aktau.  These bloggers490 denied 

receiving any monetary remuneration from the regime; but, coming from participants in a 

guided tour, the accounts they publicized by-and-large supported regime accounts and 

shed doubt on the information and opinions related by oppositional bloggers.  The effect 

was something of a “he said, she said” game, helping to polarize online opinion and 

making it difficult for those following the story from a distance to know which “first 

hand” accounts to trust.   

 

                                                                                                                                            
days after the bloodshed, showed police chasing unarmed workers as they fled the square, shooting at their 
backs and beating them once they were on the ground.  
490 At least the two of these bloggers that I interviewed, both of whom I was inclined to believe, were 
adamant that they had not received any payment and had, as they saw it, written “what they saw with their 
own eyes.”  One of them had subsequently ceased blogging after being so upset by the online backlash 
against her participation in the blog tour – the group having been branded “the bloody bloggers” on Twitter 
and elsewhere by those angered by their support for the regime’s agenda in Zhanaozen.  On the other hand, 
both were young employees of NGOs with connections to the government, their expensive trips had been 
funded (in some cases multiple trips) to a remote area of the country (over 2000 miles away from Almaty 
and over 1500 miles from Astana), they had gotten to meet the Prime Minister, and this was inevitably an 
enormous career opportunity to gain national prestige for their work as bloggers (which was being 
implicitly endorsed by the Prime Minister who also then could lead them on however much of a Potemkin 
tour he saw fit). 
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Unfortunately, this episode also demonstrated the potential weakness of new 

media’s relative impact when infused into a system without any other unbiased 

mainstream sources of information.  With popular television and print media sources 

largely supporting the official interpretations of events, with the few well-known 

oppositional newspapers and television channels aligning with the views of oppositional 

bloggers, and with the blogosphere staunchly divided even as to the basic facts such as 

how many people died, the online public seemed to have either fallen firmly into one of 

the two camps or to have come away with a “how can I tell which is right?” attitude, or – 

even more disturbing – to have decided that this was a topic safer avoided.    

 

Internet Regulation In Context 

 

In addition to providing insight into some of the ways in which growing Internet 

use has the potential to influence civic engagement, public discourse, and protest 

dynamics in Asymmetric Offline Repressive Regime settings, Kazakhstan in the early 

2010s also demonstrated some of the ways in which such regimes can respond to the use 

of new Internet-based technologies by protest movements and a more civically engaged 

citizenry. It provided a case study of a regime’s gradual shift in approach to Internet 

development from a stance of supporting ICT sector development to one of intense 

scrutiny and restriction of online activity.  As such, it demonstrated how increased 

Internet restrictions can be used to diffuse and blunt activist efforts to use the Internet as a 

tool for protest mobilization. 
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One of the things that rapidly became apparent in 2012 through interviews with 

online activists, journalists, and bloggers in Kazakhstan, was that global data sets 

showing the Kazakhstani Internet to be minimally censored – at levels similar to those in 

Russia during the same period – were missing important contextual details.  Though 

systemic filtering was still low, the legal environment surrounding online content had 

already changed significantly, and legal and extralegal site blocking was much more 

common in Kazakhstan than it was in Russia during this period.  While sporadic and 

nontransparent blocking of some Internet resources had occurred prior to 2009, with the 

government denying involvement, the 2009 law "on amendments and additions to some 

legislative acts on information and communication networks" legalized and formalized a 

policy of site-blocking.491  This was three years prior to the adoption of any similar law in 

Russia.  The law, which treated all Internet resources as media outlets, made all online 

materials – news portals, forums, Internet TV, blogs, and even social networks and chat 

platforms – subject to the same legal rules and restrictions as traditional media in the 

country. This included restrictions against content that violated rules on religious 

extremism and terrorist propaganda, libel and defamation, disclosure of classified 

                                                
491 Peter Roudik, “Kazakhstan: Internet Recognized as Mass Media,” Global Legal Monitor, August 26, 
2009, http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/kazakhstan-internet-recognized-as-mass-media/; 
“Kazakhstan FON 2011 Country Report,” Freedom on the Net (Freedom House, 2011), 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2011/kazakhstan; O Vnesenii Izmeneniy I Dopolneniy v 
Nekotoryye Zakonodatel’nyye Akty Respubliki Kazakhstan Po Voprosam Informatsionno-
Kommunikatsionnykh Setey [On Amendments and Additions to Some Legislative Acts of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan Concerning Information and Communication Networks], Zakon Respubliki Kazakhstan Ot 10 
Iyulya 2009 Goda № 178-IV [Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan Dated July 10, 2009 № 178-IV], 2009, 
http://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/Z090000178_; “V Kazakhstane vse Sayty Stali SMI [In Kazakhstan, All the 
Sites Have Become Media],” POLIT.RU, July 11, 2009, sec. News, http://polit.ru/news/2009/07/11/00/; 
Human Rights Watch, “Kazakhstan: Rescind New Media Restrictions -- Government Broadening Controls 
as It Prepares for Europe Leadership Role,” HRW News (www.hrw.org/news/), July 14, 2009, 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2009/07/14/kazakhstan-rescind-new-media-restrictions. 
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information, or pornography. Subsequent laws and policies further elaborated the list of 

potentially illegal forms of speech.492  

 

With the implementation of the 2009 law as well as the continuation of some 

extra-legal blocking of resources493, Internet content filtering and blocking increased 

notably during the late 2000s and early 2010s, especially from mid-2011 onward.  The 

2009 law was first utilized to take down sites in August and September of 2011, during 

the strike in Zhanaozen and in the aftermath of a series of terrorist attacks around the 

country. This was not the first time sites had been blocked or disrupted, but it was the 

most systematic and widespread blockage that had yet been experienced. By October of 

2011, some 125 websites had been blocked including over 50 foreign sites, and court 

decisions were pending on an additional 168. The blocked sites were said to contain 

propaganda for religious extremism and terrorism, as well as “public incitement” to 

commit terrorism. Among the sites banned was the entire popular blogging platform 

LiveJournal, which had previously been extra-legally blocked from October 2008 to 

November 2010.494     

                                                
492 A July 2010 law in which Nazarbayev was given the status of “Leader of the Nation” even banned any 
sort of disrespectful speech or criticism concerning the president and his family. Activists were also deeply 
concerned by the passage of a 2011 law stepping up online enforcement of copyright infringement, 
suspecting this could become a pretext for further limiting of online speech. 
493 Evidence in 2012 pointed to the continuation of some extra-legal blocking of resources. Since 2009, 
several oppositional sites (Kub.kz, Zonakz.net, and in 2011 Guljan.org) had been subject to DDoS attacks, 
and the site of the prominent oppositional newspaper Respublika had been both subject to DDoS attacks 
and then extra-legally blocked since 2011.  The regime also appeared to be trying to block circumvention 
tools, with activists reporting a need for constant migration to new tools.   
494 A spokeswoman from the company complained that they had not received any notification as to the 
offending content and the possibility of removing it in order that the rest of the platform could remain 
unblocked.  While the court case indicated extremist material, many observers suspected that this blockage 
was in fact an effort to block access to the critical blog of Nazarbayev’s former son-in-law, Rakhat Aliyev.  
After Aliyev’s death in 2015, notably, LiveJournal was quickly again accessible.  Other major blog 
platforms and social networking sites were also periodically blocked, including LiveInternet.ru, 
Blogger.com, and Wordpress.com.  See: Botagoz Seidakhmetova, “IWPR Kazakstan: LiveJournal Returns 
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Site blocking was only part of the government’s approach to limiting the impact 

of the use of Internet-based platforms and tools by activists during this period.  Next 

generation approaches (including the DDoS attacks just mentioned) were also being 

increasingly utilized according to interviews and reports at the time.  Pro-regime trolling 

and blogging were common, with many in the independent media and rights activism 

communities expressing certainty that individuals (usually young students) were paid to 

publicize pro-regime and anti-opposition viewpoints and to post negative comments in 

response to anything published online by key rights activists or opposition figures.  

Online media outlets and platforms also faced liability for the content of comment 

threads, prompting some to close off comments so as to avoid being intentionally targeted 

for the planting of incriminating commentary for which they would then be held 

accountable.  Independent journalists and activists expressed fear of being targeted for 

surveillance by computer viruses in addition to the risk of physical attack for their 

activities.   

 

During the immediate aftermath of the violence in Zhanaozen, the government 

went to great lengths to assert control over the flows of information and to control the 

                                                                                                                                            
in Kazakstan,” Central Aisan Bureau for Analytical Reporting: Radio of Bureau / Kazakhstan 
(CABAR.asia), November 27, 2015, http://cabar.asia/en/iwpr-kazakstan-livejournal-returns-in-kazakstan/; 
Reuters, “Kazakh Leader’s Ex-Son-in-Law Rakhat Aliyev Found Dead in Austrian Jail: Officials Say 
Former Kazakh Ambassador Killed Himself While Awaiting Trial but Lawyers Raise Doubts and Call for 
Investigation,” The Guardian, February 24, 2015, sec. World news: Austria, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/24/kazakh-leaders-ex-son-in-law-rakhat-aliyev-found-dead-
in-austrian-jail; Ewen MacAskill and Luke Harding, “Ex-Kazakhstan Official Was Not Murdered in 
Austrian Jail, Judge Rules: Rakhat Aliyev, Who Held Several Posts in Astana Government, Was due to 
Stand Trial in Vienna When He Was Found Hanging in His Cell,” The Guardian, December 17, 2015, sec. 
World news: Kazakhstan, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/17/ex-kazakhstan-was-not-
murdered-in-austrian-jail-judge-rules. 
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narrative emerging from the crisis. Evidently as part of a government strategy to prevent 

information about the violence from spreading, not only were the roads in and out of the 

remotely-situated495 town blocked, journalists and activist bloggers who had arrived to 

cover the events detained, and a state of emergency declared, but the area experienced a 

complete Internet and cellular network shutdown making it difficult for even those in 

neighboring towns to make sense of events as they unfolded.  While the leaked video and 

various blogger and activist accounts that quickly emerged forced the regime to 

acknowledge some level of police wrongdoing, the blog tours, a massive pro-regime 

online commentary campaign496, and state media coverage managed to quite successfully 

muddy the waters as to the accurate depiction of events.    

 

The period of 2011-2012 marked something of a turning point with regard to 

Internet and media controls in Kazakhstan.  Prior to this, even while adopting some new 

Internet restrictions, the regime had repeatedly indicated information and communication 

technologies to be a “development priority,” declaring their support for ICT development 

at international conferences, funding events to encourage IT entrepreneurship and 

channeling funds to support some IT startups and innovation projects.  This included, for 

example, the effort to develop a special innovation cluster, the “Technopark Alatau” 

(Технопарк «Алатау») outside Almaty – a project with some similarities to Russia’s 

Skolkovo project.497  The events of the early 2000s both internationally and at home, 

                                                
495 Zhanaozen is quite isolated, located a two-hour drive by dirt road from the nearest major city, the 
regional capital Aktau.  Aktau, a “resort town” on the Caspian Sea, has one major hotel, and itself appears 
as a city locked in a time warp from a different era.   
496 One account described an office being turned overnight into a “troll factory” in order to rapidly ramp up 
online support for the regime’s version of the Zhanaozen story. 
497  “Technopark ‘Alatau,’” Technopark “Alatau” Official Site, accessed August 14, 2016, 
http://www.aitc.kz/en/. 
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including the Arab Spring, Russia’s White Ribbon Movement, and a series of small 

bombings in outlying regions of Kazakhstan (blamed on “Islamic terrorists”), all clearly 

prompted some reassessment of this supportive posture towards the Internet, however.  

The strikes in Zhanaozen and other towns and threat to regime stability they were seen as 

signifying were thus treated as a justification for a significant crackdown on Internet 

freedom, accompanied also by the prosecution and harassment of opposition figures and 

closure of remaining independent media outlets.  

 

In 2012, following the Zhanaozen crackdown, the government conducted a series 

of (show) trials of individuals and organizations purported to have been involved in the 

strike and subsequent violence.  This included the prosecution of several police and local 

government officials supposedly responsible for the excess use of force, but the trials 

predominantly targeted local strike organizers and participants and members of the 

country’s opposition and independent media despite their limited- (or non-) involvement 

in the local events.  The trials resulted in the banning of the “Algha!” (“Forward”) party 

and the People’s Front movement, two national opposition groups that supporters argued 

had had almost no involvement in the strike, but the government blamed as “extremists” 

that had masterminded a conspiracy to topple the national government.  Algha! party 

leader Vladimir Kozlov was convicted and sentenced to 7.5 years in prison though his 

supporters said he had never even set foot in Zhanaozen during the strike.498   

                                                
498 Author Interviews and Correspondence in Kazakhstan, 2012: Attended opening day of trial of Vladimir 
Kozolov in August 2012 and interviewed activists, family, and friends present at the trial in Aktau; 
“Kazakhstan FIW Country Report 2013,” Freedom in the World (Freedom House, 2013), 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2013/kazakhstan; “Kazakhstan | Country Report | Nations 
in Transit | 2013,” Nations in Transit (Freedom House, 2013), https://freedomhouse.org/report/nations-
transit/2013/kazakhstan; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: Opposition Leader Trial Opens over Zhanaozen 
Unrest,” EurasiaNet, August 16, 2012, http://www.eurasianet.org/node/65792; Altynai Sydykova, 
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These court cases were used to shutter the country’s main independent / 

oppositional media outlets that had covered the strike and crackdown – with outlets, 

including eight newspapers and 23 websites, being banned on charges of “extremism.”  

This included the print and online versions of the opposition newspaper Respublika, the 

newspaper Vzglyad, the satellite television channel K+, and the online TV station, Stan 

TV.  Prosecutors claimed that the fugitive banking oligarch and Nazarbayev enemy, 

Mukhtar Ablyasov funded these outlets and opposition parties and had channeled funding 

to the strike movement, with the “aim of inciting social enmity” and “overthrowing the 

state.”  The major independent online publication, Guljan.org, was separately prosecuted 

and banned at around the same time.  The prosecutions and closures of independent and 

oppositional media outlets continued in subsequent years, while efforts by journalists 

from banned outlets to open new publications were also blocked.  In 2014, the weekly 

papers Assandi Times and Pravdivaya Gazeta were closed down on “legal technicalities” 

and the opposition magazine Adam Bol and its website NurAdam.kz were banned for 

“inciting participation in a foreign war” as a result of publishing a single “interview with 

an activist who mentioned supporting the Ukrainian government against Russian-backed 

                                                                                                                                            
“Kazakhstan: Trial of Opposition Leaders Draws Pussy Riot Comparisons,” Global Voices, August 22, 
2012, https://globalvoices.org/2012/08/22/kazakhstan-trial-of-opposition-leaders-draws-pussy-riot-
comparisons/; Steven Hermans, “Kazakhstan: Western ‘Meddling’ in Controversial Trial Condemned,” 
Global Voices, September 20, 2012, https://globalvoices.org/2012/09/20/kazakhstan-western-meddling-in-
controversial-trial-condemned/; “Kazakhstan Opposition Leader Jailed: The Leader of an Unofficial 
Opposition Party in Kazakhstan Has Been Jailed for Seven and a Half Years for Attempting to Overthrow 
the Government.,” BBC News, October 8, 2012, sec. Asia, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-
19873237; Human Rights Watch, “Kazakhstan: Opposition Leader Jailed,” HRW News, October 9, 2012, 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2012/10/09/kazakhstan-opposition-leader-jailed; Joanna Lillis, “Kazakhstan: 
Political Trial Fails to Provoke Pussy Riot-Style Outcry,” EurasiaNet, October 10, 2012, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/node/66032; Human RIghts House Oslo, “Kazakhstan Opposition Leader 
Sentenced in Politically Motivated Trial,” October 18, 2012, 
http://humanrightshouse.org/Articles/18751.html; “Kazakhstan: Jailed Opposition Leader Kozlov Set for 
Parole,” EurasiaNet.org, August 4, 2016, sec. Kazakh Politics, 
http://www.eurasianet.org/taxonomy/term/3525. 
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separatist forces.”  While protesting these media shutdowns, Gulzhan Ergaliyeva, former 

editor of Gulzhan.org and Adam Bol was attacked near her home and severely beaten.499  

 

This media crackdown has been complemented by stepped up “harassment and 

detention of journalists,” additional efforts to restrict access to circumvention and 

anonymity tools such as VPNs and Tor, additional DDoS attacks against websites (e.g. 

Ratel.kz), and a panoply of new laws and regulations tightening the screws on 

independent media and online activity.  The Ministry of Culture and Information has 

been given “expanded powers to combat ‘unofficial or negative information’ about any 

crisis.”  A May 2013 law “On personal information and its protection” threatens 

“criminal defamation charges [for the publication of] information about official 

corruption that is incorrect,” and can hold journalists liable for “violating privacy rights” 

even if the information is true.  A law passed in July of the same year doubled prison 

terms associated with “fomenting riots” or “noncompliance with lawful orders” (e.g. 

participating in an “illegal” strike), and an October 2013 announcement by the Prosecutor 

General’s office stated that a new version of the criminal code was planned that would 

give stricter punishments for “cybercrimes” – defined to include online “insults or libel” 

or dispersion of “socially dangerous, destructive materials.”500  

 

                                                
499  Author Interviews and Correspondence in Kazakhstan, 2012; Rayhan Demytrie, “Kazakhstan’s 
Independent Media under Fire: More than a Year since the Worst Political Violence in Kazakhstan’s 
Modern History, Social Tensions Continue to Rise and Independent Media Are under Fire from the 
Government.,” BBC News, March 10, 2013, sec. Asia, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-21612748; 
Freedom House, “Kazakhstan FIW Country Report 2013.” 
500 Freedom House, “Kazakhstan FON Country Report 2014,” Freedom on the Net (Freedom House, 2014), 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2014/kazakhstan. 
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While the amendments to the criminal code that were passed in May 2014 (and 

went into effect in January 2015) both ratcheted up the punishment for libel and also 

“criminalized the dissemination of rumors,” in May 2014 the government also gave the 

prosecutor general the power to “shut down websites, block access to pages, or disable 

telecommunications services entirely if they are used for malicious purposes.”  A court 

decision that December additionally outlawed “any websites or tools that allow users to 

hide their [IP] addresses.”  In February of 2015 the government again temporarily shut 

down all cellular and Internet service in a region – this time following ethnic conflict in 

the country’s south.   Numerous websites and pages (including international news outlets) 

were also blocked in 2015 due to mention of Kazakh citizens reported to have fought 

with ISIS.501  The July 2015 hack of the infamous Italian spyware company, Hacking 

Team, showed Kazakhstan to be one of the company’s clients for the purchase of 

surveillance malware. 502   In December 2015, a press release by leading national 

telecommunications company Kazakhtelecom announced plans under the new national 

communications law to require all Internet users within the country to install a 

government “national security certificate” on their devices which would permit 

government spying on all Internet traffic.  It is unclear whether the press release’s 

subsequent disappearance reflects a decision not to upgrade the country’s surveillance 

                                                
501 See: Joanna Paraszczuk, “Kazakh Government Analyst: Blocking Extremist Sites Justified Amid IS 
Threat,” RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty, December 9, 2014, sec. Under the Black Flag: Tracking Islamic 
State, http://www.rferl.org/content/kazakhstan-blocking-extremist-sites-islamic-state/26733369.html; 
Freedom House, “Kazakhstan FON Country Report 2015,” Freedom on the Net (Freedom House, 2015), 
https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2015/kazakhstan.  
502 Other customers revealed included South Korea, Azerbaijan, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Egypt, Nigeria and 
Sudan.  See: Katie Collins, “Hacking Team’s Oppressive Regimes Customer List Revealed in Hack,” 
WIRED UK, July 6, 2015, http://www.wired.co.uk/article/hacking-team-spyware-company-hacked. 
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capabilities at this time or rather a choice to opt for a different approach to the same 

objective.503   

 

Digital Dynamics of State-Society Relations: Internet Restriction and Regime Evolution 

 

The development of Kazakhstani domestic politics and Internet controls during 

the early 2010s demonstrates the precarious and uncertain dynamics of Asymmetric 

Offline Repressive regimes as Internet penetration rates grow.  While in Russia, during 

the same period, small policy-focused protest movements were followed by the 

emergence of a mass protest movement which brought large crowds to the streets in 

many of the country’s cities, in Kazakhstan, Internet-based protest-mobilizing efforts 

never led to large mobilizations.  As we have seen, however, the legal and technical 

restriction of the Internet had begun sooner in Kazakhstan, and, while the country 

experienced rapid growth in Internet penetration in the late 2000s, it had not had time to 

develop the sort of vibrant online culture that had already emerged in Russia by the time 

of the protests. 

 

                                                
503 Bill Budington and Eva Galperin, “Kazakhstan Considers a Plan to Snoop on All Internet Traffic,” 
Electronic Frontier Foundation: Defending Your Rights in the Digital World, December 10, 2015, 
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/12/kazakhstan-considers-plan-snoop-all-internet-traffic; Mary-Ann 
Russon, “Kazakhstan Government Wants to Spy on All of Its Citizens’ Encrypted Internet Traffic,” 
International Business Times UK, December 7, 2015, sec. Cybersecurity, 
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/kazakhstan-government-wants-spy-all-its-citizens-encrypted-internet-traffic-
1532182; PR department and Kazakhtelecom JSC, “Kazakhtelecom JSC Notifies on Introduction of 
National Security Certificate from 1 January 2016: From 1 January 2016 pursuant to the Law of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan «On Communication» Committee on Communication, Informatization and 
Information, Ministry for Investments and Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan Introduces the 
National Security Certificate for Internet Users.,” Kazakhtelecom, November 30, 2015, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20151202203337/http://telecom.kz/en/news/view/18729. 
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While it is clear that growing Internet use permitted some new forms of online 

information sharing, political discourse, and organizing in Kazakhstan – especially on the 

part of dedicated journalists and activists – it is also obvious that the increasingly 

restrictive online (and offline) regulatory environment made it harder for online 

independent media, political blogging, or activism to take off or contribute to a 

broadening politicization and civic engagement across the society as a whole. The 

mechanisms of a repressive state and the backdrop of weak civil society and media 

systems appear to have limited the immediate effectiveness of Internet use to mobilize 

offline protest, furthermore – even in cases of gross election fraud and human rights 

violations that could easily have served as seminal “tipping” moments for the 

mobilization of mass demonstrations in other contexts. 

 

But dynamics of protest mobilization can change rapidly. Though anger over 

fraudulent elections precipitated the “white ribbon” protests of 2011 in Russia, even more 

fraudulent elections in 2009 had failed to mobilize mass protests. While some observers 

at the time commented that the 2011 protests seemed to “come out of nowhere,” this 

wasn’t quite right either.  Several prominent issue-focused protest movements, such as 

the “driver’s” or “blue bucket” movement and the movement to save Khimki Forest, had 

emerged in the period after 2009, successfully using social media to mobilize significant 

crowds around particular grievances and demands. New uses of crowdsourcing and other 

online tools further demonstrated a growing pattern of online civic engagement across 

significant demographic groups, even if this engagement was seemingly apolitical. 

Observing Kazakhstan in 2012, with its bikers and environmentalists, its startup blogging 
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platforms, as well as various nascent apolitical crowdsourcing and online social 

entrepreneurship projects, one could perhaps have noted some similarities in the pattern. 

 

Kazakhstan’s ongoing post-Zhanaozen backlash against Internet freedom, similar 

to patterns of growing Internet restrictions in some other formerly uncensored FSU states 

such as Russia or earlier Belarus, clearly demonstrates the precariousness of 

“asymmetric” online-offline regimes as Internet penetration increases. While such 

regimes can for some time maintain a balance between significant restrictions of offline 

civil and political freedoms and a relatively unrestricted Internet, as Internet penetration 

increases and web-activism and a vibrant blogosphere begin to emerge, the sustainability 

of such a balance become less likely.  Such regimes can also face conflicting economic 

and normative pressures, however, and even in the face of sustained Internet freedom 

crackdowns as have occurred in Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan, it remains to be seen, 

in the long-term, how effective the more legalistic and surveillance-based “next 

generation” approaches to Internet restriction these regimes currently employ will be in 

maintaining state control over society in moments of severe grievance or crisis.  Further 

inquiry clearly should investigate the specific impact of different control models on the 

mechanisms of civic engagement and protest, even in the most severe Symmetrically 

Repressive regime contexts. 
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Chapter 7.  Conclusion: 
State Internet Controls and the Contest for the Global Internet 

 
 

“The Berlin Wall symbolized a world divided and it defined an entire era. Today, 
remnants of that wall sit inside this museum where they belong, and the new iconic 
infrastructure of our age is the internet. Instead of division, it stands for connection. But 
even as networks spread to nations around the globe, virtual walls are cropping up in 
place of visible walls.    
 
Some countries have erected electronic barriers that prevent their people from accessing 
portions of the world’s networks. They’ve expunged words, names, and phrases from 
search engine results. They have violated the privacy of citizens who engage in non-
violent political speech. These actions contravene the Universal Declaration on Human 
Rights, which tells us that all people have the right “to seek, receive and impart 
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.” With the spread of 
these restrictive practices, a new information curtain is descending across much of the 
world. And beyond this partition, viral videos and blog posts are becoming the samizdat 
of our day.” 
 
“On their own, new technologies do not take sides in the struggle for freedom and 
progress.  But the United States does.  We stand for a single Internet where all of 
humanity has equal access to knowledge and ideas.  And we recognize that the world’s 
information infrastructure will become what we and others make of it. [… A]s the 
birthplace for so many of these technologies, including the internet itself, we have a 
responsibility to see them used for good.” 
 
– Hillary Clinton, January 22, 2010504  
 

In her famous January 2010 Newseum Speech, then Secretary of State Hillary 

Clinton laid out an agenda for a strengthened US diplomatic stance regarding the global 

protection of “Internet freedom.”  Describing this freedom as a 21st century human right 

akin to freedoms of expression, association, media, religion and other basic rights 

globally acknowledged during the 21st century, she emphasized the technology’s role in 

permitting new forms of civic engagement, political speech, economic modernization and 

opportunity, and information sharing, but also highlighted the risks it now faced as 

authoritarian regimes sought to censor, surveil, and control the Internet’s content and use 

within their territories.  Stressing the US’s support for an uncensored universal Internet 

                                                
504 U.S. Department of State, Hilary Clinton 2010 Newseum Speech; U.S. Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, “Clinton 2010 Newseum Speech Text.” 
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that allowed everyone everywhere access to the same content and safe use of Internet-

based technologies, she used her address to name and shame authoritarian regimes for 

erecting a new “information curtain” and promised US support for the creation and 

distribution of tools permitting censorship circumvention by Internet users under 

repressive governments.   

 

While acknowledging the threats emerging from some uses of the Internet – by 

terrorist and criminal networks, or for purposes of hate speech or intellectual property 

theft – Clinton carefully threaded the needle between these illicit forms of information 

flows and the more universal category warranting US and global protection.  Arguing that 

“information freedom” was important to global peace and security, she explained that 

“asymmetrical access to information” had historically been “one of the leading causes of 

interstate conflict.”  “When we face serious disputes or dangerous incidents, it’s critical 

that people on both sides of the problem have access to the same set of facts and 

opinions[,]” she explained.  Neatly triangulating between topics relevant to network 

security and those relating more to the freedom of Internet content, Clinton further opined 

that “[t]hose who disrupt the free flow of information in our society or any other pose a 

threat to our economy, our government, and our civil society[,]” and that, “In an internet-

connected world, an attack on one nation’s networks can be an attack on all. And by 

reinforcing that message, we can create norms of behavior among states and encourage 

respect for the global networked commons.”505 

  

                                                
505 U.S. Department of State, Hilary Clinton 2010 Newseum Speech; U.S. Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, “Clinton 2010 Newseum Speech Text.” 
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Clinton’s speech met with some criticism at the time for its over-emphasis on the 

freedom of information – and especially freedom of those in other societies to access 

global or Western media sources – while paying less attention to the importance of online 

association, socialization, and public sphere development – slower and often less overtly 

political processes, but those potentially more fruitful for long-term liberalization 

processes in authoritarian settings.  In a widely-cited Foreign Policy commentary piece in 

2011, Clay Shirky argued that this approach was short sighted, overlooking the Internet’s 

greatest contributions in non-democratic societies.  Further, he argued, Clinton’s 

lionization of Internet-leveraging mass protest movements and emphasis on US 

development of circumvention tools for use by dissidents in non-democratic settings also 

risked tainting the entire Internet as an apparent tool of US democracy promotion.   

Protest movements of this sort often fail – or fail to produce long-term reform – and a US 

emphasis on such priorities had as much potential to draw authoritarian attention to users 

of US-advanced tools as to protect them and enable change. 

 

Clinton’s address certainly suffered from internal tensions and, as addressed by 

Shirky, was partially grounded in a risky alignment between the further development of 

the global Internet and US democracy promotion strategy.  What critics at the time could 

not have predicted were the extreme challenges with which the credibility of any US 

normative leadership on these issues would be confronted over the next several years 

following Clinton’s speech.   
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Between 2010 and 2012 a series of leaks, revelations, and high profile protests 

drew attention to the internal tensions and hypocrisies in the United States’ own approach 

to the definition and protection of “Internet freedom.”  The WikiLeaks leaking of 

classified documents, videos, and diplomatic cables in 2010-2011 was followed by swift 

U.S. efforts to block access to the materials and funding for the project and prosecute 

those involved – efforts that included pressures on Internet intermediaries to cut off user 

access to online financial and content hosting services and that were interpreted 

alternately as actions for the protection of state secrets in the national interest or as the 

flagrant application of extralegal authority in order to censor criticism and block the 

actions of whistleblowers.  A 2011-2012 protest movement against the Stop Online 

Piracy Act (SOPA) and Protect IP Act (PIPA) being considered by the US House and 

Senate decried these bills, which had aimed to limit the illegal online spread of 

intellectual property such as pirated films.  The conflict pitted the US music and film 

industry lobby against Wikipedia, Google, and much of the US Internet industry, which 

saw the bills’ heavy burden of costs and liability on intermediaries as harmful to Internet 

innovation and publicized the cause through site blackouts and “censored” banners and 

protests such as the “American Censorship Day.”506  The year 2012 also brought the dual 

                                                
506 The bills would have required Internet platforms to self-police, hunting for potentially illegal materials 
through vast arrays of user-generated content, likely prompting protective preemptive self-censorship 
beyond legally required levels, with companies facing both the costs of implementation and the onus of 
liability.  What is more, the laws proposed to tamper with domain name servers to remove illegal sites, 
blocking them in the U.S. – a provision that Internet rights activists referred to as a decision that the U.S. 
“[is] no longer committed to the idea that there’s one Web. We’re no longer committed to the idea that any 
one person, anywhere in the world, can reach any one site anywhere else in the world” (Sherwin Siy, Public 
Knowledge, as quoted in Washington Post).  See: David A. Fahrenthold, “SOPA Protests Shut down Web 
Sites,” The Washington Post, January 18, 2012, sec. Politics, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2012/01/17/gIQA4WYl6P_story.html; Kirsten Salyer, 
“‘American Censorship Day’ Makes an Online Statement: The Ticker,” Bloomberg View, November 16, 
2011, sec. World, https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2011-11-16/-american-censorship-day-makes-
an-online-statement-the-ticker; Vlad Savov, “The SOPA Blackout: Wikipedia, Reddit, Mozilla, Google, 
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revelations of US involvement in what was referred to by some as “a declaration of 

cyber-war” or “the Hiroshima of cyber-war” in the highly secretive Stuxnet cyberattack 

on an Iranian nuclear facility507, and also of the secret programs of NSA digital mass 

surveillance revealed by Edward Snowden.   

 

These events and subsequent related tensions between the US, EU, and other 

democratic states over user data privacy, data localization, and the “right to be forgotten,” 

and the ongoing conflicts within the US over reform of intelligence and law enforcement 

surveillance and wire-tapping capabilities, the legality of encryption, and the protection 

of individual privacy have repeatedly brought to the fore in recent years the inherent 

tensions – even within and across democracies – concerning the appropriate 

conceptualization of norms of “Internet freedom” and the online protection of civil 

                                                                                                                                            
and Many Others Protest Proposed Law,” The Verge, January 18, 2012, sec. Privacy & Law, 
http://www.theverge.com/2012/1/18/2715300/sopa-blackout-wikipedia-reddit-mozilla-google-protest. 
507 The July 2010 discovery of the Stuxnet computer worm – an incredibly sophisticated virus propagating 
across computers around the world but particularly concentrated in Iran and targeting industrial controllers 
– led to two years of research and speculation concerning the worm’s probable purpose and origin.  By 
2011 experts had largely agreed that the virus had to be the product of a state-level actor and its goal had 
been the deliberate and successful sabotage of Iranian nuclear centrifuges in the highly protected Natanz 
uranium-enrichment facility.  In July 2012 long-suspicions were confirmed when reporting by David 
Sanger of the New York Times implicated the US and Israel in the operation, called “Olympic Games,” 
which had delivered multiple versions of the Stuxnet worm beginning in 2009 in an effort to setback 
Iranian efforts to develop nuclear weapons.  See: David E. Sanger, “Obama Ordered Wave of Cyberattacks 
Against Iran,” The New York Times, June 1, 2012, sec. Middle East, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/01/world/middleeast/obama-ordered-wave-of-cyberattacks-against-
iran.html; Nate Anderson, “Confirmed: US and Israel Created Stuxnet, Lost Control of It -- Stuxnet Was 
Never Meant to Propagate in the Wild.,” Ars Technica, June 1, 2012, sec. Law & Disorder, 
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/06/confirmed-us-israel-created-stuxnet-lost-control-of-it/; Ellen 
Nakashima and Joby Warrick, “Stuxnet Was Work of U.S. and Israeli Experts, Officials Say,” Washington 
Post, June 2, 2012, sec. National Security, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-
security/stuxnet-was-work-of-us-and-israeli-experts-officials-say/2012/06/01/gJQAlnEy6U_story.html; 
Michael Joseph Gross, “Stuxnet Worm: A Declaration of Cyber-War,” Vanity Fair, March 2, 2011, sec. 
The Hive, http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2011/03/stuxnet-201104; Alexander Gostev, “Myrtus and 
Guava, Episode MS10-061,” Securelist, September 14, 2010, 
https://securelist.com/blog/incidents/29747/myrtus-and-guava-episode-ms10-061/.   
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liberties, and in particular concerning the appropriate balance of dueling concerns 

including privacy, security, law enforcement, property protection, and free speech.    

 

As mentioned before, the Newseum speech and subsequent 2012 UN resolution 

appear in retrospect to have constituted high watermarks in the development of a global 

consensus around a shared definition and norm of “Internet freedom.”  But the roots of 

future conflicts that could potentially fragment this consensus were already present 

within and across democracies by the time of Clinton’s speech.  As we have seen in 

previous chapters, the fuller eruption of these conflicts – revealing underlying value 

complexities and disagreements even across democratic government institutions and 

between democratic allies – has dovetailed with the emerging employment of ever more 

complex approaches to Internet control in non-democratic regime settings and a 

challenge to US leadership internationally in the promotion of particular Internet 

governance institutions and norms.  This has certainly included increasing levels of 

filtering and content blocking, but it has also involved the proliferation of new “next 

generation” approaches to Internet and information control that are sometimes plausibly 

deniable, legalistic, temporary, or go beyond censorship to involve surveillance, 

propaganda, prosecutions and cyberattacks.  The deployment and diffusion of these new 

controls has been accompanied by a unified campaign to promote alternative conceptions 

of the Internet, its relationship to the national sovereignty and security of territorial states, 

and its global governance.  Even as states have met to discuss potential future models for 

“global Internet governance” and “norms in cyberspace,” dueling specters of 

“information-” or “cyber-” warfare have increasingly linked the Internet with aggression 
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between states and the national security concerns of both democratic and non-democratic 

governments. 

 

This dissertation began by commenting on the potential irony of a technology 

originally developed out of Cold War era defense research coming to be idealized as an 

ungovernable global commons far beyond the reach of state control.  But, as we have 

seen in tracing the Internet’s historic development, the decentralized, transnational, open, 

generative nature of the early Internet and the many actors involved in its governance 

were as much characteristics by design as they were ironic accidents.  These 

characteristics and the values they embodied are also subject to change over time.  What 

is more, as we see in some of the more recent developments and conflicts, the seeming 

contradiction between ideals of an open universal Internet and an Internet as a tool in the 

confrontation between states has never been more salient and problematic than it is today 

– not least in the internal policy debates of democratic countries.  Nor is the notion of a 

universal global Internet itself value-neutral, apolitical, or unconfrontational – the less so 

the more inconsistently or hypocritically applied. 

 

This chapter summarizes the dissertation’s main conclusions, recapitulating key 

theoretical arguments and empirical findings concerning sources of global variation in 

approaches taken to the control of the Internet by non-democratic regimes.  It examines 

the influence of changing technologies and surrounding governance institutions, 

reiterating important trends and changes in Internet control approaches that have been 

emerging as global Internet penetration grows and regimes adapt, noting the potential 
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repercussions of these developments for the future role of the Internet in state-society 

relations in non-democratic settings.  The chapter particularly focuses on the evolution of 

hybrid regimes, considering the potential consequences of the patterns and trends noted 

for the long-term development of these regime types.  It also briefly considers the 

consequences of these emerging trends and the fragmentation of normative consensus 

regarding Internet freedom for the network’s potential long-term development and 

contribution to global liberty and security. 

 

The chapter is divided into three sections.  The first section, “Digital Dictators 

and the Longue Durée,” focuses on the dissertation’s central puzzle of explaining 

variation in authoritarian Internet policy choice, reiterating the wide variety of 

approaches to Internet control that have been utilized and the key factors and patterns 

found to explain much of this variation across otherwise similar regimes, and particularly 

reexamining trends of how these patterns appear to be changing as penetration rates rise 

and the global context changes.   

 

The second section, “The Rise of Simulacra Politics: Hybridity, Deniability, and 

Control,” reviews arguments concerning the potential impact of Internet controls on 

development of state-society relations and ongoing evolution of political regimes, 

particularly focusing on the ongoing development of Internet controls among hybrid or 

formerly hybrid regimes.  Many of these regimes were late to adopt overt Internet 

restrictions, exhibited patterns of significant online-offline policy asymmetry, and have 

experienced varying degrees of Internet-leveraging mass protest.  Some have been 
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pioneers in the development of more subtle, plausibly deniable, or quasi-legalistic “next 

generation” controls that have proved of increasing significance globally.  The section 

considers how these approaches – often developed in a game of cat-and-mouse politics 

between the regime in power and dissidents and opposition, even while becoming 

increasingly repressive – have also morphed into an alternative model for the approach to 

control over information and society in the 21st century digitally-globalized context of 

pervasive information technology and high-density interconnectivity.  The section further 

contemplates how, far from merely converging on and mimicking time-tested approaches 

adopted first by closed authoritarian regimes, the control methods emerging out of these 

hybrid regime states have, to varying degrees, come to influence most other state 

approaches to information control.   

 

The third and final section, “Securing the Future: States and the Global Internet,” 

considers these developments in the nature of state Internet control in relation to changes 

in the technological and governance structures of the global Internet.  The section 

reconsiders the relationship between value tradeoffs, technological design decisions, and 

institutions of governance and control, particularly considering current controversies over 

the Internet’s role vis-à-vis security, sovereignty, and interstate conflict, and their 

potential repercussions for the network’s future as a global information commons. 
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Digital Dictators and the Longue Durée 
 
 

“[C]onsideration of the longue durée is more helpful than the appeal to immediate 
causal factors.” – Averil Cameron, 1993508  

 
 

The emergence of the global Internet and World Wide Web has no doubt had a 

transformative impact on many aspects of human experience through these technologies’ 

growing roles in mediating communication, media, commerce, social and political 

organization, governance and many other aspects of day-to-day life.  It has challenged 

traditional forms of organization, distribution, marketing, interaction, and governance.  

With its transnational reach, rapid spread of information, and capacity to facilitate new 

forms of civic engagement and public discourse, the Internet has come to be seen as 

posing a challenge to the traditional approaches to control and governance executed by 

territorial states – and authoritarian states in particular.  While some “cyber-idealist” 

optimists have welcomed the global growth of the Internet and related information and 

communication technologies (ICTs) as “liberation technologies” pointing to their use by 

activists in successful movements for the overthrow or reform of repressive governments, 

other more jaded “cyber-realist” observers have decried such teleological triumphalism, 

suggesting that the technologies will in fact play into the hands of dictators, permitting 

more pervasive forms of surveillance, censorship, and repression.  Meanwhile, non-

democratic regimes – and states more generally – have themselves reacted and continued 

to adapt to the technology’s global growth and its impact within their societies. 

 

                                                
508 Averil Cameron, The Mediterranean World in Late Antiquity: AD 395-700 (New York: Routledge, 
1993), 197. 
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These reactions have not always been straightforward.  Nor have they been what 

many analysts anticipated.  Non-democratic states have adopted a wide variety of 

approaches to the development and control of the Internet within their territories.  While 

some have focused on seizing the benefits of ICT sector growth and high economic 

interconnectivity, allowing the Internet to develop rapidly and relatively unrestricted 

within their territories, others, often of otherwise similar regime types, have taken more 

cautious and restrictive approaches, attempting to recreate the same sort of hermetic seal 

of control over online content and interactions that they rely on to limit inconvenient 

forms of offline free expression, media, and associational life.   

 

The particular mechanisms of control have also varied enormously, including 

technical filtering and blocking mechanisms, manual content censorship, complete 

network shutdowns and “kill switches,” legal rules restricting certain categories of 

content or uses of the technology, extra-legal pressures on intermediaries (e.g. site hosts, 

social media platforms and media outlets, search engines, and service providers), and the 

use of propaganda, surveillance, prosecution, physical attacks, and cyberattacks.  These 

methods have been used in varying combinations to delimit public discourse, stifle efforts 

at political organizing, control the narrative surrounding critical events, and regain 

control during moments of crisis.  While some, often referred to as “first generation” 

techniques, are blunt and obvious forms of content censorship, many newer techniques 

are subtler and more sophisticated.  Some are legal mechanisms developed through quasi-

democratic processes.  Others are plausibly deniable and difficult to prove or attribute.  

Many are temporary, ratcheted up only at key moments, or simulate genuine online 
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activity (such as the use of organized pro-regime trolling and blog-commentary as a form 

of propaganda distribution).  These evolving “next generation” techniques have 

sometimes been used in the absence of more obvious censorship, as was the case in some 

post-Soviet states by the late 2000s.  They are now increasingly employed by a large 

number of states – whether in the absence of or in addition to more systemic censorship 

regimes. 

 

This dissertation endeavors to make sense of this puzzling variation.  Why have 

the Internet policy choices of non-democratic states differed so widely, and what factors 

have influenced regime decisions as to how much to restrict access to and content and 

uses of the new networked medium?  Why have regimes chosen particular technical, 

legal, or extralegal mechanisms of control?  How durable and path dependent are these 

choices, and what sorts of events or changes might prompt reconsideration and further 

adaptation?  As Chapter 3 has argued, states face conflicting pressures in determining 

Internet policy approaches.  Non-democratic governments must balance the costs and 

benefits of tight Internet restrictions with those of a more permissive online environment, 

considering the potential economic benefits of domestic Internet and ICT sector growth, 

online commerce, and FDI, for example, and the costs to domestic legitimacy or 

international reputation they might face in adopting clearly norm-violating Internet 

policies.  On the other hand, they must consider the risks to regime stability and security 

faced if they permit the development of a vibrant and unrestricted Internet with potential 

for reshaping the nature of domestic public discourse and civic organizing and permitting 

the emergence of regime-critical commentary and protest movements.   
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Unlike variants of this “digital dictator’s dilemma” discussed by early observers 

of Internet policy development, the chapter suggests that the tradeoff does not lead to a 

one-size-fits-all solution. The balance of costs and benefits of Internet restriction varies 

across states and over time, depending on domestic and international factors influencing 

the relative weights of regime concerns.  The methods of control available also will vary 

depending on regime capabilities, access to technologies, and the techniques they are 

aware of or able to implement.  The typological model and hypotheses developed have 

sought to explain how these factors have tended to intersect to influence policy decisions 

across states of varying regime types in the 2000s and early 2010s.  They also identify 

likely patterns of change going forward and key areas of uncertainty where further 

exploration will be needed.   

 

Domestically, “offline regime type,” Internet penetration rate, political instability 

and security concerns, the relative economic importance and lobby strength of the ICT 

sector, regime technical capacity, and the expected impact of restriction on regime 

legitimacy are each predicted to be causally significant factors influencing either the 

degree or forms of Internet restrictions adopted, with regime type, penetration rates, and 

mass protest events playing particularly important roles in decisions to adopt more or less 

restrictive approaches.   

 

While overall regime type and the relative restrictiveness of offline control over 

civil liberties are clearly important in determining the restrictiveness of online Internet 
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controls, we have seen that “online-offline policy-linkage” is not a reliable explanation 

for policy choice.  Many states exhibit “policy asymmetry,” barely restricting Internet 

content and use while exerting stringent control over offline forms of free expression, 

media, and association.  Internet penetration also plays an important role in policy 

decisions, magnifying the new medium’s societal and political importance, and 

prompting at least the most closed authoritarian and most open democratic states to 

converge toward practices of greater restriction and control, on the one hand, and greater 

openness and “Internet freedom” norm compliance, on the other.  This tendency towards 

further restriction is exacerbated in non-democratic states that face significant concerns 

over domestic instability and protest, with states that experience mass Internet-leveraging 

protest movements often responding by seeking tighter control over the network’s use 

and content.  A relatively strong domestic ICT industry lobby or significant concerns 

over domestic legitimacy loss through the adopting of restrictive Internet policies might 

play some ameliorative role in certain regime settings, however, especially in middle 

regime types where apparent deprivation of economic and civil liberties could be seen as 

violating the basis of regime support and necessitate further use of coercion. 

 

Internet policy choice is not made in a vacuum without reference to the global 

environment, and state policy choices are also deeply impacted by regional and 

international influences.  These include global exogenous shock events such as the Arab 

Spring or other salient Internet-leveraging events in neighboring countries prompting 

authoritarian learning. They also include policy diffusion, learning, and coordination that 

happens within regions, through technology transfer and legal framework emulation, and 
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through the collaboration fostered by regional organizations.  While Chapter 3 

demonstrates patterns of policy clustering in several global regions, Chapters 3 and 5 

both have discussed instances of how the various diffusion and coordination mechanisms 

– ranging from regional marketing of technologies by Western or regional companies to 

cooperation agreement development by regional organizations – have resulted in the 

deployment of similar technical censorship and surveillance systems, and “lawful 

interception” and “information security” legal frameworks across the MENA and FSU 

regions, for example.   

 

Countries are also often subject to normative pressure to conform with global 

norms of “Internet freedom” and avoid obviously norm-violating Internet restrictions, but 

the degree of such pressure exerted on particular states and their relative vulnerability to 

such influence varies enormously, dependent in part on the given state’s level of linkage 

with powerful democratic states and it’s relative power, other Western interests at stake, 

and the state’s protected status by association with powerful non-democratic allies.  

Normative pressures will also change systemically over time based on changes in the 

degree of global normative consensus – a consensus, for example, clearly challenged 

after 2012-2013 by blows to US leadership credibility stemming from the Snowden and 

Stuxnet revelations. 

 

While global data from the late 2000s and early 2010s suggest two diverging 

policy trends, with the most democratic regimes converging towards low-censorship, 

less-restrictive approaches as Internet penetration increases, and the most closed 
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authoritarian regimes converging around more restrictive approaches and closing 

previous “asymmetry gaps,” these observations still leave many questions.  Even as the 

levels of restriction among the more authoritarian regimes appear to somewhat converge, 

the specific technical, legal, and extra-legal mechanisms of Internet control continue to 

vary widely.   

 

What is more, the diverging tendencies fail to fully account for the future 

trajectories of “hybrid” regimes – middle regime types with attributes both of democratic 

and authoritarian institutions and rule, which face particularly jarring tradeoffs in 

resolving the “digital dictator’s dilemma” problem.  As explained in Chapter 1, many of 

these middle regime types emerged in the post-Cold War period, adopting democratic 

electoral, representative, and judicial institutions, constitutional civil liberties protections, 

and ostensibly abiding by rule of law and norms of democratic governance, but in fact 

suffering from varying degrees of authoritarian tendencies, from a rigged playing field to 

human rights abuses.   

 

These hybrid regime types differed in nature from earlier closed authoritarian 

systems of control.  While usually not practicing genuinely free and fair elections, on the 

one hand, they didn’t seek to maintain the sort of hermetic seal against all independent or 

outside societal influences that was characteristic of the earlier model.  They would 

instead tolerate or even encourage some genuine forms of independent or quasi-

independent discourse, media, or civic or political organizing.  While these permitted 

spaces were sometimes also carefully restricted, weeding out the more threatening 
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influences while encouraging or funding others, official policy, rhetoric, and appearance 

all supported at least the image of some genuine freedoms.  Such regimes joined 

international organizations based on their standing as members of the community of 

democratic states, and benefitted from further integration into the global economy.  

Observers in the 2000s, noting these regime dynamics, often suggested these regimes had 

successfully adapted to the conditions of globalization and the delegitimization of 

communism as an alternative ideology to democracy and capitalism.  Rather than seeking 

to completely stymie the increasingly dense transnational flows of goods, capital, people, 

and ideas, these regimes reaped the rewards, while also continuing to maintain political 

control.   

 

Growing Internet penetration challenges this careful balance, however, testing the 

robustness of adaptations.  While claiming legitimacy based on democratic institutions 

and rules of the game, these regimes are not genuine democracies, often suffering from 

fraudulent elections, restricted civil liberties, extensive regime corruption509, and other 

                                                
509 Though no one regime type has a monopoly on official corruption, certain types of corruption are 
sometimes particularly ubiquitous and pernicious in authoritarian and hybrid regime settings.  In these 
settings, the public often lacks the resources of an independent media, civil society, legal system, or 
genuinely free elections with which to call corrupt officials to account.  Local or national regime elites can 
engage in kleptocratic practices such as those noted by Karen Dawisha in her study of Russia under 
Vladimir Putin, utilizing state resources for personal enrichment.  De-facto government control over 
officially autonomous business enterprises can serve as important extra-legal mechanisms of regime control 
over the media outlets, Internet companies, and other socially and politically critical and ostensibly-
independent entities.  Corruption was one of the most widely noted problems in author interviews in 
Kazakhstan, and online anti-corruption campaigns have emerged as important early forms of online 
activism in both Russia and Kazakhstan.  These have included, for example, the “Blue Bucket” movement 
and RosPil crowdsourcing campaign in Russia (not to mention the protest chants referring to United Russia 
as the “party of crooks and thieves”), two early protest efforts directly focused on different forms of official 
corruption.  In Kazakhstan some smaller online-organized campaigns similarly targeted corrupt practices.  
One crowdsourcing site sought to expose bribe-taking practices among university professors, for example.  
Many of those interviewed discussed corruption as one of the country’s most daunting problems explaining 
how it impacted state-society relations at every level, undermining grant programs to support civil society 
or other independent undertakings.  Sources: Author Interviews and Correspondence in Kazakhstan, 2012; 
Author Interviews in Russia, 2013-2014; Alexander Cooley, “Offshore Central Asia: Debunking Three 
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authoritarian abuses.  This makes them quite vulnerable to charges of hypocrisy and 

critical moments of protest, including mobilizations responding to rigged elections, 

salient rights abuses, and other obvious violations of democratic norms.  As Internet use 

increases, while unrestricted, it can serve as a linkage-magnifier, increasing connections 

with transnational civil society and media and the global visibility of illiberal practices 

and rights violations.  It can likewise be leveraged for domestic information sharing, 

independent reporting and commentary, and the rapid organizing of protests surrounding 

such violations.  Yet, a crackdown on “Internet freedom” – itself often perceived as part 

of the package of democratic norms and basic rights – could also significantly damage 

these regimes’ reputations and legitimacy at home and abroad.   

 

One way or another, therefore, these regimes seem headed for a crisis of 

legitimacy.  Electoral and other violations, online discourse and organizing, and Internet-

leveraging protest form a combustible mixture – an existential threat to the regimes in 

power that, if it doesn’t lead to regime change or liberalization is likely to be met with a 

significant compensatory increase in coercive repression, undermining the façade of 

democratic institutions and freedoms.  But heading off this threat with a stringent 

crackdown on Internet freedoms also may destabilize the regime’s legitimization 

strategy, however, and might even catalyze the protests it seeks to prevent.  

 

                                                                                                                                            
Myths about Central Asia’s Global Isolation” (Research Presentation, Comparative Politics Seminar, Davis 
Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, October 28, 2015), 
http://daviscenter.fas.harvard.edu/events/offshore-central-asia-debunking-three-myths-about-central-
asia%E2%80%99s-global-isolation; Karen Dawisha, Putin’s Kleptocracy: Who Owns Russia?, 1St Edition 
edition (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2014). 
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As penetration rates rise, these conflicting pressures increase, but the results of 

such cases remain the hardest to predict.  In some cases, major domestic Internet-

leveraging protest movements appear to have pushed such regimes to reevaluate 

permitted freedoms across the board.  In others such movements have led to genuine 

reforms, regime change, or repeated instability, but have not been countered with 

significant increases in Internet restriction.  Meanwhile, the subtler more plausibly 

deniable or legalistic methods of “next generation” controls have tended to be particularly 

cultivated in such environments, likely in part owing to their ability through at least the 

2000s to fly under the radar of early global analyses of Internet censorship and other 

obvious restrictions.  The fracturing of the normative consensus in the post-Snowden, 

post-Stuxnet period and greater global awareness of these methods may well have 

inaugurated a new era.   

 

The following section, which turns to reexamine the potential effects of Internet 

controls on state-society relations and the evolution of political regimes, will consider in 

more detail the ongoing development of hybrid regime types and the role of “next 

generation” Internet controls.   

 
 

The Rise of Simulacra Politics: Hybridity, Deniability, and Control 
 
 

The wide variety of types and degrees of Internet controls adopted by different 

authoritarian and hybrid regime states have a significant role in determining the future 

function that the Internet will play in mediating the ongoing evolution of state-society 

relations under these regimes.  While cyber-idealists and cyber-realists have sparred over 
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black-and-white visions of the Internet’s future role as a magnifier of the relative power 

of either the state or society, the reality lies in-between and will be influenced by the 

political and social context and the technology’s ongoing evolution.  While growing 

Internet penetration in some non-democratic settings has seemed to coincide with the 

development of increasingly powerful and even regime-destabilizing protest movements, 

in others it has seemed to have little impact, or led only to ephemeral small protest events 

or online commentary unmatched by offline action.  The particular and potentially 

innovative uses of the technology by members of society will play a significant role in 

determining the extent to which activists, journalists, entrepreneurs, or others are 

successful at utilizing the Internet to foster new forms of civic engagement, public 

discourse, or protest, and whether this leads to any meaningful reform or liberalization in 

any given setting.  The importance of this agency is critical.  As has been argued in 

Chapter 6, however, the degree and forms of Internet restrictions and controls a regime 

adopts are likely to serve as important intervening factors in influencing the ways in 

which the technology is likely to be most effectively used and with what impact. 

 

Any attempt to untangle the effects of Internet policy choice on the use of 

Internet-based technologies to facilitate new forms of civic engagement, public discourse, 

or protest must consider the variety of possible mechanisms by which the ICT 

technologies influence such civic activity.  While having some characteristics in common 

with previous technologies for communication and information-sharing, the Internet’s 

affordances make it particularly helpful for facilitating the rapid spread of information 

through “information cascades,” for example.  This can bring about dynamics of 
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preference revelation, or can rapidly share information about political events that 

contradicts and bypasses mainstream media outlets.   

 

Internet-based platforms and technologies also make it much easier for like-

minded individuals with shared interests or grievances to discover each other through 

dynamics of “homophily.”  While this type of “sorting” that often happens online can 

lead to echo chambers and a dynamic where individuals only interact with those of a 

similar worldview, in a repressive environment if can help people realize that they are not 

alone and find others with whom to discuss and organize around shared problems.  Such 

engagement can lead to public sphere development, or to the development of online 

associational communities and civic organizing.  The Internet is, furthermore, an 

unprecedentedly low cost organizational tool that can aggregate the activities of single 

individuals, even when not physically co-located or acting at the same moment.  It thus 

reduces the need for strong organizational hierarchies to facilitate significant collective 

action – including mass protests.   

 

Chapter 6 suggests that the relative significance of these different mechanisms 

and likely magnitude of different types of new civic developments will vary, depending 

on the regime context.  All other things being equal, the relationship between online and 

offline freedoms is likely to play an important role in determining the effective influence 

of growing Internet penetration.  There has been considerable variation in the level and 

forms of Internet restrictions adopted by states of otherwise similar regime types.  While 

some degree of online-offline policy linkage usually exists, especially at high penetration 
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rates, in some regimes significant asymmetry remains between the extent of online and 

offline civil liberties restrictions.  In more asymmetric settings where the Internet is 

relatively unrestricted compared to offline corollaries, the relatively laissez faire online 

setting permits new forms of independent media, public discourse, and associational life 

to emerge.  The degree of policy asymmetry, in combination with a regime’s overall level 

of repression, plays an important role in shaping the potential for different forms of 

online information sharing, discourse and organizing, and also helps shape the likelihood 

of the emergence of Internet-leveraging protest movements. 

 

The typology developed in chapter 6 divides authoritarian and hybrid regimes into 

four categories based on their relatively “high” or “low” levels of online and offline 

repression (bearing in mind that none of the regimes in question are full democracies).  

Symmetric Less Repressive Regimes, which are somewhat open both online and offline, 

are the most likely settings for growing Internet use to contribute to developing sustained 

and effective forms of civic engagement that can build on and collaborate with existing 

civil society, independent media, and opposition organizing.  At moments of crisis this 

Internet use may contribute to the emergence of large-scale protest movements.  These 

are the more open of the hybrid regimes, sometimes competitive, usually permitting some 

degree of oppositional activity and independent civic activity and media.  Growing 

Internet penetration in such settings can lead to regime liberalization and reform, though, 

insofar as it facilitates mass protest events, it can also lead to regime change (with 

varying long-term outcomes) or to regime crackdowns, opting for greater control in the 

face of growing instability threat.   
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Symmetric Highly Repressive Regimes, on the other hand, which are highly 

restrictive in both the online and offline contexts, are the least likely settings for the 

development of dramatic new forms of civic engagement or mass protest as Internet use 

grows.  Tight online controls combined with a repressive offline environment make it 

significantly more difficult for individuals to utilize the new technology for free 

expression, organizing, or to coordinate offline actions.  Greater ICT penetration 

nonetheless does facilitate more rapid spread of information.  In some contexts, this can 

lead to important cascades of facts about events or preferences that could – in rare 

moments – also facilitate mass protests.  The role of the Internet under these regimes also 

could depend on the types of restrictions utilized, and not just their extent.  Even 

widespread intense use of “next generation” controls might not have the same effects on 

societal Internet-use behavior as those of systemic censorship, for example. 

 

Of the two potential types of asymmetry, Asymmetric Online Repressive Regimes 

are quite uncommon, but the more prevalent Asymmetric Offline Repressive Regimes 

constitute the least predictable – and one of the most significant – of the regime types 

discussed.  These are regimes in which the Internet is less strictly regulated than offline 

forms of media, expression and association, and, as such, provides new spaces and 

opportunities for the development of independent public discourse, media, and civic 

organizing.  These might be simply extremely closed authoritarian regimes, with so low 

an Internet penetration rate that the instability risk has not yet been acknowledged or 

dealt with.  But there is also the more closed subset of hybrid regimes – hegemonic (non-
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competitive) electoral regimes which fit most definitions of “not free” regime types but 

that still may permit some degree of limited independent offline civic activity and 

discourse, relying primarily on the “low intensity coercion” and “management of society” 

typical of these regime types, and ostensibly basing regime legitimacy on democratic 

institutions and norm-abidance.  While the relatively repressive offline environment 

might limit online forms of engagement due to a general environment of fear, and might 

make online activity less likely to translate into offline protest action (e.g. when 

compared with symmetric less-repressive regimes), the relative freedoms of expression 

and association that Internet access allows may facilitate significant changes in the level 

and culture of independent public discourse, preference revelation, and civic organizing – 

dynamics that can, in turn, potentially give rise to mass protests at moments of crisis.   

 

As is apparent from the discussion of policy trends in the previous section, many 

regimes do not stay neatly within one of these categories.  Rather, they adapt and change 

in reaction to changes in the domestic and global environment – including growing 

Internet penetration and the emergence of stability threats at home, policy approaches 

adopted by similar regimes and their consequences, and changes in the global normative 

environment.  The various types of hybrid regimes that emerged in the 1990s-2000s are 

likely to be particularly dynamic in this regard.  While some of these regimes have 

proved to possess relatively weak control over society and are more vulnerable to 

recurrent episodes of regime change and significant domestic instability, those which 

have been able to further consolidate power have also tended towards a pattern of 

“authoritarian backsliding,” progressively increasing restrictions on political freedoms 
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and civil liberties – countering vulnerabilities such as electoral protests and pro-

democracy civil society by selectively restricting the types of actors and activities in 

society most threatening to their ongoing control.  Insofar as such regimes are able to 

maintain control while relying primarily on low intensity coercion methods bolstered by 

legitimacy based on ostensibly democratic institutions and liberties and economic 

growth, however, they are less likely than the most closed authoritarian regimes to adopt 

obviously norm-violating restrictions or to resort to high intensity coercive methods such 

as violent crackdown.  If facing more serious threats to regime survival, however, such 

regimes might opt to adopt harsher control tactics, though, if they are perceived to have 

crossed a certain threshold in their resort to repression, they will also face potential 

damage to their primary legitimizing strategy. 

 

In Chapters 4-6 we see examples of these patterns of regime transformation in 

states of the former Soviet Union (FSU).  By the late 2000s, a number of the backsliding 

hybrid regime states of the FSU region had gradually migrated from the symmetrically 

less repressive regime category into the asymmetric offline repressive regime category – 

though still situated near the cell boundary with high levels of political repression but still 

partly free with regard to civil liberties despite growing restriction.  These regimes 

maintained the semblance of democratic elections and institutions, but no genuine 

political competition was permitted.  While offline media and civil society were 

increasingly tightly controlled, some relatively independent organizations and outlets 

were still tolerated (though closely overseen), provided they did not constitute serious 

stability threats.  The Internet, meanwhile, was largely permitted to develop unhindered, 
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and leaders in the region often emphasized the importance of ICT sector development for 

their programs of economic modernization and diversification.   

 

Beginning in the second half of the 2000s, a number of these types of regimes 

faced moments of crisis that challenged this equilibrium, however.  While a wave of 

regime-destabilizing protest movements – the “color revolutions” – had occurred in the 

region earlier in the decade, prompting regimes to crack down on civil society and 

independent media actors thought to be “Orangist forces” challenging their control, by 

later in the decade the Internet and related ICT technologies and social media platforms 

began to be viewed by some as similar potential threats.  Events at home, such as the 

attempted “Jeans Revolution” in 2006 and subsequent 2010 mass electoral protest in 

Belarus prompted the region’s more politically restrictive hybrid regimes to move 

towards harsher mechanisms of control.  The widespread discussion of the role of the 

Internet and social media in such movements (e.g. Moldova’s 2009 protests and the 

Green Movement in Iran sometimes referred to as “Twitter Revolutions”) prompted 

heightened attention to the ways in which the relatively unrestricted Internet was being 

used and increased efforts to control its use.  The veiled threat of using the Internet to 

bring down dictatorships in Clinton’s speech in 2010, followed by the widespread 

reporting of the role of social media and online organizing in facilitating the regime-

toppling events of the Arab Spring in 2011, greatly intensified this concern. 

 

During this period, new laws and prosecutions targeted certain Internet usages and 

content forms, cameras and passport registration requirements in Internet cafes and new 
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surveillance systems installed on Internet service provider (ISP) networks permitted the 

tracking of online activity, and occasional network shutdowns, denial of service attacks 

on media or NGO sites, and persistent pro-regime trolling harassing oppositional 

bloggers and independent forums became increasingly prevalent tactics to harass and 

hinder online journalists and activists in many countries of the FSU region.  Interestingly, 

while a number of regimes in the region began to tighten their controls over the Internet 

during this period, it is noteworthy how few of them adopted systemic filtering methods, 

such as those found in China.  Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan repeatedly tested as the only 

former Soviet countries to have implemented systematic censorship of this sort, and the 

vast majority of online content remained accessible most of the time in most countries of 

the region.  Even in cases where content was blocked – such as the blocking of the entire 

LiveJournal blogging platform for several years in the late 2000s and early 2010s in 

Kazakhstan in apparent response to a spill-all blog by a former son-in-law-turned-rival of 

President Nursultan Nazarbayev – regimes often did not acknowledge their role in the 

censorship, blaming the site’s inaccessibility on technical failures.  What we see instead 

in many countries in the region during this period is the proliferation of less overt, 

plausibly deniable, or quasi-democratic legal techniques for control of the Internet that 

are less easily measurable, hard to attribute, or not as obviously norm-violating as 

systemic censorship.   

 

In the post-Arab Spring and post-Snowden and Stuxnet environment, as Internet 

restrictions have continued to grow across much of the region and the limited existing 

normative consensus has somewhat fragmented, restrictions have tended to grow more 
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severe and obvious.  Laws authorizing overt censorship (such as those creating banned 

lists of websites) have become more common, and programs promoting Internet 

development have tended to be deemphasized and replaced by rhetoric concerning 

information sovereignty and security.  The more closed hybrid regimes of the region have 

now mostly migrated from the asymmetric offline repressive regime category into the 

symmetric highly repressive regime category, as they move towards closing the previous 

“asymmetry gaps” between online and offline freedom levels that had been common in 

the region.  Nonetheless, the approaches towards controlling the Internet in many of these 

countries remain somewhat distinctive and still highly influenced by the “next 

generation” approaches to Internet control, relying more heavily on legal restrictions and 

surveillance, for example, than on systemic content filtering. While Internet freedom 

indexes have declined, these countries by-and-large still have far lower overall levels of 

Internet censorship than many countries of similar regime types.  

 

The case of Russia, explored in depth in Chapter 4, provides a particularly 

important example of this development.  As the most powerful state in the region, the 

some-time “black knight” protector of neighboring allies, and a leader in a number of 

regional organizations, Russia carries significant influence and often is emulated by other 

regimes in the region.  A competitive authoritarian regime in the 1990s under President 

Boris Yeltsin, Russia underwent authoritarian backsliding in the 2000s, with the regime 
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under Vladimir Putin consolidating political control and significantly constraining the 

country’s independent media and civil society beginning in the early 2000s.510   

 

Throughout the 2000s, the Internet in Russia was uncensored and, as penetration 

rates grew, a vibrant blogosphere and numerous independent online media outlets 

developed.  Many successful Russia-based Internet companies and platforms emerged, 

including social networks and a search engine far preferred in the country over accessible 

foreign variants such as Google or Facebook.  Like many countries in the post-Soviet and 

post-communist region, Russia was not known for a significant culture of civic 

participation; but towards the end of the 2000s and in the early 2010s novel patterns of 

dynamic online civic organizing around common problems or grievances started to 

emerge, with online platforms being used to organize help for regions affected by the 

widespread 2010 forest fires, and Internet-leveraging movements emerging protesting 

dangerous elite violations of driving rules, curtailment of the constitutional right to 

protest, plans for an environmentally-damaging highway project, and official corruption.  

In some instances these online efforts facilitated significant offline protest events. 

 

The 2011 Putin-Medvedev announcement of plans for Putin to retake the 

country’s presidency led to the rapid emergence of a mass protest movement on an order 

of magnitude that Russia had not seen since the Soviet Union’s collapse.  The so-called 

“White Ribbon Movement” emerged with surprising speed, led to months of ongoing 

protest activity surrounding the fall 2011 and spring 2012 elections, and made heavy use 

                                                
510 Though Putin gave up the presidency for ally Dmitriy Medvedev in 2008 after his constitution-permitted 
two consecutive terms in office, he retained significant control, as the country’s Prime Minister during the 
Medvedev 2008-2012 presidency and returned to office as President in 2012.   
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of Internet-based tools.  Bloggers and independent online journalists emerged as leaders 

in the protest community, crowdmapping and crowdsourcing tools were used to 

document abuses, and social media platforms were used to organize events and rally 

supporters.  The same activists and journalists gathered in cafes at night, met in squares 

and streets for protest events, and exchanged information and commentary through 

Facebook, Twitter, and sharing of online media and blog post links.  While concentrated 

in Moscow, this virtual online “Tusovka” or protest community extended to and 

interacted with the parallel protest networks in other major cities and even in other 

countries of the region.  When Putin returned to power, the approach to Internet control 

changed precipitously.   

 

From 2012 onward, the Russian regime has cracked down further on remaining 

political and civil freedoms.  New restrictions on NGOs receiving Western funding 

(labeled as “foreign agents”) and remaining independent media outlets (with journalists 

referring to the series of legal and extra-legal crackdowns during this period as the 

“[expletive]-ing chain”) were meted out rapidly, and fines and punishments for 

participation in or calls to unsanctioned protest activities were made much more severe.  

Highly visible figures from the opposition were prosecuted on dubious charges. 

Mainstream media portrayed protesters and independent journalists or civil society 

activists as a “Fifth Column” – unpatriotic and dominated by people of homosexual, 

feminist, anti-religious, extremist, or other “unsavory” proclivities.   
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Meanwhile, the Internet and the sorts of Internet users who had participated in the 

protests became particular subjects for backlash.  Beginning in 2012, a series of new laws 

created a “blacklist” of banned Internet sites to be blocked by all ISPs, required ISPs and 

social media platforms to participate in an extensive upgrade to the country’s online 

surveillance capabilities, and created numerous new mechanisms and categories by which 

independent content and online activity could be subject to blocks or prosecution.  Pro-

regime DDoS attacks, hacktivism, and trolling, which had been evident in Russia and in 

Russia’s engagement in regional conflicts since the late 2000s, also became more 

widespread during this period.  While some online media outlets and social media 

platforms were taken over by Kremlin allies through ousting independent editors or 

directors, others were blocked or threatened under new laws.  Regime rhetoric took a 

newly confrontational tone in regard to the Internet and ICT technologies and their users.   

 

The crackdown on Internet freedom in Russia has been so dramatic and rapid that 

it has been widely noted abroad.  Freedom House, which began measuring a comparable 

international index of “Internet freedom” in many countries in 2011, classified Russia’s 

Internet at the time as “partly free” and having substantial freedom in the content 

category, but has since recategorized it as “not free,” with Russia showing the most 

significant declines in Internet content freedom of any country analyzed in the FSU 

region during the 2011-2015 period, and tied for the greatest overall decline.  Russia has 

moved, first, from the symmetric less repressive regime type category into the 

asymmetric offline repressive category, and then, with the Internet crackdown, it has 

moved into the symmetric highly repressive category.   
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Interestingly, though the methods of Internet control adopted are extensive and 

the change in the regime’s overall approach to the Internet is overt, the Russian Internet is 

still relatively uncensored compared to those of many other authoritarian regimes such as 

China.  Despite discussion of movement towards a more systemic form of censorship 

such as filtering or kill switch technologies and threats to block major foreign social 

media platforms, so far, the approach to Internet control relies more on a mix of legal and 

extra-legal content controls, prosecutions, surveillance, propaganda, pressure on or 

takeovers of intermediaries, and denial of service and other cyberattacks.  Rather than 

adopting an approach focused primarily on the creation of information barricades, Russia 

has moved towards a model that could be described as a more robust version of “next 

generation” Internet controls.  Russia’s government fosters an environment of 

uncertainty, fear and self-censorship for some by prosecuting or blocking key exemplars 

(e.g. bloggers, media outlets, websites), but maintaining the ongoing appearance of a 

relatively uncensored Internet. 

 

Hybrid regimes facing growing Internet penetration and the prospect of new 

forms and levels of public discussion and protest surrounding hypocritical anti-

democratic regime practices face a potential serious crisis of legitimacy.  The more 

closed and authoritarian of these regimes face the greatest potential grievance and might 

seek to head off the existential threat of critical public discourse and mass protest by 

restricting Internet freedoms, tamping down the “asymmetry gap” that allows new forms 

of discourse and civic organizing to emerge.  But Internet freedoms have already become 
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widely expected in many such regimes and form part of the appearance of democratic 

norm-abidance they rely on for legitimacy (thus avoiding the need for more coercive 

forms of control).  Any obvious crackdown on these freedoms might threaten to further 

undermine this legitimization strategy and lead to further loss of support.  The same 

could of course be expected from a very obvious crackdown in response to protest, 

reverting to more high intensity / violent forms of coercion.  The fact the Russia’s 

increasingly authoritarian government under Vladimir Putin has managed to in fact retain 

significant public support while successfully gaining control over and diffusing a mass 

Internet-enabled protest movement is striking, and indicates a potential alternative model 

for continuing control that does not facilitate the sort of no-exit legitimacy crisis that 

might have been imagined. 

 

The Russian example, at first, seems to justify the binary expectation that hybrid 

regimes will be pushed to either go all-in on more autocratic high-intensity-coercion rule 

or liberalize.  But, on closer inspection, the case is more complex and perhaps suggests a 

third path which, again, continues to balance on some level the greater porousness and 

flexibility of hybrid regimes with the greater control necessary to continue to manage an 

increasingly wired society.  By relying primarily on legalistic, subtle, and plausibly (or 

implausibly) deniable forms of controls, and through the subversive use of accepted 

terminology and concepts (e.g. “terrorism,” “extremism,” “national security”), Russia has 

continued to maintain the semblance of democratic norm-abidance and rule of law.  The 

Orwellian pretense of such a façade, when, for all who understand what is going on, the 

mask is off, is what has prompted observers such as Peter Pomerantsev to refer to Putin’s 
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Russia in the post-White Ribbon period and since the onset of the Russian conflict with 

Ukraine as a form of “postmodern authoritarianism” in which controlling the framing 

matters more than controlling the access to information and narrative matters more than 

fact.  The success of such an approach to continuing regime legitimization has, of course, 

depended on the provision of a new – more nationalist and patriotic – source of 

legitimacy, even while maintaining the pretense of the older institutional and 

constitutional bases.511   

 

But the success of such a model for increased control of the Internet (and public 

opinion more broadly) – a model based as much on disinformation, propaganda, and the 

selective blocking or punishment of key exemplars as on blocking or censoring large 

quantities of content – suggests that, in some contexts, information blockades of the sort 

Clinton focused on in her address are not necessary for reining in the network (or the 

networked).  It might be enough to muddy, obfuscate and reframe.  In many ways, such 

an approach mirrors the forms of “management” of society at which many hybrid 

regimes have long excelled.  While liberal supporters of a unified global Internet have 

long expressed concern over the prospect of an increasingly fragmented Internet, in 

which the same materials cannot be accessed in all countries, the ongoing success of the 

Russian model suggests that, even in some settings where most things remain accessible, 

the influence of alternative sources of information and forums for discussion and 

organizing can be diluted and managed in ways that make them irrelevant to mass public 

perception.  The long-term viability of such an approach still remains to be seen, 

however.  
                                                
511 Pomerantsev, Nothing Is True and Everything Is Possible. 
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In light of the developing forms of state Internet control that have been discussed 

and the current fragmentation of the “Internet freedom” normative consensus, the 

following final section reconsiders the relationship between value tradeoffs, technological 

design decisions, and institutions of Internet governance, considering potential 

repercussions of current normative debates for the future development of the global 

Internet. 

 
 

Securing the Future: States and the Global Internet 
 

“Cyberspace.  A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions of legitimate 
operators, in every nation, by children being taught mathematical concepts… A graphic 
representation of data abstracted from the banks of every computer in the human system.  
Unthinkable complexity.  Lines of light ranged in the nonspace of the mind, clusters and 
constellations of data.  Like city lights, receding…” 
 
– William Gibson, Neuromancer, 1984512 

 
 

While the libertarian-leaning idealization of “cyberspace” as an ungoverned and 

ungovernable global virtual space beyond the reach of territorial state control formed a 

powerful part of the mythos of the early Internet, one need look no further than the 

opening pages of William Gibson’s 1984 science fiction classic that coined the term to 

understand some of the problems with such a reality.  Such an ungoverned space, if 

possible, would not necessarily abide by the norms of trust and reciprocity typical within 

the early Internet community.  Hacker attacks, the theft or manipulation of data, and other 

forms of cybercrime might come to tarnish the ideal.  As it has expanded globally, the 

Internet has become an important dimension of communication, commerce, industry, 

                                                
512 William Gibson, Neuromancer, 1st edition (New York: Ace, 1984), 51. 
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infrastructure, and even the functioning of national governments.  The number of actors 

and stakes involved in value tradeoffs and governance decisions have risen significantly.   

 

In describing the history of the Internet’s development, Chapter 2 stressed the 

importance of the role played by the early Internet community, consisting largely of 

computer scientists and engineers interested in facilitating collaboration and innovation.  

The early design decisions and governance processes established by this community 

favored values of trust, collaboration, openness, inclusivity, transparency, and the 

equality of all information.  These values were embedded in early characteristics of the 

network’s technical design and in the processes by which the Internet community agreed 

upon new standards and shared mutually beneficial inventions to facilitate the work of 

others.  These characteristics and the generativity they permitted played vital roles in 

facilitating the rapid and innovative expansion of the network and related technologies 

such as the World Wide Web.  The inclusive, “apolitical,” rough-consensus oriented 

nature of early decision processes laid the foundations for non-hierarchical, non-state-

centric, transnational de facto governance institutions and processes that would deeply 

inform later developments.  The path dependencies exerted by these early decisions 

regarding technical design and governance processes have cast a long – though not 

indelible – shadow, continuing to inform the network’s development and that of 

surrounding institutions for many years.   

 

But as the network’s global reach and importance to societies, economies, and 

governments around the world have grown and the variety of users expanded, new 
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problems have emerged requiring reconsideration of implicit value-tradeoffs that 

informed the original technologies and institutions.  Issues involving criminal activity, 

security, accountability, and the desire to differentiate between different categories of 

transmitted content have emerged as socially, economically or politically salient 

challenges to the old architecture and prompted iterative reevaluations and updates to 

earlier design decisions.  Issues of security, in particular, have demanded more attention 

as the network has come to relay valuable financial information, access the secret files of 

national governments and valued intellectual property of corporations, and control the 

function of industrial machinery. 

 

Today, as Internet governance has developed into a complex multilayered global 

system involving many actors, issues, and institutions, the relevant question is not if the 

Internet will be governed, but how, by whom, and with what consequences.  Of particular 

note are the increasing (though often contested) role of states in global and national-level 

governance decisions and the increased emphasis on national security priorities in 

cyberspace.   

 

While the Internet relies on physical infrastructure such as cables and routers 

located in particular jurisdictions, its global unifying aspirations as well as the 

transnational flows of information the network permits and the global nature of its logic 

and content layers make Internet governance into a complex problem involving 

interaction between global and local levels of governance.  Technical and governance 

decisions are enacted by and impact the interests of many actors.  From expert protocol 
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engineers to average web-users, journalists, and activists, and from Internet search or 

social media platforms to registrars or Internet service providers, IP rights holders, and 

criminal or terrorist networks, the many actors and interests in play range far beyond 

those narrowly construed around territorial states and national interest.  Yet state 

concerns regarding control of the network within their territories and leveraging it in 

pursuit of national interests have intensified greatly.513  And the limits and possibilities of 

state control over the network are not static but have evolved and changed along with 

changes in the technology, the normative environment, and the available mechanisms of 

control – both technical and legal.  

 

Debate over the appropriate form of state involvement in Internet governance has 

led to several levels of contestation.  As recounted in Chapter 2, early United States 

government involvement in the Internet’s development and critical resource 

administration became increasingly politicized in the 2000s as the Internet’s importance 

grew globally.  Though the US government denied charges of utilizing its special 

contractual relationship with ICANN to exercise any sort of hegemonic control over the 

global network and, rather, pushed globally for the continuation of a “multi-stakeholder” 

model of governance involving both states and the many other interested actors such as 

IT companies, engineers, and civil society groups, this model has at times been 

challenged by states concerned over disparities in access, US domination, and domestic 
                                                
513 As states play a more powerful role in Internet governance, this is likely to affect the potential for 
normative agreement on some issues more so than others.  Some issues, such as the protection of the 
Internet’s critical resources or maintenance of interoperable protocols might be relatively easy for various 
actors to agree upon in deference to the maintenance of the global network’s logical infrastructure.  Other 
issues are likely to remain highly contentious, however, concerning, for example, content or security, and 
more explicitly connected to culturally specific values of decency, privacy, or free speech, or to state 
concerns over national sovereignty and military or economic advantage.    
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national control.  Developing countries have at times sided with coalitions of non-

democratic states in support of proposals for a more formal state-centric Internet 

governance system under the auspices of intergovernmental organizations such as the 

International Telecommunications Union (ITU), arguing that the United Nations 

framework of equal state representation would permit greater equality of representation 

in governance decisions.  While the crisis of US leadership legitimacy following the 2013 

Snowden revelations exacerbated these tensions, prompting the issuance of the 

Montevideo Statement and organization of the 2014 NETmundial conference, these 

efforts, organized in part by the leadership of ICANN and other major actors in the 

Internet governance community, brought the majority of states to agreement concerning a 

more conciliatory continuation of the multi-stakeholder model – a solution met with 

criticism by Russia, China, and Iran, among other countries that did not endorse the final 

document.   

 

Generally, this contestation over multi-stakeholder versus multi-lateral 

frameworks of global Internet governance has been interpreted as linked to contestation 

over the legitimate extent of state control over the Internet within sovereign territory, 

with Russia, China, and other powerful states that support the more state-centric solution 

for the global governance model also asserting the need for greater national “digital 

sovereignty.”  This in turn connects, of course, to the question of the global legitimacy of 

state systems for control of Internet content and information flows within national 

territories and constitutes a challenge to the sort of “Internet freedom” norm promoted by 

the United States.   
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Another closely related area of tension has concerned the competing concepts of 

“cybersecurity” and “information security.”  While US-led efforts have sought to develop 

norms of cyber non-aggression or agreements between governments not to sponsor 

corporate cyber-espionage for the theft of intellectual property, Russia and China have 

repeatedly framed these discussions around the alternative concept of “information 

security,” defined in a way so that foreign media or information prompting political 

instability can be construed as an attack on a country’s information sovereignty.  Russian 

government rhetoric concerning “information warfare” (as opposed to “cyber-warfare”) 

is based on a similarly distinct conceptualization of the potential weaponizing of 

information as a method of destabilizing a rival country. 

 

Western democracies balk at such obvious efforts to reframe a debate about 

network security around Internet and media content and censorship.  But Clinton’s own 

ready mixing of categories between discussion of “attacks on networks” and content 

censorship in her 2010 address – and the assumed definition of censorship to exclude 

materials such as child pornography and pirated materials that are seen in the US as 

acceptable to block – speaks to the complexity of the global norm contestation at stake.  

While the language of Clinton’s address suggested an understanding of all “attacks on 

networks” of rival countries as acts of war, potentially triggering aggressive response, the 

address was delivered while the United States was busy perpetrating just such an attack 

against Iran.  
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Subsequent confrontations between the US and Europe over appropriate 

definitions of privacy and acceptable levels of state surveillance, internal clashes within 

the US between the FBI, NSA, Apple, and other actors in disputes over the appropriate 

balance between individual privacy, network security and law enforcement, or over 

issues of the acceptability of US military stockpiling of zero day vulnerabilities at the 

expense of digital security each speak to the inherent complexity and unresolved tensions 

of the value-tradeoffs raised by growing reliance on a globally interconnected 

information network – even within and across democratic societies.  The US emphasis on 

secrecy and deniability surrounding issues such as NSA surveillance, the Stuxnet 

attribution, and the degree of zero day stockpiling, even while arguing that information 

asymmetries prompt conflict, further speaks to the extent to which the Internet and its 

unique characteristics have prompted new tensions concerning the balance between civil 

liberties and public transparency, and security and military objectives – perhaps also 

leading to a new kind of democratic politics. 

 

The forces of globalization have sometimes been viewed as mounting a 

significant challenge to the authority of territorial states, requiring a surrender of certain 

aspects of sovereignty and fostering new forms of interconnectivity and interdependence.  

But states have generally proven their capacity to adapt.  Hybrid regimes have emerged 

as a form of authoritarian adaptation.  The growing global interconnectivity and mutual 

vulnerability fostered by the global expansion of and reliance on the Internet constitutes a 

new level of challenge.  In spite of growing state efforts to exert control over the Internet, 

the reality of the technology's transnational nature and the potential access to global 
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sources and flows of information it creates remains different in degree and perhaps kind 

compared to challenges to state-centric authority and the territorial understanding of 

political units that have come before.   

 

In some ways, even the very reactions of states seeking to exert control over this 

new informational space indicate the immensity of the challenge and the convolution of 

understanding of state identity that it has prompted.  While Western democracies - and 

most notably the United States - concern themselves with protection of intellectual 

property and debate what national industries and companies should be considered part of 

the country's critical infrastructure most important to protect from cyber attacks, Russia, 

China, and other challengers to the US-centered normative order gear up defenses of their 

countries’ “information sovereignty” through seeking to control ideational information 

and narratives concerning their national identity.  While it is easy to focus on the 

differences here, it is also intriguing to note the similarities.  Both are, in some ways, 

expressions of an urgent need to re-configure the understanding of the "state" focused on 

the defense of information as much as that of territory. 

 

The future survival of the global Internet as an “information commons” and 

consensual hallucination will likely depend on the continuing manner in which states 

adjust to the challenge this level of interconnectivity poses to their notions of sovereignty 

and security.  Avoiding a fragmentation and militarization of the network depends on the 

decisions of democracies as well as those of authoritarian regimes.  While the network’s 

emergence out of Cold War defense research could be viewed as ironic, given its original 
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development as a network of trust and collaboration, today we are at risk of a new sort of 

military escalation and Cold War.  While the “information curtain” described by Clinton 

constitutes part of this problem, the very use of Cold War analogies to make sense of 

these novel governance challenges could also help to fuel such a balkanization.514  

 

  

                                                
514 Of particular concern is the embrace of a conceptualization of all aggressive or illegal acts in cyberspace 
as “acts of war” without careful consideration of the distinctions between, for example, acts of corporate 
espionage and intellectual property theft, the use of viruses to destroy digital or industrial equipment, or 
cyberattacks which actually cause loss of life.  Cold War era analogies relating to nuclear war and 
deterrence are increasingly used to discuss these sorts of cyber actions, threatening the use of other forms 
of force in response as a sort of “cross-domain deterrence.”  Without careful consideration of the 
appropriate threshold of considering something an “act of war,” this approach risks a dangerous escalation 
of hostilities within and beyond cyberspace.  See: Sean Lawson, “Putting the ‘war’ in Cyberwar: Metaphor, 
Analogy, and Cybersecurity Discourse in the United States,” First Monday: Peer Reviewed Journal on the 
Internet 17, no. 7 (July 2, 2012), http://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/3848. 
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